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PREFACE

A numnber of organizations and people made important contributions to this develop-
mnt program.

The overall program was made possible by the U.S. Army Aviation Research and
Development Commwrand in St. Louis, Missouri. In addition, this organization
assisted in the resolution of special needs as the program was executed.
Individuals who were most directly concerned are Mr. Fred Reed and Mr. Robert
Vollmer.

The New England Machine and Tool Company, Berlin, Connecticut, designed and buzilt
the development milling machine. This machine, with its great precision and its
unique five-axis and four-spindle capability was vital to this prograrn. Mr. Paul
Cmpbell, President of the Comipany, personally directed this work.

A major contribution to the development of numerical control programs for the
impeller was made by Mr. Lee B. Stripling who is President of Intratec, Inc.,
Neptune Beach, Florida. He is the developer of HECTRAN, which is the compter
processor used to program the impellers.

A major contribution was made to the development of abrasive flow machining for the
blisks and the impellers by Dynetics Corp., Woburn, Massachusetts. Mr. John~
Stackhouse, who is President of the Comnpany, worked closely with General Electric
engineers on this development.

The unique airfoil tracing machine used during the development program was designe~d
3and built by Centerline Precision Manufacturing, Warwick, Rhode Island. Its flex-
U ibility and accuracy were essential to the success of the program.

Special, highly precise milling cutters were provided by the P.O. Mclntire Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, on very short delivery schedules, which were essential to the
program.

Tests of free-abrasive machining processes were made in the laboratories of the
following companies: Abnco Queen Products Division, Albert Lea, Minnesota and
Harper Buffing Machine Co., East Hartford, Ct. This work was of important help in
determining the capabilities of free-abrasive machining for producing the final
surface texture on blisk and impeller airfoils.

Cutting force data, which was essential to the development of rough contour milling
parameters, was obtained through tests and analyses made under the direction of
Professor Nathan H. Cook of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.

Ace Industries, Santa Fe, California which produced blisks and impellers for all
of the early T700 engines, starting several years before this development program
was undertaken, provided information on their exp~erience which contributed to the
success of this program.

The Industrial Control Department of the General Electric Company, Charlottesville,
Virginia, designed and built the nuerical control for the development milling

machine.-iii! iv-
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SUMMARY OF BLISK AND IMPELLER AIRFOIL MANUFACTTING PROGRAM
4

PURPOSE

The purpose of this program was to develop an advanced manufacturing system for
machining airfoils on the blisks and impeller which are the rotating components of
the compressor for the General Electric T700-GE-700 turboshaft engine. This engine
is a new, light weight, compact, high performance engine which powers modern
-ilitary helicopters.

NEED

The airfoils on blisks and impellers are machined on the disks or hubs which sup-
port them. Currently available airfoil volume production processes such as forging
cannot be used to produce blisk and impeller airfoils because the existing pro-
cesses are only suitable for making separate airfoils which are assembled to their
disks after the airfoils are machined.

Blisk and impeller airfoils for development and early production T700-GE-700
engines were machined with manually controlled tracer milling, after which manual
abrasive machining was used to generate final contours and surface texture. These
processes are suited to low volume production but are not suitable for high volume
production. Manufacturing costs with them are high because they are labor inten-
sive. Also, airfoil quality is heavily dependent on manual skill. Furthermore,
the time needed to introduce airfoil design improvements was too long.

Available manufacturing capacity was inadequate to satisfy total production
requirements and capacity could not be readily increased because of the large
amount of skilled labor which is necessary to produce airfoils with these manual
processes.

Therefore, a new system was needed to manufacture blisk and impeller airfoils in
volume production. It had to be developed quickly for incorporation in a new man-
ufacturing facility which was to be established to meet total production require-
ments. Processes used in the system had to be highly automated to meet cost
requirements, to make quality essentially independent of manual skill, to allow
rapid introduction of design improvements, and to allow sharp increases in produc-
tion rates.

There are five axial stages in the T700 engine compressor. The rotating components
for these stages consist of four blisks. There is a Stage 1 blisk, a Stage 2
blisk, a Stage 3 ana 4 blisk, and a Stage 5 blisk. There is also one centrifugal
stage and the rotating component for this is an impeller. These components are
shown in Figure 1 (pg 5). The outside diameter of the Stage 1 blisk is approxi-
nately 7.7 inches and the outside diameter of the impeller is approximately 9.4
inches.

PrOGAM DESCRIPTIO1N

A Manufacturing Methods and Technology contract was awarded by the U.S. Army Avia-
tion Research and Development Command to develop processes which could be combined
into a new system for manufacturing blisk and impeller airfoils. Specific schedule

(and manufacturing cost goals were established for this development program.

-1-



SIMARY OF BLISK AND IMPELLER AIRFOIL MANUFACTURING PROGRAM - Continued

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - Continued

The contract specified that five-axis numerically-o ntrolled contour milling would
be used in the new system and the contract provided for the design and construction
of a prototype milling machine. The contract also called for the investigation of
ways to produce numerical control programs for the milling machine and for the
development of these programs.

The contract also called for investigation of processes for rough machining of
airfoils, processes for producing the final texture of airfoil surfaces, and
processes for controlling airfoil quality. Furthermore, the contract provided for
the selection and development of all of the processes required for the conplete
system, as well as the development of specifications for process equipment.

Finally, the contraft required that the capability of the system be fully demon-
strated by producing airfoils on complete blisks and impellers and subjecting them
to approval tests in the laboratory and in engines.

Process Development work began in June 1975 and was completed in June 1979. Pro-

duction of each component started as soon as development for a component was
completed.

System Description

Airfoils are rough contour milled on a numerically-controlled (NC) machine, and are

immediately finish contour-milled to final dimensions on the same machine,
excepting leading and trailing edge dimensions. The airfoils are then finished
with abrasive flow machining to obtain final edge dimensions and final surface
texture. Next, airfoil dimensions are measured by instantaneous comparison with
design dimensions, except for leading and trailing edge contours. Finally, leading

and trailing edge contours are examined optically and surface roughness is measured

with a profilameter.

The only significant manual operations are: loading parts into machines and un-
loading them; loading cutters into the milling machine and unloading them; inspec-
ting edge contours; determining surface roughness; selective improvement of blisk
platform surfaces; and removal of burrs from impeller airfoil tips after contouring
in a lathe. Work is being done to eliminate the last two operations.

Technology

The airfoil milling machine has four spindles, so that four identical components
are milled simultaneously. It is capable of milling airfoils on all of the blisks
and the impeller. The machine has five numerically-controlled axes. Four are used
for blisk airfoil milling and the fifth axis is used for test block milling which
is done to control airfoil thickness. All five axes are used for impeller airfoil
milling. The machine was designed specifically for this blisk and impeller airfoil
manufacturing program.

-2-



SUMMAPY OF BLISK AND IPELLER AIRFOIL MANUFACTURING PROGRAM - Continued

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - Continued

The milling machine is directed by a computer numerical control adapted specific-
ally for this program. Digital instructions are supplied to this control from
numerical control proqrams which are stored in a central computer. The computer
supplies program instructions to a number of machines which are all operating
simultaneously and while different airfoils are being milled by each machine.
Program instructions can also be supplied at a slower rate from punched taoe
through a tape reader, which results in increased machining time.

Separate numerical control programs were developed for contour milling the five
different blisk and three different impeller airfoil designs. Airfoil programs
were produced with large computers. APT was used for producing the blisk airfoil
programs and HECTRAN for the impeller airfoil programs.

Unique programming techniques were developed for APT to apply it to blisk airfoil
programming. A new and improved version of HECTRAN was developed for impeller
programming. As a result of this work it is now possible to produce milling
programs for new airfoil designs directly from computer stored information which
is generated by desiqn engineers as a normal part of the design process.

Contour milling methods and parameters were developed specifically for producing
blisk and impeller airfoils that have design requirements which make them unusually
difficult to manufacture. Methods and parameters that were developed include
cutting paths, cutter geometry, cutting speeds, and feed rates. A unique method
for controlling the influence of the milling process on airfoil thickness was
developed. Test blocks are milled to geometry that can be easily measured and the
measurements are used to control the varying effect on airfoil thickness of cutter
manufactured geometry, cuttcr wear, cutter deflection, and cutter runout.

Abrasive flow machining was applied for the first time to finish axial flow air-
foils, including blisk airfoils. Its applications to finishing of impeller
airfoils was one of the first of this kind that was successful. New fixturing
concepts were developed to apply this process, as well as unique parameters
including processing pressure and abrasive media characteristics.

The precision with which the numerical control programs devine airfoil design
geometry, the high accuracy of the numerically controlled milling machine over a
wide range of feed reates, operating speeds, and operating temperatures, and the
excellent repeatability of abrasive flow machining, make it possible to produce
airfoils that conform closely to design requirements.

Unique airfoil tracing equipment was developed for use during this program to
measure airfoil geometry. Airfoil sections are automatically traced. The traced
information is automatically compared with design nominals and limits, and dis-
played instantaneously. In addition, specifications were prepared for production
inspection equipment, including specificatins for a numerically controlled coor-
dinate measuring machine which will have unusual capability for application to new
airfoil designs.

-3-



SUMARY OF BLISK AND IMPELLER AIRFOIL MANUFACTURING PROGRAM - Continued

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - Continued

Leading and trailing ,:dge contours are inspected with light sectioning equipment
which provides an imaqe of the edge contour in relation to a nominal contour and

limits, for visual evaluation.

Results

All of the objectives for the development program were accomplished. The most
significant results which were achieved are:

1. Designed a four-spindle, five-axis, computer numerically-ontrolled
milling machine suitable for producing airfoils on blisks and
impellers, and capable of machining four parts at a time.

2. Developed complete airfoil milling capability including numerical-

control programs, machining parameters, tools, and fixtures.

3. Developed automatic airfoil finishing by abrasive flow machining.

4. Developee techniques for precise measurement of airfoil contours.

5. Successfully completed approval tests, including laboratory frequency
and fatigue tests, and engine tests.

6. Successfully transitioned all developments into volume production.

7. Obtained manufacturing cost reductions which will result in savings to
the Department of Defense of more than $60 million for the number of
engines now planned, giving a return of more than 40 to 1 on their $1.4
million investment in this Manufacturing Methods and Technology program.

8. Developed the basis for applying Computer Aided Design and Computer
Aided Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) techniques to future airfoil designs.

-4-
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NUMERICALLY-CONTROLLED
CONTOUR MILLING MACHINE



N'37ERICALLY-CONTROLLED ODNTCEJR MILLING MACHINE

MILLING MACHINE DESCP:PTION

A numerically controlled 5-axis milling machine was designed and built specifically

to meet the requirements of this development program. It was equipped with 4
spindles to allow milling four identical parts simultaneously. The design of this

development machine was based upon a General Electric specification prepared for

this development program.

Competitive quotations were solicited from eight machine tool manufacturers. Of
these, only three responded to the solicitation. The New England Machine and Tool
Company was selectee on the basis of thpir technical proposal and cost.

Figures 2-4 (pgs 14-16) show various views of the development milling machine. The
five axes are defined in Figures 5-8 (pgs 17-20).

During negotiations with New England Machine, the possibiity of incorporating a
cutter load monitorinq system, with full adaptive control, was investigated. The
purpose of such a systpm is to obtain maximum metal removal rate without cutter
breakage or spindle motor overload. A search for available systems was made. As
a result, the Macotech Corporation was requested to explore the possibility of
incorporating its adaptive control system into the milling machine. This system
senses the radial forces applied to an end milling cutter and the motor horsepower
required to drive the machine spindle to which the cutter is attached. This
system regulates the feed rate at the highest rate permitted by maximum allowable
cutter forces or spindle motor load. Following a review of the require- ments, it
was concluded that this system would not he suitable for this application
because of the relatively low cutter forces and cutter power anticipated with cut-
ters 3/16 to 5/16 inch in diameter, which is the size range used in this program.
No other suitable system was found. Accordingly, it was decided to utilize a sen-
sitive spindle load neter for each spir.le. This allowed observing relative
spindle motor loads under all cutting conditions.

NUMERICAL CONTROL

An analysis of the requirements of blisk milling revealed that a considerable
amount of control data would be needed for each machining operation and the rate
at which data must be presented to the machine would be quite high. It was
expected that a number of reels of punched tape would be required per blisk. In

addition, since tape readers are limited to 300 characters/second, it was antici-
pated that the milling machine operation could be paced by the tape reader if
buffer storage was not adequate.

The essential requirements of the numerical control (NC) system are listed in
Table 1 (pg 8). Various possibilities were evaluated in the search for a system
that would satisfy these requirements. These included the following NC systems:

1. A standard General Electric Mark Century 1050 Computer Numerical Con-
trol (CNC) with dual tape readers with automatic switching and rewind.

2. The above with special additional buffer storage.

-7-



NUMERICALLY-CONTROLLED CONTOUrR MILLING MACHINE - Continued

NUMERICAL CONTROL - Continued

3. The standard General Electric Mark Century 1050 CNC Unit with i siingie
tape reader and a GECON Computer Control with a disk storage unit.

4. The General Electric Mark Century 550 Mc.

5. The General Electric Mark Century 7585.

TABLE 1
SIG.4 IFICANT NUMERICAL CONTROL FEATURES

1. Five simultaneous axes. 16. Manual feed bold.
2. Microcomputer type control. 17. Tool length offsets.
3. Two 300-cps readers with reels. 18. Test circuits.
4. Expandable buffer storage. 19. Reversal error compensation.
5. On-machine edit capability 20. 0.001 inch resolution.
6. Alpha numeric 256-character readout. 21. Inch data input.
7. Sequence readout. 22. EIA tape standard.
8. Manual tape search. 23. Auto tape rewind during cycle.
9. Manual data input (MDI). 24. Automatic reader transfer.
10. Manual feed override. 25. Error diagnostics.
1i. Incremental programming. 26. Leading and trailing zero suppression.
12. Block delete. 27. Memory protection.
13. Auto,semi,single, and manual modes. 28. Lead screw compensation.
14. Dry cycle. 29. Solid state servo drive system.
15. Auto retract.

General Electric control systems were selected for evaluation because the Aircraft
Engine Group's experience is based on General Electric Mark Century controls.

Item Ncs. 1 and 2 (pg 7) were combined to provide the best NC technology available
at the initiation of this Program. Thus, the General Electric Mark Century 1050
CNC Unit, with special additional buffer storage of ijp to 128 blocks of informa-
tion, satisfies all of the requirements listed in Table 1. It includes two
300-characters/sec tape readers and a large memory capability (40,000 bytes).

Figures 2-3 (pgs 14-15) include views of the General Electric Mark Century 1050
CNC unit furnished for the 5-axis and 14-spindle development milling machine used
in this Program.

INITIAL CHECKOUT OF DEVELOPMENT MILLING MACHINE

Upon completion of the final mechanical assembly of the development milling machine
at the New England Machine and Tool Company, the electrical interface with the
General Electric CNC Unit was completed and checkout of the CNC control was per-
formed in accordance with the machine test plan. Checkout tests involved operation
under tape control using Stage 1 blisk contour milling NC programs and measurements
of positioning accuracy with a laser interferometer measuring system.

-8-



N"ERI :TALLY-CONTROLLED (MNTOUR MILLING MAQHTNE - Cort, nued

INITIAL. CHECKOUT OF DEIVELOPMENT MILLING MACHINE - Continued

The fo!'owing adjustments and changes were made to the machine and control S/stem

during checkcut tests:

i. Adjustment )f spindle motors and spindle bearings.

2. Correct:or of rotary axis backlash.

3. Addition -f a R-axis zerning switch.

4. Additior f automatic feed-hold, control when spind.le motors lose power.

5. Final halancinq -f Bervo systems in all axes.

Problems were experi-rced w:th pcsitioninq accuracy which relate to the unusually
high precision requir-nents in the machine specification. A considerable amount

of effort was expenCed in impAovxng accuracy; including replacement of the Y-axis
ball nut and lead scr-w. Following adjustments to obtain usable accuracy, to avoid
delay in the developrent program, tne machine was shipped to the General Electric

Aircraft Engine Group in Lynn, Mass., even though some specification requirements

were not met.

OPERATING PROBLEMS

Spindle Drive Systems

Several failures occurred with the spindle drive systems while the macine was being
used for development work. The manufacturer of the systems determined that design

changes were needed and installed new systems, including new motors and drive con-
trols. Operation was satisfactory after these changes were completed except that

maximum spindle speee required by the specification could not be attained.

To determine spindle motor load, tests were run over a range of cutting conditions.

Results are given in Table 2 (pg 10). Maximum motor load was found to be well
within the motor rating.

Changes in Alignment Between Spindles and Tables

Surface temperature measurements on the front surface of the machine member that
supports the spindles and their drive motors showed that relatively large increases
occurred during operation at the higher spindle speeds used for blisk platform
milling. Since the temperature changes appeared to be great enough to possibly

cause alignment changes between spindles and rotary tables, tests were made to
investigate this possibility before attempting four spindle milling trials with the
development machine.

(
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NUWrC RT'CALLY-CONTPL:.ED CONTOTR MrLr.TNG YACHTNE - Jor i nuer

OPFPATTNG PROBLEMS - Continued

Test -rrocedurep arp. lescribod in Figures 5-8 (pqs 17-201. T~st res_,ts flrr the.
relatively high spindle speed and the feed rate used for platform finish contour
milling are shown in Table 3 (pg 12) and Figure 9 (pg 21). Results for the rela-
tively iow spindle speed and the feed rate used for airfoil finish contour mi'ir-g.q
are shown in Figure 10 (pg 22). Although the machine was not milling while it was
operated for this investigation, alignment change results obtained should not have
been significantly different from those which would have been obtained while
milling. This assumption is based on the fact that spindle motor horsepower is
increased insignificantly when finish contour milling; nearly all motor horsepower
is corsumed in driving the spindle.

Results show that alignment changes as great s 4 mils in the X-axis, 3 mils in the
Y-axis, and 4 mils in the Z-axis take place when the machine is started from a cold
condition and operated for 3 hours under conditions used for platform finish con-
tour milling. Results also show that when the machine is started from a cold
condition and operated for 2 hours under conditions like those used for airfoiA
finish contour milling, changes /n alignment are in the order of only 1 mil.
Similar or smaller changes are likely when operating under rough contour milling
conditions since spindle speeds for rough milling are not very different from those
for airfoil finish milling.

These changes will not affect airfoil contour, but they can affect airfoil thick-
ness, platform contour, and the positions of the surfaces of the airfoil produced
by the platform finishing cuttter, relative to the surfaces produced by the airfoil
finishing cutter.

Changes of 1 mil are relatively small in relation to the airfoil thickness toler-
ance of +4 to -3 mils and the platform contour tolerances of +3 and +4 mils. How-
ever changes of 3 and 4 mils are relatively large. Since these are encountered
under platform milling conditions, they will affect geometry produced by the plat-
form milling cutter. Since geometry produce:d by the platform cutter is very
important, it was concluded that blinks should not be milled with all four spindles
simultaneously and that only one blisk should be milled at a time, using spindle
2, in order to maintain proper control of airfoil geometry. Changes in the Z-axis
were minimize- by the machine at platform finish contour milling operating speeds
before actually milling, until head temperature reached operating levels, and then
offsetting the X axis as subsequent changes occurred while milling.

Counterbalance System

The machine member that supports the spindles and their drive motors is moved in a
vertical plane with the Z-axis positioning system. To reduce the load on this
pcitioning system, a pneumatic counter balance mechanism is attached to the
machine member through two steel cables that pass over pulleys. These cables are
subjected to fretting and fatigue as they pass over the pulleys and on several
occasions cables parted, making the machine inoperable until new cables were
installed.
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NUMERICALLY-CONTROLLED CONTOR MILLING MACHINE - Continued

PERFORMANCE

The milling machine was a big factor in the successful completion of the program.
Tt performed wo'i) ennul- to allow development of the complete milling prnc'ss and
to determine that the airfoil milling and finishing processes can be done together
and were capable of meeting design requirements.

Cuttir 9 feed rates greater than about 15 in/min could not be reliably used and it
was not practical to mill four parts at a time due to machine alignment changes
caused by spindle bearing heating. However, in spite of these limitations, the
machine made it possible to carry out the development in a way that allowed
acceptable higher feed rates and machining of four parts, as soon as the first
production milling machine became available.

The milling machine also served as an essential means for determining production
machine requirements. Through its use in the development program, it was possible
to confirm the suitability of most major design features, to establish the need for
critical new and improved design features, and to develop a specification for
production milling machines.

PRODUCTION MILLING MACHINE REQUIREMENTS

It was determined that production milling machines required some design features
not provided in the milling machine that was designed and built for the development
program. These include:

1. Spindle bearing cooling to prevent heating that will cause changes in
alignment of spindles to tables at higher spindle speeds.

2. Stable operation at lineal feed rates above 15 in/min.

3. Head counterbalance system capable of continued operation over a short
distance, wLtnout significant wear and without sudden failure.

Furthermore, it was determined that the following specification requirement:s for
the production milling machine and ontrol needed to be different from those
established for the development program.

I. Improved means for changing the speed ratio of the spindle motor drive.
2. Increased rotary axis velocity capability.

A production machine specification was prepared and is included as Appendix A (pqs
301-342).
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Z-AX S

SPINDLE REFERENCE MAR< ON

TOOL HOLDER.

ROTARYTAL
GROD CARaIDE~ R33
5/16-fICH DIAMETER.

STAGES 3 L

AND 4
BL ISK XAIFIXTURE XAI Machine positioned toFfit 0.500-inch gauge

MACHINE block between side

TRUNION surface of ground
carbide rod and side
surface of fixture
with A- and B-Axes
at 0 degrees.

Notes: 1. Identical Y- and Z-axis positions used for all X measurements.
2. Reference mark on tool holders in same position for all

measurements.

Figure 5. Surfaces Used to Determine Changes in Alignment of Spindles
and Tables in X-Axis.
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STAGriS AND 4 BLISY
vIXTUREAX S

ROTARY T A BLE IVAC INE TPU::IO

Notes: . Identical /and Z axis poslitions ie or all Y measuremc-nts.
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Figure 6. surfaces Tised to Determine Thangecz in Alignment of Spindle-,
and Tables on Y-Axi :.
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S P 1,DL E

PEFEEXCEMARK~ 0% TOOL
HOLDER ti; THIS POSITION

Machine positioned to
GROUND CARBIDE ROD 0.500 incr gauge Dlo A

5/16-1NCH DIAMETER "between end surface of
ground carbide rod and
outside cylindrical

ROTARY TABLE surface of table it'
centerline of rod e-ser,-

STAGES 3 AND 4 tiallj intersecting
BLISY FIXTURE centerline of rotary table,and A- and B-axes at 0

degrees.

MACHINE TRUNION

Notes: 0 Identical X and Y axis positions used for all Z
measurements.

o Reference mark on tool holders in same position
for all measurements.

Figure 7. Surfaces Used to Determine Changes in Alignment of Spindles

and Tables in Z-Axis.
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MACHINE
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TABLE S

Note: All temperatures measured with thermometer
bulbs at locations TI through T6.

Figure 8. Locations at Which Temperatures Were Measured While Determining
Changes in Alignment of Machine Spindles and Tables.
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CUMULAT:VE ALSV,,MFT CHANGE IN ,x-AIS.
+6

Spindle moves right relative
+4 4INDLE A to table centerline facing- +---4 machine (equivalent to

< Stable moving left relative
-+2 SPINDLE to spindle).

3
0 Spindle moves left relative

SPINDLE to table centerline facing
M -2 __ __ 2 machine (equivalent to

SPINDLE table moving right

L relative to spindle).

' CUMULATIVE ALIGNMENT CHANGES IN Y-AXIS.

>- 0

SPINDLE Spindle moves toward
Sfront of machine

-4 relative to table face.

3

CUMULATIVE ALIGNMENT CHANGE IN Z-AXIS

N 0:

SPINDLE
-2 - 4 Spindle moves down

relative to table
centerline.

S-43023 2

TIME - HOURS

Speed - 7500 rpm all 4 spindles.
Feed Rate - 15 IN/min. under control of typical platform finish

contour milling tape not milling.
Graphs plotted from data shown in Table 3.

Figure 9. Changes in Alignment of Spindles and Tables For New England
Five-Axis NC Milling Machine Operating Under Platform Finish
Contour Milling Conditions.
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CUMULATIVE ALIGNMENT CHANGE IN X-AXIS

+4

E Spindle moves right relative
+2 SPINDLES to table centerline facing

3machine (equivalent to table
0 moving left relative to

spindle).

S-2 -2Spindle moves left relative
to table centerline facing

Imachine (equivalent to table
4 moving right relative to

spindle).

CUMULATIVE ALIGNMENT CHANGE IN Y-AXIS

Ln

-1

SPINDLES
4< Spindle moves toward front

04
Uj 2 of machine relative to table

face.
-2 3

Speed - 2300 rpm all 4 spindles.
Feed Rate - 15 IPM under control typical airfoil finish

contour milling tape not milling.

Figure 1o. Changes in Alignment of Spindles and Tables for New England
Five-Axis Development Milling Machine Operating Under
Conditions Similar to Those Used for Airfoil Finish Contour Milling.
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NUMERICAL-CONTROL PROGRAMMING FOR BLISKS

INTPODUCTION

The first steps in the development of numerical control (NC) proqrams for blisk
airfoil milling were the determination of the programming source and the selection
of the programing language. Next, programming procedures were developed to pro-
duce NC programs from engineering data. These procedures were then used to develop
programs for rough and finish contour milling Stage 1 blisk airfoils. These pro-
grams were then used to machine airfoils and were refined as needed to obtain
required airfoil dimensions. Finally, programs were developed for the remaining
blisk stages.

A special postprocessor was also developed specifically for the 5-axis NC milling
machine and its GEl050 NC control. In addition, a program was developed to pro-
duce transparent masters for use in measuring the geometry of airfoils machined on
the milling machine.

SELECTION OF PRORAMING LANGUAGE AND SOURCE

The initial stages of the numerical control (NC) programming effort for hisks,
revolved about the need for answers to two basic questions:

1. Whet is the most suitable programming source?

2. What is the best part programming language for machining an airfoil
with changing cross section and which considers cutter clearance
problems imposed by the adjacent blades?

With regard to the question concerning the most suitable programming source, four
companies experienced in multiaxis machining were investigated. These were Sund-
strand Machine Tool, Kearney and Trecker, Gurnard Manufacturing Co., and General
Electric Corporate Manufacturing Services. With the exception of the last-
mentioned organization, none of these firms were interested in the project.

There are at least seven NC part programming languages in use in the United State.s
today. Of these languages, APT and GEMESH were considered the languages which are
best for airfoil milling. APT (Automatically Programmed Tools), which was sponsored
by the U.S. Air Force and cooperating companies of the Aerospace Industries
Association of America, is the oldest and most flexible language. It allows the
programmer to communicate with a computer using a special, simplified, pidgin
English. The computer then generates the necessary NC tape.

GEMESH was created by the General Electric Aircraft Engine Group--Evendale, Ohio,
to solve the problem of milling free-form surfaces, such as airfoils. APT was
designed to handle parts whose geometry car, be easily specified and cannot handle
free-form surfaces. GEMESH is therefore used whenever the surface geometry is too
complex to be easily handled by APT. GEMEH is designed to be used along with the
APT program and the postprocessors available at General Electric.

STAGE I BLISK NC PW3GRAMING

The basic objective of the tlisk NC programming effort was to produce an ortium
program for machining an airfoil with changing cross section.

-23-



NUMERICAL-CONTROL PROGRAWrING FOR BLISKS - Continued

STAGE 1 BLIS[ NC POGPAt ING - Continued

Programmiing Procedure

The first step in the program is to generate a mathematical, geometric, 3-dimen-
sional model of the blade in the computer data base. The engineering drawing of
the blade divides it into eleven sections, as shown in Figure 11 (pg 35). The
General Electric engineers use a computer program which generates the shape of the
blade at each section to meet specified design aerodynamic and performance require-
ments. This provides the capability of obtaining the shape, as an output from the
computer, in the form of X and Y coordinates for each section. The data is avail-
able in punch card format with a printed listing. The program defines each section
in two parts: a leading edge and a trailing edge part with an overlap in the middle
as shown in View A of Figure 12 (pg 36). To use the engineering data for NC pro-
gra ing, it was necessary to group it into data for convex and concave surfaces,
blended together with data for small leading and trailing edge surfaces as shown
in View B of Figure 12. The data for each section was then manipulated on time-
sharing to rearrange it into the required format for the APT part program.

The next step involved the generation of tabulated cylinders (TABCYL) through the
coordinate points of the concave and convex surfaces for each section (see Figure
13, pg 37). The term "tabulated" refers to the fact that the surface is defined
by a set of points which can be described in a table of coordinates. The resulting
surface is regarded as a generalized cylinder.

A ruled surface was generated between each pair of adjacent sections. The general
concept of a ruled surface can be visualized as the locus of all line positions as
the line moves through space constantly in contact with two non-coincident space
curves, as shown in Figure 14 (pg 38).

The next step involved the definition of cutter paths to machine the ruled surfaces

using the APT program.

Pecause of its geometry, it is not possible to machine the Stage 1 blade by holding
the milling cutter axis parallel to the surface of the blade at the local cutting
zone. If this were attempted, the shank of the cutter would collide with the tip
of the blade, as indicated in Figure 15, (pg 39).

To resolve this, it is necessary to tilt the cutter axis at some angle to the blade
surface.

Tool Axis Angle

Initially, the computer was allowed to determine the tool axis angle. However, all
computer-aided part programming languages only examine the workpiece and tool
relationship at the point where metal removal is programmed to occur. The possi-
bility that the tool shank may collide with some other portion of the workpiece is
ignored. It was, therefore, possible for the computer to provide a tape that
machines the part to drawing tolerance, but which also causes the tool shank to
damage the workpiece.
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NUIME ICAL-CONTROL PROGRAMMING FOR BLISKS - Continued

STAGE 1 BLISY NC PROGRAMMING - Continued

To avoid such a collision it was necessary to examine the tool axis angle at every
0.100-inch increment in the X-axis along the blade surface (see Figure 16, pg
40). First the tool axis angle for AY and AZ between sections AA and LL of the
blade was computed. This calculated angle was the tool axis angle without
allowing any clearance between the tool and the air-foil surface being machined.
The calculated angle was then increased to provide clearance at the cutting
surface, and to avoid hitting the tip of the blade being

machined. The increase in the calculated angle was also limited, so that the tool
would not hit the tip of the blade adjacent to the blade being machined. The neces-
sary increase in the calculated tool axis angle was determined during milling
tests.

Tests of Stage 1 Blisk NC Program

Sample Stage I blades were machined on a 4-axis Kearney and Trecker milling machine
to test the NC progra'. The following conclusions were drawn from this work:

i. It is possible to machine the blades of the T700 blisks on a 4-axis NC
machine.

2. The analytical studies made of tool angles, to clear both the tip of
blade being machined and the adjacent blades, proved to be correct.

3. A program is available for rough machining of blisk blades. This pro-
gram was used later as a basis on which operations were developed on
the New England milling machine designed for this project.

4. This proaram could also be used (in part) to check out the New Englan.
milling machine when its oonstruction was completed.

NC Programming of Leading and Trailing Edges

Initially, part programming of the leading and trailing edges of Stage 1 blisk
blades presented a problem since the APT language was incapable of handling ruled
circular surfaces over the small radii involved in these areas. Consideration was
given to the use of conical surfaces, however, it was realized that this would not
resolve the problem since conical surfaces have circular components. Thus, it was
necessary to represent the edges as a series of planes. Ten planes were generated
through the points defining the leading edge and eight planes were used for the
trailing edge. Figures 17-18 (pgs 41-42) show the leading and trailing edges of
the blades, as defined by planes in the program, respectively. A computer plot of
the tool path, used in machining the leading and trailing eges, is shown in Figure
19 (pg 43).

NC Programuinq of Roughing Cuts

Figures 20-22 (pgs 44-46) show computer plots of toolpaths programmed for rough
milling of a pocket in a Stage 1 blisk.
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NUMREICAL-CONTROL PROGRAMINflG FOR BLISKS - Continued

STAGE 1 BLISK NC PRGRA41ING - Continued

Simple blisk blades were successfully rough machined, following which a decision
was made to extend the tip of the blade by 0.10 inch, to allow for metal removal in
that area during the finishing process. For similar reasons, the tool paths in the
APT program were altered to allow a minimum of 0.015 inch of stock to be left on
the rough machined blade instead of the initial stock thickness of 0.005 in. Con-
sequently, it was necessary to adjust the clearance angles between the cutter and
the blades.

Whern rough machining the pocket between adjacent blades, it was necessary to
machine away a spur which remained midway between the blades. The spur was caused
by a divergence between the entrance and exit toolpaths as they generated the
leading and trailing edges. The original tape which roughed the pocket started to
machine along the blade surface, then moved over to machine the spur, and then
moved back again to machine the blade surface.

This caused a discontinuity in the stock which had to be removed by the finish
cuts. The rough machining tape was modified so that the tool completes machining
one side of the blade before it removes the spur of metal. This results in a more
uniform amount of stock being left on the blade surface at any given section.

The tool clearance angle for the roughing operation was altered. By decreasing the
angle by 2 degrees, the cutter was able to remove more stock, therby reducing the
size of the steps left on the roughed surface.

When the geanetric definitions of the bliak are entered in he APT program, the APT
surface definitions are converted to a binary data file. This eliminates the need
for APT to process the gecmetric surfaces each time the program is run, thereby
reducing computer time and cost.

Operator Messages on Tape

The General Electric 1050 control system has the ability to read and transmit mes-
sages to the operator, as well as the ability to read operational instructions from
the punched tape. Any messages contained in the tape are displayed on the B-line,
256-character alpha-numeric readout on the control panel.

Because the blisk NC tapes are long and are contained in several reels, it is
important that the machine operator be given every aid to assure that the correct
tape is loaded in the reader. It is also Important that he is aware of what the
next section of the tape is about to perform. Operator messages, identifying each
tape, were added to the beginning of each tape. Operator messages were also added
throughout the tapes, to inform the operator as to which radial height cross-
section is about to be machined.
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NLMERTCAL-CONTROL PROGRAMMING FOR BLISKS - Continued

STAGE I BLISK NC PROGPAMTNG - Continued

Stage 1 Blisk NC Finish Machining Programming Problems and Solutions

During early tape tryouts, it was observed that the feed rate, relative to the part
surface, was somewhat lower than expected. This situation arises whenever a rotary
and a linear axis move together in the same direction. When this occurs, the post-
processor calculates the feed rate based on one of the axes. The result is that,
although the machine axes are moving at the desired speed, the relative speed of
the tool across the part surface is reduced. This problem was resolved by
arranging the postprocessor to calculate the feed rate based on the relative
motion of the tool and part. The postprocessor also checks that none of the
maximum feed rates, of the different axes are exceeded.

During tests of the first finish machining tape for the Stage 1 blisk blade, on the
5-axis New England milling machine, a flat spot was found on the convex side of
the trailing edge of the blade. This was caused by a large linear movement that
had been inadvertantly progranined for that area in the finishing tapes. In cor-
recting the problem, some undercuts were observed on the concave side in the same
area. Subsequent modifications to the part program eliminated both problems.

Further machining tests indicated that a mismatch occurred on the blade surface at
the point where the cutting tool is changed from a 5/16-inch to a 1/8-inch diameter
to machine the platform. Under the original procedure, an undercut could occur at
the base of the blade as a result of the mismatch. To resolve this problem, the
part program was changed so that any mismatch would result in stock being left on
the blade.

The milling trials indicated a need for an extension of the chord of the blade.
Changes were made in the part program to permit extension of the chord by any
amount for any section. Finishing tapes were produced with the chord extended a
total length of 0.015 inch. The tapes were subsequently tested and found to be
satisfactory.

During the oourse of additional tests with the Stage 1 blisk, it was noted that,
at times, the envelope remaining after rough contour milling was too small to allow
the finish oontour cutter to make a full clean-up cut. Investigation showed that
whenever the rough cutter entered a full 180 degree arc of cut, it was deflected
into the blade surface. This caused insufficient stock to be left at the center
sections of the blade. The rough milling program was modified to leave an addi-
tional 0.010 inch per side during roughing cuts, to a 0.025 inch total per side.

A similar effect was noted when the finish cutter was milling the fillet betwlern
the blade and platform. This resulted in an undercut of the fillet, starting at
the stacking axis of the convex side of the blade and continuing to the trailing
edge. New tapes were generated to leave an additional 0.003 inch of stock on he
last four passes near the platform. The four passes are then repeated to machine
the fillet to the required envelope.

Tape and machine tryouts followed by abrasive flow machining of edges showd that
the final chord length varies as a function of blade thickness and that the blade
thickness tends to be larger than called for by the tape. To oompensate for this,
the tape was reprogrammed to reduce the blade thickness by 0.005 inch.
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NUMERICAL-CONTROL PROGRAING FOR BLISKS - Continued

STAGE I BLISK NC PFCGPAJWING - Continued

Inspection Glass Layouts

An inspection glass layout of Sections B-B, D-D, F-F, and H-H of the Stage I blisk
blade (Figure 11, pg 35) was prepared for use by Quality Control, with the aid of

an APT program developed for this purpose. It generated a lOX layout of each air-
foil section increased by 0.0625 inch all around, to allow for the radius of the
sylus of the airfoil tracing machine. Figure 23 (pg 47) shows Sections BB and DD.
The tracing machine is described in the Inspection Process Development section
(pgs 217-220) of this report.

PART PRDGRAMMING OF STAGE 1 BLISK PLATFORM

The first step in part programming the platform is to define its geometry. The
cross-sectional view of the platform, as shown in Figure 24 (pg 48), shows that the
platform is not a straight line, i.e., it is not a cylinder or a cone. Instead,

it is defined as a series of Radii AA for nine axial Locations AC along the
platform.

The APT language is capagle of defining many types of surfaces; however, it cannot

define a surface of revolution. A surface of revolution is defined by fitting a
planar curve through the AA and AC coordinates and then revo?.'ing the curve through
360 degrees, thereby creating a surface. Since this convenient surface definition
was not available, it was necessay to represent the platform surface as 10 separate
surfaces. Each surface was defined as a cone containing every two adjacent coor-

dinate points.

A subprogram was written so that, as the cutting tool moved in the direction of AC,
a check is made to determine the appropriate cone to represent the platform in that

local area. The cutter enters the workpiece at the trailing edge of the concave
surface of the blade. Since the platform is wider at the trailing edges of the
blades than at the leading edges, the cutter i. programmed to initially remove the

stock by following the concave surface to a point which is equidistant to both
blades. It then machines its way back out of the workpiece by following the convex
surface of the adjacent blade. When sufficient stock in the center has been
removed, the cutter finishes the platform by following the entire concave and
convex surfaces. Figures 25-27 (pgs 49-51) show computer plots of tool paths
involved in finish machining of blisk platforms. The tool paths are shown spaced
0.04 inch apart, instead of the actual 0.01 inch to simplify the plots. Tool pahs
along the surface of sample airfoils are visible in Figure 28 (pg 52).

Stage 1 Blisk Platform NC Programming Problems and Solutions

A 1/8-inch diameter ball cutter, with a 5/16-inch-diameter shank was used in plat-
form finish milling. To avoid interference between the tapered shank of the cutt.3r
and the blade adjacent to the platform fillet, or the shank and the adjacent blade,
it was found that the taper half-angle should not exceed 15 degrees.
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NLMERCAL-CONTROL PROA9AMING FOR BLISKS - Continued

STAGES 2 THROUGH 5 BLISKS NC PFVGRAWING

The NC programming procedures, observed for airfoils and platforms of Stage 2, 3
and 4, and 5 blisks were similar to those previously described for the Stage I
Blisk NC programming (pgs 23-28). A "family of parts" approach was followed in
programing the other blisks, to realize programming efficiency and to capitalize
on improvements made in the Stage 1 blisk program as a result of 5-axis milling
machine tryouts. At the outset of each new program, the engineering computer

coordinate data, which defines the airfoil shape at each section of a blisk blade,
was reformatted to suit the APT program. Tabulated cylinders were then generated
and ruled surfaces were created between adjacent tabulated cylinders. The geometry

package for each stage was completed with the definition of the blade platform.

As was the case with the Stage 1 blisk, calculations were required to determine the

cutting tool axis clearance angle, to avoid collision of the tool shank with the

work piece (see Tool Axis Angle, pg 24). Since these hand calculations were very
laborious, a computer program was written and used for all other stages. The pro-

gram also computes the minimum tool length required to machine a given blisk. The

application of this information ensures maximum tool stiffness for each stage.

NC Programming of Stage 2 Blisk

During the course of Stage 2 blisk NC programming, the cutter length was shortened

by 0.5 inch to increase rigidity. This tends to reduce the thickness variability

of the blisk blades. In addition, to prevent the spindle head from colliding with
the A-axis gear housing, it was necessary to move the blisk blank out 1.5 inch in

the Y-axis.

Following the above changes, it was found that the roughing and finishing tapes

caused the tool shank to rub against the blades when the platform was being
machined. To correct this problem, it was necessary to reprogram the tapes and to
make the necessary adjustments to airfoil thickness and chord length.

Later, it was necessary to modify the finishing tapes to change the leading and
trailing edge chord extensions from 0.007 inch to 0.004 inch and to reduce edge
thicknesses. This made the Stage 2 tapes compatible with the Stage 1 tapes used
in producing the first piece of engine hardware.

Toward the end of the Stage 2 blisk NC programming effort, a study was performed

to resolve the tool deflection problem, occurring in the rough milling procedure,
when the cutter deflected into the blade surface immediately after it began to cut

180 degrees around its forward motion. This created slight marks on the finished
airfoils when the cutter was beginning to dull. These marks appeard at radial
heights 0.125 inch apart. Only the Stage I and 2 blisks were affected. To correct
the problem, the roughing programs were changed so that 0.005 inch additional stock

was left in the problem areas. The new tapes for both stages were successfully run

on the production milling machine and were subsequently incoporated in the dis-

tributed numerical control (IDIC) system.
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Nt*EPICAL-CONTROL PROGRAMMI NG FOR BLISKS - Continued

STAGES 2 THROUJGH 5 BLISJS NC PI()GRAMING - Continued
I

NC Programming of Stages 3 and 4 Blisk

An undercut was discovered in the platform tape of the Stage 3 blisk. This problem

was found to lie in the to: -v lised in machining of the blade edges. The blisk
platforms are represented in the part program by a series of cones. In Stages 1,

2 and 4, the leading edge profile is contained in a single cone, however, in Stages

3 and 5, the leading edges are contained in two cones. Since, in the case of the

Stage 3 blisk platform, the edge machining routine did not accommodate the second

cone, an undercut occurred. The routine was changed for this blisk to provide for

the second cone on the leading edge profile of the platform.

Inspection of Stage 3 and 4 test pieces indicated that the blade thicknesses should

be reduced in the program. Accordingly, a new set of finishing tapes was generated

with the thickness programmed 0.005 inch below nominal. In addition, the chord

length was reduced by limiting the leading and trailing edge extensions to 0.004

inch instead of 0.010 inch and 0.007 inch, respectively.

The new edqe extension capability, described for the Stage 5 blisk below, was
utilized to extend the chord in increasing amounts toward the blade tip, where the

largest amount of material is removed by the abrasive flow machining process.
However, airfoils generated by these tapes proved to be thinner than expected. In
addition, shallow cutting lines appeared at various levels along the convex surface
of the Stage 3 airfoils, running from leading to trailing edge.

To resolve these problems, the ball tangency routine was reviewed to check the

calculation that determines when the cutting tool should transfer control from one
ruled surface to the next. Since this routine uses an approximation of tool loca-

tion, and the Stage 3 convex airfoil has a much larger concave attitude, when
viewed from tip toward platform, than other stages, it was concluded that a closer

approximation of tool location was required to make the decision for transfer of

ruled surfaces. A new set of tapes was generated for Stages 3 and 4, including a

change to 0.003 inch thickness below nominal instead of the previous 0.005 inch.

This resulted in an improvement in the cutting lines, although they did not dis-
appear entirely. The problem was ultimately solved by increasing the tool angle,

with respect to the airfoil surface, by 2 degrees.

Measurements made on the Stage 3 blisks, produced on the production 5-axis milling

machine, indicated that a new set of airfoil finishing tapes was required to

reduce the thickness by 0.002 inch from that incorporated in the development tapes.

These were generated and formatted for the DNC system. The tapes were later tested
successfully on the production milling machine.

NC Programming of Stage 5 Blisk

Two problems were encountered during process tryouts on the Stage 5 blisk blade.

The first problem centered on the irregular and undercut leading and trailing edges
produced by abrasive flow machining. This was resolved by increasing the exten-

sions on the leading edge from plus 0.004 inch to plus 0.012 inch, and the trailing

edge from plus 0.004 inch to plus 0.006 inch.
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".TJMEPICL-CONTWOL PROGRAMING FOR BLISKS - Conti nued

STAGES 2 THROUGH 5 PLISKS NC PRDGRAW.TNG- Continued

NC Programming of Stage % Blisk - Continued

The spcond pronlem involved cutter shank rubbing at the blade tip during rough
machining operations. It was found that the -roqram did not make sufficien
allowance for the fact that the Stage 5 blisk platform slopes in 'he opposte
direction to that of the Stage 1 blisk. To resolve the problem, the program was

modified to provide better clearance angles.

Later, it was found necessary to generate a new set of finishing tapes with the
blade thickness proarammed for 0.002 inch below nominal. In addition, improvements
were mada in the platform fillet area to eliminate local undercutting where the
platform surfaces change contour during the generation of the leading edges. The
platform program changes led, in turn, to changes in the blade edge machining
routine. A disadvantage in this routine had been the fact that chord extensions
'ad to be the same for the entire length of the blade. Since the abrasive flow
machining process does not remove a constant amount of material from the entire
length of a given edge on each stage blisk, the edge routines were changed so that
the program could compensate for the AFM process characteristics on any stage.

A new routine was written to permit extension of each airfoil cross section. a
different amount, as may be required by circumstances. This was accomplished by
moving the data base for the edge point clusters along the airfoil meanline to the
desired extension. To accomplish this, it was necessary to write a 3rocran which
calculates the direction vectors in which to move the edge point data base.

Another problem concerned the conical section of the blisk just below the platform
and forward of the leading edge of the blades. Ordinarily, this surface is firish-
machined prior to platform machining. It was noted tnat slight tool ma .'.s were c-:t
into this surface. This problem was eliminated by increasing the tool clear a cu

above this surface.

An investigation was conducted to determine if sufficient clearance was available

to permit the use of new 0.250-inch--diameter cutters instead of the original
0.1875-inch-diameter cutters. It was expected that an improved surface finish

would result due !-o the greater rigidity and radius of the new cutters. The
results of the investigation were positive; accordingly, both the roughing uAnd
finishing tapes were changed to accommodate the larger diameter cutters.

Problems and Solutions

Further testing of the blisk program on the 5-axis milling machine showed a need
for an increase in the relative velocity of the cutting tool over the blade
surface. The tapes limited the linear axes to 30 in/min, the B-axis to 2.0 rpm,
and the A-axis to 2.0 rpm at cutting feeds. Since the B-axis and the X-3xis work
contrary to each other on some moves, it is necessary to move the X-axis faster
than 30 in/min to maintain a relative velocity of 30 in/min of the cutting tool
over the blade surface. The B-axis also reduces that velocity to less than 30
in/rmin on some moves. However, the first production five-axis mill allows 60 in/mrin
feed rates for each linear axis, 4 rpm for the B-axis, and 4 rpm for the A-axis.
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7TAG~F THP GH 5Br !I SKS NC PR)GRAM.INC - Continued

Problirs and Solutionb. - Continued

Therofore, the progra- was changed and a new set of production Stage I tapes was

generated to mill blades at a relative velocity of 40 in/min between the tool and
blade surface.

Another change was made to identify each blade finish milling pass consecutively,
from the first to the last, with an item number (Item No.). Each of the seven
blade-finishinq tapes used for development milling began with pass Number 1, and
sent a message to the GE 1050 NC control to be displayed so that the operator would
know his progress through that tape. However, when the DNC system was to become

operational, those tapes were to be treated as one long tape, which would mill from
the tip of the blade to the platform without interruption. In order to re-start
the tape (or data file) in the event of a failure part of the wa/ down the blade,
it is necessary to have each of the 169 passes identified with its own Item Number.
This enables the distributed numerical control (DNC) software to search for a
logical pick-up point in the data storage of the combined tapes.

The four platform fillet tapes, for the Stage 1 blisk, also have this feature and
use Items Nos. 1 through 89 to identify the passes contained in those tapes which
are executed as a single tape in the INC system.

Later, when the tapes were tried on the new production milling machine, a few
slight dwell marks appeared in the fillet area, due to short -.ves where the plat-
form surface changes. When these small moves occur, the feed rate slows from 40
in/min to as low as 2 in/min leaving dwell marks on the fillet surface. A new tape

was generated to correct this condition.

POSTPROCESS ING

Postprocessing is the final computer operation in the APT system. It performs all
computer operations necessary to combine cutter path data with additional informa-
tion required by the machine tool and presents them in a format which is understood
by the NC machine control. For each type of control system, the postprocessor

translates the universal APT language into the control's "machine" language. Every
new machine tool and control combination requires that postprocessor software be
written for it. This software is then stored in the Honeywell 6000 computer memory
and is called into operation whenever an APT program for the blisks is being
processed.

The task of developing tJh Postprocessor was assigned to the General Electric Air-

craft Engine Group . rrntvendale, Ohio. This organization provides all post-
processors used -6n NC machine controls in the General Electric Lynn, Mass., and
Evendale, '.,io plants. It also makes automatic updates of postprocessors to
accommodate all changes in the APT system.
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NUMERICAL-CONT1RL PROGRAMING FOR BLISKS - Continued

POSTPROCESSING - Continued

Machine Tryouts of Postprocessor

Several machine tryouts were conducted during tests of the postprocessor. In the

first tryout, the test program was "dry run", i.e., with fixture and workpiece in
the machine, but without the cutting tool in the holder.

Next, all five axes were exercised in machining a fillet in the edge of a disk.

This test successfully demonstrated that the part program, the GE 1050 NC control

and its postprocessor were, very likely, performing satisfactorily.

The tryout did indicate areas where some modifications were necessary. The most

significant of these were observed in two incidents. In the first, it was noted

that if the part geometry requires that the A-axis rotate beyond -5 and 95

degrees, it is necessary for the B-axis to rotate 180 degrees to bring the re-
quired motion within the A-axis travel. This requires that the X-, Y-, and Z-axes

move so that the tool is in its prcper location after the B-axis has turned 180
degrees. However, the X-, Y-, and Z-axes take the shortest route, which is right

across the part and fixture.

In the second incident, it was observed that, if the part program calls for a large

rotary movement in the Aor B-axis, a point on the surface of the part is swung
through a large arc. However, if the tool is trying to keep in contact with this

point, the X-, Y-, and Z-axes resolve avectpr to reach the final destination of

the point and the locus of this vector is a chord across the arc, therby producing

a scalloped surface.

It was realized that these were not postprocessor problems as such but, in order to

avoid them, it was necessary to break the rotary motion into a number of smaller
incremental moves. This could have been done manually by the part programmer, but
it was considered preferable to have the postprocessor monitor the incremental

movements of the Aand B-axis and automatically break them into smaller increments

if a potential problem existed. A feature was subsequently added to the post-

processor which accomplished this.

In a third tryout, it was planned to check the rough and finish tapes for the Stage
1 blisk on the 5-axis New England machine, and determine if other postprocessor or

control problems could be identified.

Machining Time

The actual machining of a pocket was found to take longer than calculated. This

was investigated and found to be caused by the control preventing the machine from

operating at the part program feed rates. This was caused by the setup configu-

ration of the control. Four MSD (machine setup data) tapes were generated for use
in an investigation of this problem. In addition, test tapes were created to
determine the maximum speed at which the machine can operate and still meet speci-
fication requirements.
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NUMEPICAL-CONTRDL PROGRAMMING FOR BLISKS - Continued

POSTPROCESSING - Continued

Machining Time - Continued

As part of this investigation, a version of the postprocessor program was modified
to print out the accumulated toolpath distance and was used in evaluating the
machining cycle time as a function of the tool feed rate. This helped to identify
areas where increased feed rate could be incorporated. It also showed that the
postprocessor allowed the B-axis rotation speed to exceed limits when the tool was
in rapid traverse mode. Both the part program and the postprocessor program were

subsequently modified to eliminate these problems.
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REQUIRED INPUT TO APT PART PROGRAM

Figure 12. Airfoil Sections Defined by Computer.
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Figure 21. Computer Plot of Tool Paths to Rough Mill a
Pocket for Stage I Blisk.
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NUMERICAL-CONTROL PROGRAMMING FOR IMPELLER

INTRODUCT ION

The numerical control (NC) programming needed for impeller milling presented a
unique challenge due to the complex shape of this engine part. The principal
reasons for the challenging effort were:

1. The application of the APT system was considered to be impractical for
this part.

2. Although the GD4ESH system was suitable for handling the milling for a
general sculptured surface, its application to NC programming of the
impeller did not progress at a sufficiently rapid pace to satisfy
project schedules.

3. It was decided to parallel GEMESH programming with HECTRAN system
programming.

4. The impeller required the use of all five axes on the milling machine.

The various requirements, imposed by the NC programming of the impeller, are de-
scribed in detail in this section. Other topics covered are: the procedure used
in part programming with the GEMESH system; tryouts performed with GEMESH; a dis-
cussion of problems and solutions encountered with GD(ESH; part programming using
the HECTRAN system; a summary of problems and solutions relative to HBCTRAN; and a
brief discussion of the distributed numerical control (D3NC) system used in
numerical control of production milling machines.

GEOMETRIC DEFINITION OF THE IMPELLER

A geometric definition of the impeller exists as a data base in a file in the
General Electric computer center. This data base was created by Engineering for
design and stress analysis and for solving aerodynamic problems. The blade contour
coordinates, listed on the drawing (see Figure 29, pg 63) were derived from the
Engineering data base. However, both the data base and the coordinate table are
not in a suitable format for the APT part programming. It was, therefore, necessary
to consider the manner in which the machining of the impeller would be programmed
and the most suitable geometric format.

The impeller blade hub contour is defined by a table of coordinates for the S and
T dimensions as shown in Figure 30 (pg 64). The first task involved the definition
of this contour in APT. It was evident that the APT sculptured surface features
were limited. Therefore, the General Electric, Aircraft Engine Group in Evendale,
Ohio, and Honeywell, Phoenix, Arizona were contacted to determine if there were any
improvements which could be applied to the impeller. It was found that sculptured
surfaces could not be applied in this case.

CHOICE OF GDEESH COMPUTER SYSTEM

The GEESH computer system was the first choice for part programming of the im-
peller. This system was created by the General Electric Aircraft Engine Group, in
Evendale, Ohio, to solve the problem of milling free-form surfaces, such as air-
foils, within tolerance. Although the APT system is capable of handling parts
whose surfaces are comprised of planes, cylinders, cones and spheres, it cannot
accommdate a general sculptured surface. GDIMSH was designed to fill this void
and is capable of handling surface geometry that is too complex for the APT system.
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NUMERICAL-MNTROL PROGRAMMING FOR IMPELLER - Continued

CHOICE OF GEMESH COMPUTER SYSTEM - Continued

It consists of five major process areas, each having a specific key functions.

These are as follows:

I. Surface definition

2. Surface boundary definition.

3. Cutting of boundaries.

4. Cutting of surface.

5. Generation of cutter location data file.

Part Programming Using GEMESH

The Design Engineering data base, for the impeller blades, was entered into the

GEMESH system and a surface was fitted through the points that represented the

side of one blade (see Figure 31, pg 65). However, before the GEMESH system can

be used for programming of the machining of a given surface, it is necessary to

define a closed surface curve consisting of four segments. This data base was
furnished by Design Engineering and placed into an APT binary data file.

A cutter path sequence, was generated using a 1/8 inch-diameter ball cutter with a

0.025-inch step-over. This created a tool centerline (CLI path and tool axis

vectors.

By using APT and FORTRAN programs, a GEMESH data file of the hub (blade platform)
was created. This provided a GEMESH surface of the hub (Figures 32-33, pgs
66-67). A cutter path sequence using a 5/16-inch-diameter end mill was generated
for rough cuts for a portion of the hub. This indicated that the original end

mill could not generate the desired surface and a 5/16-inch-diameter ball cutter

was necessary for this part of the impeller.

For convenience in describing the machining of the impeller, it was divided into

three areas, as follows:

Area A - The uniform slots between vanes at the discharge end of the

impeller that can be machined with a 5/16-inch-diameter end mill.

Area B - The L-shaped section at the inlet end of the three vanes of dif-
ferent lengths that can be machined with a 5/16-inch-diameter end
mill.

Area C - The restricted area between vanes that requires a 3/16-inch-
diameter end mill.

Refer to Figure 34 (pg 68) for a pictorial display of the above areas.

Areas A and B require five GEMESH surface definitions for machining. Figure 35
(pg 69) shows these five surfaces. The boundaries for these surfaces were the hub

(platform) surfaces, the discharge end of the airfoil, and the leading edge.
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N!DMERICAL-CONTROL PROGRAMMING FOR IMPELLER - Continued

CHOICI. OF GEMESH COMPUTER SYSTEM - Continued

The GEMESH system is capable of creating cutter paths for only one surface at a
time. Five different programs were therefore generated for each surface. using a

5/16-inch-diameter end mill and leaving 0.015-inch-thick stock for a finish cut on

the simulated airfoil.

The next step was to ombine the individual programs so that the resulting program
produced an efficient cutter path which would machine all five surfaces with one
cutter and one tape. To accomplish this, the GEMESH programs had to output APT CL
data magnetic tapes; these tapes were then combined into one continuous CL tape.

A FORTRAN version of a CLEDIT program was used to combine the five CL tpaes into a
single tape. The resultant tape was then postprocessed for the New England 5-axis
machine.

GEMESH Trials

During an evaluation of the postprocessed output of the rough machining program,
for Areas A and B, two potential problems were revealed. The first was that the
tool axis angle changed drastically between cuts, which would result in a poor sur-
face. This problem was resolved by modifying the tool axis angles in the programs.

The second problem was that the tool approach path, from the approach point to the
workpiece, did not clear the fixture. This was resolved by making the tool trav-1
from the approach point to an intermediate point, at which point it cleared the
fixture, and then to the workpiece. To arrive at this intermediate point in the
program, it was necessary to transfer the point from the New England Machine coor-
dinate system to the GEMESH system and tool axis vector input data. This was done
by applying the machine class equations, i.e., the mathematical equations which
convert the part coordinates into the machine coordinate system. This data was
then incorporated into the program and a new machine control tape was generated.

A CL tape to rough machine Area C of the impeller blade was created next. In order
to have the 5/16-inch-diameter end mill cut this area at a 45-degree angle in the
machine system, it was necessary to rotate and translate the GEMESH data and fences
(boundaries) to give optimum GEMESH machining surfaces. The CL tapes for rough
machining the impeller hub in areas A and C were also created. These tapes remove
stock to within 0.015 inch of the finibn dimension with the roughing cutter making
a 0.07-inch step-over between cuts.

Finally, a finishing tape was programed to machine the trailing airfoil surface

of the simulated impeller. This used a 3/16-inch diameter ball mill which starts
at the air exit edge of the blade and feeds down in 0.01 inch steps to the hub

(refer to Figure 36, pg 70). The paper tape length to machine one side of the
blade was 1125 feet long.

A part program was also required for the fillet between the airfoil surface and the
impeller hub. The radius of curvature for the fillet was set at 0.12 inch by the
engineering drawing. The part program involved the fitting of a GMEWSH surface
between the airfoil and hub surfaces, to provide for the fillet.
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NERICAL-CONTROL PROGRAMM~ING FOR IMPELLER - Conti'nued

CHOICE OF GEMESH CDMPUTER SYSTEM - Continued

An updated engineering data base, for one side of a blade, was entered into the
GEMESH system, to fit a surface through the data points. The surface generated was
better than any produced prior to this test; however, it showed some roughness in
certain areas. This was considered to be due to the fact that GEMEH is very sen-
sitive to slope reversals in curves and tends to exaggerate them. The section
data was once again entered into an APT tabulated cylinder (TABCYL) and the curves
examined for any slope reversals. All points which contributed to the slope
reversals were eliminated. The data was then re-run through the APT TABCYL program
to verify slopes. This was done for all section~s of the blade. In addition, the
data base was put into the GEKESH system with a YZ rotation of 90 degrees. These
changes eliminated the above effect as well as the excessive plunge cuts which were
evident during earlier tryouts.

A new roughing tape for Area A was prepared, following the above tryout. This tape
was programmned with a feed rate of 6 inches/minute and a downfeed of 0.060 inches.
in addition, an optional stop was inserted after each pass. This allows the
machine operator, during process developmient, to stop the machine after each cut-
ting pass.

The above tape was tried out on the New England machine by machining three adjacent
pockets. The tryout confirmed that the feeds and depth of cut were correct. The
tryout also showed that the cutter left cusps on the surface of the leading wall
of the airfoil. This is normal and was to be expected. However, the trailing wall
of the airfoil had no cusps whatsoever, indicating that the tool clearance angle
was too small and that undercutting had resulted. The clearance angle was modified
in the program and a new tape was generated.

The new roughing tape flor Area A was next used for machining three adjacent
pockets, following which the airfoils were traced and compared with the master
glass layouts. The inspection verified that the problems ide:.tified in earlier
tryouts had been resolved. However, some new problems were identified. These were
that the airfoils were 0.075 inch too thick, the locations of the surfaces were
incorrect, and that insufficient clearance tool angle had been used. To correct
these problems, new tapes were generated and tried out. inspection of the test
piece showed that the roughing in Area A was successful and produced geometry much
closer to design requirements than previous tapes.

In programming for the rough machining of Area B, it was decided to keep the number
of milling machine axes to a minimum. Consequently, the roughing of this area was
first limited to four axes. However, the tryouts showed that, without the use of
the 5th axis, the tool holder would hit ame parts of the airfoils. Accordingly,
a tape using all five axes was generated. Although this showed an improvement over
the 4-axis approach, the tryouts showed that the program did not control the A-axis
movements correctly. Further evaluation of the situation suggested that a 4-1/2
axis approach be taken; 4-1/2 axis is defined as omplete freedom of movement of
the A axis. In this particular instance, the A-axis was held rather close to 345
degrees.

A tape was generated which reflected these conditions and three Area B airfoils
were successfully rough-machined.
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NL7ERICAL-CXONTROL PROGRAMING FOR IMPELLER - Continued

CHOICE OF GEMISH CDMPUTER SYSTEM - Continued

When machining Area C, the stock existing between Areas A and B is removed. Based

on the experience with Area B, the Area C program was created in a 4-1/2 axis con-

figuration. In this program, the A-axis was held relatively constant at 320

degrees. One set of blades was machined (a set of blades consists of a full air-

foil, the first splitter and the second splitter, .ae Figure 34, pg 68). Tn-e

machined airfoils were traced and compared with the master layouts. Results showed

relatively good conformance to design, and were used in improving the program.

New fence data was generated for entry into the hub GEMESH programs. Using this

data, a hub rough machining tape for Area A was created. The airfoil roughing
tapes for area A were also modified to include feeds and speeds which were planned

for the production NC milling machine.

In anticipation of impeller cutting characteristics being similar to those experi-

enced in the blisk development milling project, a program was written and tapes

generated to measure cutter deflection when milling INCD 718 material. Both

3/16-inch-diameter and 1/8-inch-diameter cutters were programmed to gather data
for incorporation in the impeller program. It was expected that this would esult

in fewer iterations of tape tryouts than was experienced with blisks.

GEMESH Problems and Solutions

The Engineering data for the trailing surface of the impeller was merged into a

GEMESH data file which created a surface through the data. Initial verification

of this surface by computer plots indicated a discontinuity problem.

To verify the input data, an APT TABCYL was generated through the data of cne

section of the airfoil. Analysis of the APT output revealed that, at some local
spots, the curvature and slope of the data deviated from the overall surfaoe.

Although the data was sufficiently accurate for the various computerized analyses

programs used by Design Engineering, the tolerance used in their computer data base

was too wide to be acceptable to the GEMESH system.

In fact, the extrapolation of the data, which GEMESH performs, causes the sharp

surface discontinuities shown in Figure 37 (pg 71).

In an effort to resolve the above problem, two new sets of airfoil data, defining

one side of a blade, were prepared by Engineering. One set defined each surface
point more precisely (to eight decimal places). The other set defined the surface
with fewer points (only one quarter of the number of points originally used). An

APT TABCYL was then fitted through each set of the data nad the smoothness of the

curves was checked. This indicated that the extra precision did not help, but the

wider spacing in the data points was promising.

A tape to rough machine a test blank was generated. Tryouts of the tape showed
that the above problem was eliminated. However, the test tape was made with esti-
mated cutting parameters which were optimistically biased. Tryouts showed that the

downfeed and feed rates were too great and tool breakage occurred. A closer study

was mesde of the cutting parameters and a corrected tape was generated.
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As work continued on part programming with GEMESH, machind tryouts of one of the
trial tapes, for roughing the impeller with a 5/16-inch-diameter cutter, were con-
ducted. A test piece and the holding fixture were loaded on the New England
5-axis machine. This verified that the fixturing was designed correctly. Machin-
ing of the test piece involved rough-machining of the pocket between two full
blades. Examination of the test piece revealed that the tool axis angle was in-
correct in some locations which tended to make the cutter plunge cut instead of

performing a side cut. Modifications were made to the tape to correct this problem.

The airfoil roughing tapes for Areas A, B, and C, which were modified earlier, were

tried out on a steel blank and an INCD) 718 forging blank. In general, the tryouts
were satisfactory. The exception was when the cutter retracted at the end of a cut

near the hub in Area C. In this situation, the cutter milled a portion of the
adjacent blade. The program was changed to keep the A-axis close to 350 degrees
instead of 315 degrees which was the previously used value.

later in the project, tool breakage was experienced during tryouts of the rough
machining tapes. It was determined that the end of the cutter was not engaged in
cutting over a full 180 degrees around its circumference. Changes were made in the

cutter down feed step milling to correct the problem. These changes involved stag-
gering the depth of cut as the cutter moves from one side of the airfoil to the
next.

Additional tryouts also showed that excessive material was being removed from the

impeller huo surfaces. This problem was corrected by making appropriate changes
in the program.

Although solutions were found for each of the problems encountered with GEMESH, the

time required to identify and solve problems slowed programming progress. In an
effort to assure that continued problems with GEMESH would not delay project com-

pletion, a parallel programming effort was undertaken; HECTRAN was selected for
this effort. Progress with HECTRAN was so good that GEMESH programming was dis-

continued, so that impeller programming could advance as rapidly as possible.

PART PROGRAMMING USING HECTRAN

The HECTRAN programing language was developed by Intratec, Inc., specifically for
NC programming of impellers. It was designed for use with a Prime computer.

A Prime computer was conveniently available for programming work, and the instal-
lation of a Prime computer in the GE Lyr, Massachusetts plant was in progress,
assuring future availability.

Initial tryouts with a trial tape showed that the HECTRAN system was capable of
successfully controlling the New England machine during simultaneous 5-axis milling
of an impeller blade. Following these tests, rough and finish machining tapes were

generated for all three blades and the hub surface of the impeller using HECTRAN.
In addition, a separate tape was produced for machining the blade leading edges.
These tapes were then tested on the development milling machine while milling an

INCD 718 impeller blank. HECTRAN could only machine streamlines as shown in Figure
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38 (pg 72). The HECTRAN programming system had to be modified by Intratec to

provide the capability of machining with a constant width of cut equidistant from
t he hub (Figure 39, pq 72). The results of this tryout showed a need for program
modifications due to cutter breakage. It was determined that this was caused by
the fact that the cutter tip was not engagedover a full 180 degrees while cutting.

New tapes were generated to provide a staggered depth of cut as the cutter moved
from one side of the airfoil to the next. These tapes represented a major improve-
ment and made possible further programming refinements. To derive the necessary
data, individual cutter paths, for the worst areas, were observed and measured on
an impeller blank. The milling machine operator adjusted the depth of cut by
manually overriding the tape and by adjusting the machine Z-axis up or down, there
by obtaining acceptable cut geometry. The object was to keep the cutter tip below
the adjacent path and not more than 0.070 inch below the previous cut on the same
side.

The HECTRAN tapes were then manually modified to include these data. Additional
passes, where heavy cutting occurred, were also included. These tapes were tried
on the development machine, and were successful on an INCJD 71 impeller blank.

Upon completion of these tests, a hub roughing and a fillet finishing tape were
generated in HECTRAN. The hub roughing tape was based on the use of a 3/16-inch-
diameter end mill for removing material left by the section rouqhing tapes and for
milling the hub contour to a more uniform envelope for the hub finishing tapes.
The fillet finishing tape was generated for the large splitter blade, to check out
ompatibility with the blade and hub finishing tapes.

A total of 19 different tapes were ultimately produced for NC machining of the
impeller. These included the above tapes, a blade roughing tape, a tape for the
main vane leading edge profile, and three fillet tapes. All of these tapes were
lated modified to be compatible with the production milling machine.

HECTRAN PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

During the rough machining of the first production part, tool breakage occurred in
the narrow passages using the 3/16-inch-diameter cutter. This problem wzs caused
by excessively large downfeed of the cutter which produced excessive cutting force.
Manual changes had to be made to the production tapes since the necessary changes
are beyond the present capability of the HECTRAN system.

It was observed that the finishing cutters were deflecting 0.003 inch during vane
finish milling. Accordingly, a new set of vane finishing tapes were produced to
compensate for the deflection. The tapes ran successfully on the development
milling machine.
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Two different trial programs were generated by new modifications to the HECTRAN
processor. The goal was to keep the cutter tip buried at least 0.030-inch into the
material 180 degrees around the forward direction of the cutter motion. However,
it was found that the 3/16-inch-diameter cutter should not exceed a 0.070-inch
depth of cut along the blade side of the cut by any significant amount or it would
break. The curvature and twist of the impeller made this task extremely difficult
to 'ccomplish within the program. A tryout of these two tapes proved that more
work was required on the HECTRAN processor, if the desired cut geometry was to be
achieved.

The HECTRAN data base for the geometry of hub low path surfaces was defined with
additional coordinates. An analysis indicated that newly defined geometry should
not deviate from design nominal by more than about 1 mil. Analysis also indicated
that the data base previously used could produce deviations of several mils from
design nominal. This improvement was expected to significantly increase conform-
ance of milled hub geometry to design limits.

Later in the project, it was noted that the engineering data, which defined the
impeller airfoil, had minor "ripples" in it. The manufacturing process magnified
these "ripples" and produced an unsatisfactory surface which required local bench-
ing. To eliminate this problem, a cubic spline fit routine was added to he HECTRAN
system for impeller NC programming. The new routine modifies the engineering data
points within a small tolerance band, to provide a smoother blade surface.
Machining tapes, incorporating this routine, were generated for the main vane and
produced satisfactory results.

The two splitter vanes were then machined with tapes produced using this smoothed
data. Since all cutter paths are influenced by the blade airfoil data, including
those that finish the hub surface between vanes, it became profitable to make new
hub finishing as well as fillet finishing tapes to get the best possible surfaces.

After additional modifications to the HECTRAN system, it became possible to profile
the leading edges of all three blades and then round them. Profiling consists of
cutting the leading edge to its proper length perpendicular to the sides by passing
the cutter down from the shroud to the hub in one continuous motion. Rounding
moves the cutter from one side of the blade to the other while generating a radius
around the edge in continuous down-steps to finally blend with the fillet at the
hub.

Another enhancement added to HECTRAN allowed the milling of the hub area to be
extended beyond the main vane to include the area ahead of the vane all the way to
the curvic aupling to eliminate turning and blending in this difficult area.
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DISTRIBUTED NUMERICAL CONTROL SYSTEM

The distributed numerical control (DNC) system is based on the use of a computer,

with a large memory capability, to store many NC programs and, hence, eliminate the
need for long punched paper tapes for numerical ontrol of production milling
machines. It is interesting to note that the length of the tapes involved in NC
miling of a Stage 1 blisk blade is about 1 mile. The Interdata 7/32 computer,
which runs the ENC system at the General Electric blisk and impeller production

facility in Hooksett, New Hampshire, is capable of storing all of the programs for
milling blisk and impeller airfoils, as well as programs for other operations per-

formed on lathes. The DNC system can drive many milling and lathe machines simul-
taneously. The system permits independent control of each machine.

A package of control cards for the Honeywell computer was developed. The tape that
mills the test blocks on the milling machine was run against this control package

and a magnetic tape generated. This tape included unique codes required for the
machine operator's cathode ray tube display control terminal. The tape was tried
in the Hooksett N.H. blisk production facility and was found to be compatible with
the ENC system.

Provision was made in the magnetic tapes for the DNC system to search for necessary
pick up points whenever a re-start is required due to any type of failure. Later,
software was generated to enable the Hooksett computer to directly access a file
on the Honeywell 6080 camputer at the General Electric, Lynn, Mass., plant.
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Figure 30. Coordinate Table Which Defines Blade

Hlub Contour.
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Figure 38. HECTRAN Cutter Paths.

Figure 39. MIodified HECTRAN Cutter Paths.
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CDNTOUR MILLING OF BLISKS

INTRODUCTION

Two different types of machining operations are required to produce blisk airfoils
from solid forged material. The first is rough machining to generate a rough
airfoil shape by removing a relatively large volume of material. The second is
finish machining to produce precise geometry and surface texture which can be
transformed into finished airfoils by a finishing process. The development
program plan included provision for the evaluation of alternative processes for
rough machining. The plan specified that finish machining would be done by
multiple axis NC contour milling.

Several processes were considered for rough machining. These were broaching,
electrical discharge machining, electrochemical machining, and contour milling.
Contour milling offered the greatest promise. It was concluded that it could
produce airfoil geometry that was so nearly like required final geometry, that
semi-finish machining would not be required prior to finish machining; therefore
total machining cost could easily be less with contour milling. The probability
of encountering development problems that could delay the program schedule and the
transition to volume production, was judged to be smaller with contour milling.
Furthermore, rough contour milling could be done on the same machine as finish
contour milling, which would avoid the need for different tool, equipment, and
process development, and which would simplify manufacturing operations under
volume production conditions. Therefore, rough contour milling was selected as
the rough machining process.

Blisk contour milling development was begun before the 5-axis milling machine was
available, so that airfoil NC milling trials could begin with this machine as soon
as it was ready for use. Tests were devised that proauced the information needed
to select cutting methods, cutting paths, cutting fluid, cutter material and
geometry, and cutting parameters, so that NC programs could be developed, part
holding fixtures could be designed and made, and cutters could be procured.
Conventional and NC production machines were used in these tests, as well as
laboratory equipment and instruments. Small bar material was used for initial
tests, since material of a larger size was not avilable.

After the 5-axis development milling machine became available, the final steps in
contour milling development were completed. Material of a size that allowed
simulating complete blisks was used. Most tests were made with 17-4PH alloy which
has machining characteristics like the AM355 alloy of which actual blisks are
made. Final tests were made with AM355.

ROUGH CDNTaR MILLING

Initial Investigation

Tests were made to determine the feasibility of end milling airfoils with the
relatively thin leading and trailing edges required for blisks, and to determine
if reasonabl cutter life appeared to be attainable with practical cutting
parameters. First tests were made using a 2-axis tracer milling machine to
produce simulated airfoils about the size of Stage 2 blisk airfoils. The
simulated airfoils did not have amy twist, since a 4-axis machine is needed for
this. The test arrangement is illustrated in Figure 40 (pg 101). A simulated
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airfoil is shown in Figure 41 (pg 101). The piece from which it was made was of
the same alloy and heat treatment as for blisks. It is shown in Figure 42 (pg
102). The cutter is described in Table 4; cutter material was chosen to allow
high speeds and feed rates with reasonable life. A down feed (cut width) of 0.060
inch was used with lineal feed rates (the velocity of the axis of the cutter with
respect to the cut surface) up to 8 inches per minute (in/min). IPM cutting speed
(surface speed) was 115 surface feet per minute (sft/min). Sulphochlorinated
oil was used as cutting fluid to minimize abrasive wear. Results of these tests
were satisfactory.

TABLE 4
ROUGH CONTOUR MILLING CUTTER

USED IN INITIAL INVESTIGATION

Material - General Electric Carbide Grade 883

Size - 5/16 inch diameter

Extended Length - 2 inches

Flute Length - 1 inch

Helix Angle 18 degrees

Style Right hand spiral, right hand cut

No. Flutes 6

Corner Angle 1/16 inch

F i.-ther tests were made using the tracer mill and conditions like those described
above. However, the test pieces from which simulated airfoils were milled were
-'a in low melting temperature alloy to evaluate tne influence of using a matrix

spport airfoils. The test piece ia shown in Figure 43 (pg 103). This was
S-w in case it should be found later on that blisks should be preslotted to

fmiv most of the material between airfoils before rough contour milling,
* - -q that the remaining sections be supported by a matrix to limit deflection

.... ~ contour milling airfoils from the. The matrix had no significant
o oar as shown in Figure 44 (pg 104). Furthermore, it did not affect the

.r ind romoval of chips.

-. -s wre made with the tracer mill under similar conditions to
- *.. / iescribed to determine the influence on cutter wear of cutting

* . wwr piece of material, to simulate rough contour milling
S. - .is forqing without preslotting. It was concluded that it would

* virfoils from solid forgings without preslotting. Although
, ,, .a-. t proaress more rapidly, this wear would be offset by the

-, . -.. be needed for preslotting. Although lower lineal feed
.... a~w milling solid forgings, the greater time this would
S ' in the time required for a preslotting operation.
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Investigation of Cutter Wear Relative to Milling Parameters

A more extensive investigation of cutter wear was made to determine the influence
of cutting parameters on wear. This was done with a 3-axis NC milling machine.
With this machine it was possible to readily use a wider range c- cutting
parameters than could be obtained with the tracer mill. Furthermore, parameters
could be obtained easily and controlled accurately and the machine had a spindle
with stiffness characteristics closer to the 5-axis development milling machine
then being designed and built. Only water base cutting fluid could be used with
this machine, however, it was judged that this would not have a major effect on
test results.

Cutters were used like those in previous tests. Airfoils were milled from matrial
like that shown in Figure 42 (pg 102) with metallurgy like blisk forgins. Cutting
speed ranged from 115 (sft/min) to 165 (sft/min). Feed rates ranged from 3 to 12
in/min. Down-feeds ranged from 60 mils to 240 mils. Examples of simulated
airfoils produced in these test are shown in Figure 45 (pg 105).

Test results are given in Table 5 (pg 76). An analysis of results is shown in
Figure 46 (pg 106) which suggested the following hypothethis.

Tangential force at the cutting edge of each flute, per unit of flute length
engaged in cutting, increases sharply as cut thickness (chip load) is increased by
increasing feed rate, when other parameters are- held constant. As this force
increases cutting edge wear tends to increase. At some point, the cutting edge
may fracture (chip) and vibration may develop; eventually a force per unit length
will be reached which will cause flute fracture.

Total tangential force at the cutting edge of each flute will increase
proportionally with increasing cut length, by increasing downfeed, while other
oarameters are held constant. That part of the engaged cutting edge immediately
adjacent to the section of the flute which is not cutting, will be given support
by the unloaded noncu-ring section above it, and will be able to withstand greater
force per unit length without fracture. As cut length is increased, the support
given to that part of the cutting edge at the end of the flute will decrease. At
some combination of cut thickness and length, the end of the flute will fracture.

Furthermore, as total tangential force increases, the likelihood of vibration will
increase; this will induce cutting edge fracture (chipping) and will lead to
further increases in force and ultimately to flute fracture.

Alternatively, if the forces on the cutting edges are not great enough to cause
flute fracture, increasing total force will eventua'ly cause fracture through the
shank of the cutter. Conditions during the tests were obviously appropriate to
produce flute fracture, rather than fracture through the cutter shank.

No clear effects are shown in the chart of Figure 46 (pg 106) from changes in
cuttring speed. It is probable that the only significant effect was a reduction

(" of cut thickness, which is provided for in the design of the chart.
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TABLE 5
TEST RESULTS

NC MILLING OF SIMULATED AIRFOILS
ON 3-AXIS NC MACHINE

Quantity
of Airfoils

Test No Cut Cutter Condition Remarks

1 1 .006 inch wearland; Good cutting action;
no edges chipped. slow rate.

2 1 .006-.008 inch wearland; Light audible vibration;
light edge chipping with slightly uneven wear.
wearl and.

3 1 .004-.006 inch wearland; Good cutting action
light edge chipping on 2
of 6 flutes.

4 - Cutter broke on 3rd pass. Light wear except 1
flute fractured followed
by shank fracture.

5 - Cutter broke on 1st pass. All flutes fractured;
shank did not break.

6 1 .006-.010 inch edge chip- Light audible vibration.
ping; no normal wear.

7a 1 .004-.006 wearland except Good cutting action;
1 edge chipped to .010 inch chosen for life test.

7b 2 Cutter broke on 2nd airfoil Failure was sudden; all
with 17 of 20 passes flutes fractured; shank
ccmplete. did not break.

7c 2-1/2 Cutter broke on 3rd airfoil Sudden failure; all
with 11 of 20 passes flutes fractured;
complete. shank did not break.

8 1 .004-.006 inch wearland, Moderate audible
chipping to .010 inch on 4 vibration.
of 6 flutes.

9 4 .003-.004 inch wear; Cutter in excellent
negligible chipping. condition; good cutting

action, chosen for life
test.
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Changes in cutting conditions, such as the use of suphochlorinated oil as cutting
fluid, or changing cut depth by using different test block dimensions, would be
expected to alter the parameters at which the different conditions shown in Figure
46 (pg 106) would appear. However, it is probable that the overall pattern would
be unchanged.

Cut thickness was calculated from:
V

CT = (Y (Eq 1)

where CT = cut thickness (inches).

V = lineal 4-eed rate (in/min).

N = cutting speed (rpm).

K = number of cutting edges or flutes.

Information on the derivation of this equation is given in Reference i.

Results of the tests provided a logical basis for selecting cutting parameters in
relation to metal removal rate and cutter wear rate. They also provided numerical
values of parameters to be used in subsequent investigations.

Preliminary 4-Axis Contour Milling

Tests to investigate 4-axis milling of actual blisk airfoils were conducted using
a production machine. While this machine had characteristics which were very
different from the 5-axis development machine then being built, it made possible
the milling of Stage 1. blisk airfoils with NC programs and cutting conditions
reasonably similar to those being considered for use with the development
machine. The airfoil tracing machine being built for measurement of airfoil
geometry was not yet available, consequently, a very different method had to be
used to measure the airfoils produced in these tests.

A fixture was designed and produced for holding and locating a test block Zor
contour milling by tilting the block at the average helix angle of a blisk
airfoil. It is shown in Figure 47 (pg 107). The fixture has three holding
positions, spaced to coincide with the stacking axes of three consecutive Stage 1
blisk airfoils. The center position is the machining position and was used first
to machine two alumin,,m blocks to airfoil geometry. These airfoils were then
fastened into the left and right holding positions to act as adjacent airfoils
while an AM355 block was machined in the center position. This arrangement
allowed cutter clearances to be checked during machining of the AM355.

The test blocks prepared for this investigation simulated a preslotted blisk anu
provided sufficient material for secure clamping and for machining the twisted
contour.

1. Shaw, Milton; METAL CUTTING PRINCIPLES, MIT Press.
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The tool data and test parameters are given in Table 6.

TABLE 6
CONDITIONS FOR PRELIMINARY 4-AXIS MILLING OF STAGE 1 BLISK AIRFOILS

Tool Grade - 883 Carboloy

Tool Geometry - 6-Flute End Mill

Tool Size - 5/16 inch dia 0.060 inch rad

Cutting Speed - 120 sft/min

Lineal Feed - 3 and 6-in/min

Downfeed - 0.060 and 0.120 inch

Cutting Fluid - Sulphochlorinated Oil

Figure 48 (pg 108) shows the milled AM355 airfoil (center) and the adjacent
aluminum airfoils, produced under NC control of the 4-axis NC milling machine.
The rough texture and broken leading and trailing edges on the machined aluminum
were caused by the low rigidity of the aluminum airfoils, as well as the inability
to machine at the -.igh cutting speeds required by aluminum. The AM355 airfoil was
produced without any contact between the cutter and the aluminum airfoils. A
sinble cutter machined a total of four AM355 airfoils with a wearland of
0.004-0.006 inch and with minor chipping.

The geometry of the simulated blisk airfoils was measured by reflective
projection, after cutting the airfoils at seven of the eleven sections shown on
the part drawings and comparing them with the nominal sections appearing in the
drawings. The contours were projected at 1OX magnification. Sections examined
are B through J as shown in Figure 49 (pg 109).

The projection measurements showed a close correlation with design contours. The
differences between actual and programmed geometry were relatively small. The
sources of differences include cutter deflection, the precision of the machine
used, the precision of the part h olding fixture, and the measurement techniques
used on the airfoils.

Rough Contour Milling Plan

Tests described in the Investigation of Cutter Wear Relative to Milling Parameters
section (pgs 75-77) indicated that it was not necessary to preslot blisk forgings
to remove the majority of the material between airfoils before rough contour
milling the airfoils. These tests indicated that there would be no economic
advantage for the additional preslotting operation. This was confirmed by
additional tests on a conventional vertical spindle milling machine, in which cuts
were made on AM355 bar stock. Consequently, rough contour milling of solid
forgings was selected.
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Two alternatives for milling airfoils were evaluated. One consisted of milling
airfoils by moving the cutter in a series of paths that followed th airfoil con-
tour as shown in Figure 43 (pg 103). The first path would machine the upper part
of the airfoil, for example, the part above Section J in Figure 49 (pg 109). The
next path would machine that part of the airfoil immediately below the first part
machined, for example, the part between Sections G and J. Successive paths woui.
be used to produce the complete airfoil down to just above the platform surface be-
tween Sections A and B. This plan would produce complete airfoils, one at a time.

After rough contour milling, thE airfoils would be finished contour milled in the
same way. However, as described in the Finish Contour Milling section (pgs
82-100), some means would be needed to support tne airfoils while they were
finished so that they would not deflect as the result of cutting forces, since
deflection would affect the finished dimensions of the airfoils.

The second alternative consisted of movinq the cutter in a series of paths to
remove material between two adjacent airfoils, to produce a pocket. The cutter
would follow paths like that shown in Figure 50 (p 110). The first path would
remove material at the upper part of the airfoil, as in the first alternative.
Successive cutting paths would remove material in the same way. After the pocket
was rough contour milled, it would then be finish contour milled, with the cutter
following a series of similar cutting paths. Airfoil deflection would not occur
since only the facing sides of each of two adiacent airfoils would be finished and
these would be milled from solid material. After rough and finish contour 'Iiiling
every other pocket, these pockets would be filled with a matrix alloy and the
rema:tning pockets would be milled with the matrix supporting the airfoils to
essentially prevent deflection.

The second alternative was chosen as the most feasible. To minimize cutter
vibration and thereby reduce the rate of cutter chipping wear, cutting path3 were
designed to produce stepped cuts. This was done by feeding the cutter down a
fixed distance, for example 60 mils, prior to the time it enters the solid
material to start cutting. Downfeed would therefore occur as the cutter moved

along each of the two parts of the cutting path shown as horizontal lines in I
Pigure *9 (pg 109). As a result, the cutter is engaged in cutting over a full
180-degree arc around the cutter throughout the entire cutting path, except when
it enters a cut or when it is totally unengaged as it moves from one cut to the
next along the horizontal lines in Figure 49. Engagement over an arc of
180-degrees limits movement of the cutter perpendicular to the direction of lineal
feed, and therefore minimizes vibration in this perpendicular direction. As a
consequence, chipping wear is minimized.

The milling plan that was devised provided for programming to leave approximate],,,
20 mils of material on airfoil and platform surfaces to be removed by finish
contour milling. This allows for variations in rough contour milled geometry as
the result of variations in cutter deflection caused by varying cutting forces,
which iler expected to sometimes cause removal of more material than called for by
the NC program.

(
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The amount left for removal during finish contour milling was expected to exceed
the programmed amount, also as a result of cutter deflection, and as a result of
the surface waves produced by successive cutting paths.

Surface waves are shown in Figure 51 (pg 111). The peak valley distance (waviness
distance D) for the surface waves depends upon the angle of the cutter axis to the
designed airfoil surface (a), upon the corner radius of the cutter (R) and upon
the magnitude of the downfeed between cutter paths (X). This is illustrated in
Figure 52 (pg 112), which was produced by computer graphics. The illustration
shows that with an angle of 4 degtees, a cutter with a corner radius of 60 mils
and a downfeed of 200 mils, that the peak to valley distance is about 5 mils.

Cutters

The diameter and length of cutters was established by analyzing the geometry of
the pockets between airfoils of all blisks. It was essential that cutter diameter
be as great as possible and length as short as possible to allow maximum cutting
force. Conventional end mill geometry was chosen, with relatively short flutes to
provide maximum shank strength where bending forces can produce greatest stress.
Solid carbide was chosen for high strength to allow high cutting forces that are
needed for maximum metal removal rates, and to withstand the high temperatures
that maximum metal removal rates produce, without excessive cutter wear rates.
Grade 883 Carboloy* was chosen because it offers a good combination of abrasive
wear resistance and chipping wear resistance.

Typical cutter requirements are shown in Figure 53 (pg 113), and a typical cutter
is shown in Figure 54 (pg 114).

Cutting Forces

Tests were made to determine the relationships between cutting parameters and
cutting forces. This information was needed so that parameters could be selected
which would produce maximum metal removal rates, without producing forces that
would result in a high risk of cutter breakage. Cutters used in the tests were
the same as those selected for rough contour milling. Material in which test cuts
were made was AM355 alloy which conformed to blisk design requirements. A
conventional milling machine was used in the tests, and it was equipped with a
laboratory dynamometer.

The test arrangement is shown in Figure 55 (pg 115). Stepping cuts were used as
shown in this illustration. The test results were used to construct namograms
shown in Figures 56-57 (pgs 116-117), which give maximum resultant bending forces
on cutters over a range of parameters.

Sulphochlorinated oil and water base cutting fluids were tested, and lower forces
were found with the oil, which was chosen for use in actual blisk milling. The
water base fluid was 20 to I Trimsol.

*General Electric Trademark
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ROUGH CONTOUR MILLING - Continued

Dynamic recordings of cutting forces, not shown, indicated some variations in
forces while cutting; maximum forces were used to construct these illustrations.
Breaking forces, obtained during cutting tests, were slightly smaller than
breaking forces from static transverse rupture tests; breaking forces from cutting
tests were used for the illustrations. Axial forces were relatively small in
relation to cutter bending forces, and were not used for the illustrations.
Bending forces, along the direction of feed, were substantially greater than
forces normal to the feed direction, and were only slightly maller than the
resultant of both forces; resultant forces were used for the illustrations.

The illustrations show estimates for cutting speeds which are near the maximums
that gave reasonable cutter life during previous development work. These
estimates were calculated from cutting test results, and should be reliable since
surface speed was considered to have negligible effect on force. Calculations
were based on chip loads and corresponding forces obtained during tests, but at
greater surface speed and proportionally increased feed rate.

The forces show-i in the ilustrations are for new cutters. Forces tend to
increase as cutters wear. The results of tests made with a worn cutter .howed
forces that were nearly double those encountered with a new cutter.

The results show that, for any selected resultant bending force, .reater metal
removal rates are possible with smaller lown'feeds than with larger downfeeds.
However, a cutter used with smaller downfeed may wear as much while removing less
material, as a cutter used with greater downfeed. Therefore, irnc'eased metal
removal rate can only be attained by making more cutter changes, and with more
cutter grinding expense.

The illustrations are designed to allow choosing feed rates that will produc! a
selected force with a predetermined surface speed, and any desired downfeed. The
selected force for a new cutter should be a fraction of the breakingg force, s uch
as 1/3 to 1/2 of the breaking forcn, to allow for increased force as the c-i'ter
wears. The maximum force for a worn cutter should probably not exceed 2/3 to 3/4
of the average breaking force.

An example of how feed rate may be chosen to limit force to a selected value is
shown in Figure 56 (pg 116) for a 3/16 inch diameter cutter millng AL355. The
force limit for a new cutter is selected as 60 pounds; with a speed of 180 sft/min
obtained at 3600 rpm and a downfeed of 60 mils; the metal removal rate will be
0.085 irVmin with a feed rate of 8 in/rmin and a chip load of 0.56 mils.
Alternatively, with the same 60 pound force limit, and 30 mil downeed, the metal
removal rate will be 0.17 irVmin, at a feed rate of 30 in/rmin and a chip load of
2.1 mils. Cutter wear can be allowed to progress in each case to give a force ot
over 100 pounds, giving a reasonable margin to the average breaking force c¢ 130
pounds. The force limit selected for a new cutter will depend upon allowed cutter
wear; it can be greater if less wear is allowed.

(
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Optimum dDwnfeed and feed rate for production milling, and allowable cutter wear,
must be established by actual milling of production parts. The illustrations can
be used to select logical downfeeds and feed rates for trials. By observing
cutter wear, and recording cutter breakage, feed rate selections can be
progressively made from the illustrations to obtain optimum downfeed, feed rate,
allowable cutter wear, and cutter life, considering both machining time and cutter
regrind expense.

Fixtures

Fixtures needed to hold blisks on the rotary tables of the 5-axis milling machine
were designed and built before the development machine was available for use. A
typical fixture holding a Stage 1 blisk is shown in Figure 58 (pg 118). The same
fixtures were used for rough and finish contour milling.

Rough Contour Milling with the Developmaent Machine

As soon as the development machine became available, airfoils were rough and fin-
ish contour milled, using previously developed NC programs. Results were analyzed,
with the help of measurements of airfoil geometry. Rough contour milling
parameters were selected for initial use tiat gave good cutter life. NC program
changes were made to adjust rough milled geometry as needed to produce finish
milled airfoils that conformed as closely as possible to design requirements.

FINISH CONTOUR MILLING

Initial Investigation

A simple laboratory dynamometer designed specifically for measurement of low
cutting forces was used to investigate average tangential force with cutting
conditions that were under consideration for blisk and impeller finish contour
milling. The test arrangement is shown in Figure 59 (pg 119). Cutters used were
made of tungsten carbide; they included a 1/8-inch diameter ball burr with 19
teeth, a 3/8-inch diameter ball burr with 32 teeth, and a 5/16-inch diameter
straight shank burr with 20 teeth. Cuts were made on the sides of test pieces
made of AM355 alloy, the same as used for blisks. Sulphochlorinated oil was used
as cutting fluid. Ball cutters and cut geometry are shown in Figures 60-61 (pg
120-121). Typical results of tests are shown in Table 7 (pg 83).
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TABLE 7
TEST DATA SUMMRY OF TANGENTIAL CUTTING FORCE FOR BLISK FINISH CONTOUR

MILLING OBTAINED WITH DYNAMOMETER

Area

Tangential No. Of Lineal Feed Depth Down- Of Cut
Test Force Cutter Cutter Cutter Rate Of Cut feed (Square
No. (lb) ( (sft/min) Teeth (in/min) (Mils) (mils) mils)

CUTTING TOOL - 3/18-INCH-DIAMETER BALL BURR

1 2.9 1,900 185 32 16.0 30 10 300

2 4.5 1,900 185 32 16.0 40 10 400

3 6.6 1,900 185 32 16.0 50 10 500

4 2.0 3,750 365 32 16.0 30 10 300

5 1.7 4,750 463 32 16.0 30 10 300

6 2.0 4,750 463 32 16.0 20 24 480

7 2.0 4,750 463 32 36.0 20 12 240

8 2.0 6,000 585 32 7.5 20 60 1,230

CUTTING TOOL - 5/16-INCH-DIAMETER STRAIGHT SHANK BURR WITH . 060-INCH END RADIUS

9 4.0 6,000 585 20 8.3 60 15 900

10 4.0 6,000 585 20 19.2 60 10 600

11 4.0 6,000 585 20 39.4 60 7 420

Y axis locked for all tests to maintain depth of cut.

Test results were analyzed for the purpose of estimating the minimum chip
thickness that could be cut, by relating cutting energy to calculated chip
thickness. This relationship is shown in Figure 62 (pg 122); it indicates that
minimum chip thickness probably falls between 100 and 200 microinches. This
information was needed for use in the selection of cutting parameters.

(
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Test results indicated that tangential cutting force would be relatively 1Cw, and
therefore, cutter deflection due to tangential force would not be significant.
They also showed that surface roughness with a stiff cutting system could be less
than 100 microinches average amplitude (AA), since actual roughness of cut
surfaces under some conditions did not exceed about 140 microinches AA with the
low stiffness introduced into the test system by the dynamometer.

Test results also indicated that cutter wear would not progress at an excessive
rate. Wear data are shown in Figure 63 (pg 123); chatter developed after 0.6
cubic inches of metal was removed by a 3/B-inch diameter ball burr. This volume
was equivalent to that which will be required to finish several airfoils.

Investigation of Normal Cutting Force

Cutting force normal to the surface of airfoils is of primary importance in blisk
airfoil finish contour milling. This force will cause the cutter to deflect away
from the airfoil surface, so that thickness of the airfoil will be greater by the
amount of the deflection. This force can cause the airfoil to deflect away from
the cutter with the same result. The sum of cutter and airfoil deflection will
vary as the result of changes in cutting conditions which affect normal force,
while the cutter passes over the airfoil surface, and as the result of changes in
airfoil deflection characteristics due to differences in airfoil stiffness at
various locations on the airtoil.

A conventional milling machine was used for investigating normal force. An
experimental method was devised to obtain cutter deflection over a range of depths
of cut, and with other cutting conditions applicable to blisk airfoil finish
contour milling. The experimental method is illustrated in Figure 64 (pg 124).
Cutter deflection was determined by measuring deviation of the cut surface from
the plane coincident with the axis of the cutter. This was done with acceptable
accuracy with a ContouReader, as shown in Figure 65 (pg 125). Normal force was
obtained by translating cutter deflection into force, through application of the
deflection characteristics for the cutter and machine spindle combination, which
was established by separate force and deflection measurements. Typical test
results are shown in Tables 8-9 (pgs 85-86).

A stepwise multiple linear regression computer program was used to obtain from the
test results equations which would give for a particular cutter geometry
approximate normal cutting force as a function of cutting speed, downfeed (width
of cut), depth of cut, lineal feed rate (feed rate of the cutter axis with respect
to the cut surface), and the numaber of teeth on the cutter. The equations were
used to predict approximate normal cutting force for cutting conditions that could
be used for finish contour milling. For example, they indicated that with a sharp
ball end cutter having 30 teeth, normal force would be in the order of 10 pounds,
with a lineal feed rate of 30 in/min, cutter speed of 3000 (rpm), a depth of cut
of 30 mils, and a downfeed of 10 mils.
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TABLE 8

UPCUTTING TESTS TO DETERMINE NCRMAL CUTTING FORCES

Test Results
Measured Calcu-

Test Parameters Surface lated

Depth Calcu- Roughness Chip
No.cf Cutter of Feed Down lated Average Thick-

Cutter Speed Cut Rate Feed Force Amplitude ness

Teeth (rpm) (in) (irVmin) (in) (ib) (4/in) (mils)

20 2,000 .005 10 .010 5.78 65 31
20 2,000 .005 10 .010 4.75 55 31
20 2,000 .005 30 .010 6.66 90 93
20 2,000 .005 30 .010 5.71 50 93

20 2,000 .030 10 .010 10.74 65 57
20 2,000 .030 10 .010 10.95 55 57

20 2,000 .030 30 .010 12.8 90 171
20 2,000 .030 30 .010 14.76 50 171

20 10,000 .005 10 .010 2.5 55 6
20 10,000 .005 30 .010 6.6 65 19

20 10,000 .030 10 .010 5.0 100 11
20 10,000 .030 30 .010 15.4 60 34

30 10,000 .005 10 .010 0.83 75 4
30 10,000 .005 30 .010 0.83 65 1
30 10,000 .005 30 .030 4.95 100 2,

30 10,000 .030 10 .010 2.08 75 7
30 10,000 .030 30 .010 4.16 70 23
30 10,000 .030 30 .030 14.46 100 37

30 10,000 .040 10 .010 3.33 60 8

Constant Conditions:

Bridgeport Miller - 10,000 rpm obtained with Hispeed attachment.

3/8-inch diameter ball burrs - carbide burr - steel shank - sharp cutter.
Sulphochlor iated oil

AM355 Material
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TABLE 9

DWNCUTTING TESTS TO DETERMINE NORMAL CUTTING FORCES

Test Parameters Test Results
Measured Calcu-
Surface lated

Depth Calcu- Roughness Chip
No.of Cutter of Feed Down lated Average Thick-
Cutter Speed Cut Rate Feed Force Amplitude ness
Teeth (rPM) (in) (i rVmi n) (in) (Ib) (4 /in) (mils)

20 2,000 .005 30 .010 4.76 40 93
20 2,000 .005 30 .010 8.67 60 93

20 2,000 .030 30 .010 10.0 40 171
20 2,000 .030 30 .010 13.22 60 171

20 10,000 .005 10 .010 3.33 50 6
20 10,000 .005 30 .010 5.4 85 19
20 10,000 .005 32.5 .010 4.13 60 20

20 10,000 .030 10 .010 7.5 50 11
20 10,000 .030 30 .010 14.1 100 42
20 10,000 .030 32.5 .010 7.85 60 37

30 10,000 .005 10 .010 0.83 60 4
30 10,000 .005 30 .010 2.5 70 12
30 10,000 .005 30 .020 4.54 95 17
30 10,000 .005 30 .040 8.26 125 23

30 10,000 .015 30 .010 4.16 70 18

30 10,000 .030 10 .010 2.08 65 8
30 10,000 .030 30 .010 6.66 70 23
30 10,000 .030 30 .020 14.04 95 32
30 10,000 .030 30 .040 19.83 125 43

Constant Conditions:

Bridgeport Miller - 10,000 rpm obtained with Hispeed attachment.
3/8-inch diameter ball burrs - carbide burr - steel shank - sharp cutter.
Sulphochlorinated Oil
AM355 Material
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A typical equation obtained through this investigation which is for the cutter
described above, is:

FORCE = 10.73 + 325.07DF + 217.5800C + .1614IPM - .2028KRPM - .58 TETH (Eq 2)

where TETH = number of teeth in cutter

DOC = depth of cut in inches

DF = downfeed in inches

IPM = feed rate in inches per minute

KRPM = cutter speed in RPM
1000

FORCE = normal force in pounds

Cutters

The diameter and associated length of the cutters needed for finish contour
milling blisks was established by analyzing the geometry of the pockets (spaces)
between airfoils of all blisks. A typical analysis is shown in Figure 66 (pg 126).

Ball end cutters having close tolerances were required for milling; feasible
tolerances were investigated with cutter manufacturers. Solid carbide cutters
were selected to minimize deflection, so deflection variability would be small in
relation to airfoil contour design tolerances of +1.5 mils and thickness
tolerances of +4 to -3 mils from nominal. Grade 883 Carboloy* was selected to
obtain a reasonable compromise between hardness upon which abrasive wear depends
and toughness upon which chipping wear depends; both wear modes were expected to
be important determinants of useful cutter life.

Sample cutters were procured and their geometry was measured to determine
conformance with requirements. It was concluded that the ball end of cutters used
for airfoil milling should be truncated to allow cutter manufactuters to hold that
end in a centering device, as well as the shank end, to better control dimensions.

Typical cutter requirements are shown in Figures 67-68 (pgs 127-128). Typical
cutters are shown in Figures 69-70 (pgs 129-130).

*General Electric Trademark
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Cutter Deflection Characteristics

The deflection characteristics of cutters were determined by calculation with
cantilever beam equations for the geometry selected for each type cutter. FORTRAN
programs were written so calculations could be made with a com~uter for all cutter
types, diameters, and extended length. A typical program and typi~cal output from
the program are shown in Table 10 (pg 89).

This table shows that with a 0.1875 inch-diameter cutter extended 1 inch from the-
cutter holder, deflection would be about 0.6 mils with a normal force of 10
pounds. These were the most favorable conditions anticipated for milling Stage 5
bliak airfoils. Higher normal force which was expected with cutter wear, would
produce proportionally greater deflection. Therefore, cutter deflection was
expected to be in the order of 1 mil.

Since deflection will occur in opposite directions on opposite sides of the
airfoil, the total effect of cutter deflection on thickness was expected to be
roughly 2 mils. Assuming that deflection while milling an airfoil could vary over
a two to one range, airfoil thickness variability as a result of cutter deflection
variability would be in the order of 1 mil. This was considered acceptable in
relation to the design thickness limits of +4 to -3 mils.

Investigation of Airfoil Deflection

Finished airfoil deflection was investigated initially since no practical means
were available for producing rough contour milled airfoils having appropriate
additional thickness. A scrap production Stage 1 blisk was used. Results showed
relatively large deflection with normal force in the order of magnitude indicated
by the previously described investigation. Therefore, an analytical approach was
devised to investigate deflection of airfoils having appropriate rough contour
milled thickness. This investigation included deflection with force applied at
either the airfoil leading edge where thickness is smallest, or at the stacking
axis where thickness is greatest. It included deflection with force applied along
either the leading edge or the stacking axis at any distance from the airfoil tip.

First, a model was made to simulate the deflection characteristics of a fin~ished
airfoil on a scrap production Stage 1 blisk. Then a new model was made like the
first but with thickness increased by 60 mils to simulate an airfoil which had
been rough contour milled. The deflection characteristics of this model were then
investigated under several conditions. These included application of normal force
at different locations, and with thickness reduced to the thickness of the first
model of a finished airfoil from the airfoil tip down to particular sections of
the model. The test arrangement is shown in Figure 71 (pg 131).
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TABLE 10
CUTTER DEFLECTION

0 PROGRAM IS FOR CARBOLOY 883 AT 94,000 000 MOD OF ELAS.
10*#RUNH *=(CORE=5)

20 2 FORMAT (5X,Fl0.6,6X,3(F8.4,6X))

30 3 FORMAT (8X, HDELTX1,1OX,5HFORCE,1OX,2HEL,1OX,4HDIAM)

40 WRITE (6,3)

50 FORCE=1.0

60 DIAM=0.0
70 EL=0.0
80 DO 30 1=1,6

90 DIAM=DIAM+.0625

00 EL=0.0
10 DO 35 J=l,6

20 EL=EL+0.25
30 YMOD=(0.05*DIAM**4.) Deflection Values for Carboloy *883

40 9 DELTXI=( FORCE*EL**3.)/(3*94000000.*YMOD) Solid Shank Cutting Tools

50 WRITE (6,2) DELTXI,FORCE,EL,DIAM DELTX1 = Deflection (Inches)

60 35 CONTINUE FORCE = Force on End of Tool
70 30 CONTINUE (ib)
80 99 STOP EL = Extended Length of
90 END Tool (Inches)

DIAM = Tool Shank Diameter
ready (Inches)
*RTJN_

*GE Trademark

12/15/75 14.815
DELTX1 FORCE FL DIAM DELTX1 FORCE EL DIAM
0.000073 1.0000 0.2500 0.0625 0.000000 1.0000 0.2000 0.25C0
0.000581 1.0000 0.5000 0.0625 0.000002 1.0000 0.5000 0.250C
0.001961 1.0000 0.7500 0.0625 0.000008 1.0000 0.7500 0.2500
0.004648 1.0000 1.0000 0.0625 0.000018 1.0000 1.0000 0.2500
0.009078 1.0000 1.2500 0.0625 0.000035 1.0000 1.2500 0.2500
0.015687 1.0000 1.5000 0.1250 0.000061 1.0000 1.5000 0.2500
0.000005 1.0000 0.2500 0.1250 0.000000 1.0000 0.2500 0.3125
0.000036 1.0000 0.5000 0.1250 0.000001 1.0000 0.5000 0.3125
0.000123 1.0000 0.7500 0.1250 0.000003 1.0000 0.7500 0.3125
0.000290 1.0000 1.0000 0.1250 0.000007 1.0000 1.0000 0.3125
0.000567 1.0000 1.2500 0.1250 0.000015 1.0000 1.2500 0.3125
0.000980 1.0000 1.5000 0.1875 0.000025 1.0000 1.5000 0.3125
0.000001 1.0000 0.2500 0.1875 0.000000 1.0000 0.2500 0.3750

0.000007 1.0000 0.5000 0.1875 0.000000 1.0000 0.5000 0.3750

0.000024 1.0000 0.7500 0.1875 0.000002 1.0000 0.7500 0.3750

0.000057 1.0000 1.0000 0.1875 0.000004 1.0000 1.0000 0.3750
0.000112 1.0000 1.2500 0.1875 0.000007 1.0000 1.2500 0.3750
0.000194 1.0000 1.3000 0.1875 0.000012 1.0000 1.5000 0.3750
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Finally, equations were developed that described approximate airfoil deflection
characzceristics. Equations were based on beam theory, and were adapted to give good
agreement between calculated deflection, and measured deflection of the model
ai rfoil. Equations are shown in Figure 72 (pg 132). FORTRAN programs were written
for the equations and used to calculate airfoil deflection characteristics with
normal force applied at the leading edge and at the stacking axis, at all designed
sections of the airfoil, with thicknesses 30 and 60 mils above finished airfoil
thickness, and with the airfoil rough contour milled to various airfoil extended
lengths (distance from the airfoil tip). Typical results are shown in Table 11
Cogs 91-93), together with the FORTRAN program that produced them. Calculated and

measured deflection characteristics for conditions that were modeled are shown in
Table 12 (pg 94) . Comparison of these shows that the equations gave reasonably
accurate characteristics.

Control of Airfoil Deflection.

Alternative metho~ds were considered for limiting airfoil deflection during finish
contour milling. One was incremental rough and finish contour milling of air-
foils. This consisted of rough contour milling an airfoil a short distance down
fron the tip, then finish contour milling this section of the airfoil. Then a
second section would be rough contour milled an additional distance down from the
tip, and this section would be finish contour milled. This sequence would be
repeated until the full length of the airfoil was finish contour milled.

With this method, the extended length of the airfoil subjected to normal cutting
force would be very short, so that the airfoil would be stiffer than if the entire
airfoil were first rough contour milled.

Deflection characteristics of the Stage 1 blisk airfoil were calculated for thlis
method. The equations previously described were used for these calculations.
Results are shown in Figure 73 (pg 133). Very favorable conditions were, used for
this analysis, including 8 cutting increments, and a very low normal force of 7.5
pounds. Results show that even under these conditions, steps between increments
would be produced that are as great as almost 400 microinches on the airfoil sur-
face at the leading edge, where contour is very critical. Higher normal force was
probable, which would make steps even larger, and could cause thickness variations
of more than one mil. The cost of removing the roughing cutter 12 times, and :e-
placing it with the finishing cutter the same number of times, would be substantial.

The method which was selected for use is based on supporting airfoils while finish
contour milling. Support is provided by the bulk material from which the airfoil
is milled while milling one side of the airfoil, and by cast alloy matrix while
milling the other side. First a pocket would be rough contour milled between two
adjacent airfoils. Then the surfaces of this pocket, which would become the facing
sides of the two adjacent airfoils, would be finish contour milled. Next, a low
melting temperature alloy would be poured into the pocket using a simple mold. Then
pockets on each side of the first would be finished, producing two adjacent air-
foils, while the airfoils were s-,,orted by the matrix alloy.

It was determined that the cost of the second method would be substantially less
than the first, and that it would give adequate support to airfoils, so that thick-
ness would not be significantly affected by deflection from normal cutting force.
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TABLE 11
COMPUTER PROGRAM AND CAICULATED ESTIMATES OF BLISK STAGE NO. 1 AIRFOIL
LEADING EDGE DEFLECTION PER POUND OF NORMAL FORCE FROM FINISH CONTOUR

MILLING

100*#RUNH *= (CORE=6)
110 2 FORMAT (4X,F10.6,14X,F6.3,4X,F6.3)
120 3 FORMAT (21X,7HDEFLC60,11X,2HEL,9X,lHH,10X,7HSCTION)
140 WRITE (6,3)
150 EL =0.0 DEFLC60 = Calculated Deflection of the
160 DO 30 I= 1,200 Airfoil Corner Having .030*
170 EL=EL4o150 of Material Remaining on Each
177 TF(EL .GT. .900)GOTO 99 Side for Finish Contour Mill-
]80 = (.0096+.064*EL)*.060 ing - Inches/Pound of Normal
190 71 = ({.414*EL)*3.E7*((H/2.)**3) Force
200 DEFLC60=7.*((.707*EL)**3)/Zl EL = Extended Length, of the Rough
210 IF (DEFIC60 .GE. 10.E-6)GOTO 8 Machined Airfoil, Above the
230 GOTO 30 Blade Section Defined on the
235 8 WRITE(6,4) DEFLC60,EL,H Drawing - Inches.
236 IF (DEFLC60 .GE. 200.E-6) GOTO 99 H = A Computed Thickness of the
250 30 CONTINUE Roughed Out Airfoil Based on
260 9q STOP Blade Taper - Inches.
270 END

ready
*RUN

DEFLC60 EL H SECTION K-K
0.000021 0.150 0.079

0.000060 0.300 0.089
0.000099 0.450 0.098
0.000133 0.600 0.108
0.000161 0.750 0.118
0.000184 0.900 0.127

*180 H= (.0104+. 067*EL) +. 060
*RUN

DEFLC60 EL H SECTION J-J
0.000020 0.150 0.080
0.000057 0.300 0.091
0.000093 0.450 0.101
0.000124 0.600 0.111
0.000149 0.750 0.121
0.000169 0.900 0.131

*180 H=(.0108+.070*EL)+.060
*RUN

DEFLC60 EL H SECTION H-H
0.000020 0.150 0.081
0.000054 0.300 0.092
0.000088 0.450 0.102
0.000117 0.600 0.113
0.000140 0.750 0.123
0.000158 0.900 0.134
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4
TABLE 11 - Continued I

*17C EL=EL+.150
*180 R=(.0116+.073*EL)+.060

*RUN

DEFLC60 EL H SECTION G-G
0.000019 0.150 0.083
0.000051 0.300 0.094
0.000083 0.450 0.104
0.000109 0.600 0.115
0.000130 0.750 0.126
0.000146 0.900 0.137

*170 EL=EL+.200
*180 H=(.0127+.078*EL)+.060
*RUN

DEFLC60 EL H SECTION F-F
0.000027 0.200 0.088
0.000067 0.400 0.104
0.000098 0.600 0.120
0.000121 0.800 0.135

*180 H = (.0146+.083+ at *EL)+.060
*RUN

DEFLC60 EL H SECTION E-E
0.000025 0.200 0.091
0.000060 0.400 0.108
0.000087 0.600 0.124
0.000107 0.800 0.141

*180 H(.0170+.087*EL)+.060

*RUN

DEFLC60 EL H SECTION D-D
0.000022 0.200 0.094
0.000053 0.400 0.112
0.000076 0.600 0.129
0.000095 0.800 0.147

*180
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TABLE-11 -Continued

'180 H=(.0194+.094*EL)+.0
6 0

*RUN

DEFLC60 ELHSETO 
-0.000020 0.200 0.098 SCI~ -0.000047 0.400 0.117

0.000067 0.600 0.136
0.000081 0.800 0.155

*180 H-(.0251+.12
3 *L) +.060

*RUN

DEFLC60 E HSETO 
-0.000014 0.200 0.110SEIq 
-0.000031 0.400 0.134

0.000042 0.600 0.159
0.000048 0.800 0.184
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CONTO(JR MILLING OF BL13KS - Continued

TABLE 12
STATIC DEFLECTION OF STAGE 1 BLISK MODELED AIRFOIL

Extended Test Deflection (irVlb)
Location Length (in) No. Calculated Tested

BLISK AIRFOIL CAST IN MATRIX

At leading edge corner .240 1 .00136 .00110
At leading edge corner .400 2 .00159 .00170
At stack axis .240 3 .00011 .00012
At stack axis .400 4 .00030 .00028

BLISK AIRFOIL MODEL

At leading edge corner .400 5 .00160 .00150
At stack axis .400 6 .00029 .00026

AIRFOIL MODEL +0.060-INCH THICKNESS

At leading edge corner .240 9 .000149 .000170
At leading edge corner .400 10 .000225 .000210
At stack axis .240 11 .000028 .000028
At stack axis .400 12 .000073 .000036

AIRFOIL MDDEL +0.030-INCH THICKNESS WITH 0.160-INCH
OF FINISHED BLADE EXTENDING BEYND WEIGHTED POINT

At lead edge .240 13 .000141 .000065
At stack axis .240 14 .000026 .000015

SAME AS ABOVE EXCEPT 0.160-INCH OF FINISHED BLADE MACHINED OFF

At leading edge .240 15 .000141 .000070
At stack axis .240 16 .000026 .000013

NOTE:See Figure 71 (pg 131) for Test Setup.
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CONTOUR MILLING OF BLISKS - Continued

FINISH CONTOUR MILLING - Continued
Process Control

Airfoil thickness, produced by finish contour milling, is dependent on cutter
runout which was determined by the combined effects of machine spindle and cutter
holder runout, as well as by clearance between the cutter shank and the holder
bore, and the concentricity of the cutter cutting edges relative to the cutter
shank. Airfoil thickness is dependent on the manufactured geometry of cutters,
and changes in geometry as the cutter wears. Furthermore, airfoil thickness is
dependent on cutter deflection, which changes as cutter geometry changes as the
result of wear. All of these factors are variables, and therefore, cause airfoil
thickness to vary. It is necessary to control their influence on airfoil thick-
ness, in order to maintain thickness within the design limits of +4 to -3 mils
f rom nominal.

A method for attaining this control was devised that utilizes a test block which
is milled with each finish contour milling cutter immediately before it is used to
mill airfoils. Milling of the test block is done with the block held in a special
vise on the 5-axis milling machine adjacent to the machine's B-axis table on which
a bliak is placed for airfoil milling. SincE the machine has four tables, to
allow machining four identical blisks at a time, four separate vises are needed to
hold four separate test blocks, all of which are milled simultaneously by four
separate cutters.

Numerical control programs were developed to mill test blocks with each type of
finisb contour milling cutter. Milling is done on two opposite sides of a test
block, under cutting conditions which are as much like those used to mill airfoils
as possible. The test block is made of the same alloy as the airfoils. There-
fore, the thickness of the test block between the two milled sides is dependent or
the same factors upon which the airfoil thickness is dependent. By milling and
measuring a test block, the influence of these factors on airfoil thickness can be
predicted. The test block arranagement is shown in Figure 74 (pg 134).

After the development machine became available, test block thickness was cor-
related with airfoil thickness. A correlation analysis is shown in Figure 75 (pg
135). Limits were established for test block thickness to obtain control over
airfoil thickness variability resulting fronm the combined effects of cutter run-
out, cutter manufactured geometry, changes in geometry through cutter wear, and
changes in cutter deflection. For example, limits for test block thickness could
be set that would provide for a test block thickness spread of 3 mils; con-
sequently the influence of these factors on airfoil thickness spread would be
limited to 3 mils out of a total airfoil design tolerance spread of 7 mils.

Surface Texture
Microscopic examination was made of finish contour milled surfaces under a variety
of cutting conditions. A typical surface is shown in Figure 76 (pg 136). The
number of times the visible pattern repeats over a distance of an inch, called the
pattern frequency, is given by the equation:

F N
V (Eq 3)



COWtR MILLING OF BLISKS - Continued

FINISH CONTOUR MILLING - Continued

where F =pattern frequency (repeats per inch)
N = cutter speed (rpm)
V =feed rate (in/min)

The pattern frequency was therefore the same as would be produced by a cutter with
a single tooth. This indicates that it was produced by the tooth which has the
largest cutting radius. If cutter geometry and runout could be better controlled
than for the test which produced the pattern shown, the frequency would be greater.

Roughness of the surface shown was about 60 microinches average amplitude measured
perpendicular to the path of the cutter, and roughly half of this measured
parallel to the cutter path. This roughness had been found to be within the
capability of abrasive flow machining to produce the final roughness of 32
microinches average amplitude required for airfoils. Consequently, the single
tooth cutting pattern did not appear to have significant disadvantage.

Finish Contour Killing with the Development Machine

As soon as the development machine became available, airfoils and platforms were
rough and finish contour milled using previously developed NC programs. Finish
contour milling frequently produced waves on airfoil surfaces. It was
hypothesized that this could be the result of irregular cutting caused by the
inability of all teeth on cutters having 24 teeth to actually cut chips.
Excessive waviness was eliminated by reducing the number of teeth to 12 on all
finish contour milling cutters.

Maximum lineal feed rate of which the machine was capable without instability was
determined by milling trials at various feed rates. The cutting speeds for each
type of cutter were selected by milling over a range of speeds, and selecting the
speeds that gave the lowest surface roughness. Results of typical tests are given
in Table 13 (pg 97). It was also necessary to consider the influence of speed on
airfoil thickness. Typical effects are shown in Table 14 (pg 97); the effect of
speed on thickness is shown under the column heading First Cycle, and the
contribution of deflection to thickness is approximately indicated under the
column heading Thickness Change.

in general, the maximum lineal feed rate used was 15 in/mmn. However, milling
trials were made at feed rates up to 30 in/min. They showed that milling should
be feasible at least to this rate, if the milling machine were capable of reliable
positioning performance.

Milled geometry of airfoils was measured, and NC program changes were made to
adjust geometry to conform as closely as possible to design limits. Milled
airfoils were abrasive flow machined (AIM) and then measured, after which NC
program adjustments were made to produce airfoil chord lengths that allowed for
reductions produced by AIM.
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CDNTOUR MILLING OF BLISKS - Continued

TABLE 13
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CUTTING SPEED AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS FOR STAGE 5 BLISK

AIRFOILS MILLED WITH DEVEOPMENr MACHINE

Surface Roughness
Test and Cutting Speed* Average Amplitude
Conditions (rpm) (sft/min) Convex Concave

TEST SERIES NO. 1 2,000 98 72
3,000 147 74

Material - 17-4PH 4,000 196 84
4,500 220 93

Lineal Feed - 18 in/min 5,000 245 71
6,000 294 100

Cutter - 3/16 finish, 8,000 391 81
12 teeth 10,000 489 88

TEST SERIES NO. 2 2,000 98 47 65
2,500 122 92 88

Material - AM355 3,000 147 51 46
3,500 171 74 62

Lineal Feed - 18 in/min 4,000 196 73 56
4,500 220 72 86

Cutter - 3/16 finish, 5,000 245 98 88
12 teeth

* Optimum speed from above results - 3,000 rpm = 145 sft/min

TABLE 14
CHANGES IN TEST BLOCK THICKNESS AND IN AIRFOIL FINISH CXNTOUR MILLING

CUTTER DEFLECTIN WITH CHANGES IN CUTTING SPEED

Cutting Speed Thickness (in) Thickness Change
(rpm) 1st Cycle 3rd Cycle (in)

6,200 .4582 .45r3 .0019
4,500 .4584 .4565 .0019
3,300 .4593 .4572 .0021
2,600 .4600 .4572 .0028
1,900 .4602 .4574 .0028

*2,600 .4603 .4574 .0029
*6,200 .4583 .4564 .0019
*6,200 .4583 .4564 .0019

*Tests repeated for accuracy check.

Cutter: 12 teeth, 5/16 truncated ball end, 883 carbide.
Extension: 2 inches from 'full ball" end to holder.
Feed Rate: 15 in/min.
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CONTOUR MILING OF BLISKS - Continued

FINISH CONTOUR MILLrNG - Continued

Most of this develorment work was done with blisk blanks made of 17-4PH alloy,
which has machining characteristics similar to AM355 alloy of which actual blisks
are made. This was done because the ost of the alloy used was far lower than te
cost of the blisk alloy.

Finally, several airfoils and platforms of each type were milled, and finished
with AFM and very minor benching, to demonstrate that the overall process was
safficiertly developed to produce the first omplete blisks. These were milled on
AM355 alloy blisk blanks.

Finish Contour Milling Cutter Wear

The wear of airfoil finish contour milling cutters combined with the influence
that wear has on cutter deflection, was investigated during milling development
with the 5-axis NC machine. Test block thickness was used to obtain information
on how wear affect:, airfoil thickness. Examples of such information are given in
Figure 77 (pg 137) and Table 15 (pg 99).

The relationship of wear to the width of the land on the edge of each cutter tooth
before the cutter was used, was also investigated to determine if land wieth
significantly influences wear. Results are shown in Figure 78 (pg 138) and Table
16 (pg. 100). Cutter Al used in this test wore one mil as indicated by test block
thickness, while cutting one Stage 4 pocket. It had only five lands that were
three mils wide before use. In contrast, Cutter A5 in Table 15 (pg 99) wore three
mils as indicated by test block thickness, while milling six pockets. It had 8
lands that were at least 3 mils wide before use. These data suggest that land
width should not be less than ' mils on unused cutters.

Cutter wear was allowed to progress beyond established limits while milling the
last 14 airfoils and platforms on the Stage 3 blisk to determine effects on
airfoil thickness and the trend of the increase in cutter wear. Results are shown
in Table 15.

It was concluded that cutter life in production might be doubled, to reduce usage
by one half. This improvement might be obtained by close control of new cutter
land width to an optimum value, such as 3 mils, and by allowing cutter wear as
indicated by test block thickness to progress further. The effect on airfoil
thickness of allowing cutter wear to progress further, would have to be
investigated to determine if it would be acceptable.
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CDNTJJR MILLING OF BLISKS - Continued

TABLE 15
FINISH ODNTOUR MILLING CUTTER USAGE FOR MILLING AIRFOILS AND PLATPORMS WITH

DEVELOPENT MACHINE ON STAGES 3 AND 4 BLISK FOR ENGINE TESTING

Total
No. of
Pockets Test Block Thickness (mils)"

Operation Stage Cutter Milled Min Max Change

Airfoils 4 Al 1 473 474 1
A2 6 471 471 0

A3 3 472 474 2
A4 4 471 472 1

A5 6 471 474 3
A6 2 473 474 1
A7 2 472 473 1
A8 3 473 474 1
A9 1 473 473 0

3 A10 14 472 473 1

All 1 474 474 0
A3 (Reused) 13 474 474 0

Platforms 4 P1 2 467 .168
P2 7 467 468 1
P3 5 466 468 2

P4 6 466 468 2
P5 7 467 468 1
P6 1 468 468 0

P7 9 466 468 2
P8 3 467 468 i
P9 2 467 469 2

P7 (Reused) 10 468 463 0
P8 (Reused) 4 468 469 1

*Normal Test Block Thickness Limits (mils): Airfoil 471-474, Platform 465-468.

Stage 4 data is given above Stage 3 data since Stage 4 was milled first.
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M)NTOUR MILLING OF BLISKS - Continued

TABLE 16

CHANGE IN LAND WIDTH OF FLUTES ON FINISH CONTOUR A
MILLING CUTTER AS A RESULT OF WEAR

Land Width Land Width After

Flute No. Before Cutting (in) Cutting 1 Pocket (in)

1 +.0006 +.001

2 +.0013 +.002

3 +.0005 +.002

4 +.0006 +.0025

5 +.004 +.0035

6 +.003 +.0008

7 Groove +.0025

8 +.005 +.004

9 +.0065 +.0065

10 +.004 +.004

11 Groove +.003

12 +.0006 +.0015

Cutter - 5/16 inch airfoil finish cutter No. Al. (see Table 15),

rockets Cut - Stage 4, 1 Pocket.
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SPiNDLE STYLUS

HEADTEMPLATE

TABLE

PART TEMPLATE

Figure 40. Tracer Milling Test Arrangement.

TIP ROOT
(INCHES) (INCHES)

C 1.185 1.250

T .055 .118

R .005 .020

1- INCH

MATERIAL AM355

HARDNESS RC 39 TO 40
p

Figure 41. Tracer-Miller Simulated Stage 2 Airfoil.
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3/16 IN. 1 1/4 IN.

1 1/4 IN.

1 1/4 IN.

3/4 IN.

MATERIAL AM355
HARDNESS RC 39 TO 40

Figulre 42. Test Piece Prior to Tracer miling.
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AS MACHINED

SCUTTER PATH

AM355

MATRIX

( Figure 43. Matrix Supported Test Piece iPrior to Tracer Milling.
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WEAR vs AIRFOILS
UNDER EQUAL CONDITIONS

.010

C- 008

c~.006

W 004 ____

.002
X~~~~~~ PESTTD-NMARX

X PRE-SLOTTED - NOMATRI
0___ FR-LT D-MTI

12 3 4 5

NUMBER OF AIRFOILS

Figure 44. Machining Simulated Airfoil.
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MATERIAL - AM355 PRESLOTTED

4CUTTING TOOL - END MILL, 5/16 inch dii.
6 FLUTES, 0.060 RADIUS,

P883 CARBIDE
. FLUID- SYNTHETIC/WATER 1/30

CD 1.6 -

L4J

.4 " LVHC-I

- Direction of increasing
vibration, wear.

L J~ 'Li.chipping and
< LVHWLC-I FF-.1 decreasing life

_o 0 - 0 to fracture.
= C:) MW MC-I
C- eo FF -1.8

. FF 2.5 LW FF-..D 0.8- "

~8MV MW HC-l
LA -W LC-1

0.4 A Q Direction of decreasing vibration, wear

0 Mand chipping, and increasing life.

0.2 Increasing Tangential Force on Flutes - LW NC-4
(Total Tangential Force with Constant Cut Thickness)

r
,  o ,, I I I

0 60 120 180 240

CUT WIDTH (SAME AS DOWNFEED) - MILS

SYMBOLS

Test Number - 0 117 sft/min A 167 sft/min. HW: Heavy Wear.
Wear - LW: Light Wear. MW: Moderate Wear. HC: Heavy Chipping.
Chipping - LC: Light Chipping. MC: Moderate Chipping. OC: io Chipping.
Vibration - LV: Light Vibration. MV: Moderate Vibration. NC: Negligible Chipping.
Flute Fracture- FF:
Airfoils Cut - Number following wear,chipping and fracture symbols.

Figure 46. Analysis of Test Results NC Rough Contour Milling of Simulated
Blisk Airfoils.
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( Figure 49. Stage 1 Blade With Sections as Defined on
Engineering Drawing.
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A-PORTION 0-F PATJi F3R

Figure 50. Cutting Path for Airfoil Rough and Finish Contour Milling.
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MACHINED
_________________ SURFACE

END MILL
DOWNFEED X

A
WAVINESS DISTANCE H

R
RADIUS R

Lineal feed perpendicular
to plane of this

illustration.

Figure 51. Illustration of Surface Waviness Produced by End Mill at Small

Angle to Plane of Machined Surface.

(
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Figure 52. Computer Drawn Analysis of Influence f Downfeed on Srae av nsWh4 Degrees of Cutter Axis to Plane of Machined Surface and 0.060 inchCutter Radius, With Peak to Valley Distance Computed.
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' AP3BEJ SPADE - P23

'4j-,er of Flutes: 6

Flt"e Hr~ei x: 3, deg~ree,, r ~~ na,-,

Flute to Flute .3Oc inc, 7a(
ariance:

Cylindrocal Margin .302 - .303 inm

on CD and Radius:

Rake Angle: 0 degree

Relief Angle: 6 degrees

LILI~s INCH"
! 4.00 INCH

Figure 53, Typical Blisk Airfoil Rough Contour milling Cutter Requirer-ntn.
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FORCE SEN~SORS

CUTTER FEED

TEST PIECE

DI1



7" I -1 SFT/M-

IAllAVERAG Ej REAKING t-1

0_________0___ CJ TTI1NG TET

0EXTRAPO AT1iON

.050 1.100 ~~~.101 .0 .0 .0 30 .0

.030

.050 20 10 .0 ?0 .0 30 3.64 1.

~ 1012 2.71 .1

.150

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10

I FIEED RATE - !N/MIN E

360 710 1100 1400 l0

I CHlIP LOAD AT 1400 RPH POUNDS
140 280 4@'0 560- 700

CHIP LOAD AT 3600 RPM - LB

CUTTER DESCRIPTION: .1875-inch diamieter, 4 flutes, 30-degree helix, 0-degree rake,
6-degree relief, .060-inch corner radius, 883 carboloy.

CUTTING FLUID: Thrall No. 516, Sulfochiorinated Oil

Figure 56. Rough Contour Milling Cutter Force.
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I 7 :'' 0 35 "A E I L i: - I

AVEPAGE £REAKI NG FORCE
26, .120~

240 _______o 2200 RPM ____

1114 SFT/NM. .060 .060

1101

160e

L60- CUTTI I G TES
e7___- EXTRAPOLATION

120 __ _

100

80

60 ______ I ______CUTTEREXTEN~DED LENGTH -2 INCHES

40 -

0.050 I .100 .150 .200 .250 .300 .350 .40

v~.030

14- ..0-60 0

o .090

LA .120

.18

.1012 3 4 5
FEED RATE- IN /MI I 7N0

120 24C 360 0A 60071

I jCHIP LOA6 AT 1400*'RPM - LDI I
80 150 230 300 38G 450

1 1 CHIP LOAD AT 2200 RPM - L6B
CUTTER DESCRIPTION:.312-inch, diameter, 6 flutes, 30-degree helix, 0-degree rake

6-degree relief, 060-inch corner radius, 883 carboloy.
CUTTING FLUID: Thrall No. 516, Sulfochiorinated oil.

( Fiqure 57. Rough Contour Milling Cutter Force.
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Fiue58. Airfoil NC Contour Milliw 3 Fixture Hlolding stiage I Huisk.
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Figure 5.Dynamometer .;CtUp an Decke] Mille r.
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AAIS CU C!UTTLR ?, TAI ION

BALL CUTTER
CUTTING EDGES CUT SURFACE

D/2

CUT NO. I d'

bb
Cb ~O 2 U O ETO

b

CUT NO. 3

i = Cutting edge inclination angle.
d = Set depth of cut.
b = Set width of cut (downfeed).
d' -- Average depth of cut for actual cut geometry.
V = Average width of cut for actual cut geometry.

0/2 = Average cutting radius.

Fiqure 60. Cutter and Cut reometry.
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Ti

CUTTEP RCTA7POi

CTSCIND '12 D '1

CUT AXISO, OF CUTTE

UNCUT SURFACE- t m, ATIOFUTE

d' CUT SjRFACE

4- Direction of cutter lineal feed relative to
uncut and cut surfaces.

Cutter and cut are shown in section through plane D'/2 in Figure 62
perpendicular to cutter axis.

T' = Chip load (feed per tooth).

tm = Maximum chip thickness at average diameter of

actual cut geometry (undeformed thickness).

I = Undeformed chip length at average diameter of
actual cut.

Figure 61. Cutter and Cut Geometry.
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PLA4 i Le,

TEST BLCC.K

UP CJTTINiG 04 AM355 MAEP'AL
DIJ

CLIME CUTTU NG -- -" I

ON THIS END

CUTTE- (
END VIEW

I NCREMENTAL- GROUND REFERENCE
DG ANFEED SURFACE BOTH SIDES

DEVIATION CAUSED
BY NORMAL CUTTING
FORCES PLANE PARALLEL TO

AXIS OF MACHINE SPINDLE

SETUP
ANGLE _ DEGREES

Figure 64. Test Method and Test Block Setup for Determination of Normal
Cutting Forces.
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START OF CUT

.040
PREMACHINEDSURFACE OF

.00TEST 
PIECE

.080 __ _ _ _ _I_ _ _ _ _ _

.120
z Set depth of cutmeasured between

these two
lines at any I

.160 
downfeed.

-CUTTER DEFLECTION

.200

.240

.280
.030 .020 .010 0 -.010 -.020

INCHES

Figure 65. Contoureader Trace of Machined Surface Deviation Caused by Normal
Cutting Force.
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CA '~DE GADE - %,

%iurr.Eer of Fljtes: 2

-i< te Helix: 3C degrees right nard pira'

FIute-to-FIute .0C05 incn max
Variance:

Cylindrical Margin 002 - .003 ir(,n

on 0D and Radi s:

Rake Angle: 30 _3 degrees ne:.'ive

Pelie' Angle: Standard 45 degrees

525

5 .A3120~~~.3:20 ...

-4.00 INCH -

.212

.202

Figure 67. Typ.ir-a2 Blisk Airfoil Finish Contour Milling CuJtti-f Pe.iuiie,- .
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CARBLDE GRADE - 883

%umnber of Flutes: 16

Flu te riel i y: 13 degrees right hand spiral

Flute-to-Flute .0005 inch max
Variance:
Cylinarical Margin .002 - .003 inch
or, OD and Radius:

Rake Angle: 30 +3 degrees negative

Relief Angle; Standard 45 degrees

4.00 INC CAIU

Figure 68. Typical Blisk Platform finish Milling Cutter Requirements.
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HOLD DOWN BAR

MODEL I

TAICKOASS

I SUB BASE:

GRAAEITEPA
BASE

EXTEN'DED
LEGTH DIAL

. INDICATORS

~STATIC LOADS

APPLIED SEPARATELY

Figure 71. Test Setup for Static Deflection Tests on Modeled Airfoil.
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Upper portior
of airfoiI after
roughl contour

= ~~~P Stti de l ct o at nP L2  2or ea the stackingng2

LEAD EDGE P I / 
L ,

THICKNESS /' / I

lSolid portion
of blisk below
partially rough
contour milled
airfoil.

Han H2 CStatic deflection at = 7Pledeg hcknEs

lead edge corner ainches.

A _ Static deflection at = 7P2 L 2/H3E(2

or near the stacking
axis - inches.

P1 = Force applied normal to the neutral axis at the
lead edge corner - pounds.

P2 = Force applied normal to the neuLtal axis at the

tip of the extended length - pounds.

L Extended length - inches.

E 7 Modulus of elasticity (Young E) - 30.0 x 106
pound/in. 2

H, and H 2  :Computed thickness based on lead edge thickness

and approximate slope toward the stacking - inches.

B Computed corner diagonal distance determined by
the extended length - inches.

Figure 72. quations for stimating Deflection of Blisk Airfoils under Finish

Contour Milling Conditions.
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MAX IMUm,
DZFLECTION OF
.CIJTTER PLUS AIRFOIL*

LE AD STACKING .IK r 'L 0 WA C
EDGE AXIS
615 352
442 315 240 INCH
795 457

435 315
765 450 .240 INCH

LA.3
434 315
727 427 2 I

V). 4
412 307 .240 INCH
682 413 LL 4O 1.920 INCH

405 307 o
645 32M .240 INCH

;: 6
390 300

600 367 © .240 INCH

382 307
495 330 0.240 INCH

8C

.2130 INCH RAD 352 293 .240 INCH

.2100 INCH RAD-----/

*Numbers between lines Material removed Material removed
delineating each fin- by finishi cutter by rough cutter
ishing increment are milling in incre- milling in incre-
maximum deflection ments following ments enclosed by
(upper number) and min- each roughing in- circled numbers.
imum deflection (lower crement having
number)-microinches. the same number.

Finish Contour Milling Finish Contour Milling
Parameters Cutter

10,000 rpm/815 sft/min 5/16-inch dia carbide truncated ball end
30 inches/min feed rate 5/16-inch dia carbide shank
.030 inch depth of cut 1.725 inch extended shank length
.015 inch downfeed 30 teeth
estimated normal force-7.5 lb

£ Figure 73. Incremental Rough and Finish Contour Milling Deflection
Estimates for Blisk Stage 1 Airfoil.
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CUTTIG
ANGL E

jSEE
/ VIEW A MEASURED

"..... -' THICKNESS

CUTT ER

MILLED
SURFACE

A-AXIS
CENTER B-AXIS

ROTARYBLC

TABLE

MILLING VIEW A
MACHINE
TRUNION

Right side of test block milled with trunion rotated counter-clockwise

to produce cutting angle shown. Left side milled with trunior, rotated

clockwise-to produce some cutting angle.

Figure 74. Te st, Bock Setup.
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If  produced Dy |
I finishing cutter

L Dy

TEST BLOCK Y

CUTTER
RUNOUT

/ AIRFOIL THICKNESS

I- /
- /

/ BLISK: STAGE I SERIAL NO. 78144
--- ---. N SECTIONS DD, FF, HH.

\ \ ,~After, Abrasive

As Milled FIow Machine
SAMPLE (number of measurements) 136 161
Airfoil lean (mils) 1.95 1.00
Standard Deviation - Airfoils (mils) 1.68 1.45
Block Mean (mils) 1.65 1.76
Standard Deviation - Clock (mils) 0.83 0.75
Runout Mean (mils) 0.80
Standard Deviation - Runout (mils) 3.26
R-Square Block* 0.3765 0.3491
R-Square Runout and Block 0.4538

*R-Square - Contribution of test block thickness to airfoil thickness as

block contributions divided by airfoil thickness variation.

EQUATIONS-

Airfoil Thickness as Milled (in). = -0.106 + 1.24 (block thickness)

Airfoil Thickness After =-1.007 + 1.13 (block thickness)

Abrasive Flow Machining (in).

Also

Airfoil Thickness After = .505 + 1.09 (block thickness) -1.8 (runout)
Abrasive Flow Machining (in).

Figure 15. Miltiple Linear Regression Analysis of Relationship between Airfoil
Thickness, Test Block Thickness, and Airfoil Finish Contour Milling
Cutter Runout for Airfoils Milled with Development Machine on Stigt
1 Blisk for Engine Testing.
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Surface texture (X 30 magnification, side cutting AM355, machined with a
stiff system at:

Feed Rate ---------- 30 in/min.

Depth of Cut --------. 030 inches
Downfeed -----------. 010 inches

Cutter Speed -------- 3,150 rpm
Cutter Rate -------- 307 sft/min.
Cutter (Ball) Size-- 3/8-inch-diameter
Teeth -------------- 20

Figure 76. Typical Surface Texture.
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____DECREASF I. LAND
t . W, I. D7 DH DUE TO -

CHIPPING WEAR. -

.2 V-~-. (SHADED)

L LAN D W IT H FOR E U S E

2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -

T OOTH NUMiBER

Cutter - /6-inch airfoil fi-nish, cutter NO. Al. (see Tabl
Caroide 383,
Geometry given in Table 44.

Pockets Cu', - Stage 4, 1 pocket
Parameters -- Given in Table 44.

Measurements of land width mrade on sphere at 15 degrees frcv
intersection of sphere and cylinder.

F 'i r( 7 ,. Cnan ;( in Land Width of Teeth on Finish, contour xiliir~j CuttLer
a: Fe~~tof Wear.
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CONTOUR MILLING OF IMPELLER

INTRODUCTION

Impeller contour milling development was carried out in the same way as blisk

milling developrent. INCO 718 material, with characteristics like those required

for impellers, was used for all tests.

Alternative processes for rough machining to remove material from between a;rfo.is

prior to finish contour milling were considered in the same way as for blisks;

processes that were evaluated were electrical discharge machining and electro-

chemical machining. It was concluded that rough contour milling should be used,

for the same reasons that it was selected for blisk.

ROUGH CONTOUR MILLING

Initial Investigation

Tests with INCO 718 test blocks, using a conventional milling machine to make

simple straight cuts, indicated that it is feasible to rough contour mill impeller

airfoils with cutters as small as 3/16-inch-diameter, using a feed rate of 2.75

in/min and 0.060-inch downfeed, and that the downfeed or feed rate could be

greater w.ch 5/16-inch-diameter cutters.

Cutting tests of simulated impeller airfoils were conducted using a tracer mill

setup, as shown schematically in Figure 79 (pg 143). The tracer mill was not cap-

able of the complex moves necessary to produce the actual impeller airfoil geom-

etry. Therefore, the change in airfoil height was built into the test peices.

Cutters used are described in Table 17.

TABLE 17
CUTTER USED IN INITIAL INVESTIGATION

Material - Carbide Grade 883

Size - 5/16-inch and 1/4-inch diameter
Overall Length - 2-5/8 inches

Flute Length - 1 inch

Helix Angle - 18 degrees

Style - Right hand spiral; Right hand cut
Number of Flutes - 4
Corner Radius - 1/8 inch

The test pieces were cut from an viailable INCO 718 forging with a taper to give

the airfoil height variation shown in Figure 80 (pg 144). Simulated airfoils were
milled using 5/16-inch-diameter end mill. Downfeeds were limited to 0.060 inch

per pass and lineal feed was varied up to 1 inch/min maximum. Attempts at faster

feeds resulted in audible vibration and cutter chipping. A test piece was also
machined by roughing out two rectangular slots, using 1/4-inch end mills. The

strength of these cutters was too low to make the 0.060-inch deep cuts at 1

inch/min., and they broke in the shank area due to excessive cutting force.

It was concluded that the tracer mill was not sufficiently rigid, and that this

contributed to excessive cu.tter vibration which resulted in cutter chipping and

(fracture. Therefore, additional tests were made using a rigid, heavy duty

Cincinnati vertical spindle milling machine to make straight-line cuts on INCO 718
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CON-IrOUR MILLING OF :NMKELER - Cortin e

ROUGH COONTOUP MILLING - Continued

test p:eces, representing simulated impellers. These included incrementa: rough
mil ing with 3/16-inch and 5/16-inch-diameter cutters.

The test conditions are shown in Table 18.

TABLE 18
CUTTING CONDITIONS FOR INITIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Cutting Speed - 74 sft/min; 1500 rpm

Cutting Tool:
End Mill - 3/16-inch-dia, 4-flute; and 5/16 inch-dia, 6-flute
Radius - 0.060 inch
Flute Length - 1/2 inch

Cutting Fluid - Sulphochlorinated Oil

Depth of Cut - Full (3/16-inch-dia) or half (3/32-inch-dia

Cutter Extension - 3/4 inch

Material - INCO 718 at 42 RC

Test results showed that it is feasible to rough contour mill impellers with
cutteps as small as 3/16-inch diameter using a feed rate of 2.75 in/min; however,
the data indicated that this cutter would be successful 'nly at low force
parameters of 0.0005 inch chipload and 0.060 inch downfeed because breakage occurs
with higher force parameters. The test data showed that the 5/16 inch cuttcr can
accommodate a chipload of 0.0005 inch, and a downfeed of 0.180 inch. A chipload
of 0.001 inch could be used at this downfeed, by the 5/16-inch cutter; however,
wear rate was found to increase substantially under this condition.

Additional tests were performed with the vertical spindle milling machine to
investigate the use of "stepping" cuts, with the view of minimizing cutter
vibration and rough contour milling time. The cutting pattern is shown in Figure
81 (pg 145). The 3/16-inch cutter showed light chipping, and a small uniform
wearland increase for the stepping cuts versus full diameter cuts. The 5/16-inch
cutter showed essentially no increase in wear rate and cutter chipping was within
the wearland. The results of these tests indicated that rough contour milling of
impeller airfoils should be performed with stepping cuts to obtain optimum cutter
life and optimum machine time.

Rough Contour Milling Plan

Previous investigations indicated that impeller rough contour milling should be
done without prior removal of material by a preceding operation. Therefore, it
was decided to mill pockets between airfoils using stepping cuts as with blisks.
Since airfoil stiffness is much greater for impeller airfoils, as indicated by
static deflection tests, it was concluded that the first choice for a milling plan
should be to complete rough contour milling of the entire impeller before starting
finish contour milling. Tt was concluded that finish milling should be tried

first without a supporting matrix.
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ROUGH CONTOUR MILLING - Continued

This plan also provided for leaving only about 15 mils of material to be removed
during finish milling, because the waves produced by successive cutter paths
should be smaller than for blisks, since smaller downfeed and smaller angle to the
airfoil surface would be used. This was also expected to reduce finish contour
milling forces and resultant airfoil and cutter deflection.

Cutters

Cutter requirements were established in the same way as for blisks and similar
cutters were selected, except that shorter cutter extended length was needed
because airfoils are shorter. Shorter cutter extension was also desirable because
of the higher cutting forces required with INCO 716 material.

Cutting Forces

Tests like those for blisk rough contour milling were conducted to determine
relationships between cutting parameters and cutting forces. Results were used to
construct the nomogram shown in Figure 82 (pg 146).

Fixtures

Fixture design like that for blisks was selected for impeller rough and finishing
contour milling.

Rough Contour Milling with the Development Machine

Rough contour milling with the development machine began as soon as blisk milling
development had progressed far enough to allow beginning impeller milling
development. This work was carried out in a way similar to that for blisks.

Breakage was encountered with the 3/16-inch diameter cutters used to remove
material from the narrowest areas between impeller airfoils. Cutters made of
Carboloy 820 material were tested, and resolved this problem. The Carboloy 820
material has a transverse rupture strength of 450,000 psi, compared with 290,000
psi for the Carboloy 883 material. However, its abrasive wear resistance is lower.

FINISH CONTOUR MILLING

Finish contour milling development was conducted for the impeller much like
development was conducted for blisks, both before and after the 5-axis NC milling
machine became available.

Normal cutting force was found to be higher than with blisks, since the INCO 718
alloy of which impellers are made is more difficult to machine than the AM355
alloy of which blisks are made. This is partly due to strain hardening of INCO
718, which occurs as chips are removed from the surface. When the depth of cut is
small and thin chips are cut, as is the case with finish contour milling, strain
hardening proceeds ahead of the cutter so that chips are continually cut from
strain hardened material. The importance of strain hardening is indicated in
Figure 83 (pg 147).
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FINISH CONT7OUR MILLING - Continued

Impeller airfoils are much stiffer than blisk airfoils. Therefore, it was
concluded that it would be preferable not to use a matrix to support the tips of
airfoils where stiffness is lowest, but to select cutting conditions that limited
the normal cutting force to a value that would not cause significant airfoil
deflection.

Deflection of finished airfoils at locations having the lowest stiffness is shown
in Figure 84 (pg 148). Deflection at these locations would be much smaller for
rough contour milled airfoils which w.ould be much thicker.

Cutters like those developed for blisks were used. Therefore, cutter deflection
characteristics were similar. The cutter used for airfoil and hub finishing is
shown in Figure 85 (p9 149).

Impeller finish contour milling was done by finishing a complete airfoil at a
tim~e. First all airfoils were produced by rough contour milling. Then the finish
contour milling cutter was moved from the leading edge of one airfoil toward the
trailing edge, while it milled a path on the surface about 30 mils wide. After
finishing that path, it moved across the airfoil to the opposite side, and cut a
path on that side of the same width and directly opposite the first path, while
moving back to the leading edge. This was repeated to make successive cuts o~f the
same width starting at the t-ip of the airfoil and progressing down toward thor hIb
surface, until the airfoil was finished. The same procedure was repeated or all
airfoils.
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ROUGH ENVELOPE

FINAL SIZE

U.IPELLER ROUGH CONTOUR MILLING WITH STEPPING CUTS.

D - Downfeed increments (cut width). CUT I

S - Step depth (cut depth). CUT 2

CUT 3

SD3 i ' ,

D2L'
3/16INCH CUTTER 5/161NCH CUTTER

b. Stepping Cut Test Procedure.

Figure 81. Impeller Rough Contour Milling.
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100 --/ rCUTTING TESTS

200i30 4 //_ _____ _____ _____

0CUTTER EXT'ENDED LTH. IC
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20 1
0 .050 .100 .150 .200 .250 .300 .350 .40

',IRIREMOVAL RATE - 1N 3/Mi11.

.030

.060 30 - L

.090 20 - 3.6

.1201
15- 2.7

.150 1512 - 2.2

.180 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 1-

FEED RATE IN/MIN

360 710 1100 1400 1800

CHIP LOAD AT 1400 RPM - POUNDS

CUTTER DESCRIPTION: .1875-inch diameter, 4 flutes, 30-degree helix, O-degree rake,
6-degree relief, .060-inch corner radius, 883 Carboloy.

CUTTING FLUID: Thrall No. 516.

Figure 82. Rough Contour Milling Cutter Force.
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Figure 83. Strain Hardening Due to Impeller Finish Contour Milling.
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IMPELLER

SPLITTER
FORCE VANES

NOT SHOW%

DEFLECTION

Force Deflection Deflection/Pound
Vane No. (pounds) (inch) (inch)

FULL VANES

1 6 .0070 .00115

20 6 .0052 .00086

INTERMEDIATE VANES (FULL SPLITTER)

18 9.1 .0012 .00013

19 9.1 .0012 .00013

Figure 84. Impeller Airfoil Deflection at Selected Locations.
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CARBIDE GRADE - 883

Number of Flutes: 12

Flute Helix: 3C-degree right hand

Flute-to-Flute .0005 inch max
Variance:

Cylindrical Margin .002 - .003 inch
on OD and Radius:

Rake Angle:' 30 +3 degrees negative

Relief Angle: Standard 45 degrees

.50 INCH

.1875 
INCHU.1870

3.00 INCHES

Figure 85. Typical Impeller Airfoil and Hub Finish Contour Milling Cutter
Requirements.
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BLISK FINISHING PF40CESS DEVEL4OPMENT

I1??RODUCTTII

The objective of this task was to select and develop the process that would be
hest suited to produce the final surface texture for airfoils on the blisks and
the impeller following NC contour milling.

Several bliek finishing procedures were investigated in this portion of the Blisk
and impeller Process Developmnent Program. These included contour grinding, using
cubic boron nitride (CBN) grinding wheels; stationary electrochemical machining
(sECM); electro polishing; free abrasive machining; and abrasive flow machining.

To obtain data which would allow accurate evaluations of these techniques, it was
necessary to provide special tooling and measurement equipment. In those cases
where the required tooling was too costly, vendor facilities were utilized.

Process investigations covered the following areas:

1. The ability of each process to produce final surface texture.
2. The relationship between milled surface texture and process parameters,

including time to produce final texture.
3. Process control requirements.
4. The suitability of each process for the geometry of each blisk and the

impeller.
5. The influence of the process on the integrity of the blisks and

impeller.
6. Economic factors, including equipment requirements and opportunity for

au tomat ion.

The results of these investigations showed that abrasiie flow machining (AFM) was
the most suitable blisk finishing technique, from the standpoint of effectiveness,
ease of implemientation and cost. Accordingly, the initial investigations were
followed by the design and fabrication of developmnent tooling, extensive process
development tests on Stage 1 through 5 bliska and the impeller, and the
fabrication of a production APH machine.

Terms used to describe surface geometry are those used in American Standard ASA
846.1. The term nwaviness" is used in this report to describe large surface
irregularities between successive cuts. "Roughness" describes snaller
irregularities, while 'texture" includes waviness and roughness.

CONTOUR ININDENG STUDY

An investigation was conducted to determine the feasibility of surface finishing

with small diameter cubic boron nitride (CN) or Borazon grinding wheels. The
initial objective was to determine if the surface remaining after contour milling

could be ground off with one cut, with acceptable wheel wear and feed rate, to
obtain a final surface finish of 32 microinches average amplitude (AA). Trial

cuts were made on A14355 and INCX) 718 materials with 5/16-inch diameter CBN wheels,
using a onventional Moore Jig Grinder. Figure 86 (pg 179) shows the machine with

a mall Cbrn grinding wheel and a test piece prepared for end milling.

( *General Electric Trademark
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BLISK FINISHING PROCFSS DEVELOPMIT - Continued

CONTOUR GRINDING STUDY - Continued

Accurate readings of spindle speed were obtained by fitting a 15-spline mandrel to

the spindle and reading RPM with an E-Put type instrument via a noncontacting
pickup.

The CBN Borazon* aorasive wheels are noted for their r.perior performance in
grinding superalloys. Borazon* grinding wheels wear very slowly compared to
conventional wheels. The wheels perform at higher g-load ratios; thus, they are
capable of removing more metal for a given amount of wheel wear than other
abrasive materials. 2 In addition, in this process development project, the
restricted space between airfoils requires small vertical-axis wheels capable of
holding shape accurately and of giving long life. It was expected that Borazon*
could satisfy their requirements better than any other abrasive.

Work performed by others identifies grinding force as having a linear relationship
to metal removal rates. 3 However, there is a threshold of force intensity below
which no cutting occurs; instead, ploughing occurs. The wheel surface velocity
causes a shift in relationships and affects surface roughness.

Force is a difficult parameter to measure since the wheels are quite small and
electronic equipment and tooling required to instrument such a test is rather
expensive and difficult to use.

To overcome this problem, calculations were used to translate grinding wheel
mandrel measured deflection values to grinding forces.

Grinding Tests with CBN Borazon* Wheels

A test plan was generated covering depth of cut ranging from 0.002 to 0.010 inch;
lineal feed rates of 0.70 to 2.0 inch per minute; and spindle speeds of 25,000 to
30,000 rpm.

Vertical axis wheels were tested with 1/4-inch diameter shanks and wheel sizes of
5/16 and 1/8-inch diameter. Grit sizes of 60, 80, and 100 were selected for
testing in order to establish relationships of metal removal rates, wear and
surface roughness. A high grit concentration of 125% was selected to maximize the
grain density on the wheel surface, to give maximum latitude in the choice of
grain dnth of cut.1 Resin bonding was used since available information
indicated that it gives better cutting action.

Figure 87 (pg 180) shows a test sample of AM355 material, together with a CBN
Borazon* wheel mounted on a 1/4-inch mandrel. Test results are presented in Table
19 (pg 153).

*General Electric Trademark.

1. Shaw, Milton C., METAL JTTING PRINCIPLES, MIT PRESS
2. Helmer, J. P., Navarro, N.P., GRINDING SUPERALLOYS WITH BORAZON* CBN ABRASIVE,

SME Paper MR 73-736, March 1973
3. Dr. Lindsay, R.P., Navarro, N. P., PRINCIPLES OF GRINDING WITH BORAZCN* CBN

WHEEZZ - Part I, Machinery, May-June 1973
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TABLE 19
ERY GRIND TEST WITH BORAZON* PLATED WHEEL

AM55 MTERIAL ON MOORE JIG GRINDER

Down Grind Pass Number Up Grind Pass N-uber *
1 2 3 3A 3B 1 2 3 3A

A. Program depth
of Cut from Zero
Reference - inch .010 .010 .003 .006 .010 .003 .003 .003 .006

B. Table Travel
(Cross Feed) (in.)
from Zero Refer-
ence - inch .010 .020 .023 .026 .030 .003 .006 .009 .012

C. Ground Surface

from Zero Refer-

ence - inch .0086 .0183 .0213 .0243 .0285 .0025 .0053 .008 .0105

D. Actual Depth

of Cut - inch .0086 .0097 .003 .006 .0102 .0025 .003 .0025 .0055

E. Width of Cut

- inch .265 .185 .105 .105 .105 .265 .185 .105 .105

F. Delta Program

vs Actual - inch -0014 -0017 -0017 -0017 -0015 -0005 -0005 -0010 -0015

G. Feed Rate -

in/min .643 .497 .355 .355 .355 1.86 2.00 2.00 2.00

H. Wheel Speed -
rpm 25,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 22,000 30,00 30,000 30,000 30,000

I. Tool Deflection
inch .0014 .0017 .0017 .0017 .0015 .0005 .00C5 .001 .0015

J. Force - pounds 5.6 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 6.0

*General Electric Trademark

** Up Grind - Wheel surface and work surface travel in opposite directions;
same direction for down grinding.
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BLISK FINISHING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Continued

CONTOUR GRINDING STUDY - Continued

A computer program was written for the calculation of values of deflection, based
on a unit of force of one pound acting at the end of the grinding wheel with a
given mandrel diameter and extended length. Deflection has a linear relationship
to force, over the range of values of interest, so that any measured amount of
deflection, at a specified length, can be converted to force in multiples of one
pound using the casputer calculated values (see Table 20, (pg 155). These values
were used in the analysis of the test grinding data.

Parallel investigations conducted on abrasive flow machining (AFM) showed that AFM
is capable of producing a satisfactory final surface texture in less time and with

less expensive equipment than is required for contour grinding. Accordingly, the
contour grinding study was discontinued after completion of the above tests.
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TABLE 20

CALCULATED DEFLECTION VALUES OF GRINDING WHEEL MANDREL

LIST

0010*#JUN *= (CORE=20)
0020 2 FORMAT (5X,F10.6,6X3(F8.4,6X))

0030 3 FORMAT (8X, HDELTX1,lOX,5HFORCE,10X,2HEL,IOX,4HDIAM)

0040 WRITE (6,3)

0050 FORCE=l.0

0060 DIAM=0.250

0065 EL=.5

0070 YMOD =(0.05*DIAM**4.)

0080 DO 30 I=1,21

0090 IF (I .NE. I)GOTO 7

0100 EL= .500
0110 GOTO 8

0120 7 EL=EL+.125

0130 8 DELTXI=( FORCE*EL**3.)/(90000000.*YMOD)

0140 WRITE (6,2) DELTX1,FORCE,EL,DIAM *DELTXl = Deflection in inches
0150 IF(EL .EQ. .3)GOTO 99 at extreme end

0160 30 CONTINUE FORCE = Pounds
0170 99 STOP EL = Extended length of

0180 END tool (inches)
DIAM - Mandrel diameter

ready (inches)
*RUJNH

10/02/75 11.793

DELTX1 FORCE EL DIAM

0.000007 1.0000 0.5000 0.2500

0.000014 1.0000 0.6250 0.2500

0.000024 1.0000 0.7500 0.2500
0.000083 1.0000 0.8750 0.2500

0.000057 1.0000 1.0000 0.2500
0.000081 1.0000 1.1250 0.2500

0.000111 1.0000 1.2500 0.2500

0.000148 1.0000 1.3750 0.2500

0.000192 1.0000 1.5000 0.2500

0.000244 1.0000 1.6250 0.2500

0.000305 1.0000 1.7500 0.2500
0.000375 1.0000 1.8750 0.2500
0.000455 1.0000 2.0000 0.2500
0.000546 1.0000 2.1250 0.2500
0.000648 1.0000 2.2500 0.2500
0.000762 1.0000 2.3750 0.2500
0.000889 1.0000 2.5000 0.2500
0.001029 1.0000 2.6250 0.2500
0.001183 1.0000 2.7500 0.2500
0.001352 1.0000 2.8750 0.2500
0.001536 1.0000 3.0000 0.2500

*M( Ulus of Elasticity 30 X 106
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BLISK FINISHING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Continuei

ELECTROCHEMI CAL MACHINING

Early in the project, a study was initiated to determine the feasibility of using

stationary electrochemical machining (SECM) to produce the final surface finish
after contour milling. The ECM equipment selected for the project was Cincinnati
Milicron 10,000 ampere system, complete with a 500-gallon electrolyte tank and a
Sharples centrifuge for electrolyte clarification. The voltage range of this
equipment is 0 to 18 volts.

SECM Test Tooling and Test Plan

Figure 88 (pg 181) Views A, B, and C show the test tool assembly, the test tool
with AM355 material serving as a test block, and an additional view of the test
block. It should be mentioned that, in conventional ECM, the tool (cathode) is
fed toward the work surface (anode) at a constant rate with a constant voltage

applied across the gap between the tool and the work surface, and the gap is
maintained by the current flow. Thus, work material is removed at a constant
rate.4,5

It was realized that the use of a moving tool would be very difficult, if not
impractical for the impeller and blisk airfoil surfaces, because of surface
geometry and because of the limited space between airfoils. If the tool were
stationary, it would be possible to avoid problems related to tool movement.

In the case of SECM, tool and part are held in fixed positions, and the gap
between them increases as current flows between them. If the voltage applied
across these surfaces is held constant, current flow decreases as the gap
increases, so the rate at which material is removed from the part surface,
decreases. While constant voltage is always used with ECM, it was considered
practical to use constant current with SECM, to avoid a reduction of material
removal rate by increasing voltage as the gap increases.

When all areas on the part surface are not equidistant from the tool surface,
material from areas clopest to the tool is removed more rapidly than material
further from the tool surface. Therefore, the distance between peaks and valleys
on the part surface is reduced and the contour of the part surface is changed in
the direction of conformance to the tool surface. The rate at which surface and
ontour changes proceed depends upon the magnitude of part surface deviation from
tool surface contour and upon the gap voltage. The gap voltage, together with gap
distance, determine machining current and hence metal removal rate; in other
words, the rate at which gap distance increases. The interdependence of these
variables was investigated first, in a limited way, to determine the effectiveness
of this process in reducing part surface geometry deviations from tool surface
geometry, and then the amount of material that must be removed from the part to
obtain sufficient reduction of part deviations for satisfactory surface roughness
and contour.

4. U. S. Air Force Materials Laboratory Technical Report AFML-TR-72-188.

5. Wilson, J., The PPACTICE AND THEORY OF ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING, Published bv
Wiley-Interscience.
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ELECTROCHEMICAL MACHINING - Continued

A test plan was established with the following primary parameters:

Fixed Parameters for All Tests:

Electrolyte Composition - Two pounds sodium nitrate per gallon of water.

Electrolyte Pressure - Inlet at 175 psig and outlet at 25 psig.

Electrolyte Temperature - 70*F to 90°F.

Starting Gap - 0.010 in, as measured at point of narrowest gap.

The above parameters fall within ranges used successfully in other ECM

applications.

Variable Parameters for Individual Tests: Voltage, current, and surface geometry.

SECM Test Procedures and Resul ts

Tests were conducted on an AM355 test block which had been prepared usinq an end

mill with 0.060-inch corner radius at an angle of 4 degrees to the surface. The

surface texture was generated by feeding the cutter in 0.060-inch steps and the
measured waviness height was 1 nil (see View A of Figure 89 (pg 182). The SECM

process improved the surface to a waviness height of 0.1 mil, and a surface

roughness of six microinches AA (see View B of Figures 89 and Figure 90, pgs

182-183).

Testing was also performed on test blocks with surfaces at an angle to the surface

of the stationary electrode. The results of these tests (Figure 91, pg. 184)

suggested that both the initial waviness height and the distance between the

anodic test block surface and the tool (cathode) are directly related to the
amount of material that must be removed from the test block to effect a given

reduction in waviness height.

To further examine this relationship, available information based on moving

electrode ECM tests with another iron base material was used to construct SECM

characteristic curves. These were found to have the same shape as the curves

plotted from test data: they indicated that voltage influences only the time
required to achieve a given reduction in waviness height.

This suggested that process electrical parameters influence the rate of waviness

height reduction and have no other primary effect. Consequently, an analysis was

performed of the SEO4 process to allow a definition of the factors and their
relationships, which influence the rate of waviness height reduction. This was

accomplished with the aid of the following derived equation:
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Z=D
G 9(FLq 4)

where z = rate at which waviness height is reduced (mils/min)

D = waviness height (mils)

G = average distance between aniode and cathode (mils)

g = rate at which G increases (mils/min)

In deriving this equation, the process was assumed to behave in linear fashion, as
is usually done in analyses of ECM.6 However, this is not exactly true, as
experimental data in this report indicates, even when measuring inaccuracies are
consi dered.

To allow the equation to give results which correspond well with experimental
results, two constants are needed as follows:

z= 1.4 - - g - 0.7G (&q5)

This expression was checked against the E04d nomogram for 17-4PH stainless steel
(page 104 of Reference 4). Ten separate checks were made, with maximum deviations
of about +11% and -6%, with the majority being 5% or less.

The equation deals with instantaneous values, and the values of all factors in it
change with time (including g if voltage, rather than current, is held constant,
as is usually done), and changes in all factors are interdependent.

Further tests were subsequently performed to determine the usefulness of SECM for
improving surface texture. Table 21 (pg 159) shows the results.

With data from tests summarized as shown in Table 21, it is possible to define the
basic characteristics of SEC4:

1. The first is that a simple relationship exists between starting gap,
small waviness heights, and material. Removal depths needed to achieve
waviness reduction to essentially zero, are as shown in Table 22 (pg
159).

2. The second characteristic is that, with greater starting waviness
heights, such as up to 0.005 inches, it may be necessary to use a second
SEC. operation, beginning again with a small starting gap.

3. The third characteristic is that with waviness heights over 0.005, a
third SEQ. operation will most likely be required, even with a very
small starting gap for the first operation.

6. Baldwin, Brown and Gulatti, ELECTRO)CHEMICAL MACHINING, The Engineer,
February 23, 1968.



TABLE 21
WAVINESS HEIGHT REDUC TION BY SEC - ANALYSIS OF TEST DATA

Test Conditions

Material AM355 Test Blocks

Electrolyte - Sodium Nitrate: 2 lb/gal water
900?, 175/25 psi
6 to 8 gal/min.

Voltage - 6 to 15 volts

Current - 200 to 500 amps

Start End Material Ratio - Material
Start Waviness Waviness Removal Removal Depth -
Gap Height (in) Height (in) Depth (in) Waviness Height

.053 .0005 .0000 .0075 15:1

.040 .0009 .0000 .010 11:1

.040 .0008 .0000 .008 10:1

.040 .0005 .0000 .006 12:1

.010 .005 .0008 .024 6:1
o010 .005 .0003 .024 5:1

.0125 .0015 .0000 .013 9:1

.010 .001 .0002 .004 5:1

.010 .001 .0000 .007 7:1

.010 .011 .002 .022 2:1

.005 .001 .0001 .005 5:1

TABLE 22
WAVINESS REDUCTION REMOVAL DEPTHS

Waviness Height (in) Material Removal
Range of Start Depth in Terms of

StartinQ Oaps (in) Maximum End Waviness Height

0.040 to 0.050 0.001 0.000 15 times waviness height

0.020 to 0.080 0.001 0.000 10 times waviness height

0.005 to 0.010 0.001 0.000 5 times waviness height
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Table 23 shows expected SEC4 capability based on a reasonable starting gap.

TABLE 23

EXPECTED SEC.1 CAPABILITY USING REASONABLE STARTING GAPS

Number of
Results of First SECM4

Starting SECM Operation Operations
Starting Waviness End Waviness Depth of to Achieve

Gap Height Height Material 0.000 in
(in) (in) (in) (in) Waviness Height

0.010 Up to 0.0015 0.000 0.015 1

0.010 0.0015 to 0.005 0.000 to 0.001 0.025 1 or 2

0.010 0.005 to 0.011 0.001 to 0.002 0.025 2 or 3

Analysis of Blisk Airfoil Electrical Heating

Machining current must flow from a power supply to the tool cathode, through the
electrolyte in the machining gap, and then into the airfoil surface. All current
must then flow out of the airfoil, back to the power supply. The best path from
the standpoint of tool design, is for the current to flow from the airfoil to the
disk part of the blisk, and then through contact surfaces in the tooling, back to
the power supply.

This path requires that all current flow through the airfoil root section. The
resistance of the airfoil material tends to cause electrical heating. The heating
was evaluated by a simple analysis of blisk Staqe 2, which showed that with a
current density of 500 amp/in2, approximately 10 Btu/min would be produced.
Approximately 1-1/2 gal/min of electrolyte would carry this heat away with about a
1*F temperature rise. Flow rates used in tests described in the SECM Test
Procedures and Results section (pgs 157-158) were between 5 and 9 gal/min. These
numbers have an order of magnitude accuracy and indicate that electrical heating
will not be sufficiently great to require complicated heat transfer features in an
SECM tool, nor to cause any reduction in the integrity of airfoil properties, nor
to require any extensive heating tests.

Study of SE.M tool Design Concepts

A study of tool design concepts for blisk airfoil finishing was made with the
following results.

1. The tool (see Figure 92, pg 185) would provide for simultaneous
machining of both sides of one or more blades, the root radii and a
portion of the platform area on each side of the blades. This would

require two electrodes (cathodes), one on each side of the blade.
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2. An index table would locate and support the semifinished blisk, and

position the blade with respect to the contoured electrodes.

3. Electrodes would be moved radially inward on a track which allows for

the twist in the blade.

4. When electrodes are in position, they would be locked in place between

two plates, which would also provide the electrolyte connections.

5. Manual work elements wouli b- limited to loading the part, starting the

SEC2 operation, and unloading the part. Other functions would be

automated, including part clamping, electrode positioning, control of
the amount of material removed (by measuring ampere minutes), and part
indexing to machine successive blades.

Conclusions for SECM Development

This investigation indicated the development of an SECM system would be a major

undertaking. Extensive development was anticipated to produce a machine that
would be capable of providing the required airfoil edge and chord geometry. In

addition, it could not be determined if the final surface produced by SE0 would
reduce airfoil fatigue characteristics until development was completed. The
magnitude of required work, and the uncertainty of potential benefits, indicated
that no further effort would be expended on the development of the SECM process.

ELECTRO POLISHING

During the early phases of the process development project, consideration was

given to the desirability of investigating electro polishing (EP) as a means of

producing the final surface texture after finish contour milling.

Electro polishing is similar to stationary ECK (SFX 4), in that both methods use an

electolyte, a cathode located some distance from an anodic work piece and low dc
voltage. However, the distance between the cathode surface and the surface of the
anodic work piece is much greater with EP. In addition, EP uses acid electrolyte
and much lower current densities.

Large distances between the cathode and work surface eliminate the need for very
precise cathode geometry; they also avoid the need for precise location of the
work piece surface with respect to the cathode surface.

Finally, EP concentrates on surface improvement without requiring removal of a
significant amount of material from the work piece, and therefore has little
effect on work piece geometry.
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Electro Polishing Feasibility Tests

Feasibility tests were performed by three vendors using test blocks with waviness
heights of about 0.0003 in. Results were evaluated and it was found that EP
substantially improved surface roughness, but did not significantly affect
waviness. The vendors were:

1 MacDermid Inc. - Waterbury, Connecticut

2 Hubbard Hall Co. - Waterbury, Connecticut
3 Molectrics, Canada - Waterloo, Ontario

Electro Polishing Tool and Tests
No information is available on EP when used with parts displaying geometry like
blisks and impellers. The large distances between cathode and work piece
surfaces, commonly used with EP, allow the use of electrodes with simple

geometry. However, the distance between cathode surface and various points on
blisk airfoil surfaces would be quite different, and it was expected that this
could result in satisfactory improvement of airfoil surfaces closest to the
cathode, or surfaces in direct line with the cathode, but not of surfaces furthest
from or not in line with the cathode. Problems of this kind are known to exist
with EP. 7 .

When using larger distances, it has been reported that EP can reduce roughness
heights ranging between 130 micro inches and 250 micro inches, to heights of
between 60 microinches and 130 microinches. 7 This magnitude of improvement is
approximately that needed to change the roughness of a milled surface, with a
roughness of 60 microinches, to a surface with 22 microinches AA roughness.

A test tool was designed for investigating conditions which would exist when using
EP to finish blisk airfoil surfaces, with a simple thin cathode located midway
between airfoils so that all points on the airfoil surfaces would be essentially
equidistant from the cathode (see Figure 93, pg 186). With such an arrangement,
the distance between cathode and airfoil surfaces would be about 1/4 inch, as

provided in the tool.

Tests were also performed at Molectrics, Canada on blocks prepared with milling
cutters at downfeeds of 0.020 and 0.010 inch. Surface roughness was 40 to 75
micro inches. The anode-to-cathode distance was maintained at 0.20 inch.

The data shown in Table 24 (pg 163), shows no measurable reduction in the waviness
height. Visual examination at 5X magnification confirmed that material was
removed fram both valleys and peaks.

Same surface roughness improvement did occur in almost every case. This
improvement is relatively small and even when starting with low roughness, such as
50 to 60 micro inches AA as measured perpendicular to the waves, the resulting
surface was not improved to the design requirement of 32 microinches AA or better.

7. Fedot'ev, N.P., Grilikhes, S. Ya. (Translated by Behr, A.), ELECTROPOLISHING,
ANODIZING AND ELECTROLYTIC PICKLING OF METALS, Robert Draper Ltd., Great
Britain.
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The results of the tests indicated that considerable development would be required
to determine if EP can be adapted to produce acceptable surface texture, and that
a very smooth texture must first be produced by finish contour milling. It was
not known if the surface produced by EP would significantly reduce airfoil fatigue

characteristics. If this were to happen, a mechanical surface finishing process

would be required after EP to overcome such reduction. The uncertain magnitude of
this work and the uncertainty of potential benefits indicated that no further

investigation should be made. Accordingly, the investigation of the EP surface

finishing process was discontinued.

TABLE 24

ELECTRO POLISH TEST DATA

Surface

Waviness Roughness
Current Temp Temp Height (Micro- Depth

Block Time Density Start Finish (Inches) Inches AA) Material

No. Voltage (min)(amp/inm) (-F) (-F) Before After Before After Removed

9B 8--9 6 560 145 154 .0004 .0004 80 .L. 60 1 .0006
3511 3011

9C 8-9 3 560 145 154 .0003 .0003 58 1 44.± .0004
4211 4611

10B 8-9 6 560 145 154 .0004 .0004 50 J. 40 1 .0007

4811 3511
l0C 8-9 3 560 145 154 .0003 .0003 70-L 38 . .0004

3211 42 11

11A 8-9 3 560 145 154 .0002 .0002 58.1 36 1 .0004
4811 28 11

iC 8-9 6 560 145 154 .0003 .0002 58 1 45 . .0008
4811 45 It

12A 8-9 3 560 145 154 .0002 .0002 53 . 44 .1 .0005
4011 28 11

12C 8-9 6 560 145 154 .0002 .0002 60 .L 48 1 .0008
4011 38 11

NOTES:

The 1-1/4 x 7/8 inch test blocks were processed in the tooling shown in Figure

93(pg 186) with anode to cathode distance set at 0.20 inch.

Roughness data marked was taken perpendicular to the waves while data marked

was taken parallel to the waves. Measurements were taken with a Profilometer set
at 0.030-inch cut off. Waviness height was measured with a ContouReader.

Current density data are based on observed current as reported by Molectrics,
Canada and are included for record purposes only. They are considered to be in
error, and probably two orders of magnitude higher than actual current density.
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FRE ABRASIVE MACHINING

The term Free Abrasive Machining (FAM) describes processes which produce sliding
contact of free abrasive particles with the surfaces of a part, to improve the
surface texture. Particles used in the process may be selected from a wide range
of sizes, geometry and composition. Relative motion and forces between the two
are induced by agitating the part or the container holding the part and abrasive,
or by rotating the container or part, or by combinations of these. Liquid such as
water may be used. Tumbling is a widely used FAM process. Part geometry can
greatly influence the effectiveness of FAM, and the type of motion needed to
produce a consistenct surface texture.

Following a search for promising FAM processes and capable vendors, it was

concluded that Centrifugal Barrel Finishing,8 also known as Harperizing, and
Almoo Spindle Finishing 9 should be investigated further for blisk and airfoil
finishing. Feasibility tests, on AM355 blocks, were made by Almco. Results
showed that the process was capable of reducing large waviness heights of 0.C03
inch down to essentially zero, with some alteration of geometry, and with removal
of material from surface peaks in preference to valleys.

Free Abrasive Machining Tests

Test samples, representative of actual blisk blades, positioned in the same manner
as on a blisk, were prepared for process tests. The actual test piece, chosen for
the process, consisted of the lower section of AM355 blades from a J85 jet engine
Stage 1 blisk in production at the General Electric, Rutland, Vermont, plant. The
blades were mounted on a special disk, as shown in Figure 94 (pg 187).

Radial lines approximately 0.001-inch deep were scribed at 1/4-inch intervals on
the blade convex and concave surfaces and in the blade root radius. Tt was
anticipated that visual examination of these lines, during tests, would indicate
the effectiveness of the PAM process for uniform material removal.

Initial tests were performed on simulated blisk airfoils at the Harper Puffing
Machine Co. laboratory to evaluate the capability of the Harperizing process. The
principle of operation of the process is shown in Figure 95 (pg 188). In
addition, tests were conducted in the Almoo Laboratory of the King-Seeley Thermos
Co. The operation of the Almco Spindle finishing equipment is described in Figure
96 (pg 189).

FAM tests were made on two airfoils designated Type S and Type SM. The Type S
airfoil is that shown in Figure 94 (pg 187), whereas the Type SM is a Type S
airfoil with portions of the surface roughened with a 3/8-inch-diameter burr, to
represent a milled surface produced with a 0.020-inch downfeed. The Type SM
blades were used for investigation of surface texture changes, as opposed to
over-all geometry as was the case with the Type S blades.

8. Hignett, J. B., CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF CENTRIFUGAL BARREL FINISHING,
SME Technical Paper - MR75-834.

9. Brandt, J. N., SPINDLE FINISHING - CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS, SME Technical
Paper MR 75-832.
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A total of seven different media were used in the tests, as follows:

1. Almco Media 16A is simply 16 grit aluminum oxide.

2. Almco Media 1/4-in XP is a preform made of a mixture of silicone flour

and plastic which is cast in the shape of a pyramid with roughly 1/4-inch

long sides.

3. Harper Media 651 is a fused aluninum oxide with varying grit size ranging

from 12 to smaller sizes.

4. Harper Media 748-1/8 is a cylindrical preform 1/8-inch diameter and

1/4-inch long with the ends cut at 45 degrees. It contains a coarse

abrasive.

5. Harper Media Titan is a very fine light powder which is run dry and used
for polishing. It consists of corn cob particles of 180-grit size and

aluminum oxide of 400-grit size.

6. Harper Media 355T is a preform of triangular shape with abrasive less

coarse than the 748; the largest dimension was 3/16 inch.

7. The 748-3/16 is the same as 748-1/8 except 3/16-inch diameter.

In the Almo tests, water was used to keep the media wet and to flush debris

away. In the Harper tests, water was used with a wetting agent to keep the media
wet and submerged, excepting the Titan polishing media, which was used dry.

All Almco tests were performed with the outside diameter of the simulated blisk

located 3-1/2 inches from the wall of the tub and the closest point of the airfoil

at 2 inches from the bottom. The spindle was set at an angle of 7 degrees with

respect to the wall of the tub in the direction away from the tub and at 22

degrees into the mass of moving media. The drum rotated counter-clockwise at 600

feet per minute (ft/mn) at the outside diameter of the drum. The spindle rotated

clockwise at 31 rpm. The spindle angles were selected by observing the action of

the media against the simulated blisk in a partially filled drum.

In the Harperizing tests, the media flow over airfoil surfaces was similar to the

flow with Almoo Spindle Finishing; however, the media velocities relative to the

airfoil surfaces, and the forces of the media against the airfoils were

different. In Harperizing, the relative velocities result only from the speed of
the drum; in Almco Spindle Finishing, the airfoil velocity caused by the speed of
the spindle is in addition to, or sbtracted from the velocity of the media
particles resulting from the speed of the drum. Flow conditions over an airfoil
also change drastically as the airfoil is rotated fthrough a full revolution.
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Test Results

The results of the above tests are summarized in Table 25 (pg 167). The lowest
surface roughness, with unshielded airfoils, was obtained in Almco Tests 3 and 5
and Harper Tests 6, 8, and 9. Discussion will be confined to these tests.

The roughest surface areas exceeded the design requirement of 32 microinches AA,
and the smoothest areas met or were well below this requirement. The lowest
roughness always occurred at the airfoil trailing edge near the tip where depth of
material removed was greatest. Highest roughness occurred near the platform.

Differences between maximum and minimum thickness change was never less than 3
mils (Harper Test 8) and was as much as 8 mils (Harper Test 9), giving a minimum
variability of at least 1.5 mils. Minimum thickness change was I nil (depth of
material removed 1/2 nil) which is desirable, but the lowest maximum was 4 mils
(depth of material removed 2 mils) which is two-thirds of the airfoil tolerance
envelope and is, therefore, larger than desirable.

Chord reduction was as great as 80 mils, and not less than 25 mils. Differences
were generally about 30 mils, when comparing chord reduction at different sections
on the same airfoil. Shielding(Figure 97, pg 190)can make chord reduction much
less (Alion Tests 7 and 8) although considerable investigation would be needed to
determine its usefulness.

In conclusion, it can be stated that surface texture produced by the above tests
did rot meet design requirements. Major geometry changes accompanied texture
improvements. The investigations did not indicate a reasonable probability that
FAM can be used as a final surface finishing process for blisk or impeller
airfoil.. Further development might have revealed conditions under which FAM
could be used; this could have included the generation of special edge geometry,
with surface texture very close to the design requirement, by finish contour
milling. The magnitude of the development required to determine if FAM could be
used and the possibility of higher finish contour milling costs, indicated that no
further investigation of FAM was justified.

ABRASIVE FLOW MACHINING

Abrasive flow machining (AFM) occurs when a media consisting of a viscous vehicle,
carrying large quantities of abrasive grit, flows under pressure across a surface
from which material is to be removed. To obtain high media pressure against a
flat or contoured work surface, the media must be contained within a narrow flow
path by a flow restriction (see Figure 98, pg 191).

Abrasive flow machining is currently used to remove burrs, size holes, remove EDM
recast layers, radius sharp edges and for making limited improvements in surface
roughness. Considerable knowledge is available concerning the use of AFM for
these applications.10 ,1 1 .

10. Perry, W. B., Properties and Capabilities of LOW PRESSURE ABRASIVE FLOW MEDIA,
SME Technical Paper MR75-831.

11. Rhoades, L.J., Siwert, D.E., EXTRUDE HONE DEBURRING: THERY AND APPLICATION
OF ABRASIVE FINISHING. SME Technical Paper MR75-842.
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However, very limited knowledge was available at the outset of this study for

improvement of the tpxture of comparatively large surfaces, such as blsks and the
impeller, where surface waviness and roughness must be substantially reduced while

maintaininq tight geometric tolerances.

Therefore, new investigation was required of process characteristics before 't

could be judged whether AFM should be tested with actual or simulated blisk and
impeller geometry, and before a sound plan could be devised for such tests.

The abrasive media, used in AFM, are of prime importance. Grit sizes ranging from
20 to 500 are available, together with compounds of various viscosities.

Initial AFM Tests

Arrangements were made with two vendors for AFM tests on AM355 test blocks. These
were: Dynetics Corporation of Woburn, Massachusetts; and Extrude Hone Corporation
in Irwin, Pennsylvania. The test procedure involved loading the AFM machine with
a known quantity oZ abrasive media, positioning the tool containing the test piece
in the machine, and passing the media through the tool for a predetermined number
of cycles. The test piece was then removed and measurements made of changes in
test piece thickness and waviness height.

A typical test block, before and after AFM, is shown in Figure 99 (pg 192
together with a test tool. Initial tests at Dynetics indicated that hardened
steel showed less wear than nylon or ceramic material as a restricting tool
surface. These tests also indicated that AFM can remove major surface waviness
and produce a very satisfactory surface texture, as shown in Figure 100 (pg i)3).

Additional tests were performed at Dynetics with the following objectives:

1. To determine the ability of AFM to improve surface texture.

2. To determine the depth of material that must be removed to pr:uuce an

acceptable final finish.

3. To evaluate the effect of AFM on part geometry.

The test parameters were: three grades of silicon carbide abrasive, th:-ec gap
levels (distance between the test block and the restriction), two pressure levels,
and two media flow directions (parallel and perpendicular to the surface waves
produced by contour milling cuts). The test results are summarized in Table 26
(pg 169) and Figures 101-102 (pgs 194-195). Surface texture measurements were
performed with a ContouReader. The following conclusions were drawn from these

tests:

1. Abrasive Flow Machining is capable of reducing waviness height from as

high as 0.003 inch down to essentially zero, and can produce surface
roughness better than 32-microinch AA.
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2. AFM can readily make major changes in surface geometry when removing a
significant depth of material. It was, therefore, concluded that the
probability of successful application to blisks and the impeller would be
substantially greater if final contour milled surfaces have smooth
textures which require removal of a much smaller depth of material than
rough textures, to achieve the final surface finish.

3. Increased media viscosity gives improved results over the range tested.

4. Increased grit size gives improved results over the range tested.

5. A gap of 1/4 inch is more effective than a gap of 1/2 inch.

6. Flow perpendicular to milled surface waves is considerably more effective
than flow parallel to the waves.

7. Lower pressure is more effective than higher pressure for the particular
conditions used in these tests. The increased time which occ',rs with low
pressure is not as significant as the increase in effectiveness.

8. Tool design must provide for restrictor wear, by employing lost cost,
replaceable restrictor parts.

9. The ideal tooling concept would provide radial flow of the media, so tnat
flow would be perpendicular to milled surface waves; this would increase
the probability of successful application of AFM to blisk final surface
finishing.

10. Pressures required for AFM were expected to cause high forces to be
applied to airfoil surface areas; means would have to be found for
applying equal forces to each side of an airfoil as it is finished by
AFM, or for supporting one side while the other side is finished.

Similar test results were obtained, and conclusions drawn, from AFM tests
performed at Extrude Hone Corp. However, the equipment used by this firm is
designed for pressures up to 1750 psi, as opposed to pressures of up to 500 psi
used in the Dynetics equipment. It was concluded that higher pressures might be
useable where part strength is high, as in the case of the impeller, but lower
pressures would be desirable with blisks for the opposite reason.

Further tests were subsequently performed at Dynetics to determine the depth of
material which must be removed to improve milled surfaces to meet the 32 microinch
AA surface texture required for blisk airfoils. The results showed that surfaces
generated with 0.040-inch downfeed require 0.001-inch of material removed to
obtain the required texture; 0.020-inch downfeed required 0.0005 inch; and

0.010-inch downfeed required 0.0002-inch to be removed.

Tests were also made to determine the optimum gap width between the test block
surface and the AFM tool restrictor surface. The results showed that with a gap
of 0.150 inch at the narrowest point and 0.250 inch at the widest point, up to 50%

greater depth of material was removed at the narrowest location in the gap. With
a 0.450-to 0.550-inch gap, 30% more material was removed.
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BLISK FINISHING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Continued

ABRASIVE FLOW MACHINING - Continued

AFM Tests on Simulated Blisks
A test tool, based on the concept shown in Figure 103 (pg 196), was built for AFM
test on simulated Stage 1 blisk airfoils produced from J85 compressor blades,
which are forged from AM355 material. It will be noted that the tool allows the
abrasive media to flow across the blade surface in either an axial or radial
direction.

Tests were conducted with axial flow to determine the effect of AFM on blade
thickness, edge contours and chord, while improving surface finish from 90 to 32
microinch AA, using size 20 silicon carbide grit. The results indicated that:

1. The maximum cnord reductions occured at the thinnest airfoil section.

2. The maximum chord reduction was 0.007 inch with about 0.002-inch depth of
material removed from each side of the airfoil.

3. The edge contours resulting from AFM were sharper than they were before
AFM. See Figure 104 (pg 197) for examples.

4. The resulting surface roughness after AFM was 30-microinch AA.

5. Abrasive Flow Machining, with the media flowing axially, was the most
promising finishing process, and it was concluded that it should be
investigated further.

It was expected that, ultimately, the final edge contour would be dependent on the
starting contour and the total depth of material removed. Edge contour
requirements are stringent, as indicated in Figure 105 (pg 198).

AFM tests were also conducted on the simulated Stage 1 blisk airfoils to
investigate the effect of media flow in a radial direction over the airfoil
surface. Surface roughness was found to vary widely over the airfcil surfaces; it
significantly exceeded the design requirement near the airfoil tips. In view of
these results, it was concluded that axial AFM development should be continued
with airfoils identical to Stage 1 blisk design and that work should be
discontinued on radial AFM.

Additional axial AFM test were conducted on simulated Stage 1 blisk airfoils to
compare the surface roughness produced by media containing aluminum oxide abrasive
with that produced by media containing silicon carbide abrasive of equal
viscosity, quantity, and grit sizes. The tests showed that aluminum oxide media
produced a lower surface roughness (25- to 35-microinch AA) than did the silicon
carbide media (25- to 55-microinch AA).

Stage 1 Blisk Airfoil AFM Tooling

A tool concept was developed for the investigation of axial AFM of Stage 1 bl sk
airfoils. The concept is shown in Figure 106 (pg 199). It will be noted that the
concept allows the abrasive media to flow along both sides of the test airfoil,

( one side of each of the two airfoils adjacent to the test airfoil, the adjacent
platform areas, and a restrictor ring at the tips of the airfoils.
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BLISK FINISHING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Continued

ABRASIVE FLOW MACHINING - Continued

Stage 1 Blisk Airfoil AFM Tooling - Continued

Figures 107-109 (pgs 200-202) show views of the actual AFM test tool with a Stage
1 blisk mounted in it. Cast epoxy -esin inserts were provided for supporting
airfoils adjacent to the center test airfoil, as shown in Figures 108-109.

AFM Tests on Stage 1 Blisks

The abrasive used in AFM tests on Stage 1 blisks was Dynetics media
D070-20A(61)-36A(75)-700A(40). It had been observed that this abrasive improved
the surface roughness on simulated blisk airfoils from as high as 85-microinch AA
to better than 32-microinch AA, in 120 cycles at 150 psi, in less than 20
minutes. The depth of material removed, under these conditions, was between
0.0005 and 0.001 inch. *

An airfoil contour tracing system, described in Inspection Process Development,
section (pgs 217-220), after AFM.

In addition, a leading edge contour inspection system, also described in the
Inspection Process Development section, was used for recording airfoil edge
contours before and after AFM.

The first tests involving the use of the AFM tool, were performed on a Stage 1
scrap production blisk with finished surfaces and edge contours. The results of
these tests are shown in Table 27 (pg 173). The leading edge contours, produced
by AFM on one-half of the airfoils tested, met design requirements. Surface
roughness was approximately 15-microinch AA, remaining the same as before AFM.
The tests also showed that cycle time changes can be readily held to accept'-)le
limits by control of temperature and pressure. It should be mentioned that, based
on previous investigations, the minimum temperature of 90°F was appropriate since
cycle times become very long at lower temperatures. The maximum temperature of
120*F was chosen for safe and convenient handling of parts by AFM machine
operators. Also, previous investigations indicated that pressures of 150 to 250
psi resulted in the lowest variation in depth of material removed and produced as
good a surface texture as pressures above this range.

Additional AFM tests were next performed on 10 Stage 1 blisk airfoils, nine of
which were on scrap production blisks and one was milled on the New England
5-axis, 4-spindle NC milling machine. Among other analyses, the resultant data
was evaluated to determine the influence of AFM on airfoil geometry.

The following results were obtained, and conclusions drawn, from the above AFM
tests:

1. A relatively low media pressure of approximately 150 psi is optimum for
maintaining airfoil geometry within design limits.

2. The maximum number of AFM cycles is approximately 120, for minimum effect
on airfoil geometry.

3. All media temperatures between 950F and 125OF are equally suitable for

obtaining the required geometry.
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BLISK FINISHING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Continued

ABRASIVE FLOW MACHINING - Continued

4. On the airfoil produced by the New England machine, surface roughness was
improved from 30-60 to 15-20 microinch AA and the leading edge contour
was improved from square to one that approximated design requirements.

5. The depth of material removed from one side of an airfoil, under the test
conditions shown in Table 28 (pg 175) varied from 0.4 to 1 mil.

6. No evidence was found that airfoils were strained beyond their eleastic
limit by forces developed during AFM procedures.

7. Chord length changes produced by AFM were large, indicating a need for
further development of the AFM process in this connection.

8. Test results indicated that acceptable airfoil surface texture can be
obtained by AFM and that this finishing process can produce airfoil edge
contours which are consistently within design limits.

Subsequent AFM tests performed simultaneously on three scrap production Stage 1
blisks, with a modified AIM test tool, showed that the depth of material removed
from airfoil surfaces ranged between 0.4 and 0.9 mil with test parameters which
previously produced surface roughness well below the design requirement (32
microinches AA).

Additional AFM test were conducted to investigate the aelationship between the
number of AFM cycles and chord length reduction. At 60 cycles, the maximum chord
reduction was near the airfoil tip and was 0.005 inch. The minimum reduction was
near the platform and was 0.002 inch. These values are well within the Stage 1
chord design tolerance spread of +0.007 inch an -0.009 inch.

An improved abrasive media, which has characteristics at room temperature similar
to those of the original medium, was tested on Stage 1 and 2 blisks. The test
results indicated that the improved abrasive media performance at 70*F to 1000F
was about the same as that of the original media at temperatures of 90OF to 1200F.

The first complete Stage 1 blisk milled on the 5-axis, 4-spindle development
milling machine, was finished with abrasive flow machining, using the production
AFM tooling and the production machine. A total of 1192 dimensional and surface
texture measurements were made on 10 airfoils and 20 platforms; 95% of these
measurements were within design limits. This level of conformance to design was
considered to be satisfactory for a complex part, and was judged clearly
acceptable for engine testing. Conformance of the contours of the leading edges,
which is a particularly important characteristic, was 100% and conformance of
overall airfoil contours, another very important characteristic, was essentially
100%.

All airfoils were abrasive flow machined simultaneously. A total of 75 AFM cycles
were covered in the process. Measured surface roughness averaged 23 microinches
AA. The design requirement of 32-microinch AA was exceeded in only two
locations: at one by two microinches and at the other by five microinches. The
total AFM cycle time was 35 minutes. )
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BLISK FINISHING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Continued

ABRASIVE FLOW MACHINING - Continued

AFM Development Tooling and Tests on Stage 2, 3, 4, and 5 Blisks

Upon completion of AFM tests on the Stage 1 blisk, AFM development tooling was
designed and produced for the Stage 2, 3, 4, and 5 blisks. Extensive process
demonstration tests were then performed on these blisks with satisfactory
results. The capability of AFM for surface finishing the airfoils in these blisks
was demonstrated using the test parameters developed for Stage 1 blisks. Three
airfoils were processed simultaneously; chord lengths, surface roughness, contours
and thicknesses of all airfoils were within design limits after AIM.

Production Tooling For AFM

Following completion of Stage 1 blisk AFM tests, the design of a production AFM
machine was generated and a machine capable of surface finishing all blisk stages
was fabricated. Adaptors were also designed and built to accommodate all blisk
stages. The machine is designed for simultaneous processing of all airfoils in a
given blisk. Figure 110 (pg 203) shows the design concept for the Stage 1 blisk
production tool.

The production AFM machine was tested by machining 15 Stage 1 blisk airfoils
simultaneously, to determine if the effects of AFM on airfoil thickness, chords,
and leading edge contours were similai to those obtained when machining only a few
airfoils on the development machine. The results showed that the effects of AFM
were similar for both machining conditions.

It was observed that a warmup period of one hour was required to bring the
abrasive media within the planned operating range of 90*F to 120*F. The media
temperature continued to rise when machining Stage 1 blisks. An investigation was
therefore conducted to develop a media with equivalent AFM properties but capable
of operating over a temperature range of 708F to 100*F. Subsequent tests with
such a media, on Stage 1 and 2 blisks, indicated that its performance was the same
as that of the original media.

Tests were performed to determine the restrictor ring diameters needed to obtain
the same cycle time for the Stages 3 and 4 blisk when machined individually
without a flow director. With a ring diameter of 6.565 inches for Stage 3 and
6.420 inches for Stage 4, the cycle time for each was 35 seconds. The conclusion
was drawn that, with the same cycle time, the rate of roughness improvement would
be the same for both stages when machined simultaneously.

In the case of the Stages 3 and 4 blisk and the Stage 5 blisk tooling, "t was
necessary to include media flow directors to obtain acceptable airfoil leading edge
contours and roughness. These consisted of rough-milled Stage 1 blisk airfoils
made from steel blanks. The arrangement for the Stage 5 blisk is shown in Figure
111 (pg 204). The flow, director life was found to be, typically, ten Stage 5 blisks.

(
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BLISK FINISHING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Continued

ABRASIVE FLOW MACHINING - Continued

Production Tooling For AFM - Continued

Later, it was found that, when AFM machining the Stages 3 and 4 blisk

simultaneously, the cycle time could be reduced almost 20% when a Stage 3 blisk

was used as a flow director in place of a Stage 1 blisk. Subsequent to these

tests, a method was devised for reducing the time needed to AFM the Stages 3 and 4

blisk and the Stage 5 blisk by simultaneous processing of two blisks of the same

king. This procedure also eliminated the need for media flow directors.

PRODUCTION AFM MACHINE REQUIREENTS

Requirements for a production AFM machine were established as part of ti-.

development program. They are defined in a specification included as Appendix B.
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Figure 86. Moore Jig Grinder With Test Piece and Grinding Wheel

(Feed Table and Coolant Enclosure Not Shown).
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TEST TOOL ASSEMBLY

ANODE WIRE
VIEW A
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TEST TOOL

VIEW B
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A) Original test block without SECM processing
B) Center section processed through SECPI with c_-t waves

parallel to electrolyte flow.
C) Typical processed test block used in obtaining

data on metal g'eoval.
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REMOVALE BLADES

ROLL PIN~

x~

DISK

FRONT VIEW SIDE VIEW

NOTE: The removable test blades
consist of the bottom section
of J85-Stage I blades.

Figure 94. Free Abrasive Machining Test Piece.
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UP TO 30 g-LOAD

TURRET SPEED DRUM
250 RPMMEI

UP TO 30 g-LOAD.

Blisk is mounted inside
the drum and rotates
with the drum.

The centrifugal barrel finishing equipment is comprised of two drums
mounted on the periphery of a turret. The turret is rotated at a high
speed in one direction while the drums are rotated at a slower speed
in the direction opposite to that of the turret. Drums are loaded with
blisks to be finished, media, water and some form of compound. In
operation the turret rotation creates a high centrifugal force of up to
thirty times gravitational weight. This force compacts the load into
a tight mass. Rotation of the drums causes an activity of the load;
blisk and media slide against each other, smoothing the milled
surface.

Figure 95. Principle of Operation of the Harper Process as Applied to Blisk
Airfoil Surface Finish Testing.
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WATER AND CLEANING: 
ROTATING SP DLE

COMPOUND

ABRASIVE MEDIA TUB

SPRAY

(---
C4

.~ GLISK

S TO DRAIN

o Tub spins at up to 1200 surface feet per minute.

o Centrifugal force compacts the abrasive media.

o Mist spray of water and cleaning compound keeps
abrasives free cutting.

o Slow rotation of the spindle with the part in the abrasive,
exposes all surfaces for the more uniform finishing.

Figure 96. ALMCO Spindle Finishing.
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1/4 ICH

1/4 INCH

1/4 INChi-] k 3/8 INCH

TYPE 1 TYPE 2

Figure 97. Shields Used to Reduce Removal of Material from Simulated

Airfoil Edges in Almco Spindle Finishing Tests.
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UPPER P.S'j1

MEDIAI UPPER CYL:NDEP,

TOOL ING

2. Center Body.
3. Bottom Plate.

The two pistons-T.e

connected
together and
move up and down. CLD

. ... L R PISTON 0

TOOLING
SIDE PLATE- ..

CENTER BODY

TEST PIECE

RESTRICTOR
.._.1 SIDE PLATE

The Al1355 test piece is a I in x 2 in x approx 5/8-in 
thick block.

Only the center 1-inch square surface was subjected to abrasive

AFM. The remaining 1/2 in on each end was for reference measurements.

Figure 98. Schematic of Abrasive Flow Test Tool 
and Equipment.
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%

TEST AIRFOIL

FLOW BLOCKING
PLATES 

IMEDIA FLOW CROO

OTHER SUPPORT

\RESTRICTOR
R IN G

TEST AIRFOIL

L'iqure 106. Stage 1 B1.isk AFM Test Tool Concept.
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*PP E2
MED L

LOWER A
MEO:AA

ROTATING A. RR M

One set of tooling is in the machine while another set
is being loaded or unloaded.

E

C

A• - ---- A

A - Base Ring with 6 spokes.
B - Lower Spacer.
C - Tip Restrictor Ring.
D - Upper Spacer.
E - Cap Nut (stud in Ring A is not shown).
F - Protector Cone.
G - Blisk.

Figure 110. AFM Production Tool for Stage 1 Blisk.
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IMPELLER FINISHING
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT



TMET,T.ER FINISHING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

I"RODUCT ION

The process selected for impeller finishing is abrasive flow machining (AFM).

This choice was based on the successfull application of this finishing process to

the Stage 1 through 5 blisks.

A suitable AFM development tool was designed and produced. Extensive process

development tests were then performed on scrap impellers with satisfactory
results. Knowledge obtained by these tests was used to design and make a

production tool. This tool was used with the production AIM machine to finish the
the first impeller produced under this program, and subsequent production
impellers.

AFM DEVELOPMENT TOOL

The development tool, used in abrasive flow machining impellers, is shown

schematically in Figure 112 (pg 208). The method used for adjustment of flow are
is shown in Figure 113 (pg 209).

AFM DEVELOPMENT TESTS

The depth of material removed from a surface machined by AFM is dependent on flow
when media composition, pressure, and temperature are essentially constant. Flow

is calculated as follows:

Media Volume Flow (in3

Flow (in) 2

Flow Area (in 2 ) (Eq 6)

Required flow was estimated from previous tests performed on INCO 718 test

blocks. These data showed that depth of material removed was 1.2 mils, using the
development AFM machine with 30 AFM cycles, each flowing 200 in3 of media
through a flow area of 0.5 in2 . Flow for these data is calculated as follows-

Flow = 30 cycles X 200 in 3/cycle

0.5 in
2

= 12,000 in.

The estimated number of AFM cycles were calculated as follows for the production
machine with a media volume of 1600 in3 per cycle, and with a complete impeller

in the development fixture having a flow area of 6.5 in2 at the leading edges of

the airfoils.

Cycles = Flow Area (in2 x Flow (in) (Eq 7)
Media Volume per Cycle (in3

6.5 in 2x 12,000 in

1660 In /cycle

- 47 cycles
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TvELLER FINISHING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Continued

AZM DEVELOPMENT TESTS - Continued

This value was used as a guide in determining the numbers of cycles for initial

test.

A number of tests were made with a scrap production impeller and the development

tool, using the production AFM Machine.

The first tests were made without tool adjustment to equalize leading and trailing

edge flow areas. Visual inspection of the impeller hub surfaces indicated that

more material was removed from surfaces near the trailing edges, than from

surfaces near the leading edges, as expected. Therefore, flow area was adjusted

to make leading and trailing edge areas approximately equal for subsequent tests.

Tests conducted at 40 and 60 AFM cycles at test parameters given in Table 29

produced typical thickness and leading edge position changes shown in Figures

114-115 (pgs 210- 211).

TABLE 29

PARAMETERS FOR AFM TESTS WITH SCRAP PRODUCTION IMPELLER AND DEVELOPMENT TOOL

TEST PARAMETERS

Part - T700 Scrap Production Impeller

Machine - HL60CF-830

Tooling - Development Tool

Media - D080-20A(61), - 36A(73), - 700(40) Reworked
Media Temperature - 790 F Average

Media Pressure - 200 psi

Total Cycles (Test No. 1) - 40

Total Cycles (Test No. 2) - 20
Total Time (Test No. 1) - 72 Minutes

Total Time (Test No. 2) - 37 Minutes

Note

This impeller was abrasive flowed in two operations. First operation was for

40 cycles, and after thickness and leading edge position checks were made, a
second operation of 20 cycles was applied.

Thickness reductions averages 1.5 mils for the second test at 20 AFM cycles, and

only 0.7 mils for the first test at 40 cycles; it is possible that the original

surface of the airfoils was harder as the result of strain hardening by machining,

which is characteristic of INCO 718 material.

Different leading edge contours were produced on scrap impellers by filing. These

were photographed before and after AIM tests. Examination of leading edge

contours showed that edges which were not symmetrical before AIM were not made

s ymetrical by AIM, although they showed smoother contours. These results

indicated that symmetrical edges should be produced by contour milling. Leading

edge contours, produced by AIM from various contours before AIM are shown in

Figures 116-117 (pgs 212-213). Changes in airfoil tip edge radii, produced by AFM
are shown in Figure 118 (pg 214).
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IMPELLER FINISHING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Continied

AFM DEVELOPMENT TESTS - Continued

Following these tests, impeller airfoils and hub surfaces, milied wth the 5-axls,

4-spindle development machine, were abrasive flow machined using the AFM

development tool. The average depth of material removed was approximately G.5

mil, based on measurements of airfoil thickness changes, and average thickness

reduction, was two times this value or about 1 mil.

AFM of First Impeller Produced For Engine Testing

Extensive measurements were made of finished geometry and surface roughness, aftor

benching and AFM with the production machine, of the first impeller for engine

testing. They indicated that acceptablf0 impeller characteristics are obtainable

for the surface finishing process. The AFM machining parameters are given in

Table 30.

TABLE 30

AFM MACHINING PARAMETERS

Machine - Dynetics Production - NL60CF-830

Tooling - Production Tooling

Media - D080-20A(61), - 36A(73), - 700(40"

Media Temperature - 80F Average

Media Pressure - 150 psi

Total Cycles - 52

Total Time - 95 Minutes

Some difficulty was encountered in obtaining satisfactory leading edge contoirs

after AFM, due to excessive airfoil thickness prior t(, this process, and due to

the nonconformance of contours, prior to AFM, to the requirements shown in Figure

119 (pg 215). It was found that, when edges are prepared properly for AFM,

contour design limits could be met when airfoil thickness is reduced, as indicated

in Figure 119.

Final surface roughness of airfoils was typically reduced by AFM from a milled

roughness of approximately 40 to 60 microinches, to a roughness after AFM of less

than the required 32 microinches. Typical roughness measurements, after AFM, are

given in Figure 120 (pg 216) for airfoils and hub surfaces. Benching of hub

surfaces was done to reduce roughness, with a hand held tool which drives a small

grinding wheel.

Results with the first impeller indicated that conformance improvements

were needed in airfoil thickness, airfoil leading edge position, and contour, and

hub contour and waviness. These improvements were obtained by changes in NC

programming and milling, and were demonstrated on production impellers

subsequently produced with the first production milling machine. No improvements

in the AFM finishing process were made.

PRODUCTION AFM MACHINE REQUIRmffENTS

Production AFM machine requirements were established as a part of this program.

They are identical to those for blisks, and are given in the specification

included as Appendix B (pgs 343-354).
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THCCNESS F-0OM NOMNAL

2.30 (in)

Cha nge
After 40 Cycles 4.1 3.9 9.1 8.4E ]

(Mils)
2.30 2.803.40

Start
(Mils) 4.6 1 3.9 10.51 9.1

INSPECTION A B D
POSITIONS

LEADING EDGE POSITION
(EXAGGERATED CHANGE)

2.40 (in) 2.10 (in)

L Edge Position
-After AFM

(LA)

Before AFM
(LB)

TEST NO. 1 LA (mils) LB (mils) AL (mils)
FULL AIRFOIL 3

2.10 (in) 5.227 5.227 -.000

2.30 (in) 5.147 5.149 +.002

2.50 (in) 5.076 5.076 -.000

Figure 114. Typical Changes in Impeller Airfoil Thickness and Lead~nq Edge
Position by Abrasive Flow Machining.
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2.302.30 340
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INSPECTION A B C
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LEADING EDGE POSITION
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After AFM-

(LA)

Before AFM4
(LB)

TEST NO. 2 LA (mils) LB (mils) 6 L (mils)
FULL AIRFOIL 3

2.10 (in) 5.227 5.222 -.005

2.30 (in) 5.147 5.142 - .005

2.50 (in) 5.076 5.071 - .005

iigure 115. Typical Changes in impeller Airfoil Thickness and Leadinqj Edqe

( Position by Abrasive Flow Macnininq.
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MAXIMUM N'1INIMUMAFM PARAMETERS 
MATERIAL MATERIALPart - T700 Scrap Impeller

Machine - HL60CF830
Tooling - Impeller Development Tool
Media - DO8O-20A(61)-36A(73)-700(

4O)Media Temperature - 79OF average
Media Pressure - 200 psi
Time - 40 cycles - 72 minutes
Time - 60 cycles - 109 minutes
Time - 80 cycles - 129 minutes

TYPICAL IMPELLER
Note:- Edge geometries presented above are tracings AIRFOIL LEADING EDGEof light section photographs. 

GEOMETRY REQUIREMENTS

Figure 116. Effect of AFM on Impeller Full Airfoil Edge Geometry.
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DICTANCE
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.350

.350 nn

AFM PARAMETERS
Part - T700 Scrap Impeller
Machine - HL60CF830
Tooling - Impeller Development Tool
Media - DO80-20A(61)-36A(73)-700(40)
Media Temperature - 790 average
Media Pressure - 200 psi
Time - 40 cycles - 72 minutes
Time - 60 cycles - 109 minutes
Time - 80 cycles - 129 minutes

Note: Edge geometries presented above are tracings
of light section photographs.

Figure 117. Effect of AFM on Impeller Splitter Airfoil Leading Edge Geometry.
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LOCATION I LOCATIOI I:

.002 .004 .015 .015 .006 .006 .012 .01,
I;,CH INCH INCH INCH INCH INCH INCH INCA

AFTER 40 AFTER 120 AFTER 40 AFTER 123
CYCLES CYCLES CYCLES CYCLES

LOCATION III LOCATION IV

Design limit 0.005 inch.
Planned removal of tip material after AFM 0.20 inch.

4.0 INCHES*
3.6 INCHES

FULL AIRFOIL 3.1 I'N LE
I 2.8 INCHES

INSPECTION LOCATION

AFM parameters same as Figure 116

Figure 118. Airfoil Tip Radii Produced by AFM on Scrap Productions Impeller.
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1/3 iNCH (APPROX)
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APPROXIMATE LEADING EDGE CONTOUR REQUIRED BEFORE AFM

/ /.I .

II

ACTUAL I
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I I--
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SCALE: 25:1

Tracings of photographs of typical leading edge contours after AFII
when edges were benched to required contour before AFM

Figure 119. Attainable Leading Edge Contours After Benching and

AFM of Airfoils.
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Org. Note 10: "Surface
Finish Requirements Apply
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*"Pressure Side" is the _left- hand side of an airfoil looking aft.

Figure 120. Surface Roughness After Benching and AFM of Airfoil and Hub Surfaces.
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INSPECTION PROCESS DEVELOP9ET

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this task was to provide effective gaging equipment to make
possible the development of blisk and impeller machining. The complex shapes and
close tolerances of blisks and impellers present significant challenges to
effective inspection process.

Several alternatives were explored, to ensure optimum results. These were
ultimately distilled down to two basic techniques:

1. Dual-probe mechanical tracing and airfoil contour replication on coated
glass, which is projected on a conventional optical comparator.

2. Light sectioning, using a 40 magnification microscope, for inspection

of airfoil leading and trailing edge profiles.

SYSTEMS FOR TRACING AIRFOIL CONTOURS

Investigation of Alternatives

A procurement specification (General Electric AQCE Specification No. 11-75-2) was
generated and submitted to several vendors for quotes .n systems capable of
performing accurate tracing of airfoils. Sever:1 proposed techniques were
evaluated. The following were typical of the responses received to the
solicitation:

1. A system was offered by Centerline Precision Manufacturiang Co.,
utilizing mechanical tracing and contour replication on coated glass,
which is projected on a conventional optical comparator. This system
provides a hard copy of the mangnified airfoil tracings.

2. An airfoil inspection system, offered by Jones and Lamson Corporation
consisting of a numerically cont:olled table, a process computer for
data handling, a special tracer and a 30-inch optical comparator.

3. An airfoil contour tracer, manufactured by New England Airfoil
Machining Operations. This machine had potential as an inspection
device for blisk airfoils. However, the system had no potential for
impeller measurements.

4. A system proposed by Automation Gages, Inc. and Optical Gaging
Products, utilizing a ball slide tracer in an optical comparator for
blisk and impeller airfoils and airflowpath parameters. A second
system utilizing mechanical tracking and replication of airfoil shape
on frosted glass was also quoted.

The result of evaluations conducted on these proposals indicated that the Center-
line Precision Manufacturing Company tracer machine was the most appropriate for
the needs of this Program. Accordingly, an order was placed with this company to
furnish this equipment. The completed equipment is shown in Figure 121 (pg 221).
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INSPECTION PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Continued

SYSTEMS FOR TRACING AIRFOIL CONTOURS - Continued

The Centerline Tracer is capable of tracing all blisk and impeller airfoils as

well as axial flow path contours. Prior to commencing measurements, the blisk or

.mpeller is fixtured to a compound rotary table. Predetermined radial section

heiqhts and warp angles are set and a dual mechanical tracer is power-driven

across the airfoil, an exact 1-tool reproduction of the airfoil shape is

duplicated on specially coated glass. The glass is then transferred to an optical

comparator and the shape is projected at 10 or 20 magnifications and compared to a

lX or 20X magnification master chart. A typical tracking is shown in Figure 122

(pq 222).

This technique provides a semi-permanent record of the airfoil shape.

Determinations of warp angle, thickness, contour, and true position can be

assessed with minimum operator influence on data acquisition.

The Centerline Tracer requires various accessories for the inspection of blisks

and impellers. These include special holding fixtures, comparator charts, and

coated glass masters.

Early tests conducted with the airfoil tracing machine, showed that the scribed

line quality was excellent and the related coated glass process provided

outstandingly crisp and well-defined lines. Following some use, however it was
necessary to modify the machine extensively to improve accuracy and opera:ting

effectiveness. The principal improvement made in connection with operating

effectivenes was the addition of a digital readout device for the radidl position

of the tracing probes. Other modifications, made to overcome problems with

repeatability and accuracy, included the following:

1. Relocate and strengthen upper structure.

2. Replace retracting cylinders.

3. Provide for positive anti-rotation on cylinders.

4. Make new steel scriber holders

5. Rework scribe box.

6. Correct linearity on scriber knobs.

Centerline Tracer Machine Tests

The modified airfoil tracking machine was checked out for alignment and function.
A major problem in glass coating quality was identified and corrected.

Repeatability and accuracy tests were performed on the tracing machine by two
operators. Thirteen traces were generated and 208 observations were made with
them to evaluate contour, thickness, and pattern repeatability. The tests were
performed on a straight-sided master which was not removed from the system between
runs. Analysis of results gave information on system thickness and contour
measurement accuracy capability.
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rNSPECTION PROCESS DEVELOPMINT - Continued

SYST' S FOR TRAING AIRFOIL COWITXRS - Continued

The first airfoil machined on the five-axis NC development machine was traced, and

the tracing was compared with a master. Deviations from the master were then

compared with results of the capability test. Using knowledge obtained from this

work, it was determined that probe design could be improved to obtain best

accuracy when tracing airfoils. A new probe design was established and

fabricatied.

Capability of the system with the new design probes was evaluated by again tracing

the straight-sided test master, the test results showed that the system had a

thickness measurement accuracy of +0.3 mils and a contour measurement accuracy of

+0.5 mils.

!QUIPMENT FOR LEADING AND TRAILING EDGE INSPECTION

At the outset of the Development Program, the only known measuring technique that

could provide good leading and trailing edge definition was light sectioning

through the use of optics. This method has been applied successfully in

production inspection of conventional blade and vanes.

Plans were made to explore the possibility of modifying existing light sectioning

equipment for this Program. Accordingly, a specification was generated and

proposals were solicited for the necessary work. The selected vendor modified the

existing equipment and refitted it with new optics to increase the magnification

to 40X.

Figure 123 (pg 223) shows a view of the light sectioning microscope for inspection

of leading and trailing edge profiles. Figure 124 (pg 224) shows a close-up view

of a light sectioned blisk blade. A typical profile of an airfoil leading edge

contour after abrasive flow machining is shown in Figure 125 (pg 225). A typical

reticle used for contour inspection is shown in Figure 126 (pg 226).

OTHER INSPECTION SYSTM INVESTIGATIONS

Computer Controlled Coordinate Measuring System

During the initial search for an airfoil contour inspection system, it was

realized that a computer-controlled coordinate measuring system would be desirable

for accurate inspection of airfoil contours. The inherent advantages of this type

of system over know mechanical, electronic and optical techniques, in terms of

repeatability, generation of data and elimination of operators bias, indicated a

high potential for this application. Accordingly, the Bendix Corporation was

approached with regard to the application of its Direct Computer Controlled Cordax

(D CC) inspection machine for this task.
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INSPECTION PROCESS DEVELOPMENT - Continued

OYTHR INSPECTION SYSTEM INVESTIGATIONS - Continued

To facilitate an understanding of the requirements, Bendix was supplied with

sample parts and a computerized definition of a typical airfoil. In addition,

direct discussions covered problems in tooling, probing, programming, data

acquisition and handling, and manufacturing methods versus drawings definitions.

A Bendix DCC 3000 machine was acquired and the contours of a master blade were

stored in its memory. Measurements were performed on two other blades and
comparisons were made between them and the master blade.

Preliminary results indicated that this technique could provide useful data for

evaluations of airfoils. However, the cost and time for implementing the system,

iompared with the Centerline Tracer system, was expected to be too great.
Accordingly, development of the computer-controlled coordinate measuring system
was discontinued.

On-Machine Inspection

The possibility of using the 5-axis, 4-spindle development milling machine as an
inspection device was investigated with New England Machine Co. That firm had

developed an electro-mechanical tracer with a 3-axis stylus and applied it to its

tracer mills.

Layouts, probe and tooling designs and application concept were discussed and a

minimum risk approach was formulated. A tracer probe was bench tested and the

results were encouraging. Preliminary tests indicated that a probe exerting a

gaging force of one ounce on the airfoil could be produced. Airfoil contour data

would be presented on an oscilloscope.

Following further development and testing of the on-machine probe, it was

concluded that plans to implement this technique should be discontinued. This
+iecision was due, in the main, to the availability of the Centerline Tracer system.

PRODUCTION INSPECTION EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Production inspection equipment requirements were established as part of this
program. They are given in the specifications included at Appendix C (pgs
355-377). A five axis computer numerically controlled process was selected for
measurement of all dimensional characteristics (excepting leading edge contour),
because it can be readily adapted to any airfoil design within a wide range of
sizes, and can be highly automated for maximum productivity.
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I) The airfoil stacking axis is at the intersection of XXU-Y.

2) The above is a tracing of a Staqe 1 hlisk airfoil at SePction RB
as made by a tracer probe with a 0.125(1 inch tracer disk. 'The lrdcedP-
airfoil thickness is greater than airfoil thickness by the lid; eter
of the disks. Scale: Approx. 2X magnification.
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Figure~ 123. Liqht Sf30ctP(rdnq microscopf. for Foadinq Edge Prof ilc'.
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Scale: 20X magnification.

Note:

Edge contour is inside the lighted area.

Figure 125. Light section of an Airfoil Edge.
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SSCALE 1X

Figure 126. Microscope Reticle for Sections B and C
Stage 1 Blisk Leading Edge.
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PROCESS CAPABILITY

INTRODUCT ION

Extensive investigations were conducted to determine process capability for the
combination of NC milling, and abrasive flow machining for Stage 1 through 5
blisks and the impeller. Statistical analyses were performed on selected
measurements taken on finished blisks and impellers. The results of this work
show that satisfactory process capability was achieved for these parts.

STAGE 1 BLISK PROCESS CAPABILITY

All airfoils platforms were milled on the first complete Stage 1 blisk, produced
during the course of this development program, using the 5-axis, 4-spindle NC
development milling machine. They were then finished with the production AFM

machine and fixture. This blisk was made for engine testing.

The airfoils and platforms were produced by milling pockets in three steps as
shown in Figure 127 (pg 233); parametes used are given in Table 31 (pg 228).
Abrasive flow machining parameters are given in Table 32 (pg 229). Measurements
of airfoil geometry, after milling and after abrasive flow machining, are
summarized in Tables 33-34 (pgs 230-231). Platform flow path contour measurements
are shown in Tables 35-36 (pg 232). Typical airfoil surface roughness data are
given in Figures 128-129 (pgs 234-235). Typical airfoil and platform fillet

radius measurements are given in Figures 130-131 (pgs 236-239). Typical airfoil
geometry measurements are given in Figure 132 (pg 240). All leading edge contours
were within design limits.

No problems were encountered with the operation of the NC program in producirng the
20 airfoils and platforms on this part, nor with airfoil or platform finishing

cutters. One roughing cutter broke while cutting; this was attributed to improper
grinding of the end cutting edges. Cutter usage is shown in Figure 127 (pg 233).
Abrasive flow machining was performed without difficulty.

Measurements indicated that geometry was generally within design limits, and that
milled airfoil surface roughness was within the capability of abrasive flow
machining to produce finished surface roughness within design limits. Principal
deviations from limits were: thickness limits were exceeded by 1 to 7 mils at the
airfoil section closest to the platform, and 1 to 3 mils at a small percentage of
measured locations at other sections. Thickness of the section closest to the
platform was programed to be 8 mils greater than thickness of the other sections
of the airfoils to assure that this section which is milled with the platform
cutter, would not be thinner than other sections which are milled with the airfoil
finish cutter.

(
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PROCESS CAPABILITY - Continued

STAGE 1 BLISig PROCESS - Continued

TABLE 32

AFM PARAMETERS USED TO FINISH AIRFOILS AND
PLATFORMS OF STAGE 1 BLISK FOR EGINE TESTING

AFM PARAMETERS

Machine - Dynetics Production - HL60CF-830
Tooling - Production Tooling
Media - Dynetics - DOMO-20A (61), 36A(73) - 700(40)
Media Temperature - Start 950F, End 1040F (First 50 cycles)

Start 98*F, End 116*F (Final 25 cycles)
Total Cycles - 75
Media Pressure - 150 psi

BLISK

Stage 1 Serial Number WYM 78114

Statistical Analysis of Airfoil Thickness

A statistical analysis, based on normal distribution, was made of airfoil
thickness measurements obtained from the first Stage 1 blisk produced frr engine

testing, to obtain an evaluation of process capability. Results showed that
essentially 95% of thicknesses of all airfoils on this blisk measured at three
defined sections not including the section closest to the platform, should fall
within design limits.

Thickness analysis results are shown in Figure 133 (pg 241). The reduction in
milled airfoil thickness by abrasive flow machining, is shown by the reduction of

the mean thickness from +1.95 mils to +1.00 mil with respect to design nominal.
The finished airfoil mean of +1.00 mil is very close to the design limit midpoint
of +0.5 mil to nominal thickness.

The reduction in the difference between maximum and minimum thickness produced y

abrasive flow machining, is indicated by the reduction in the standard deviation
of thickness from 1.69 mils for the *as milled" condition to 1.45 mils for the

abrasive flow machined condition.

Finished airfoil thicknesses, for +2 standard deviations, fall essentially within
design limits of +4 to -3 mils. Thicknesses for + 3 standard deviations exceed
the 7 mil range of design limits by about 2 mils.
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TABLE 33
GKMMTLRY OF AIRFOILS AS MILL . ON STAGE I BLISK FOR ENGINE TESTING

Contour Deviation Thickness Chord
Airfoil Spread (oils) Deviation (ails) Deviation
Number Section Concave Convex Max Min Ag (ails)

1 B 1.9 2.5 + 9.8 +2.8 +5.4 +.007
D .3 .9 + 2.5 + .6 + .009 +.009

P .8 2.1 + 1.9 + .6 +1.3 +.008
H 1.2 1.7 + 1.4 0 + .5 +.006

20 B 1.3 2.1 +10.6 +2.6 +6.3 +.008
D .9 .8 + 2.4 + .7 +1.3 +.009

F 1.4 1.1 + 1.8 +0 + .6 +.009
H 1.6 2.6 + 0 -1.3 + .5 +.006

11 B 1.2 3.0 + 9.6 +3.9 +6.1
D 1.2 .7 + 4.4 +2.7 +3.4 +.009
F 1.5 .9 + 6.0 +3.4 +4.6 +.009
H 2.1 .5 + 7.2 -4.5 +5.7 +.009

9 B 1.6 3.3 + 6.5 +2.6 +4.1 +.006
D .9 .4 + 3.1 +2.9 +1.7 +.007
F 1.8 .6 + 3.7 + .9 +2.1 +.007
H 3.1 1.0 + 3.9 +1.2 +2.3 +.007

6 B .6 3.9 + 9.1 +3.1 +5.2 +.007
H .9 1.2 + 2.8 + .8 +1.6 +.007

5 B 2.9 2.7 + 7.6 +3.5 +5.4
R 1.5 .9 + 3.5 0 +1.3 -. 007

4 B 1.3 2.4 + 9.1 +2.4 +5.3 +.008
H .6 1.7 + 2.7 1.0 +1.9 +.008

NOTES:

Deviations are from design nominal.
Allowable limits are:

Contour: +1.5 ails (3 total).
Thickness: +4; -3 mils (7 total).
Chord: +5; -9 ails (14 total).
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TABLE 34
GEIKUTRY OF AIRFOILS AFTER AFM OF STAGE I BLISIK FOR EGINE TESTING

Contour Deviation Thickness Cnord

Airfoil Spread (ails) Deviation (mils) Deviation
Number Section Concave Convex Max Min ( (Mils)

I B 1.3 2.4 + 7.2 +0.9 +3.9 + 5.0
D 0.9 0.6 + 2.2 +0.9 +1.5 0
F 1.2 1.2 + 0.6 0 +0.2 -10.0
H 1.5 1.4 + 0.9 0.9 +0.1 -11.0

20 B 0.9 1.7 + 9.4 +1.1 +4.8 + 6.0
D 0.7 0.1 + 2.1 0 +1.1 + 4.0
F 0.9 1.4 + 0.6 -1.0 -0.2 - 3.0
H 0.9 2.0 + 0.5 -3.1 -0.9 -11.0

11 B 0.9 2.9 + 7.2 +2.8 +4.4 - - -

D 1.4 0.5 + 3.1 +1.7 +2.4 + 5.0
F 1.3 0.5 + 3.7 +1.8 +2.7 + 5.0
H 1.7 0.6 + 6.2 -3.2 +4.6 + 2.0

9 B 1.1 3.0 + 6.5 +1.8 +3.3 + 5.0
D 0.8 0.9 + 1.9 +0.5 +1.2 + 4.0
F 1.7 0.8 + 1.3 0 4-0.5 + ,.0
H 2.9 1.1 + 2.1 0 +C.9 - 2.3

6 B 0.8 2.8 + 8.3 +1.5 +4.0 - - -

H 0.8 0.7 + 2.2 0 +0.7 - 2.0

5 B 1.4 1.9 + 7.3 +1.3 +4.4 + 5.0
1.7 0.7 + 1.4 0 +0.6 - i.0

4 ._ B 0.9 0.9 + 8.1 +1.2 +4.4 +.6.0
H 0.4 1.0 + 2.3 0 +0.9 - 2.0

OTES:

Deviations are from design nominal.
Allowable limits are:
Contour: +1.5 mils (3 total).
Thickness: +4; -3 mils (7 total).
Chord: +7; -9 mils (16 total).
Chord length could not be measured at two locations where numerical
data are not shown, due to fixturing interference.
Data obtained from measurements like those in Figure 132 (pg 240).
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TABLE 35
PLATFORM FLOW PATH CONTOUR AS MILLED ON STAGE 1 BLISK FOR ENGINE TESTING

Platforu
Between Contour Deviation (inch)
Airfoils Max Min

1-20 .0033 .0008

1-3 .0041 .0022

19-20 .0062 .0030

10-11 .0015 .0001

11-12 .0022 .0001

8-9 .0015 .0003

9-10 .0008 .0001

NOTES:

Deviations are from design nominal.
Design tolerance +0.004 inch.

TABLE 36
PLATFORM FLOW PATH CONTOUR AS AFTER AF M ON STAGE I BLISK FOR EGINE TESTING

Platform
Between Contour Deviation (inch)
Airfoils :Max Min

1-20 .0033 .0008

1-3 .0041 .0022

19-20 .0062 .0030

10-11 .0003 -.0015

11-12 .0022 -.0007

8-9 .0004 -.0015

9-10 .0007 -.0008

NOTES:

Deviations are from design nominal.
Design tolerance +0.004 inch.
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Mi'led Pocket
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STE I Airfoil Finis,

Cut 10 pockets; eacn Platform Finis-- 3

rough and finish milled,
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matrix.
Airfoil Finish ---- 17,
Platform Finish --- 3

STEP 2
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rough and finish milled.

STE P
Cut pockets; each
rough and finish milled.

Figure 127. Procedure for Milling Airfoils and Platforms on Stage 1 Blisk
for Engine Testing.
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for Engine Testing.
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DATE: / - 71

SET UP AND INSPECT PER W, 4RJL-72977 USING-DENDIX MiCROCORDE

CONVEX SIDE- ArfEe .4FM CONCAVE SIDE AF7-K .4 f "I
(Trace in Approx Location Shown) (Trace in Approx Location Sowr.

LEADING ,EADING
1 EDGE EDGE

,..__ 0 in.) 
13 (in.)

.20 - .20 i. (in. - .25 r:

(in.) I_ 5 in )-

Table Length Record Table Length Record
Tilt of Ra Tilt of Ra

Blade Sta. Angle Stroke (Average) Sta. Ang1e Stroke (Average)
No. No. (Deg) (in.) (4in.AA) No. (Deg) (in.) (a i .AA) E

O) 31 7/B 3) 0 __ ___ 3( 3

0 31 7/16 34 3 5

03 38 5/16 ., 5 32 5/311

0 0©

0 _/ 0 _ _

0, 1 / -Z 3 1_ _ (__ __

o / 0o _ _ _ _ _ _

.o - 10 _ _ /.o //6 0 /__

Figure 129. Typical Surface Roughness Airfoils After AFM of Stage 1 Blisk
for Engine Testing.
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Ref: DEV QCWI #RJL-615.77

T700 BLISK A:RFOIL DEVELOP4ENT

INSPECTION LOG SHEET

ROOT RADII MEASUREMENT - Record from 20X Comparator.

CC No. I CC No. 2 CC No. 3

LEADING

EDGE

.066 (IN) .066 (IN) .(366 (114)

Part No. E /&I/E 7& TA k4/ Ser. No.. W V Tr 114i

Airfoil No. 10

Insp by: J , S H/AWAHA A1

Date 1/z /77

RADII LIMITS (IN)

Dwg No. Descr iption Root Radii (+.010 in)

6032T26 Stage I Blisk .060

6038T08 Stages 2 thru 5 Blisks .050

6038T09

Figure 130. (Sheet 1 of 2). Typical Fillet Radius As-Milled on Stage 1 Blisk

for Engine Testing.
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T700 BLISK AIRFOIL DEVELOPM4ENT

INSPECTION LOG SHEET

ROOT RADII MEASUREMENT - Record from 20X Comparator.

CC No.1] CC No. 2 CC No. 3

.066 (IN) .066 (IN) .066 (;N)

EDGE

Part No. Etv&WE -hsr~h . Ser. No. A w'tb Tr 11
Airfoil No.

Insp by: JSHAAHAA(
Date 1/Z /77

RADII LIMITS (IN',

Dwg No. Description Root Radii (±.010 in)

6032T26 Stage 1 Blisk .060

6038T08 Stages 2 thru 5 Blisks .050

6038T09

Figure 130. (Sheet 2 of 2). Typical Fillet Radius As-Milled On Stage 1 Blisk( for Engine Testing.
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T700 BLISK AIRFOIL DEVELOPM4ENT

INSPECTION LOG SHEET

ROOT RADII MEASUREMENT -Record from 20X Comparator

CC No. 1 CC No. 2 CC No. 3

EDGE

Part No. E fW 7hM I Ser. No.l$/M T1'I1
Airfoil No. 1
Insp by:, J-SHAtAHAA1
Date 1/ h 77 2

RADII LIMITS (IN)

Dwg No. Description Root Radii (+.010 in)

6032T26 Stage 1 Blisk .060

6038T08 Stages 2 thru 5 Blisks .050

6038T09

Figure 131. (Sheet 1 of 2). Typical Fillet Radius After AFM of Stage 1 BTlisk
for Engine Testing.
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Ref: DEV QC4I #RJL-6i5.77

T700 BLISK AIRFOIL DEVELOPMENT

INSPECTION LOG SHEET

ROOT RADII MEASUREMENT - Record from 20X Comparator.

CC No. I  CC No. 2 CC No. 3

.066 (IN) .066 (IN) .066 (IN)

LEADING

EDGE

CV No. 1 CV No. 2 CV No. 3

Part No. EA( wM s-f7Z. Ser. No. Wi M 7 ' 1 4

Airfoil No. /4

Insp by: J.SNAAHAP/
Date I/Z /77

RADII LIMITS (IN)

Dwg No. Description Root Radii (+.010 in)

6032T26 Stage 1 Blisk .060

6038T08 Stages 2 thru 5 Blisks .050

6038T09 I

Figure 131 (Sheet 2 of 2). Typical Fillet Radius After AFM of Stage 1 Blisk

for Engine Testing.
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PART NO. r6., s 4-. -E4 /. LR. NO. S/P 7. A,^, ~ AE

OBSERVER: c., -4DATE: // --. 77 CHO?3 D 3
AF NO./Y SECT ;;M

SECT.f- , c7i

IW~rA .4 FM

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(3)THICKNESS I's./I Va~ kA kl kd I-Z ki -4 I' I kvIt [ -j 7 AVERAGE

________________________________________________ CONTOUR
CONCAVE 0 0 1~. 17 /'-- - -- 1- *Y I-J1.3 SPREAD

(7A (5) (7B)

LEAINGm (BA)F~ X(+) ) (8B) (B
EDGEL J

g 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
CONVEX CONTOUjR

(2) 6 9 10 1 1 01 101 tAAD '6

COMMENTS. W j,1 .~4e i, J3_ Ap 6F 9F/-1oA/,1cr6( xz. 4/ -A'

SET UP AND INSPECT PER, AR F CC) o e') A /00 ,(i 7. .2 . (O /"$-

TRACE DATA - RECORD THE FOLLOWING IROTARY TABLE POSITION (BLADE E.ITRAL)
DRAWING: ACTUAL:

RECORD ALL DATA FROM COMPARATOR MEASUREMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

DRAWIN ITEMDESCRIPTION (ALL NUMBERS ARE INCHES EXCEPT AS NOTED)
LIMITS NO.__________________

+-0015 (1) Contour Deviation - Concave Side
+.0015 (2) Contour Deviation - Convex Side
+-004 (3) Thickness - Deviation from Nominal (+ or -
-.003
+.008 (4) Tip Location - Deviation from Nominal - Convex S:Ide
±-005 B-B) (5) Tip Location - Deviation from Nominal - Concave Side
+.007/-.009 (6) Chord - Full (Deviation from Nominal)(By Indicator) t .06.
N/A (PA) Chord from Center to Leading Edge
N/A (7B) Chord from Center to Trailing Edge
+.002+.005 master (8,A) V-Stacking Axis Shift(+u.)

central
+.002 master (88) X-Stacking Axis Shift ( +) (~-
+.0045' (9) Warp Angle - Record at Best Fit:
+.005 (10) Blade - Circumference True Position (At Master Section Un-T-

(Deviation from Nominal)

Figure 132. Geometry of Thickest Airfoil After AFM of stage 1 Blisk for Enqine
Testing.
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3.0- +4.0 DESIGN THICKNESS TOLERANCES (MILS;

x=1.95

, I Mean = 1.95 mils
Std dev = 1.69 miis
Sample 136 measurements

AS MILLED
CONDITION

3 1261 1693

3.38 1.9 16 3.38
5.07 _ 5.07

S38 -' .95 DIFFERENCE OF THE MEANS

S O =D STANDARD DEVIATIONS

Mean =1.00 mil

AFTER ABRASIVE Sample = 161 measurements

FLOW CONDITION

I1.45 i1.45
2.9 2,9

4.35 4.35

NOTE: Thickness measurements for Section BB were not included and
have substantially greater standard deviations.

Statistical Definitions:
95.4% of the airfoil thickness measurements are within +2 standard deviation
and 99.7% are within +3 standard deviation.

Blisk:
Stage 1 Serial No. 78114, Sections DD, FF, HH.

Figure 133. Statistical Analysis of Thickness Measurements Taken From Airfoils
Milled With Development Machine on Stage 1 Blisk for Engine
Testing.
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PROCESS CAPABILITY - Continued

STAGE 2 BLISI PROCESS CAPABILITY

Airfoils were machined on the first Stage 2 blisk produced under this program~
with the development machinel, This blisk was produced for engine testing. No
difficulties were experienced with NC programs or metal cutting in the course of
milling airfoils and platforms. A total of only eight rough milling cutters, two
airfoil finish milling cutters, and one platform finish milling cutters were used;
no cutter breakage was experienced. Finishing was done with the production AFM
machine and fixture without difficulty.

Milling was performed in the following sequence: every other pocket between
airfoils was rough milled; then the sides of thes' pockets were finished milled
with the platform finish milling cutter. Next, thM pockets were filled with a low
metling temperature alloy. The same milling sequence was used for the remaining
pockets to produce finished airfoils and platforms.

It was found that heating of the development machine while finish milling a series
of platforms at 7500 rpm, caused the end of the cutter to move toward the center
line of the blisk a distance of almost three mils. A procedure was developed to
prevent this from affecting the platform contour. It consisted of a warm-up
period of 1/2 hour at cutting speed, after which the cutter length was set just
prior to that part of the finishing operation which produced the final platform
surface. This setting was checked each time this part of the operation was
performed on a different platform. Warm-up was needed only after the machine had
been shut down overnight.

Milling sequence and parameters are given in Figure 134 (pg 250) and Table 37 (pg
244). Abrasive flow machining parameters are given in Table 38 (pg 245). Typical
results of measurements of airfoil geometry are given in Tables 39-40 (Pgs
246-247) and Figure 135 (pg 251). The thickness of the airfoil section just above
the platform was programmed to be 6 mils above other sections, or 2 mils less that
for the Stage 1 blisk. The spread and average of thickness deviations for this
section indicated that an opportunity existed to futher reduce programmed
thickness, to reduce deviations above maxcimum design limits.

Airfoil surface roughness data are given in Figure 136 (pg 252) and leading edge
contour data in Table 41 (pg 248).

Platform contour deviations exceeded design limits, after Arm, on some
odd-numbered platforms which were milled prior to the development of a suitable
procedure to minimize effects of milling machine spindle dimensional changes
caused by heating at 7500 rpm. Contours for even-numbered platforms, which were
all milled with the procedure, were well within design limits. Data are given in
Table 42 (pg 249).

No difficulties were encountered with milling or AIM finishing.
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TABLE 38
AFM PARAMETES USE TO FINISH STAGE 2 BLISK AIRFOILS AND
PLATFORMS MILLED ON DEVELOPMENT MACHINE FOR ENGINE TESTING

AFM PARAMETERS

Part - Stage 2 AM355 Blisk SN80200-00065-22463
Machine - Dynetics Production - HL60CF-830
Tooling - Production Tooling
Media - D080-20A(61) - 36A(73) - 700(40)
Media Temperature 98-F Avg
Media Pressure - 150 psi
Total Cycles - 55
Total Time - 40 minutes

NOTE:

This blisk was abrasive flowed in two operations. First operation was for 40
cycles and after chord and surface finish checks were made, a second operaticn of
15 cycles was applied.

(
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TABLE 39
GEOMETRY OF AIRFOILS AS MILLED WITH DEVELOPMENT

MACHINE ON STAGE 2 BLISI FOR ENGINE TESTING

Contour Deviation Thickness Chord
Airfoil Spread (ails) Deviation (mils) Deviation
Number Section Concave Convex Max Min Avg _(mils)

6 B 1.2 1.1 +12.0 +9.5 +9.8 +7.0
D 1.7 0.8 + 5.8 +3.1 +4.4 +8.0
F 1.7 0.7 + 6.5 +3.0 +4.3 +7.0

H 2.5 1.3 + 4.7 +2.9 +3.7 +7.4

11 B 0.6 0.8 + 8.5 +6.9 +7.9 +9.4
D 0.9 1.2 + 4.3 +2.1 +3.0 +7.9

F 1.0 0.9 + 5.1 +3.1 +3.7 +8.5
H 0.6 1.1 + 3.7 +2.4 +2.8 +8.4

16 B 1.3 0.2 +11.2 +9.1 +10.5 +7.9
D 1.1 1.1 + 6.3 +3.3 + 4.5 +5.9
F 1.3 0.7 + 7.3 +4.6 + 5.6 +5.0
H 1.2 1.0 + 6.5 +4.1 + 5.0 +6.9

22 B 1.3 1.3 +11.4 +9.0 +10.4 +5.4
D 1.3 0.8 + 5.6 +2.4 + 3.6 +5.4
F 1.2 0.7 + 5.8 +2.8 + 4.2 +5.5
H 0.9 1.2 + 6.0 +3.1 + 4.3 +5.4

NOTES:

Deviations are from design nominal.
Allowable limits are:

Contour: +1.5 mils (3 total).
Thickness: +4; -3 mils (7 total).
Chord: +5; -9 mils (14 total).

Data were obtained from measurements like those in Figure 136 (pg 250).
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TABLE 40

G"LZYTRY AFTER AFM Or AIRFOILS MILLN WITH
DEVELOPMENT MACHINE ON STAGE 2 BLISX FOR ENGINE TESTING

Contour Deviation Thickness Chord

Airfoil Spread (ails) Deviation (mils, Deviation

Number Section Concave Convex Max Min Ag _(i1s__

3 B 1.1 0.6 + 7.7 +6.5 +7.0 +4.4
D 0.5 0.9 + 3.1 +0.7 +1.8 +3.0
F 0.2 1.3 + 2.7 +0.2 +1.2 +1.0

H 1.1 2.2 + 2.7 +0.1 +1.3 -2.0

6 B 1.3 0.8 +10.7 +8.5 +9.7 +8.0
D 0.6 0.4 + 3.7 +1.3 +2.2 +3.G
F 1.3 1.0 + 3.3 +1.4 +2.2 +0.0

H 1.8 0.8 + 3.2 +1.9 +2.5 -2.0

11 B 0.8 1.3 + 8.0 +5.5 + 6.5 +5.0
D 0.8 0.3 + 3.1 +0.5 + 1.7 +2.0

F 0.6 0.9 + 2.8 +0.8 + 1.6 +1.0
H 0.4 0.6 + 2.9 +1.1 + 1.9 -3.0

14 B 2.0 0.8 +11.8 +7.7 + 9.8 +4.0
D 0.9 0.6 + 3.8 +1.7 + 2.7 +3.0

F 0.9 0.2 + 4.3 +2.4 + 3.3 +1.3
H 0.6 0.5 + 4.1 +2.8 + 3.5 -2.3

16 B 1.3 0.7 +10.2 +7.7 + 9.6 -6.0

D 0.9 1.5 + 4.4 +2.0 + 3.0 -1.-
F 0.5 0.7 + 4.6 +2.9 + 3.8 0.0

H 1.2 0.4 + 4.7 +3.1 + 3.9 -i.C

22 B 0.8 0.7 +10.9 +8.9 + 9.7 +1.4
D 0.8 0.9 + 2.7 +1.3 + 2.0 +i.
F 1.1 1.1 + 4.4 +2.2 + 3.0 -4.0
H 0.3 1.7 + 3.8 +1.7 + 2.4 -9.0

NOTES:

Deviations are from design nominal.
Allowable limits are:

Contour: +1.5 ails (3 total).
Thickness: +4; -3 ails (7 total).
Chord: +7; -9 ails (14 total).

Data were obtained from measurements like those in Figure 136 (pg 250).
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TABLE 41
LEADING EDGE CONTOMUS AFTER AFM OR AIRFOILS MILLE) WITH
DEVELOPMENT MACHINE ON STAGE 2 BLISK FOR EGINE TESTING

SECTION

AIRFOIL BB DD FF HE

3 Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable

6 Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable

11 Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable

14 Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable

16 Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable

22 Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable

Contours compared with master at approximately 30 magnifications using light
sectioning equipment.
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TABLE 42
CONTOURS AFTER BENCHING AND AFM OF PLATFORMS MILLE) WITH
DEVELOPMENT MACHINE ON STAGE 2 BLISK FOR EGINE TESTING

Platform
Inspection Location Contour Deviation

Distance from the Nominal

Platform Number Location Number From TE Face (in) Radius (mils)

1 1 1.3125 +2.2
2 1.1251 +2.1
3 0.5315 +1.3

2 1 1.3125 -0.9
2 1.1251 -0.5
3 0.5315 -1.2

3 1 1.3125 +0.9
2 1.1251 +1.5
3 0.5315 +0.3

4 1 1.3125 -0.1
2 1.1251 +0.3
3 0.5315 -0.9

5 1 1.3125 +2.8
2 1.1251 +3.4

3 0.5315 +1.5

6 1 1.3125 -0.7
2 1.1251 0.0
3 0.5315 -1.6

7 1 1.3125 +2.2
2 1.1251 +3.0
3 0.5315 -1.1

8 1 1.3125 +0.1
2 1.1251 +0.8
3 0.5315 -1.5

9 1 1.3125 +3.4
2 1.1251 +4.1
3 0.5315 +3.6
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Leg end
Uncut Metal
Milled Pocket
Cerro Filled

NC Program Time mir)
Air oil Rough ----- 30
Airfoil Finish---- 66
Platform Finish--- 43

Number of Cutters Used
Airfoil Rough ---- 5

Step 1 Airfoil Finish--- 5
Cut 11 pockets total; roughed Platform Finisn-- I
11 pockets, then finished 11
pockets with airfoil finish
cutter, then finished 11
platforms with platform finish
cutter. Filled all pockets
with Cerro matrix.

Step 2
Cut 11 pockets total ; roughed
I pockets, then Finished 11
pockets with airfoil finish
cutter, then finish 11
platforms with platform
finish cutter.

Figure 134. Procedure for Milling Airfoils and Platforms With Development
Machine on Stage 2 Blisk for Engine Testing.
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PART NOC. 6 -1 S SER. N C. 3 ~ C, S___7 ___A_

O8SERVER: 4 DA,E: - /9- 25 C - 'WG
AF NO.// S5T-

SECT.f F /-
Ar(c

.- 2 3 4 5 6 7

.... 1 17 T SPRE-A,-

'7A) (7B',

LEG (8A)~ X( [ (8B)

C X(-) C

CONVEX O, 1
(2) 03 4 5 6 7 P / EA0

COMMENTS /2. ,, .-- , ' .- Di r, c', / F, a-, ' -, .

SET UP AND INSPECT PER j ,'D ,4Kc UOi'z-t'i A / " . / -- c"(',,

TRACE DATA - RECORD THE FOLLOWING ROTARY TABLE POSITION (BLADE CENTRAL,

DRAWING: AClIUAL:

RECORD ALL DATA FROM COMPARATOR MEASUREMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

DRAWING ITEM DESCRIPTION (ALL NUMBERS ARE INCHES EXCEPT AS NOTED)
LIMITS NO.___________________
+.0015 (1) Contour Deviation Concave Side
+.0015 (2) Contour Deviation - Convex Side
+.00. (3) Thickness - Deviation from Nominal (+ or -)
- .03
+.008 (4) Tip Location - Deviation from Nominal - Convex Side
±.005 B-B) (5) Tip Location - Deviation from Nominal - Concave Side
+.007/-.009 (6) Chord - Full (Deviation from Nominal)(By Indicator) = */.0I
9/A--- (7A) Chord from Center to Leading Edge
N/A (7B) Chord from Center to Trailing Edge
+.002+.005 master (8A) Y-Stacking Axis Shift (+---)

central
+.002 master (8B) X-Stacking Axis Shift ( f +) ( f -)
+.0045 '  (9) Warp Angle - Record at Best Fit:
+.005 (10) Blade - Circumference True Position (At Master Section C>.

(Deviation from Nominal)

Figure 135. Surface Roughness Af'-er AFM of Airfoils Milled With Development
Machine on Stage 2 Blisk fcr Engine Testing.
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T7306 BL1SK DEVELOPMENT INSPECTION AIRFOIL SURFACE ROUGHNESS REPORT

STAGE:, SERIAL NO. ?'O ,P 0 C INSP BY:- ---

DATE: ; -- 7

SET UP AND INSPECT PER W! #RJL-72977 USING-DENDIX MICROCORDER

CONVEX SIDE. CONCAVE SIDE:
(Trace in Approx Location Shown) (Trace in Approx Location Shown)

LEADING LEADING
EDGE EDGE

.12 (in.)

.12 - -. 2 (in.) 19 19 (in.)
(in.)

Table Length Record Table Length Record
Tilt of Ra Tilt of Ra

Blade Sta. Angle Stroke (Average) Sta. Angle Stroke (Average),
No. No. (Deg) (in.) (/in. AA) No. (Deg) (in.) (A in. AA) NOTES

( 37 9/16 .? ; (D 40 5/16 2 o

0 ( 40 1/2 (D_ 42 3/81

0 50 5/16 Q 40 5/16

0 0

0 __/0 /

10 __ 0 _

Figure 136. Surface Roughness After AFM of Airfoils Milled With Development
Machine on Stage 2 Blisk for Engine Testing.
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PROCESS CAPABILITY - Continued

STAGES 3 AND 4 BLISK PROCESS CAPABILITY

Airfoils were milled on the first Stages 3 and 4 bliak, using the development
machine, and were finished with the production APH machine and fixture. It was
produced for engine testing. The milling sequence and cutting parameters are
given in Figures 137 and 138 (pgs 260-261),. and Table 43 (pg 254). Abrasive flow
machining parameters are given in Table 44 (pg 255). The results of airfoil
geometry measurements are presented in Tables 45-46 (pgs 256-257). Typical
surface roughness data are given in Figures 139 and 140 (pgs 262-263). Platform
contour data are given in Tables 47-48 (pgs 258-259). Typical airfoil geometry
measurements are given in Figures 141-142 (pgs 264-265). All fillets and leading
edge contours were within limits.

Airfoil thickness deviations, above maximum design limits, were greater and more
numerous at the section adjacent to the platform, than at other sections. This
section is milled by the platform finish contour milling cutter and was programed
to be four mils thicker than those milled with the airfoil cutter, to insure that
this section would not be significantly thinner than those above it, and to allow
for material removal by benching.

Airfoil average thickness, produced by airfoil cutters, was only slightly greater
for Stage 3 as a result of an investigation of the effects of utilizing cutters to
finish a greater number of airfoils than for Stage 4.

No difficulties were encountered with milling or AFM finishing.

Statistical Analysis of Airfoil Thickness

A statistical analysis was made of airfoil thickness measurements obtained from
the first Stages 3 and 4 blisk, to evaluate process capability. Results showed
that about 90% of thicknesses for all airfoils at two defined sections, not
including the section closest to the platform, should be within design limits.
Results also showed that over fifty percent of thicknesses for all airfoils at the
section adjacent to the platform whould be within design limits.

The analysis was made with the aid of a statistical computer program, based on a
normal distribution. Typical results are shown in Figure 143-146 (pgs 266-269).

While mean thicknesses were between one and three mils above the design limit mean
of +0.5 mils, the means are about the best that could be chosen without increasing
the percentage of thicknesses which would fall below the minimum design limit.
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TABLE 44
AFM PARAMETERS USED TO FINISH STAGES 3 AND 4 BLISK AIRFOILS AND

PLATFORMS MILLED ON DEVELOPMENT MACHINE FOR ENGINE TESTING

AFM PARAMETS

Part - Stages 3 and 4 Blisk
Machine - Dynetics Production - HL60CF-830
Tooling - Production Tooling
Media - D070-20A(61) - 36A73) - 700(40)
Media Temperature 84*F Avg
Media Pressure - 150 psi
Total Cycles - 75
Total Time - 58 minutes

NOTE-

This blisk was abrasive ilowed in two operations. First operation was for 45
cycles. After chord and surface finish checks were made, a second operation of 15
cycles was applied.
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TABLE 45
GEOMETRY OF AIRFOILS AS 4ILLE WITH DEVELOPMENT

MACHINE ON STAGE 3 BLISIK FOR IGINE TESTING

Contour Deviation Thickness Chord

Airfoil Spread (ails) Deviation (mils) Deviation
Number Section Concave Convex Max Kin Avg (ails)

1 C .9 3.6 +6.5 + .5 +3.0 + 2.0
E .5 2.6 +4.8 0 +1.9 - 1.5
H .2 1.3 +3.1 +1.3 +2.2 + 1.5

4 C 1.3 2.3 +5.0 + .3 +2.8 + 1.0
E 1.6 1.3 +3.6 - .9 .4 +10.0
H 1.4 .6 +2.0 - .8 .2 - 3.5

8 C 1.9 3.8 +6.0 + .5 +3.3 + 9.0
E 1.7 1.7 +4.3 0 +1.2 - 3.5

H 1.6 .4 +2.4 - .9 + .5 - 2.5

13 C .9 4.2 +8.7 + .6 +3.7 + 4.0
E .6 3.4 +4.7 - .8 1.2 + .5

H 0 2.5 +4.7 +1.8 +3.1 + 5.5

20 C .2 3.3 +9.2 + .9 +4.1 2.0
E 1.2 3.0 +5.5 0 +2.0 + 1.5
H 8 1.2 +5.0 +1.4 +2.6 + 2.5

27 C 1.0 4.1 +8.2 +1.0 +4.1 + 7.0
E 1.2 3.3 +5.7 0 +2.0 + 3.5
H 0 3.0 +5.9 +2.2 +3.9 + 6.5

28 C 1.6 4.1 +5.4 + .5 +2.6 + 5.0
E .3 2.5 +4.0 0 +1.6 - 1.5
H 0 2.0 +5.0 +1.8 3.0 + 8.5

NOTES:

Deviations are from design nominal.
Allowable limits are:

Contour: +1.5 mils (3 total).
Thickness: +4; -3 mils (7 total).
Chords +7; -9 mils (16 total).

Data were obtained from measurements like those in Figure 139 (pg 262).
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TABLE 46
GEOMETRY AFTER AFM OF AIRFOILS MILLM WITH

DEVELOPMenT MACHINE ON STAGE 2 BLISI FOR DIGINE TESTING

Contour Deviation Thickness Chord
Airfoil Spread (mils Deviation (mils) Deviation
Number Section Concave Convex Max Min (Mils)

2 N 1.1 1.3 +5.7 +1.9 +3.2 + 1.5
R .5 1.1 +3.0 - .5 + .8 - 2.0
V .7 .7 +2.7 + .3 +1.4 - 9.5

4 N 1.7 1.5 +5.9 +1.0 +3.2 + 3.5
R .9 1.3 +2.4 -1.7 - .2 - 4.0
V .9 .4 +3.8 - .9 +1.0 -10.5

11 N .4 2.1 +7.2 +2.9 +5.0 + 5.5
R .2 1.3 +4.0 0 +1.7 + 2.0
V .3 .2 +3.3 +1.3 +2.2 - 3.5

16 N .5 1.6 +6.7 +2.9 +3.7 + 4.5
R 1.0 .9 +4.9 + .4 +2.1 + 3.0
V 1.5 .3 +3.8 +1.0 +2.3 - 2.5

19 N .5 1.1 +7.6 +3.7 +4.9 + 6.5
R 1.0 .6 +5.2 + .6 +2.7 + 2.0
V 1.2 1.7 +5.7 +2.2 +3.9 + .5

24 N 1.3 1.5 +6.4 +2.8 +4.1 + 7.5
R .9 1.0 +5.3 0 +2.4 + 1.0
V .8 .4 +4.9 + .9 +2.6 - 4.5

26 N 1.2 .6 +6.9 +3.0 +4.5 + 3.5
R 1.5 .7 +4.3 - .4 +1.9 - 6.0
V 1.7 .6 +4.6 + .2 +1.9 +10.5

NOTES:

Deviations are from design nominal.
Allowable limits are:

Contour: +1.5 mils (3 total).
Thickness: +4; -3 mils (7 total).
Chord: +7; -9 mils (16 total).

Data were obtained from measurements like those in Figure 140 (pg 203).
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TABLE 47
CONTOURS AFTER BENCHING AND AFM OF PLATFORMS ILLED WITH
DEVELOPMENT MACHINE ON STAGE 3 BLISK FOR ENGINE TESTING

Platform
Contour Deviation

Distance from the Nominal
Platform Number Location Number From TE Face (in) Radius (mils)

1 4 1.885 + .9
5 2.252 +1.2
6 2.618 -0.1

2 4 1.885 +2.2
5 2.252 +1.8
6 2.618 +1.2

3 4 1.885 +0.7
5 2.252 +2.2
6 2.618 -0.7

4 4 1.885 +2.3
5 2.252 +0.8
6 2.618 -0.2

7 4 1.885 +3.1
5 2.252 +1.4
6 2.618 -0.4

10 4 1.885 +1.4
5 2.252 +2.6
6 2.618 +1.1

11 4 1.885 +0.0
5 2.252 +1.9
6 2.618 -0.6

NOTE:

Design limits are +0.003 inches from nominal.
Platform number clockwise from airfoil facing leading edge has the same number as
the airfoil.
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TABLE 48

CONTOURS AFTER BENCHING AND AFM OF PLATFORMS MILLED WITH
DEVELOPMENT MACEINE ON STAGE 4 BLISK FOR NGINE TESTING

Platform

Contour Deviation

Distance from the Nominal
Platform Number Location Number From TE Face (in) Radius (mils)

1 1 .498 -0.1
2 1.021 +2.3
3 1.151 +1.2

2 1 .498 +0.4
2 1.021 +3.0
3 1.151 +1.7

3 1 .498 +0.1
2 1.021 +3.2
3 1.151 +2.0

4 1 .498 -0.1
2 1.021 +3.2
3 1.151 +1.9

7 1 .498 -1.5
2 1.021 +1.7
3 1.151 +0.5

10 1 .498 +1..
2 1.021 +3.'
3 1.151 +7.2

11 1 .498 -1.4
2 1.021 +2.1
3 1.151 +0.7

NOTE:

Design limits are +.003 inches from nominal.
Platform number clockwise from airfoil facing leading edge has the same number as
the airfoil.
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'Jncj t Meta I
Milled Pocket

,erro FilIe

NC PROGRAM TIME ,M:N)

Airfoil Rougr 2I
Airfoil Finisn 44

STEP 1 Platform Finis,, 40

Cut 14 pockets total; roughed
14 pockets, then finished 14
pockets with airfoil finish NUMBER OF CtTTERS
cutter, then finished 14 USED
platforms with platform Airfoil Ro'jgh 3
finish cutter, filled finisn 3
all pockets with Cerro matrix. Airfoil Finish 3

Platform Finisn 3

STEP 2

Cut 14 pockets total; roughed
14 pockets, then finished 14
pockets with airfoil finish
catter, then finished 14
platforms with platform finish
cutter.

Figure 137. Procedure for Milling Airfoils and Platforms with Development
Machine on Stage 3 Blisk for Engine Testing.
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Jfcut Meta [ I
"r'1 e' PocKet

'erro i ed

Airfoil Rougr
Airfoil Firnisr

STEP I Platform Finisn ,7

Cut 14 pockets total roughed
14 pockets, then finished 14

cutter, then finished 14 JSED
platforms with platform Airfoi RCgF, 7
finish cutter, filled Airfoil Finir 7
all pockets with Cerro matrix. Arfo rn F nis h 6Platform Flnisn 6

STEP 2

Cut 14 pockets total; roughed
14 pockets, then finished 14
pockets with airfoil finish
cutter, then finished 14
platforms with platform finish
cutter.

Figure 138. Procedure for Milling Airfoils and Platforms with Development
Machine on Stage 4 Blisk for Engine ?Xsting.
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T700 BLISK DEVELOPMENT INSPECTION - AIRFOIL SURFACE ROUGHNESS REPORT A / " /

STAGE: 3 SERIAL NO. / / / INSP BY: W. . t
- 4FtIe;- 4 -- 7 DATE: - -- ,

-4 e- _. -i -4
SET UP AND INSPECT PER WI #RJL-72977 USING-DENDIX MICROCORDER

CONVEX SIDE: CONCAVE SIDE:
(Trace in Approx Location Shown) (Trace in Approx Location Shown)

LEADING LEADING

2 1

p q EDGE EDGE ' •

21.6 (in.) 40 (n)"
066 (i.

(i . - w . 5(in.) .25 (in.)" " i "  .25 (in.)

Table Length Record Table Length Record
Tilt of Ra Tilt of Ra

glade Sta. Angle Stroke (Average) Sta. Angle Stroke (Average)
No. No. (Deg) (in.) (Mi n. AA) No. (Deg) (in.). ( in. AA)- NOTES

Q ' 5/16 _ 1 5/16 1 ,

7 T J'd 5/16 0 ,2 5/16 ___-

'0 /0 . 1()/o- .Z\i I \ _

.r , ouqhness After AFM of Airfoil Milled With Develoment
* .. ,,, :aqe 3 Blisk for Engine Testing.
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T700 BLISK DEVELOPMENT INSPECTION - AIRFOIL SURFACE ROUGHNESS REPORT " '*-

STAGE:4 SERIAL NO. i/ '/11 INSP BY: W.LW. 4-
c z c-4 DATE: 3- "

SET UP AND INSPECT PER W1 #RJL-72977 USING-BENDIX MICROCORDER

CONVEX SIDE: CONCAVE SIDE:
(Trace in Approx Location Shown) (Trace in Approx Location Shown)

LEADING LEADING
EDGE EDGE

24 3
06 (in.) .0(n.-

Jl _ 0

.25 T-

(in.) .25 (in.) 25 (in.)---.. " .25 (in.)

Table Length Record Table Length Record
Tilt of Ra Tilt of Ra

Blade Sta. Angle Stroke (Average) Sta. Angle Stroke (Average)
No. No. (Deg) (in.) (Min. AA) No. (Deg) (in.) (A in..AA) NOTESo D Z 5/16 ( D 5/16 ..2,2,

2 5/16 /4 @ 5/16 __,_ ___i

-l -D - -

G G /

/ ,
Figure 140. Surface Roughness After AFM of Airfoils Milled With Development

Machine on Stage 4 Blisk for Engine Testing.
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PART NO. SER. NO. STAGE j
OBSERVER: LdJ L,, DATE: 5 -t- CHORD (DWG)
AF NG. I!CT DIM
SECT. H LH ,

EDGEIN
C C)

o i 2 3 4 5 6 o

(3)THICKNESS t:I . I qf- A f I IJ f 3, -,1 AVERAGE
0 _ _ _ P _ _ _ _ _ CONTOUR

CONCAVE 0 0. V ,2 ,2,. SPREAD
(1)

LEADING ) (SA) X(+)[ 2 (8B)
EDG C5 (B)V__ El 

-

X(-) C
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CONVEX CONTOUP,
(2)EX ' 1 -. 1 k3l 1 F.71 1 1(SPREAD'

COMMENTS Ve'- A ', k4,,7- ,,,C fi 1, , F

SET UP AND- INSPECT PER A-iD ,4(2C R Cco47? , ,ca c

TRACE DATA - RECORD THE FOLLOWING I ROTARY TABLE POSITION (BLADE CENTRALJ
DRAWING: ACTUAL:

RECORD ALL DATA FROM COMPARATOR MEASUREMENTS AS FoLLows:

DRAWIF. ITEM DESCRIPTION (ALL NUMBERS ARE INCHES EXCEPT AS NOTED)
LIMITS NO.

+.0015 (1) Contour Deviation - Concave Side
+_.0015 (2) Contour Deviation - Convex Side
+.004 (3) Thickness - Deviation from Nominal (+ or -)
- .003
+.008 (4) Tip Location - Deviation from Nominal - Convex Side
±.005 B-B) (5) Tip Location - Deviation from Nominal - Concave Side
+.007/-.009 (6) Chord - Full (Deviation from Nominal)(By Indicator) =*I,
N/A (7A) Chord from Center to Leading Edge
N/A (7B) Chord from Center to Trailing Edge
+.002+.005 master (8A) Y-Stacking Axis Shift (+.---)

central+.002 master (8B) X-Stacking Axis Shift ( +) ( -

+.0045 '  (9) Warp Angle - Record at Best Fit:
+.005 (10) Blade - Circumference True Position (At Master Section Only

(Deviation from Nominal)

Figure 141. Geometry After AFM of Typical Airfoil Milled With Development
Machine on Stage 3 Blisk for Engine Testing.
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PART NO. SER. NO. /d-/f S T AG9E
OBSERVER: , * DATE: -- CHORD (OWG)

1 AF NO./I SECT DIM

SECT.

AF F LEA

EDGE

C0

9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(3)THICKNESS /I s PI I k-3 k4 I t I I I I -I2 AVERAGE

_CONTOUR
CONCAVE 6 - -,z j 6 6 ._SPREAD(1)
(7A) ( (7B)

LEAD ING,- (8A),A X(+)I(Il(8B) F
EDGE [jL.J

C) X (- ) ,
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CONVEX XN'TOL.,R
(2) 6 0 / / (SPREAD)

COMMENTS , L//Ie , (E Z1,,1 r161\1 F-V C A1 44"1/,,f L

SET UP AND INSPECT PER ,, ecJ' _e 2 Z "/ 0--,e,7,_ ,,/

TRACE DATA - RECORD THE FOLLOWING ROTARY TABLE POSITION (BLADE CENT A
DRAW INFG: ACTUAL:

RECORD ALL DATA FROM COMPARATOR MEASUREMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

DRAWING ITEM DESCRIPTION (ALL NUMBERS ARE INCHES EXCEPT AS NOTED)
LIMITS NO.

+.0015 (1) Contour Deviation - Concave Side
+.0015 (2) Contour Deviation - Convex Side
+.004 (3) Thickness - Deviation from Nominal (+ or -)
-.003
+.008 (4) Tip Location - Deviation from Nominal - Corvex Side
±.005 B-B) (5) Tip Location - Deviation from Nominal - Concdve Side
+.007/-.009 (6) Chord - Full (Deviation from Nominal)(By Indicator) =
N/A (PA) Chord from Center to Leading Edge

N/A (7B) Chord from Center to Trailing Edge
+.002+.005 master (8A) Y-Stacking Axis Shift (+--)

central
+.002 master (8B) X-Stacking Axis Shift ( +) ( -)
+.0045' (9) Warp Angle - Record at Best Fit: ,
+.005 (10) Blade - Circumference True Position (At Master Section Oql

(Deviation from Nominal)

Figure 142. Geometry After AFM of Typical Airfoil Milled With Developmert
Machine on Stage 4 Blisk for Engine Testing.
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-3.0 -r +4.0-- DESIGN THICKNESS TOLERANCES (MILS)

"X=2.46

t Mean = +2.46 mils
Std Dev = 1.75 mils
Sample = 98 measurements

AS MILLED
CONDITION

3 2

1.75 1.75
3.50 3.50

5.25 1  5.25

'-".62 DIFFERENCE OF THE MEANS

~= 184 G0 Q0 0 = STANDARD DEVIATIONS

IMean +1.84 mils
* Std Dev 1.83 mils

AFTER ABRASIVE Sample - 98 measurements
FLOW CONDITION

321 )2 3

1.83 1 1.83

3.66 3.66
5.49 5.49

Statistical Definitions:
95.4% of the airfoil thickness measurements are within +2 standard deviation
and 99.7% are within +3 standard deviation.

Blisk:

Stage 3, Serial No. 15184, Sections E and H

Figure 143. Statistical Analysis of Thickness Measurements of Two Upper Sections

of Airfoils Milled With Development Machine on Stage 3 Blisk for )
Engine Testing.
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3. 0-- +4 0 DESIGN THICKNESS TOLERANCES (MILS)

X - 2.19
' j Mean = +2.19 mils

Std Dev 1.87 mils

Sample = 98 measurements
AS MILLED
CONDITION

1 2 3

* 1.87 .1.87
3.74 3.745.61 5.61

* S

, - .31 DIFFERENCE OF MEANS
x 1. 88 ~( 0 = STANDARD DEVIATIONS

I Mean = +1.88"mils
Std Dev 1.66 mils

AFTER ABRASIVE ISample =98 measurements
FLOW CONDITIONI

32112

1.66 1.66
3.32 3.32

4.98 4.98

Statistical Definitions:
95.4% of the airfoil thickness measurements are within +2 standard deviation
and 99.7% are within +3 standard deviation.

Blisk:

Stage 4, Serial No. 15184, Sections R and V

Figure 144. Statistical Analysis of Thickness Measurements of Two Upper Sections
of Airfoils Milled With Development Machine on Stage 4 Blisk for
Engine Testing.
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3.0--+4.0--DESIGN THICKNESS TOLEPANCES (MILS)

Xi 4.28

Mean = +4.28 mils
Std Dev = 2.80 mils
Sample 49 measurements

AS MILLED
CONDITION 2o

3 2 1 1 2 3

2.8 2.8
5.6 5.6,

8.4 1 8.4
.91 DIFFERIWCE OF THE MEANS

X=+ 3.37

(D0 0 D= STANDARD DEVIATIONS

Mean = +3.37 mils
Std Dev = 2.45 mils

AFTER ABRASIVE Sample =-49 measurements

FLOW CONDITION

3 2 1 1 2 3

2,45 2.45
4.90 4.90

7.35 7.35

Statistical Definitions:
95.4% of the airfoil thickness measurements are within +2 standard deviation
and 99.7% are within +3 standard deviation.

Blisk:

Stage 3, Serial No. 15184, Section C

Figure 145. Statistical Analysis of Thickness Measurements of Lower Section

of Airfoils Milled With Development Machine on Stage 3 Blisk
for Engine Testing.
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-3.0--+4.0--- DESIGN THICKNESS TOLERANCES (MILS)

X +5.54

' Mean = +5.54 mils
Std Dev : 1.92 mils
Sample 49 measurements

AS MILLED
CONDITION

~ 1 2 3

1.92 1.923.84 ] 3.84

5. 7 6 1 5.76

'- i1.46 DIFFERENCE OF MEANS
X 4.08 (9 (~ ~2) STANDARD DEVIATIONS

Mean - +4.08 mils

Std Dev : 1.53 mils

AFTER ABRASIVE Sample 49 measurements
FLOW CONDITION

1.53 1.53

3.06 3.06
4.59 4.59

Statistical Definitions:
95.4% o? the airfoil thickness measurements are within +2 standard deviation
and 99.7% are within +3 standard deviation.

BlI sk:

Stage 4, Serial No. 15184, Section N

Figure 146. Statistical Analysis of Thickness Measurements of Lower Section(of Airfoils Milled With Development Machine on Staqe 4 Blisk
for Engine Testing.j 269/270
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PROCESS CAPABILITY - Continued

STAGE 5 BLISK PROCESS CAPABILITY

All airfoils and platforms were machined with the development machine and the
production AFM machine and fixture on the first complete Stage 5 blisk to be
produced during the course of this development program. This blisk was produced
for engine testing.

Platforms and the blend surfaces on airfoils adjacent to platforms were benched to
reduce roughness prior to surface finishing by abrasive flow machining. No
difficulty was experienced with benching.

No difficulties were experienced with milling or AFM finishing.

Milling parameters for Stage 5 blisk airfoils and platforms are .--own in Table 49
(pg 272). Abrasive flow machinery parameters are given in Table 50 (pg 273). The
milling sequence was the same as used for the Stage 2 blisk, as shown in Figure
134( pg 250). Typical results of measurements of milled airfoil geometry, are
given in Tables 51-52 (pgs 274-275) and Figures 147-148 (pgs 277-278). Results of
platform contour measurements are given in Table 53 (pg 276) and typical airfoil
surface roughness results in Figure 149 (pg 279).

The roughness of airfoil surfaces, milled with the airfoil finish contour milling
cutter, ranged from about 80 to 140 microninches AA. Compared to roughly 70
microinches AA for other stages. The milled surface appearance varied from
showing clearly defined cutting path lines, as with other stages to a mottled
appearance not previously encountered. As a consequence, a relatively large
amount of abrasive flow machining and benching were required to obtain finished
airfoil surface roughness of 32 microinches AA.

Increase in Cutter Diameter for Stage 5 Blisk Milling

Stage 5 blisk airfoils were milled on a blisk blank using new NC programs and 1/4
inch diameter rough and finish milling cutters, to evaluate the capability of
these cutters to produce design geometry, and improve finish surface roughness
over that produced on the first engine part milled with 3/16 inch diameter
cutters. The results were excellent and indicated that production milling should
be performed with 1/4 inch diameter cutters.

(
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TABLE 50
AFM PARAMETERS USE) TO FINISH STAGE 5 BLISK AIRFOILS AND

PLATFORMS MILLED ON DEVELOPMENT MACHINE FOR ENGINE TESTING

AFM PARAMETERS

Part - Stage 5 AM355 Elisk SN 80125
Machine - Dynetics Production - HL60CF-830
Tooling - Production Tooling
Media - D080-20A (61) -36A (73) -700(40)
Media Temperature 99-F Avg
Media Pressure - 150 psi
Total Cycles - 92
Total Time - 133 minutes

PROCEDURE:

This blisk was abrasive flowed in two operations. First operation was for 32
cycles and after chord and surface finish checks were made, a second operation of
20 cycles was applied. A second check of surface finish and chord indicated that
ample chord was available and surface finish required improvement. Modifications
were made to the flow director and a third operation of 40 cycles was applied.

K
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TABLE 51

GODKETRY OF AIRFOILS AS MIn-L- WITH DEVELOPMENT
MACHINE ON STAGE 5 BLISK FOR ENGINE TESTING

Contour Deviation Thickness Chord
Airfoil Spread (mils) Deviation (mils) Deviation
Number Section Concave Convex Max Min Avg (Mils)

5 C 0.9 0.5 + 3.6 +2.0 +2.6 +13.0
E 1.2 1.2 + 4.3 +2.3 +3.0 +11.5
G 1.0 1.0 + 4.6 +2.8 +3.7 +15.0

7 C 0.7 0.6 + 2.0 0 +0.8 +11.0
E 1.0 1.4 + 2.8 +0.6 +1.5 +10.5
G 0.9 1.0 + 4.1 +1.9 +2.6 +11.5

13 C 0.2 0.6 + 2.8 +0.6 +1.8 +12.0
E 0.9 0.6 + 3.9 +1.7 +2.5 +12.5
G 1.0 0.3 + 3.5 +2.3 +2.9 +11.5

14 C 0.9 1.1 + 3.7 +1.8 +2.5 +14.0
E 1.6 0.8 + 4.1 +1.8 +2.7 +10.5
G 0.3 0.6 + 4.2 +2.0 +3.0 +12.5

19 C 0.7 0.7 + 3.6 +2.8 +3.0 +12.0
E 0.9 0.7 + 4.6 +1.9 +3.5 +12.5
G 0.6 0.4 + 5.3 +4.3 +4.9 +13.5

21 C 0.4 1.4 + 2.0 +0.3 +1.2 +11.0
E 0.9 0.3 + 3.3 +0.9 +2.0 +09.5
G 1.2 0 + 3.5 +4.3 +2.3 +10.5

28 C 0.2 0.9 + 3.1 0 +1.3 +13.0
E 0.9 0.9 + 4.3 +2.9 +3.5 +12.5
G 0.5 0.9 + 4.0 +3.1 +3.4 +12.5

30 C 1.0 1.3 + 0.8 -2.9 -1.0 +13.0
E 1.2 0.2 + 0.9 0 +0.1 +06.5
G 0.9 0.6 + 1.0 -0.2 +0.4 +07.5
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TABLE 52
G3METRY AFTER AFM OF AIRFOILS MIML. WITH

DEVELOPENT MACHINE ON STAGE 5 BLISK FOR EGINE TESTING

Contour Deviation Thickness Chord
Airfoil Spread (mils) Deviation (mils) Deviation
Nmber Section Concave Convex Max Mmin Avg (Mils)

5 C 0.3 0.5 +3.3 -0.4 +1.2 -06.0
E 0.7 0.6 +3.3 +0.1 +1.4 -03.0
G 0.3 0.2 +3.8 +1.5 +2.3 -02.0

7 C 0.6 0.2 +1.0 -1.7 -0.4 -10.0
E 0.6 0.6 +1.8 -1.2 0 -08.5
G 0.2 0.8 +3.0 +0.8 +1.4 +05.0

13 C 0.2 1.0 +1.8 -1.0 +0.3 -09.0
E 0.5 0 +2.3 0 +0.8 -07.5
G 0.4 0 +2.5 +0.2 +1.2 -03.5

14 C 0.3 0.9 +2.7 +0.6 +0.7 -06.5
E 0.3 0.4 +2.4 +0.1 +0.8 -06.5
G 0.9 0.7 +2.4 +0.6 +1.3 -04.0

19 C 0.5 0.8 +2.8 +0.7 +1.6 +02.5
E 0.9 1.2 +2.9 +1.4 +2.2 -05.0
G 0.4 0.4 +4.7 +3.0 +3.6 -02.0

21 C 0 0.7 +2.3 -0.3 +0.2 +07.0
E 0.4 0.9 +2.3 +0.6 +1.1 +08.5
G 0.6 0.4 +2.0 0 +0.5 +06.5

28 C 0.8 1.0 +2.1 -1.0 +0.1 -08.0
E 0.2 0.6 +2.8 +1.0 +1.7 -03.5
G 0 0.5 +2.5 +1.9 +2.3 -03.5

30 C 0.3 0.8 +0.9 -3.3 -2.0 -16.0
E 0.8 0.6 +0.7 -2.0 -1.3 -14.5
G 0.2 0.5 +0.6 -1.2 -0.7 -16.5
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TABLE 53
CONTOURS AFTER BECHING AND AFN OF PLATFORMS MILLE) WITH
DEVELOPMENT MACHINE ON STAGE 5 BLISK FOR ENGINE TESTING

Platform
Contour Deviation

Distance from the Nominal
Platform Number Location Number From TE Face (in) Radius (mils)

16 1 1.532 +1.5
2 1.386 +0.9
3 0.979 +1.3
4 0.920 +0.9

20 1 1.532 +1.1
2 1.386 +0.8
3 0.979 +0.8
4 0.920 +0.5

21 1 1.532 +1.5
2 1.386 0.0
3 0.979 +0.5
4 0.920 +0.3

22 1 1.532 +1.3
2 1.386 +0.2
3 0.979 +0.3
4 0.920 +0.1

23 1 1.532 +1.4
2 1.386 +0.1
3 0.979 +0.4
4 0.920 +0.3

24 1 1.532 +1.7
2 1.386 +0.4
3 0.979 +0.4
4 0.920 +0.5

25 1 1.532 +2.6
2 1.386 +1.2
3 0.979 +1.6
4 0.920 +1.3

31 1 1.532 +1.9
2 1.386 +0.6
3 0.979 +1.1
4 0.920 +1.1
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PART NO. c S rO S SE R. NO. STAGE_____

OBSERVER: DATE: & -2 CHORD DC
AF NO. .fSECT Dim

AF 6

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(3)THICKNESS1/l I*s 4i k1 k4 )I I I I H1)3AEAG
___________________________________________CONTOUR

CON4CAVE 0S k. Ig I~~ I IJ SPREAD

(1) (B

EADGP ~ (BA)r X(+)~(B

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
CONVEX 6  CONTOUR

(2) 1 1 1 1 1 -2 1 1 7 - -1 SPREAD),
COMMENTS,'?.L AL. D /4,/ /~-9

SET UP AND INSPECT PER pN 7_2XI~( ~
TRACE DATA - RECORD THE FOLLOWING ROTARY TABLE POSITION (BLADE CENTRAL)

DRAWING: ACTUAL:

RECORD ALL DATA FROM COMPARATOR MEASUREMENTS AS FOLLOWS:

DRAWING ITEM DESCRIPTION (ALL NUMBERS ARE INCHES EXCEPT AS NOTED)
LIMITS NO.

+.0015 (1) Contour Deviation - Concave Side
+.0015 (2) Contour Deviation - Convex Side
+.004 (3) Thickness - Deviation from Nominal (+ or -
- .003
+.008 (4) Tip Location - Deviation from Nominal -Convex Side
±.005 B-B) (5) Tip Location - Deviation from Nominal -Concave Side
+.007/-.009 (6) Chord - Full (Deviation from Nominal)(By Indicator) ..

N/A (7A) Chord from Center to Leading Edge
N/A (7B) Chord from Center to Trailing Edge
+.002+.005 master (BA) V-Stacking Axis Shift (+.---)

central
+.002 master (8B) X-Stacking Axis Shift ( +) (~-
+.0045' (9) Warp Angle - Record at Best Fit:
+.005 (10) Blade - Circumference True Position (At Master Section Only)"

(Deviation from Nominal)

Figure 147. Geometry After AFM of Typical Airfoil Milled With Development

Machine on Stage 5 Blisk for Engine Testing.
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PART NO. 60SF r& SER. NO. ~-'fSTAGE3
OBSERVER: 6- DATE: -7-CHORD (DWG)
AF NO-f- SECT DIM
SECT. 6 6
,A pr
AF LEADING

________ EGE
C1 C

g 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(3)THICKNESS t/.1 l'. ] It'.*i 1-. 1 10-51 Its/I I I. 13 AVERAGE

CONCAVE _SPREA
(1)COTR

(7)m5 (7B)
EDGE 

(BA)~ X(+ .j(B

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
CONVEXCONTOUR).

CONVE 0 10 1 .;1 1- ,2. ~/ (SPREAD)
(2)7

SET UP AND INSPECT PER e 2

TRACE DATA - RECORD THE FOLLOWING ROTARY TABLE POSITION (BLADE CENTRAL)

DRAWI NG: ACTUAL:

RECORD ALL DATA FROM COMPARATOR MEASUREMENTS AS FOLLOWS:=
DRAWING ITEM DESCRIPTION (ALL NUMBERS ARE INCHES EXCEPT AS NOTED)
LIMITS NO.

+.0015 (1) Contour Deviation -Concave Side
+.0015 (2) Contour Deviation -Convex Side
+.004 (3) Thickness - Deviation from Nominal (+ or -

_-.003

+.008 (4) Tip Location - Deviation from Nominal - Convex Side
±.005 B-B) (5) Tip Location - Deviation from Nominal - Concave Side
+.007/-.009 (6) Chord - Full (Deviation fromNominal)(y- Inicator) -.
N/A (7A FChord -from Center to Leading! -Edge
N/A (7B) Chord from Center to Trailing Edge
+.002+.005 master (8A) V-Stacking Axis Shift (+.-.-)

central
+.002 master (8B) X-Stacking Axis Shift (I+) (~-
+-0045' (9) Warp Angle - Record at Best Fit:
+.005 (10) Blade - Circumference True Position (At Master Section Only)

(Deviation from Nominal)

Figure 148. Geomnetry After AFM of Typical Airfoil Milled with Development
Machine on Stage 5 Blisk for Engine Testing.
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T700 BLISK DEVELOPMENT INSPECTION - AIRFOIL SURFACE ROUGHNESS REPORT

3 STAGE:5 SERIAL NO. 20 i-2 INSP BY: W., (.4

DATE: _ - - "

SET UP AND INSPECT PER W1 #RJL-72977 USING-BENDIX MICROCORDER

CONVEX SIDE: CONCAVE SIDE:
(Trace in Approx Location Shown) (Trace in Approx Location Shown)

LEADING LEADING
LEDGE EDGE

2 1 06 (in.) .06 (in.)

(in.)-4n.)--__ -_.___ .25 (in.)

Table Length Record Table Length Record
Tilt of Ra Tilt of Ra

Blade Sta. Angle Stroke (Average) Sta. Angle Stroke (Averaqe)
No. No. (Deg) (in.) (A in. AA) No. (Deg) (in.) (i n. AA) NOTES

(D ./7 5/16 20 1 (D ' ,,l3 5/16

5--2 ) 5/16 5/1 D 5/16 _ /

0 ,\-_ Q ___-

( Figure 149. Surface Roughness After AFM and Benching of Airfoils Milled With

Development Machine on Stage 5 Blisk for Engine Testing.
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PROCESS CAPABILITY - Continued

IMPELLER PROCESS CAPABILITY

Airfoils on the first impeller were milled on the production machir~e, and finished
with the production AIM machine and fixture. This impeller was produced for
engine testing. The milling sequence and parameters are given in Figure 150 (pg
292) and Table 54 (pg 282). Abrasive flow machining parameters are given in Table
55 (pg 283). Measurements of airfoils and hub flow paths showed that the contour
milling process was capable of producing gecnetry which, for the most part,
conformed to design limits. Typical measurement results, after benching and AFM,
are shown in Tables 56-58 (pgs 284-288) and Figures 151 (pg 293).

Statistical Analysis of Impeller Process Capability

A statistical analysis was performed on airfoil thickness and true position
measurements taken from the first impeller, to obtain an evaluation of process
capability with respect to these characteristics. The analysis was made on the
basis of a normal distribution. Typical results are shown in Tables 59-60
(pgs 289-290).

The calcuzlated standard deviation for airfoil thickness of 2.15 mils indicated
that approximately 95% of thickness measurements for all airfoils will fall within
a spread of 8.6 mils, which is between the design tolerance spreads of 6 and 12
mils. It was estimated that about 90 percent of thickness measurements should
fall within the appropriate tolerance spread. However, to utilize this capabilit_;
to maximum advantage, mean thickness would have to be at design nominal.

mean thickness was calculated to be 6.97 mils above design nominal for all
airfoils. Additional work was required to reduce this to a value much closer to
nominal.

The airfoil true position standard deviation was calculated to be 2.92 mils. This
indicated that approx tately 90% of true position measurements for all airfoils
will fall within the design tolerance spread of 10 mils.

Improved Impeller Process Capability

BECTRAN programs were revised to produce airfoils with reduced thickness. Three
impeller airfoils were milled on the development machine and three on the
production machine using the new Carboloy* 820 cutters. The geometry of the
milled airfoils was measured and analyzed.

A statistical analysis was conducted on the measured data and is presented in
Table 61 (pg 291). The mean thickness for the three airfoils, milled with the
production machine, was about two mils greater than for the three airfoils milled
with the development machine. Mean thickness of all six airfoils was 1.7 mi~ls
above nominal, and was successfully reduced from that~for the first impeller.

*General Electric Trademark
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TABLE 55
AFM PARAMETERS USED TO FINISH AIRFOILS AND

HUB SURFACE MILLED WITH PRODUCTION MACHINE ON IMPELLER FOR ENGINE TESTING

AFM PARAMETERS

Machine - Dynetics Production NL60CF-830
Tooling - Production Tooling
Media - Dynetics - D070-20A(61) - 36A(73), - 750(40)
Media Temperature - 80*F Average
Media Pressure 150 psi
Total Cycles - 52
Total Time - 95 minutes

-8
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TABLE 56

GEOMETRY AFTER BENCHING AND AFM OR AIRFOILS MILL1 WITH PRODUCTION
MACHINE ON IMPELLER FOR ENGINE TESTING

Airfoil Section
and Radial Contour Deviation Thickness True Position
Angular Position Spread (mils) Deviation (mils) Deviation (mils)
Position (Inches) Concave Convex Avg Spread Vert Horiz

Full 2.0 3.5 1.7 + 8.4 2.0 0 -6.9

0 deg 2.1 3.7 0 + 8.8 3.9 0 -7.5
2.3 1.3 1.2 + 8.7 2.6 0 -8.3
2.5 3.1 1.8 + 9.4 3.4 0 -7.9
2.8 .8 .9 +10.0 1.5 0 -2.1
3.1 .9 3.6 + 7.3 2.8 0 -1.7
3.4 .2 1.4 +10.6 1.4 0 +1.1
3.6 0 .3 +11.9 .3 0 - .6
3.8 0 1.0 +10.0 .2 0 - .8
4.0 0 1.3 + 9.9 1.0 0 0
4.2 .4 1.6 + 8.6 2.1 0 + .6

4.4 .4 2.8 + 9.7 2.4 0 0

First 2.1 2.2 1.1 + 8.1 1.1 0 -3.9

Splitter 2.2 2.4 0 + 8.0 2.8 0 -3.8
-8 deg 2.4 4.0 1.6 + 6.8 2.4 0 -5.1

2.6 1.3 .7 + 7.5 1.3 0 -5.7
2.8 .9 2.6 + 8.1 2.6 0 -2.4
3.1 .5 2.1 + 5.0 1.8 0 -1.9
3.4 0 .4 + 6.4 .4 0 + .4
3.6 0 0 + 6.9 .1 0 + .6
3.8 0 .2 + 5.1 .1 0 0
4.0 0 0 + 4.6 .8 0 + .6
4.2 0 0 + 3.9 .2 0 + .6
4.4 0 0 + 1.3 0 0 +1.4

Second 2.8 .8 1.7 + 8.1 2.5 0 -2.0
Splitter 2.9 .9 1.3 + 6.4 2.3 0 -2.0
-16 deg 3.1 .6 2.5 + 5.8 3.9 0 -1.2

3.4 .3 1.2 + 7.7 1.2 0 +1.2
3.6 0 1.3 + 8.3 1.2 0 +1.4
3.8 0 2.1 + 7.1 1.5 0 +1.3
4.0 1.2 1.8 + 7.1 3.5 0 +1.1
4.2 1.3 2.8 + 5.9 3.9 0 +1.9
4.4 2.4 2.3 + 5.2 5.3 0 +1.3

NOTES:

Allowable deviations from design nominal:

True Position +5 mils
Contour +3 mils
Thickness +3 to +6 mils
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TABLE 56 - Continued
GNDMrY AFTER BVXHrIG AND AIM OR AIRFOILS MZIL1 WITW PRODUCTION

MACINE 0 IPELLER FOR ENGINE TTING

Airfoil Section
and Radial Contour Deviation Thickness True Position
Angular Position Spread (ails) Deviation (mils) Deviation (mils)
Position (Inches) Concave Convex & Sead Vert Horiz

Full 2.0 1.9 2.6 + 4.2 .7 0 -4.0
-72 deg 2.1 3.9 1.6 + 5.7 2.6 0 -5.6

2.3 3.6 2.8 + 6.2 2.8 0 -7.6
2.5 3.4 2.0 + 7.1 3.8 0 -6.9
2.8 .7 .7 + 7.6 .2 0 -1.1
3.1 0 3.1 + 5.4 2.7 0 -1.2
3.4 0 1.2 + 7.1 1.7 0 +1.1
3.6 0 .7 + 9.3 1.1 0 - .5
3.8 .1 1.2 + 6.2 1.5 0 - .3
4.0 0 1.4 + 6.5 .8 0 - .7
4.2 0 1.2 + 5.6 1.2 0 - .5
4.4 1.0 1.7 + 6.7 2.7 0 - .8

First 2.1 1.9 2.2 + 9.2 4.8 0 -2.1
Splitter 2.2 2.1 0 + 8.5 2.6 0 -2.8
-80 deg 2.4 3.7 .6 + 6.8 2.9 0 -4.6

2.6 4.4 3.1 + 7.1 2.2 0 -4.6
2.8 .2 1.9 + 8.2 1.7 0 -1.8

3.1 .4 1.8 + 5.8 2.4 0 -1.5
3.4 0 .9 + 6.2 .4 0 +1.2
3.6 0 .4 + 7.2 .6 0 + .8
3.8 0 0 +4.2 .3 0 - .2
4.0 0 1.0 + 5.1 1.0 0 0
4.2 0 1.1 + 4.5 1.1 0 0
4.4 0 .6 +3.0 0 0 0

Second 2.8 .8 3.0 + 6.8 3.5 0 -1.3
Splitter 2.9 .6 3.1 + 5.9 3.9 0 -1.7
-88 deg 3.1 0 4.1 + 5.2 3.4 0 -1.6

3.4 0 2.5 + 5.6 2.8 0 + .6
3.6 0 2.4 + 6.9 2.9 0 - .3
3.8 .1 2.1 + 5.8 3.6 0 -. 9
4.0 1.7 3.0 + 5.2 3.9 0 - .4
4.2 2.3 3.4 + 5.2 6.0 0 -1.7
4.4 1.8 3.1 + 4.5 4.1 0 -1.3

(
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TABLE 56 - Continued
GNMY RY AFTER BMCBEI1G AND AFM OR AIRFOILS MILL WIT PRODUCTION

MACHINE 0 IMPELLER FOR ENGINE TESTING

Airfoil Section
and Radial Contour Deviation Thickness True Position
Angular Position Spread (mils) Deviation (mils) Deviation (mils)
Position (Inches) Concave Convex A& Spread Vert Horiz

Full 2.0 2.9 3.0 + 6.3 2.7 0 -5.8
-168 deg 2.1 2.5 .8 + 6.4 2.6 0 -7.9

2.3 3.5 2.2 + 5.7 2.4 0 -8.3
2.5 4.8 3.1 + 6.0 3.9 0 -8.4
2.8 .2 1.3 + 6.6 .8 0 -3.9
3.1 0 4.4 + 6.8 4.5 0 -5.0
3.4 .1 2.0 + 7.0 2.6 0 -2.4
3.6 .6 2.7 + 8.5 3.2 0 -3.1
3.8 1.5 2.8 + 8.6 4.3 0 -4.3
4.0 1.2 2.4 + 7.3 4.1 0 -4.9
4.2 .9 1.9 + 5.8 3.6 0 -4.9
4.4 2.1 3.8 + 7.3 6.2 C -6.0

First 2.1 2.1 2.3 + 8.6 5.7 0 -5.7
Splitter 2.2 2.4 .1 + 8.8 2.5 0 -7.5
-176 deg 2.4 2.3 .3 + 7.9 2.5 0 -7.0

2.6 4.1 2.3 + 8.6 3.1 0 -7.1
2.8 .9 .6 + 8.1 2.3 0 -5.0
3.1 .3 1.4 + 6.7 1.3 0 -5.7
3.4 0 1.0 + 7.1 1.5 0 -3.6
3.6 0 0 + 7.6 .1 0 -3.3
3.8 0 .2 + 7.3 .6 0 -4.3
4.0 0 .4 + 6.8 .3 0 -2.8
4.2 0 .5 + 5.4 .8 0 -4.8
4.4 0 0 + 3.4 0 0 -5.1

Second 2.8 .8 3.4 + 8.2 3.7 0 -5.0
Splitter 2.9 .6 3.0 + 7.3 4.7 0 -3.5
-184 deg 3.1 0 3.7 + 6.8 3.9 0 -4.1

3.4 0 3.6 + 7.4 4.0 0 -3.3
3.6 0 2.8 + 8.0 2.7 0 -2.8
3.8 0 3.7 + 7.1 4.5 0 -4.4
4.0 1.2 3.6 + 7.1 5.6 0 -5.0
4.2 2.4 4.1 + 6.9 6.7 0 -4.3

4.4 3.0 4.0 + 5.5 6.5 0 -4.6
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TABLE 59
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THICKNESS MEASU U TS OF FULL AIRFOILS,

FIRST SPLITTERS, AND SECOND SPLITTERS MILL1 WITH PRODUCTION
MACHINE ON IMPELLER FOR ENGINE TESTING

FULL AIRFOIL

Mean + +7.84 ails
Std Dev w 1.59 ails
Sample = 28 measurements

FIRST SPLITTER

Mean - +6.51 ails
Std Dev = 1.81 ails
Sample - 116 measurements

SECOND SPLITTER

Mean = +6.26 ails
Std Dev = 1.99 ails
Sample - 76 measurements

ALL AIRFOILS

Mean + 6.97 ails
Std Dev 2 2.15 ails
Sample 320 measurements

NOTE

Thickness Tolerance +3.0 to +6.0 ails

-8
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TABLE 60

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TRUE POSITION MEASURENTS OF FULL AIRFOILS,
FIRST SPLITTERS, AND SECOND SPLITTERS MILLED WITH PRODUCTION

MACHINE ON IMPELLER FOR ENGINE TESTING

FULL AIRFOIL

Mean = 0 mils vertical, -4.34 mils horizontal
Std Dev = 2.67 mils
Sample = 48 measurements

FIRST SPLI TTER

Mean = 0 mils vertical, -3.21 mils horizontal
Std Dev = 1.91 mils
Sample - 48 measurements

SECOND SPLITTER

Mean = 0 mils vertical, -2.12 mils horizontal
Std Dev = .97 mils
Sample = 36 measurements

ALL AIRFOILS

Mean = 0 mils vertical, -3.32 mils horizontal
Std Dev 2.92 mils
Sample 132 measurements

NOTE:

True Position Tolerance +5.0 mils
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TABLE 61
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS OF FULL AIRFOILS,

FIRST SPLITTERS, AND SECOND SPLITTERS MILLE) WITH PRODUCTION
AND DEVELOPMENT MACHINES ON IMPELLER BLANK

FULL AIRFOIL

Mean = +3.68 mils
Std Dev 2.80 mils
Sample 55 measurements

FIRST SPLITTER

Mean = +.58 mils

Std Dev 2.56 mils
Sample = 59 measurements

SECOND SPLITTER

Mean f +.63 mils
Std Dev f 1.86 mils
Sample f 36 measurements

ALL AIRFOILS

Mean = +1.72 mils
Std Dev = 2.90 mils
Sample - 150 measurements

NOTE:

Thickness Tolerance +3.0 to +6.0 mils

(
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Step No: NC Program Time
Section of 3 airfoils

Roughed and hub areas and fillets

1. 15 Area A's 7 hrs: 11 min.

2. 15 Area B's
3. 45 Area C's Number of Cutters Used

4. 15 Area F's 5/16 Airfoil Rough - 17

5. 15 Area G's 3/16 Airfoil and Hub
6. 15 Area H's Rough ------- 45

5/16 L.E. Finish --- 2
Hub Roughed 1/8 Fillet Finish -- 13

7. 15 Area A's
8. 45 Area C's

Finished Leading Edge
9. 15 Second Splitters

10. 15 First Splitters

Finished
11. 15 First Splitters
12. 15 Second Splitters

Hub Finished
13. 15 Area G's
14. 15 Area H's

Finished Leading Edge-
15. 15 Full Blade

Finished AREA A
16. 15 Full Blades

Hub Finished
17. 45 Area C's AAREA B
18. 15 Area A's
19. 15 Area B's
20. 15 Area F's AREAS F,
21. 15 Area Gs G,H
22. 15 Area H's

Fillet Finished AREA C
23. 15 First Splitters
24. 15 Full Blades
25. 15 Second Splitters

Figure 150. Procedure for Milling Airfoils and Hubs with Production Machine
(Impeller for Engine Testing).
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T700 IMPELLER DEVELOPMENT INSPECTION

AIRFOIL SURFACE ROUGHNESS

SERIAL NO: 8 13 /j INSP BY: l V. DATE: /o-3-7k

SETUP AND INSPECT PER WI MG 6 1978 USING PROFILOMETER

DRAWING REQUIREMENTS LOCATION OF MEASUREMENTS

PLATFORM

3F airfoils and platform
(Ref Sect JJ, Zone A-13)

Drg. Note 10: "Surface Finish A B
Requirements Apply Before 3 VANES A3 VANES
Peening" BOTH SIDES BOTH

SIDES
2VANES
BOTH SIDE.S

BOTH SIDESF

PLATFORM
2 PLACES

AIRFOILS HUB COMMENTS

PRESSURE SIDE OF Q / ( Hub surface
roughness being

-1680 Full Vane 24 22 22 37 15 43 reduced by
additional

-i760 Splitter 8 17 17 25 __ benching.

1840 Half Splitter 11 18 - 16 All numbers
are microinches
average amplitudeSUCTION SIDE except as

-1680 Full Vane 14 16 15 17 -- 60 noted.

1760 Full Vane 6 20 32 .. .. ..

-1840 Half Splitter 10 22 .. .. .. ..

"Pressure Side" is the left-hand side of an airfoil looking aft.

Figure 151. Surface Roughness After Benching and AFM of Airfoil and Hub

Surfaces Milled With Production Machine on Impeller for( Engine Testing.
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ECONOMICS

VIBRATION AND ENGINE TESTS

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS



ECONOMICS

LABOR

Labor required to produce the first year of production bliskcs and impeller with
the airfoil manufacturing system developed under this program is less than the
labor specified in the objectives established before the program began. Labor
objectives were established for each blisk and impeller and were based on starting
production in a completely new manufacturing facility, planned around the airfoil
manufacturing system.

The actual labor required to produce the first 200 components is compared vith the
labor objectives from them in Table 62 (pg 296). This comparison indicates 35%
less actual labor than the program objective for the first year of production.
Actual labor includes all of the direct labor required to produce complete
components, including the labor required to machine airfoils. All of the direct
labor learning effects of starting production in a completely new facility, with
new tools, new methods, and new processes are reflected in the actual labor data.

?erformance was better than the objectives for the following reasons:

1. The new facility was carefully planned and the equipment selected was capable
of meeting all manufacturing requirements. In particular, the product-ion
four-spindle, five-axis contour NC milling machine maintained airfoil
dimensions within close tolerances during all machining conditions, was
capable of operating at the highest required cutting parameters and performed
essentially without malfunction.

2. The development program for the airfoil manufacturing system was designed to
be a production turn key system. All of the manufacturing process
instructicins, tooling, fixturing, and NC programs, uzed to nanufac,-uire the
qualification hardware were designed to be used in production.

3. Transition of the airfoil manufacturing system from development to production
was also carefully planned. The manufacturing and progranming specialists
were transferred to the new facility with the system they developed. As a
result, the transition to production was very efficient, even though the new
system was based on advanced and complex technology.

4. The cost of the first year of production reflected a cost t'nat would be
expected of a non-unique production start-up as a result of the process
development program and its successful transition into production. Much of
the anticipated learning came during the development program and resulted in
a high learning curve value for the first year of production. it is
anticipated that the actual versus forcasted labor curves will converge as
the 250th engine set of components is manufactured.
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TABLE 62
COMPARISON OF LABOR OBJECTIVES WITH ACTUAL LABOR REQUIRED TO PRODUCE

COMPLETE BLISKS AND IMPELLERS USING THE NW MANUFACTUR.NG SYSTE4

Program
Objective Actual Actual Labor Per
Labor per Labor Per Component as

Components Component Component Percentage of
Component Manufactured (Avg Hrs) (Avg Hrs) Program Objectives (%)

Stage 1 Blisk 41 138 96 70

Stage 2 Blisk 66 83 55 66

Stage ' and 4 41 166 122 73
Blisk

Stage 5 Blisk 40 88 65 74

Impeller 12 337 186 55
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ECONOMICS - Continued

COST REDUCTION

The estimated shop cost of producing a complete engine set of blisks and impellers
In the new manufacturing facility, with the system developed under this program,
is approximately $10,000 less than the cost of producing a set with previously
avail3ble processes. This is equivalen.t to a cost reduction of approximately 60
percent. This reduction was accomplished through increased labor productivity

made possible by the use of advanced technology.

SAVINGS

The cost, to the Department of Denfense, of engines with blisks and impellers
produced with the new system is approximately $15,000 less than was previously
possible. More than 4000 engines are planned for production with the new system;
therefore, this development program will result in savings of more than $60
million.

The cost of the development program to the Army's Aviation Research and
Development Command was approximately $1.4 million. Consequently, the return on
investment of AVRADCOM Manufacturing Methods and Technology funds is projected to
be more than 40 to 1.

New manufacturing equipment, capable of meeting specifications developed under the
program was needed to apply the new system to production engine manktacture . A
total of approximately $10.9 million was supplied by the Army's Troop Support and
Aviation Material Readiness Command for this essential equipment, so that the
projected savings could be realized.

-9
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VIBRATION AND EN~GINE TESTS

PURPOSE OF TESTS

Tests were conducted to assure that airfoils produced with the processes developed

under this program would meet engine operating requirements.

VIBRATION TESTS

Vibration tests were conducted in the laboratory to determine the fatigue
strength, natural frequencies, and nodal patterns of airfoils for all five blisk
stages and the impeller, which were produced with manufacturing processes
developed under this program.

Test results showed that the fatigue strength and vibration characteristics of
airfoils produced with the newly developed processes, are similar to the fatigue
strength and vibration characteristics of airfoils produced with previously
available processes, which have extensive service in engines.

Therefore, it was concluded that airfoils produced with the new processes should

operate in engines without mechanical problems.

ENGINE TESTS

Engine tests were conducted to assess the aerodynamic performance of airfoils
produced with the newly developed processes, and to verify their mechanical
integrity. Three engine builds were used for the tests. All of the tests were
successful. Significant results of the tests are summarized below.

Stage 1 and Stage 2 Blisks were tested in Engine Serial No. 20701602. An improved
airflow characteristic was found, which was attributed to excellent leading edge
contour and thickness. In addition, an improvement of approximately 5* to 10*F in
deceleration stall temperature margin was found, which was also attributed to
improved airfoil quality.

All five blisk stages were tested in Engine Serial No. 212103-lA. The engine was
operated over the Idle to Maximum power range, in 50 rpm speed increments, for 10
minutes at each increment. Consequently, the airfoils were subjected to all
vibratory modes, for at least 106 cycles. No mechanical problems were
encountered. This demonstrated the mechanical integrity of the airfoils.

All five blisks and the impeller were tested in Engine Serial No. 207011-15.
Tests were run like those above except that speed was held for 5 minutes at each
increment. Again no mechanical problems were encountered, further demonstrating
the mechanical integrity of the airfoils.

These tests indicated improved aerodynamic performance of airfoils produced with
the new processes. However, additional tests with a substantial number of blisks
and impellers, produced over a period of time in the new manufacturing facility,
are needed to substantiate improved performance, and to accurately define the
magnitude of the improvement.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS

The Blisk and Impeller Process Development Program has lee, to some important gains
in manufacturing capabilities. Combining these advanced processes into a complete
airfoil manufacturing system, resulted in major savings in time over conventional
processes with a commensurate savings in labor costs.

The program produced the following results:

1. Manufacturing cost reduction of 60 percent per engine set.

2. Projected program savings of more than $60 million.

3. Transferable technology; Well-suited to high volume, high-precision, cost

sensitive manufacturing programs.

4. Technology base for CAD/CAN airfoil manufacturing.

Other benefits from this program are:

1. Airfoils conform closely to design requirements and are more uniform than
airfoils produced by the previous processes.

2. Important improvement in engine performance obtained, compared with parts
produced by previous processes.

3. All critical manual operations eliminated.

4. Manufacturing cost objectives met.

5. Production began on schedule without startup difficulties, in a completely
new manufacturing facility incorporating the system developed under this
program.

REO.24ZATIONS

Work done in the course of this program indicated that there is opportunity to
substantially increase the life of the cutters used to contour mill airfoils This
would result in significant savings. Therefore, it is recommended that a program
be conducted to double the useful life of cutters.
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APPENDIX A

SPECIFICATION FOR PRODUCTION
FIVE-AXIS, FOUR SPINDLE

COMPUTER NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED

CONTOUR MILLING MACHINE



1 L E C_____I_____

:..T :xAr.mE C OUP

De. May 3. 1979

FACILITY DESCRIPT ION

Five (5) Axis Numerica-lly

Controlled Contour Milling Machine

FACILITY LOCATION

Hooksett, New Hampshire - Plant LI

Government Procurement

Approved by:Aprv

Faciitis E 4 re-T700 Blisks/Irnpeller

T700 Blisks/Imnpeller Operation Process Development Program
Plant 11 - Hook sett, NH Plant II - Hooksett, NH
Phone: (603)669-4900 Ext. 258 Phone: (603)669-4900 Ext. 278

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

AIRCRAFT ENGINE GROUP

HOOKSETT, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03106
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Det May 3!1979

1.0 GENERAL

1. 1 Scope

This specification covers the manufacture, inspection, performance
and installation requirements for a five (5) axis multi-spindle num-
erically controlled contoui milling machine.

1. 2 Instructions for Quoting

1.2. 1 The vendor shall quote his standard equipment and
related accessories.

1.Z. Z If vendor's standard equipment does not conform to
any of the requirements listed here, he shall:

1. 2. 7. 1 Quote his standard equipment and accessories.
1.2. Z. 2 Indicate how the standard machine does not

conform.
1.2.2. 3 Quote additional price of modifying the standard

equipment to comply with this specification. Also
state percentages of the additional price which are
applicab:e to Engineering, Materials and Manu-
facturing.

1.2. 3 The vendor's quotation must state compliance with this
specification. Some exceptions to this specification may
be approved by the customer, therefore, exceptions must
be detailed in the vendor's quotation with reference to the
paragraph involved.

1. 2.4 The vendor shall submit with his quotation, a completed
General Electric "Data Form #DF-IO" which will be con-
sidered preliminary until resubmitted in accordance with
Paragraph 5. 1. 1.

I.Z.5 The vfndor's quotation shall include delivery time of entire
equipment package and shall be based on arrival at the
designated General Electric Company Plant.
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1. 3 Responsibilities of the Vendor

1.3. 1 The successful vendor shall be responsible for ensuring
that the equipment supplied to the customer fully complies
with the requirements of this specification including any

deviations accepted by the General Electric Company as

referenced in Paragraph 1.2.3.

1.3.2 The equipment described herein shall be built to customer
approved drawings. Customer approval of any document

describing a design, process, or procedure does not waive
or supersede any of the requirements of this specification

nor the vendor's responsibility for fulfilling all of the spec-

ification requirements.

Z. 0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

The following documents shall form a part of this specification. Any
exceptions shall be stated in the vendor's quotation. In cases where

General Electric and other codes conflict, General Electric require-
ments shall apply.

Z. 1 General Flectric Specification for the Electrification of m,'achine

Tools and Industrial Equipment No. S1231-06, dated 10/30/72.
Whe. the purchase order references a Government Contract

number, the requirements for exclusive use of General Electric
components, is waived.

Z.? General Electric Specification for Electronic Industrial Equipment
No. SlZ31-07, dated 3/1/71.

2.3 General Electric Specification S1251-01, dated 12/31/68.
(Electrical Grounding)

2.4 General Electric Specification S1251-20, dated 11/28/72.

(Color Coding)

2.5 General Electric "Installation Data" Form No. DF-I0, dated
I 3/24/69i

( 2. 6 National Electric Code NFPA #70 (Latest Edition).
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2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS (Cont'd.)

2. 7 The latest revision of the Joint Industrial Council's Electrical

Standards for General Purpose Machine Tools.

2.8 The latest revision of the Joint Industrial Council's Hydraulic

Standards.

2. 9 National Machine Tool Builders Association (NMTBA) Standard.

2. 10 The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and

Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII.

2. 11 Applicable portions of the latest edition of the U.S. Department
of Labor (Safety & Health Standards) - commonly known as

(O. S. H. A. ).

3.0 REQUIREMENTS

3. 1 General

3. 1. 1 The basic machine tool configuration shall be a design,

consistent with the supplier's own manufacturing standards
and construction, unless otherwise required by this speci-

fication.

3. 1. 2 The machining center shall contain five (5) axis of motion,
capable of performing simultaneous contour milling opera-

tions, utilizing all axes under numerical control. It will

consist of a completely integrated machining system, which

is to include:

a. Linear longitudinal motion (X - axis)
b, Linear transverse motion (Y - axis)

c. Linear vertical motion (Z - axis)

d. Indexing and rotary motion (B - axis)

e. Tilting motion (A - axis)

Axis nomenclature to be in accordance with EIA

designations in the event of conflict.
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3. 1.3 Servo Drives for all five (5) axes will be actuated by hi-
gain, closed loop, positioning and velocity feedback
systems. Low-speed, high-torque d.c. electric motors
will be coupled directly to their respective feed screws
to minimize the presence of reverse-motion loss and
inertia. Gain (servo lag) will be calibrated to yield the
minimum obtainable error in following consistent with
overall system stability.

3.1.4 A General Electric Mark Century 1050 numerical contourin
control system shall simultaneously control the longitudinal

transverse, vertical, tilting and rotational movements of
the machine.

3. 1. 5 The machine shall be capable of machining the complex
airfoil and platform configuration to the close tolerances
of the following part drawing numbers:

Blisk stage I - 6032T26
Blisk stage 2 - 6032T27
Blisk stage 3 & 4 - 6038T08 (Integral)
Blisk stage 5 - 6038T09
Impeller - 6038T74

3.1.6 The overall construction and design shall be sufficiently
rugged to be able to take heavy, accurate roughing cuts
free from chatter and vibration, when rough machining
metal parts at rated horsepower using proper tools, speeds
and feeds. It shall also provide the ability to take very fast
and accurate finish cuts, to a smooth finish at proper speed
and feeds, using properly sharpened and prepared tools.
The maximum floorspace requirement of the installed 5A1
4S machining center shall not exceed 16' x 16'. The oper-
ator working space shall not exceed 10' x 5'. The maximum
erected height of the machine, including any shields or
access covers in the closed or open positions, shall not
exceed 11' 6".

(
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3.1.7 The machine shall be provided with a "home" or initial
position, controlled by high accuracy limit switches.
Depressing the initial position button (control) will
cause tle slides to move automatically to their respective
"home' positions. An indicator light (control) will detect
when home position has been attained. Unless otherwise
indicated, home position dimensions will be:

Longitudinal Slide (X- axis) 6. 0000"
Transverse Slide (Y-axis) 10.0000"
Vertical Slide (Z-axis) 0. 0000"
Work Piece (A-axis) -100

Carrier Tilt

Work Piece (B-axis) 0
Carrier Rotation

Sequence of Moves: Z-Y-X-A-B

3. 1.8 All Linear Slides will be controlled by precision hardened
and ground ways. Supported members will be lined with
phenolic wear strips, or their equivalent, bonded to their
guiding surfaces. Does not apply if hydrostatic ways are
to be supplied.

3. Z Safety Devices

3.2. 1 The machine shall be fitted with suitable safety devices of
the latest approved type for covering all movable parts,
and electrical connections that may cause injury to the
operator. All safety devices shall comply with the laws
of the state of New Hampshire and Massachusetts.

3. 2.2. The safety devices shall include machinery guards,
electrical control interlocking switches, fuses and door
safety switches, etc.

3. 2. 3 All safety devices and guards shall be easy to mount and
dismount for making adjustments.
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3.2.4 All control cabinets, motors, metal conduits, control
stations and other areas shall be grounded in accordance
with General Electric Specification S1251-01.

3. 2. 5 The machine noise level (excluding tool noise) shall not
exceed 83 decibels along the immediate perimeter of the

machine tool proper and major sub-systems, when operat-

ing at any of the available speeds or feeds. Any dampening
shields or covers shall not interfere with normal operation

of machine.

3. 2. 6 The machine shall be provided with "overtravel" lirriting
devices (limit switches) such that the slides cannot travel

beyond their normal operating range and cause damage to

the machine or its components.

3. 3 Adjustment-Interchangeable Parts

3.3. 1 The design of the machine shall permit adjustment for
wear of important components. Adjustment or replacement!

of all parts subject to wear shall be readily accessible.

3.3.2 All replaceable parts shall be manufactured to definite
standards for tolerance, clearance and finish, so they
may be field installed without further machining.

3. 3.3 Machine and Control System Components. which are not

manufactured by the contractor, but are available from
other commercial sources, shall be identified in the parts
list with the sub-contractor or supplier's name and part
identification number.

3.4 Bed Column Table Base

3.4.1 The bed and column shall be made from high grade cast
iron, and having sufficient heavy crosswebbing to fully

resist all machine and cutter forces to which it may be
subjected. The bed shall provide leveling screws which

make provision for through holes for fastening to the

floor or foundation surface.'
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3. 0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3.4. Z The table base shall be accurately precision fitted to the
bed, and shall carry hardened and precision ground ways
for the work table motion(s).

3.4.3 The bearings for the precision ball screws, for vertical.
longitudinal, and transverse motion shall be permanently
mounted, aligned and doweled to the respective assemblies,
for permanent insurance of mutual perpendicularity.

3. 5 Table

3.5. 1 The work table shall be machined from high grade cast
iron and shall be of sufficient stiffness, weight and str,-n~th
to support the heaviest workpieces (including carriers and
fixtures) which can be milled within the machine's nesigned
capacity.

3. 5. 2 The table shall be so fitted to the table base as to eliminaLe
gibs, yet provide permanent alignment through accurate
truncated-vee ways (or their equivalent) and hold-down
straps properly fitted, to prevent lifting of table under
heavy cuts, using phenolic way material on the straps.

3.5.3 The table shall be provided with full support over its total
working range.

3.6 Cross Slide

3.6.1 The cross slide, shall be captured on either side by large
dovetails or square lock ways, in heavy cross slide support
castings.

3.6. 2. The cross slide support castings shall extend over work
area in such a manner as to provide full support to the
cross slide in its full forward position just as in retracted
positon, thus preventing sag and lifting from cutter forces
when slide is in extended position.
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3.6. 3 The spindle head and spindles shall be carried so as to be
fully supported so that all spindles shall be equally free
from vibration and chatter.

3.6.4 One of the two cross-slide support castings shall be arrang-
ed for adjustment for easy take-up for wear, or for re-

fittinE after any future rescraping operation.

3.7 Linear Transverse Slide (Y Axis)

3.7. 1 The linear transverse slide will be supported by a heavy
fine grained cast iron structure, and captured in large
dovetails or square lock ways.

3.7. 2 The linear transverse slide will carry the four (4) spindle
head assemblies and their respective drive motors.

3.8 Spindles

3.8. 1 The machine shall have four (4) spindle assemblies rnounte1,
on the linear transverse slide, at a minimum cent-r distanAc
of eleven (11) inches.

3.8. 2 The spindles will be ground with a number forty (40) milling:
machine internal taper or approved equivalent interface as
an integral part of the spindle configuration. A power
operated draw bar will be provided to secure the tool
shanks to the spindles for tapered spindle configurations
with an appropriate safety device to assure tool holder
containment at high RPM. If an alternate tool holder desigr
is used, tool holders for each spindle plus one spare must
be included in the base machine price.

3.8. 3 Dynamic spindle braking shall be provided.

3.8. 4 External means of temperature control utilizing a refrig-
erated circulatory system(s) shall be provided to prevent
bearing overtemperature, minimize spindle growth and
maintain required coolant temperature.
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3. 8. 5 Spindle Speeds will be infinitely variable by tape control
within the total speed range. If more than a single speed

range is required, range shifting may be accomplished
by either tape control or a manually actuated control device.
Manual belt change to accomplish range shifting is not allow.
ed. Speed regulation will not exceed two (2) percent varia-
tion between any of the four (4) spindles.

3.8.6 Spindle Speeds will be tape controlled with manually preset
capability. The necessary potentiometers and speed indica-

tors shall be provided to display actual RPM. A feedback
system shall be provided to prevent an overspeed condition.

3.6.7 Spindle Load will be monitored by conveniently installed
meters. Each spindle/motor will be provided with its own
load meter. A dial or digital type load meter, to show per-
centage of total available load, having a 0 to 150.i load
range and 2% resolution, will be provided.

3.9 Coolant System

3.9. 1 The machine shall be equipped with a flood and spray mist
cutter coolant system.

-3.9. 2 The coolant system shall be provided with valves for regu-
lating or discontinuing the flow of coolant at the point of

discharge. The coolant system provided shall include all
necessary piping, valves, nozzles, filters, tank or reser-
voir, pumps, motor, etc. The coolant pump shall be acces.
sibly located, with convenient means for disengagement.

Coolant on/off to be by tape control.

3.9. 3 Heat Exchanger for Coolant Supply shall be supplied to
control coolant temperature within + 5° F of ambient.
Water will not be used as a heat transfer medium.

3.9. 4 Mist Hood and Collector shall be supplied to confine vapor-
ized coolant and coolant spray to the immediate machine
area.
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3.9.5 Chip Separator System shall be defined at time of request

for quote.

3.9.6 Coolant containment is required for the coolant pumping

unit and machine cutting areas to negate the need for drip

pans on or near the machine tool proper.

3. 10 Machine Protection

3. 10. 1 The machining center shall incorporate safety devices to
stop all motion of X, Y, Z,A and B axes, while simultaneous
ly initiating an automatic Z axis retract cycle. The operato
shall be able ta restart the machine immediately without an

imposed warm-up delay.

3. 10. 2 All machine slides shall be provided with way wipers. All

ball screws shall be provided with protective covers. The

X axis slide way shall be provided with telescoping metal

covers.

3. 10. 3 The machine and controls shall be provided wi~th full protec-

tion against contamination by water or oil base coolants.

3. 10.4 The equipment shall have an automatic lubrication system

for all sliding and rotating components requiring lubrication
The system shall distribute the appropriate amount of 1h:b-
rication in the required areas.

3.10.4. 1 Where lubrication failure could cause immediate

damage to the machine, automatic safety devices

shall be incorporated which will prevent such

damage. A red warning light will indicate the
presence of such failure. -In the event of a
"safe stop" condition caused by lube failure,

Z axis shall automatically "retract" to honie
position.

(
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3. 10. 4. Z All lubrication reservoirs shall be equipped
with visual level indicators and all filler caps

and other lubrication points shall be identified
as to the type of lubricant used. General Electric
Company shall have the option of substituting a
lubricant equivalent to the type specified by the
vendor.

3. 10.4.3 Lubrication reservoir capacity shall be sufficient
for a minimum of 80 hours of machine operating
time when adjusted in accordance with the vendor'
recommendations.

3.10.5 A Z axis "retract" cycle shall be autornatically i..itiated
subject to all safe stop/emergency stop conditions to includc
but not limited to: control off, air loss, safety lirimit switch
engaged and coolant failure.

3. 10. 5. 1 Z axis shall be provided with a 'positive release
onpower" clamping device which shall ait)rnati-
cally clamp the Z axis to prevent any downward
motion in the event of a power failure.

3. 10. 6 All sr'ndle drive motors must be protected from overspeed

by a lgedback control system from each respective moior.

3. 11 Work Light

Adequate lighting of three (3) wire grounded and shielded design
shall be provided to illuminate the work area(s). The light(s)
shall be permanently attached and wired to the machine with
adjustable positioning capability. The design of the lighting
system shall be subject to General Electric approval.

3. 12 General Electric Company's Utilities

The vendor shall provide all transformers, converters, filters,
adjusting valves, etc., which are required for the operation of the
machine, in accordance with this specification, from the following
customer uti3ities.
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3. 0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3. 12. 1 Electrical

Electrics to be 230/460-volt, 3-phase, 60-Hertz and aU
controls are to be stepped down to 115 volts at the push-
buttons. (Note: All electric. are to be General Electric
wherever economically possible).

3. 12.2 Air

Shop air line pressure is available at 80 PSI at 25 CFM.

3. 13 Travel Actuators

3. 13. 1 All longitudinal, transverse, and vertical travel motions
shall be direct-driven by high torque, low speed d. c.
motors through pre-loaded precision ball screws. Rotating
motions will be driven by adjustable variable lead worms
and precision worm wheels.

3. 14 Fourth Axis (B-axis)

3.14. 1 The fourth axis shall consist of an assembly of a four
station rotary workpiece carrier. an electric servo-drive
motor, a feedback positioning system, necessary anti-
backlash gearing, and instrument gearing.

3.14..2 The workpiece carriers shaU be capable of unlimited
rotation.

3.14.3 The workpiece carrier stations centers shall be spaced a
minimum 11" from each other.

3. 14.4 The workpiece carrier stations shall be capable of holaing

all parts specified in Paragraph 3. 1.5 . A convenient and
accurate means will be provided for installing and locating
the work holding adapters. The workpiece carrier stations
shall have a minimum angular resolution of not less than

001 degrees of arc. The distance from the A axis P to
the mating surface common to the B axis surface and the
Impeller fixture shall be 3. 937 inches (Reference G. E.
drawing No. 's 4096785-757 and/or 4096785-578).
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3. 15 Fifth Axis (A-Axis)

3. 15. 1 The fifth axis will tilt the axis of rotation of the work-piece
carriers vertically a minimum of -10 to 1106 from their
horizontal position.

3. 15. 2 The fifth axis shall consist of an assembly of a four-station
rotary workpiece carrier, a tilting trunion, an electric
servo-drive motor, a feedback positioning system, neces-
sary anti-backlash gearing, an instrument gearing.

3. 15.3 The fifth axis shall have a minimum angular resolution of
not less than .001 degrees of arc.

3. 15.4 Fifth axis lockout means shall be provided to mechanically
hold and electrically disconnect this axis by N/C command
and electrical pushbutton.

3. 16 Ranges & Capacities

The following ranges and capacities are minimum requirements
unless otherwise specified: (Supplier to provide specifications
of proposed machine).

.3. 16.1 Table

Shall conform to accept G. E. fixtures - drawing

numbers: 4096785-574 4096785-575
4096785-576 4096785-577
4096785-578

3.16. 2 Range of Travel

Longitudinal axis travel 10. 0000" minimum
Transverse cross slide travel 17. 0000" minimum
Vertical spindle travel 8. 0000" mmaimum
Workpiece rotation 360" .minimum

Workpiece tilting 120* minimum
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3. 16. 3 Range of feed rates (All infinitely variable)

Longitudinal (X-axis) 0- 100"/irni ute (Mini r~;n)
Transverse (Y-axis) 0- 100"/rninute (M i niInum)
Vertical (Z-axis) 0- 6 0 "/minute (Mininnum)
Rotational (A&B axis) 0-3. 3 RPM (Minimum)
Rapid Traverse 0- 150 IPM (Minimum)

All axis shall be capable of moving simultaneously at maximum
rate.

3. 16. 4 Spindle motor horsepower

Five (5) per spindle minimum available.

3. 16. 5 Distance between the centerlines of the rnac ,ine spind,:
and the workpiece carrier with its axis in its vertical
position shall be:

Toward the column 8. 0000" Maxin,um
Toward the front 10. 0000" Maxinum

3. 16.6 Distance between the mrachine spindle noses and the work-
piece carrier face plate surface with its axis in its vertical
position, with the spindle heads fully retracted, shall be:

Spindles advanced 3. 0000" 'aximum
Spindles retracted 12. 0000" Maximum

3. 16.7 Spindle speed range: 480-12, 0"00 RPM

3. 17 Machine Controls

3. 17. 1 The basic machine shall be provided with a numerical
contouring control, manufactured by the Industrial Control
Products Department of the General Electric Company,
Waynesboro, Virginia and designated as the Mark Century

1050.
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3. 0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3. 17. Z The Mark Century 1050 control will contain five (5) axes,
capable of simultaneous positioning and contouring: three
(3) linear axes and two additional rotary axes. This contro
will contain all of the standard basic features and be as
described in General Electric Specification NECI 1 73B.

3. 17.3 A separate moveable control panel, conveniently located at
the front of the machine with controls consisting of but not
limited to the following functions ,hall be provided:
Emergency Stop, Cycle Start and Stop, Coolant On and Off,
Air On and Off, Mist Collector On and Off, Work Light On
and Off, A axis clamp On and Off, Machine Power On and
Off, Feedhold, Z Retract Tool Change, Jog, lncrerTiental
Jog, % Feedrate, Feedrate and N/C Remote Se!,-ctor.

3. 17. 4 fnergency stop shall immobilize servo motors X, Y, A & BI
immediately and provide for retraction of tool itn Z axis for,
a minimum of 1/21' at rapid traverse prior to stopping all
other machine functions.

3. 17. 5 Mark Century 1050 Control Requirements

3. 17. 5. 1 Multiple Part Program Storage
One (1) Two (2) and Three (3) additional memory
units to a total of Sixty (60) K.

3. 17.5.2 Part Program Edit with modification files.

3.17. 5.3 Programmable Subroutines (Macros).

3. 17.5.4 300 CPS Tape Reader with 7 1/2" diameter
reels and tumble box.

3.17.5.5 Programmable Interface

3.17.5.6 Machine diagnostics for programmable interface
Supplier to concur in application of this option.

3.17. 5.7 Selectable Plane Cutter Radius Compensation
64 values (if not standard).
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3. 17. 5.8 Separate N4 Sequence Number Readout

3. 17. 5.9 Sequence Number Search - Forward and Reverse

3. 17. 5. 10Additional 256 character Alpha-numeric Readout

3. 17. 5. 11 Expandable Multiple Block Buffer Storage

To increase the standard eight (8) block buffer
storage to one hundred twenty-eight (128) blocks

of storage.

The basic machine is to be tested for alignment and accuracy at the

supplier's facility, prior to acceptance and shipment in accordance

with the supplier's own inspection standards. A copy of these

standards will be submitted at the time of quotation for the custom-

er's prior approval. Any or all of the tests may be witnessed by

the customer's representatives. The supplier will provide the
customer with a certified copy of the test results.

3. 18 Machine Accuracies

The four (4) position work piece carrier (axis A and B) will be
inspected to the following accuracies and alignments:

3.18. 1 Index Accuracy (Axis A & B) + 00" 00' 15" of arc.

3. IS. 2 Reverse Motion Loss (Axis A & B) + 00* 00' 15" of arc.

3. 18. 3 Radial Runout of Work Piece Carrier 0004 inches T. L R.

3. 18. 4 Axial Runout of Work Piece Carrier 0004 inches T. I. R.

3. 18. 5 Radial Runout of Toolholder Locating Surface
0002 inches T. L R.

3. 18. 6 Horizontal Alignment of Work Piece Carrier to Bedway
Motion

. 001"/ft.
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3. 18. 7 Vertical Alignment of Work Piece Carrier to Bedway
Motion

00l'l/ft.

3.18.8 Distance of axial locating feature in spindles to face of
work piece carriers

All spindles to all workpiece carriers to be the same
within .001 inches T.1.R.

3. 18.9 Stability of S to C (Spindle to Rotary Table) is required
over the entire operating range of speeds and at 40 IPM
resultant feed rate. Six (6) cylinders must be machined
with a maximum S shift of . 001 inch allowable. A cylinder
and plane must be machined in the following sequence at
min. eight (8) hours frequency or one (1) hour after re-
cording stable system temperature.

Machine must be in cold condition

Cut cylinder/plane #1

Run at 4000 RPM with all axis being exercised

Cut cylirder/plane #2

Run at 6000 RPM with all axis being exercised

Cut cylinder/plane #3

Run at 8000 RPM with all axis being exercised

Cut cylinder/plane #4

Run at 10, 000 RPM with all axis being exercised

Cut cylinder/plane #5

Run at 12. 000 RPM with an -xis being exercised
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3.0 REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

3. 18. 9 Cut cylinder/plane #6

Measure and record TIR in .000X" of each cylinder.
Cutter radius compensation may be used to obtain
different radii for each cylinder.

3. 18. 10 Squareness of longitudinal slide with respect to the
transverse slide shall be within . 001"/ft.

3.18. 11 Squareness of longitudinal slide with respect to the
vertical slide shall be within . 001"/ft.

3. 18. 12 Squareness of transverse slide with respect to the
vertical slide shall be within . 001"/ft.

4.0 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The vendor shall quote a separate price for each of the followhing
additional features: (unless standard with his equipment).

4.1 Machine Options

4.1.1 Off-Machine Tool Setting Device: Optical or mechanical
tool setter to establish precise end length dimension and
runout of cutting tools. To accept number 40 milling

machine shank tool holders.

4. 1.2 Adaptive Control: A sensing system to detect and monitor
one (1) or more of the following conditions of the machining
process as follows:

A. Cutter spindle deflection C. Cutter temperature
B. Cutter deflection D. Cutter vibration

System sensitivity must be capable of detecting a minimum
cutting force of ten (10) pounds and a normal force of ten

(10) pounds (approximately).
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4.0 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS (Cont'd.)

4. 1.3 Tool Holders: To accept 1/4" - 3/16" - 5/16" diameter
carbide end mills equivalent to the following G. E. drawing
numbers:

1/4" diameter - GE # 4096785-901
3/16" diameter - GE # 4096785-801
5/16" diameter - GE # 4096785-800

4. 1.4 Other: Supplier to indicate

5.0 OPERATING & INSTALLATION DOCUMENTS

5. 1 As soon as the "design and engineering" of the equipment is
completed the vendor shall provide to the General Electric
Company:

5. 1. 1 A completed General Electric "Installation Data" Form
#DF-10 certified by the vendor.

5. 1.2 Three (3) certified copies of the scaled plan view, front
elevation and end elevation drawings showing location and
sizes of all required services, together with foundation,
mounting, and interconnection details.

5. 1. 3 Design layouts, including wiring and piping diagrams for
General Electric Company's review and approval.

5. 2 At time of shipment, the vendor shall provide four (4) complete
s ets of:

5. 2. 1 Parts List and Maintenance Manual, including preventative
maintqrance and lubricating instructions.

5. 2. 2 Operating Instructions, including a complete programming
manual and diagnosing test tapes.

5. 2. 3 Electrical, Mechanical, and Piping Diagrams.

5. 2. 4 Recommended Spare Parts List.
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6.0 PROGRESS REPORTS

6. 1 Within twenty-one (21) days after receipt of the General Electric
Company order, vendor shall provide General Electric Company
with a plan showing times and sequence of major events during the
construction and testing of the equipment.

6.2 Fully explained progress reports will be supplied to General

Electric Company every month until the order is 7016 completed,
after which these reports shall be submitted weekly until comple-
tion. In any event the vendor shall notify the General Electric

Company of any change in the schedule as soon as it occurs.

7. 0 EQUIPMENT ACCEPTANCE

7. 1 The vendor shall demonstrate, in his plant, that the equipment
complies with the accuracy and functional requirements of this
specification. under the observation of General Electric Company
representative(s). The test procedure shall include, but not be
limited to the following:

7. 1. 1 A demonstration of all equipment and control functions and
of the equipment accuracy per Section 3. 0 of this specifica-
tion. (The General Electric Company has the option of
requiring any or all of the tests in the procedure, including
the option of using his own inspection equipment and any
additional test procedures deemed necessary).

7.1.2 Part Processing: One (1) application from the list of
production parts identified in Paragraph 3. 1. 5 will be
selected for processing at the vendor's plant. Part
identification and quantity to be determined at a later date
by mutual agreement.

7. 1.2. 1 The vendor will provide the machine tool,
qualified operator(s) and commonly available

shop tools and inspection devices.

7 1. 2.2 The General Electric Company will provide
the control tape(s), cutting tools, part holding.
fixtures and special inspection devices, as well
as simulated or actual production parts.
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7.0 EQUIPMENT ACCEPTANCE (Cont'd.)

7. 1. 2. 3 The vendor's responsibility for the successful
processing of these parts will be limited to the
proper operation, accuracy and function of all
resources supplied by him.

7. 1.3 A minimum of one hundred (100) hours of machine operatin
time must be logged at the vendor's facility, prior to
shipment. The operating conditions shall be representative
of the entire range of the machines specified capabilities
with no scheduled shutdowns.

7. 1.4 Test block holders to be in accordance with or equivalent
to General Electric drawing number SKDT41178. Tool
block height setting dimension to be specified.

7. Z Authorization to ship will be based on the successful completion
of the equipment demonstrations per paragraph 7. 1.

7.3 Final acceptance will be made in General Electric Company's
Hooksett Plant and will be based on a successful demonstration
that the equipment-fully meets the requirements of this specificatior

7.4 The vendor shall supply a servic- engineer in the General Electric
Company's plant at ho additional charge for a time sufficient to
-start up the equipment, carry out -the final acceptance, and train
operating personnel.

7.5 The vendor shall submit to the General Electric Company two (2)
certified copies of his machine test results prior to scheduled
demonstration of these tests.

8.0 PAINT

Color required; Basic machine'and control unit - to be specified on
purchase order.

The basic machine and all associated components shall be painted
3with chemically resistant paint.
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9.0 WARRANTY

Assuming the equipment is used under normal operating conditions, all

rcpair service and required replacement parts shall be provided free of

charge to General Electric Company by the vendor for a period of twelve

(12) months from the date of final acceptance.

10.0 SMIPPING REQUIREMENTS

Upon acceptance for shipment, the seller shall sfiij.Ae equipment

FOB receiving dock, LPM, General Electric Compaft Plant II,

Daniel Webster Highway, Hooksett, Nfw Hampshire 02'Q$6.
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5. Control Panel lunting: Attached to Machine J Separate J
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8. Lcveling Accuracy required _
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W- ' C pressure .----.- amount___

cj.;s (nzatural) - pro~sura amount -

S --- - clear water speciascify
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ELECTRIIrATION OF MCHINE PEPTITIVE DESIGN 1/.
TOOLS AhD 1"7'..STR.AL EW !RMN" [CRIA 1210

SZCTICN I - GENERAL

I This Standard is to establish Lequirements for the design and construction
of .he Ecectrlcal portions of wachine tools and other equipment.

Secttn 2 detaels the provisions such as power supply, diagrams, type of
disccrnnect, Etc., as outlined in El.9, "Addtional User Requirements" of
joint industrial Council Zlectrical St6-,daras for General Purpose Machine
ToolR h.cb ore reqJirea to meet Purchaser's installation requirements.

Sectio 3 liste those modifications to the Joint Industrial Council
Elertrical Sta.idards for General Purpose Machine Tools required by this
Dparrment o the General Electric Company.

(*) 1.2 Basic Standard ,  O

Electric copone-its and methods shbli be in accordance with the Occupational
Safety and Health Standards of the Occupational Safety and Health Act, the

S National Electrical Code and current Joint Industrial Council Electrical £
T Standards for General Purpose Machine Tools, EGF-1-1967, 2139 Wisconsin T
A Ave., Washington, D.C., 20007, hereinafter referred to as OSHA, NEC and A
N EGP respectively, except as modified in Sections 2 and 3, following. If
0 exceptions are taken, they must be agreed to by the Purchaser's Engineer N
A in wtitirng. Quotations shall be for equipment conforming to these A
R Standards, or shall state any variances therefrom.

O NOTE: Although it is recognized that the EGP is'a specification for the
electrification of machine tools, the basic electrical requirements listed
herein and in EGP shall be applied to welders, ovens, furnaces, presses
and other special types of industrial equipment. When, therefore, the
equipment being quoted ii not a machine tool, it shall be the intent of
this specification that any aquipment quoted shall, unless otherwise
agreed to in writing, comply with the requirements of this specification.

1.3 Electrical Equimnt

a. Electric equipment as manufactured by General Electric Company shall
be used.

b. Any exception to the above shall be agreed upon with the Purchuser's
Engineer in writing prior to acceptance of quotation.

ISSUED By MA""11 Of 'l m "M J A'
run 9II Im34re & COuTtSb I L 1231-06 5/11/70 8
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2.3 Short-Circuit Protection (continued)

2.3.2 For the proper short circuit protection of electrical equipment,
the fuses shall be dual element type with a short circuit current
interrupting capability of 100,000 amperes RMS such as provided
by Chase-Shaumt OTrionics" or an approved equal.

2.4 Portable Equipment and Trolley Applications

2.4.1 Equipment employing plugs and receptacles, reels, trolleys,
etc., shall be referred to the Purchaser's Engineer for his
special requirements. See Pars 3.6.1 and Pars. 3.6.2

2.4.2 If equipment is to use trolleys, enclosed bus is req.Aired. A
separate grounding conductor shall be used in the trolley
configuration.

2.5 Preliminary Data Required by Purchaser

2.5.1 At the time the machine is quoted, equipment builder shall furnish
to the purchasing representative for evaluation by the Department's
Electrical Engineer for approval, two (2) sets of electri-al propo-
sition specifications, as submitted to him by the electrical eqt.ip-
ent supplier.

2.5.2 Three (3) sets of final approved reproducibles shall be forwarded
to the Electrical Engineer not later than one week prior to the
date on which the machine tool is to be shtpped.

2.5.3 On machines requiring foundation work, Purchaser will advise
when foundation plans will be needed.

2.5.4 Foundation prints shall show routing and sizes of all conduits
end junction boxes with each identified. This same identi;ication
shall be used on the interconnection diagram.

2.5.5 Interconnection diagram shall show all wires to be run in each
conduit; the number, size, color and type of each wire in each
conduit.

2.5.6 Prints supplied should be completely coordinated.

2.6 Supply Circuit Disconnecting Means (EGP Section E3)

2.6.1 Up to and including 200 map nameplate rating, the disconnecting
device shall be a heav--duty fusible switch, or a non-automatit
circuit breaker with fuses on its load side.
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2.6 Suwpl.v Circuit Yac1Ptj SPSI ING O.c6tiftead d

2.6.2 Absw 200 ama memLate ratieg. th di tC device dkAJ I
be a properly raced type AK six etrCwil Waesher with OOwerUVrrea
and Loeataeaua trtpe in ach po1*. BEGIeh AbU- bs mal ly
operated unleass electrical operatiem is required for dmo control.
Refer t-o the Purchaser's Engineer for the trip charectezisties.

2.6.3 Molded case circuit breekars, saeli not be used an disamnaetin
smns, without permission in writlag hnom the Purehaser1 a
Engineer.

2.6.4 A single disconnectIng device shall be provided to open all power
Bouncs to the Sechine Oimalaamsely.

2.6.5 See GE Standard 1251-30 for special provisions. applying to
resistance welders.

2.7 Motors (EGP Section 1114)

2. 7.1 A-C motors sasLi be totally enclosed, fan-tooled.

2.7.2 D-C motors shall be totaLly enclosed, escept bla or vexcilsted
motors, with filters, may be used if required by the appLication.

2.7.3 Machines w.hose total motor load ees 100 hp shall be ernsieed

a special installation and shall be referred to the Famaheser prior
to submission of quotation for evaius.n of the LAWe at asextng
equipmaent required.

2.8 Pre-Virud Equipment

2.8.1 Whan machines are wired at the buildT's actory ant the. die-
asemb led for shipment, condut sa wires shal be pLatily

inedsed for ease in final assembly.

2.9 Safety

2.9.1 On machines where an operator mighit be a t between work
and cut ter, a maims for emrgency stopig mest be provided
indspendpnt of the nermal stopping wm.

.10 1I109trc k iin

L..10.1 IN wejbr ..Lactraic. at numerica. cmr1l~ we ne±ured
on & msim onG Stasbsed 1231-07 sellI eLa aply,.

2.10.2 This addendum would not be required when tbe electronice involved
consist only of electronic motor sartarv, electronic exciterst,
electronic regulators, etc.
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2.11 Wiring for Hazardous Locations

2.11.1 Any equipment that is ordered for installation in a hazardous
locaticn shall be referred to the Purchaser's Engineer for design
considerations. In many instances, controls, etc., can be mounted
outside the hazardous area, thereby minimizing the quantity of
special wiring.

2.11.2 Any dip tank, cleaning equipment or other types of equipment that
will contain any liquid whose open cup flash point is 200oF or
lover will, in itself, classify that piece of equipment as a
hazardous location and all electrical materials located thereon
must conform to NEC requirements for hazardous locations. As
in the preceding paragraph, equipment that falls within this category
shall be referred to the Purchaser's Engineer.

2.11.3 Any equipment that is supplied prewired for hazardous locations
shall be in strict compliance with the NEC requirements for
hazardous locations.

2.12 Associated Jib Hoists and Other Hoisting Apparatus

2.12.1 Jib hoists, monorails, cranes, etc., furniihed as a part of a
machine tool package, shall conform to these Standards, and
further, shall also conform to GE Standards 1251-12, 1251-13
and 1251-15.

SECTION 3 - Modifications or Additions TO EGP

3.1 Diagrams (EGP Section E2)

3.1.1 In paragraphs E2.4.1 and E2.8, appropriate information shall

be furnished (not should be furnished).

3.1.2 The layout drawing (EGP Section E2.8) shall show the location of
all electrical components on the machine, except for single-

S. ..motor macfitni. . .. .... . .. ... . .

3.1.3 A sequence of Operations shall be included on the Elementary
Diagram (EGP Pars E2.6).

3.2 Control Circuits (EGP Section ES)

3.2.1 Paragraph E5.2 Exception No. 3 is changed to specify that devices
exceeding 20 amperes inrush at 120 volto shall be energized through
relay contacts.
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3.3 COwtrol Cmwoeta* (o section 6)

3.3.1 Peference oebll be given to the ue oef VAYtoype or prXiatdty
limit mritebee wherever prectioeble.

3.3.2 Air circuit breakers, including molded cast ty*e, shall mot
be used as motor starters, or as comtactors.

3.4 Control Enclosu-es (10? Section E7)

3.4.1 Custom built panels @hall include 15% clear mouting space for
the ultimate user to add control compenents, and as a miniueaa,
this apace shall be sufficiently aimed to accomodate three (3)
NMA size 1 Contactors.

3.4.2 Nothing shall be located in the bottom of any enclosures which
shall interfere with bringing in coduits.

3.4.3 Enclosure doors shall have provision for locking.

3.5 Location and Mounting (KGP Section 18)

3.5.1 Machine umunted enclosures shall be used whereever practicable
and shall be so located that external operating handles will be
readily accessible to the operator.

3.5.2 Devices requiring frequent mechanical adjustment by an operator
shall be adjuetble without opening the enclosure deer.

3.6 Electrical Accessories (IGP Section E10)

3.6.1 Plugs and receptacles, if used for connection of machine to
power source, shell be selveted from uthee listed in the 'pur eheaer's
Standard No. 1251-02, capi's of which will be furniabd on reast.

3.6.2 Plugs and receptacles, if used for machine eampnent nlter-
con ection, shall be selected so s to be j$mpatibl- with those
listed in Purchaser's Standard No. 1251-02, copies of which will
be furnished on request. A list of plagmud receptecls p ra'ooed
for this application shall be sumitted to the Pube&#er's luime"
for approval.

3.6.3 If control panel and machine work lights are supplied fn the 120
volt machine tool control circuit, a sarte wwrourint prmxativq
device shall be provided. These li4hs abll be wited direat, with-
out plugs and r . tcles.
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3.7 Conductors (MGP Section Ell)

3.7.1 Specific conformance to minimum conductor size and stranding

requirements as described in KGP Para E11.1
is required.

3.7.2 Conductors shall be stranded.

3.7.3 Conductors supplying work lights (EGP Pare E10.2.4) may be
~type STO or SJO.

3.8 Wiring Methods and Practices (EGP Section E12)

3.8.1 (EGP Para E12.3.4) Plugs and receptacles shall be used only
for connections to power source and to separable parts of the
machine tool, and only with the approval of the Purchaser's
Engineer. See pars 3.7 and EGP pars E12.4.11.

3.8.2 Circuits from more than one source shall not be run in the same
conduits unless all sources can be simultaneously disconnected
when work is to be done on any circuit.

3.8.3 Sign il circuits subject to interference shall be effectively
shielded where necessary, and run in separate metallic conduits,

if possible.

3.9 Raceways. Fittings and Boxes (EGP Section 13)

3.9.1 All raceways and cables shall be U.L. approved and shall be
properly supported and protected.

3.9.2 The attention of the machine tool builder is particularly directed
to EGP Section 12.4 regarding the use and installation of flexible
wiring and raceways.

3.10 Motors (EGP Section E143

3.10.1 D-C motors which cannot safety withstand a speed increase to
above their rated speed shall be provided with a mechanical
overspeed switch. The operation of this switch shall cause
power to be removed from the armature of the motor.

3.10.2 Wherever shunt-would or compount-wound D-C motors are used,
field-lose relays shall be provided.

3.10.3 D-C motors capable of overspeed shall not be belt-connected to
their loads, whether o:" not sipplied with overspeed switches
and/or field-loss relas.
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3.10 s C Sectlon E14) continued

3.10.4 All mator-drive. couplings, belts and chlne shll be mostly
replece.b 1.

3.11 Grotndinr (IGP Section 115)

3.11.1 Equipment grounding shall also conform to the Purchase's Standard
No. 1251-01, which shall take precedence over 3GP Section 15 in
cases of conflict.

3.11.2 One side of the control circuit shall be grounded by the macin-
builder.

3.11.3 A green insulated equipment grounding conductor shall be run to all
motor terminal boxes and to all ifixed and pendant control stations.

(*) THIS STANRD DOES NOT CONFLICT WITH OSHA REZQUIRZM S AS OF MAY 31, 1972.

(*) IICAS AREBLOF REVISION FRON PREVIOUS ISS11E.

i
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ELECTRONIC STANDARDS REPETITIVE DESIGN 6/1/73

FOR INDUSTRIAL RQUIIMEIr ELECTRICAL S1231-07

1. SCCFE:

1.1 The purpose of this Electronic Standard is to provide detailed
specifications for the construction and application of electronic
apparatus to industrial equiiment vhich will promote:-

1.1.1 Safety to personnel
1.1.2 Uninterrupted production
1.1.3 Long life of equipment
1.1.4 Ease and low cost of maintenance

1.2 This Standard is not intended to limit or inhibit advarcemenc
in the applied science of electronic, electrical or mechanical
engineering.

1.3 Exceptions and deviations by the Manufacturer with respect to
any portion of this Standard shall require the Purchaser's
written agreement and shall be considered only if the Manu-
fecturer defines such exceptions and deviations in writing
prior to confirming the purchase order and shall apply only

*.; to the order in question. A
NA

1.4 Compliance with these specifications shall be indicated by
Areference to them on quotations and diagrams.

A2. ArPLICASLE INDUSTRY STANDARDS Ia

2.1 Electronic Industries Association (EUA) Standard RS-281,
"Construction Standards, Numerical Machine Tool Control"
shall apply to all electronic equipments, panels, apparatus
and chassis.

2.2 G.E. Standard 1231-06 "Repetitive Design Electrical". *

*"Specification for Electrification of Machine Tools and
Industrial Equipment".

Joint IndustryCo-ate"0CIC) Standard EGP-l-1967;
"Electrical Standards for W ral Purpose Machine Tools"
shall apply to all equipment& have electronic and
electrical apparatus applid togethe

2.4 American National Standards Institute (ANSI) St
Y32.2-1967; "craphic Symbols for BlectrlA1 and Elect a
Diatrams" shall apply to all "-ectronic eq-1..rart prints,
reproducible and diagrams.

WIN sy •MGI OF i I of
3IU~fl~& CW~t2'!1u ~ 1231-07 4/l/6, ~
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3. 4

Li ~ hmm1 gwy dets to be furnished witirqnO~ ~ ~i.~
,&wtw tfot Itobehe's * ppwo 11.. .uI~i -:S a

1.1. 1 Sdhmetic-or Elementary dtoeme

3.1 .2 Kkeftrmuic eqvipawnt -layout

3.1.3 Stook or igerial List

3.1.4 ?beery or saemnee of operation

3.*1.5 InfOrmet iol on reomnded test isstrmntat ion or cwber
special eqaaipwnt for use on suffga %lqtAi 2tnt. If

I e rk""i is Uot' swalaaibe AI! tumg
be *awable by suWplkar.

3.2 Final data renti-,v-wtt

3.2.1 One co~pkote aet of elementary die.s. of elattznic
control Systems, shall be furisbefrl Z uemcis
form.

3.2.2 Bloek diagsam of control fnnetismtuIlI1 be fu.gigod.
where applcakle, in reproualefom~,

3.2.*3 Conm.ctton, andltrcamka.
saellI be fuimae in xapmrmcbh 4

3.2.4 CONPOnt- and EquIPMant Locatiom-ar Lyart dbaom
shall be faszishad to uppradoe"Is few.

3.2.*5 Three. saes ntw~~s ~ 'i ~ i N

3.2.5.*1 Opellatey

of opmation.

3.*2.5. *2 ieintanUCL't k~m 4 b

ON& a -smee-upwt u e

M- 11lst wiebkAVISAW .L~o mM

3.2.A A coffilet* list of all print itmbeg wth titles
pertaining. to the equipant supplied.

3.2.7 _Ac"lPIte se-t of test, eheek-out, sWo*1r p. formame _
d~ia-- Atlt.ding r.davane outr , MUMNM dazz, and
other ai e ' sta, w~re applicable.
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3.2.1 I aomotion on special eboole sad/or iutructtw
material evailable on supplied equip Emto.

3.2.9 information listing volta$e, phase. frequency and
volt-ampere reqLiremnts on supplied equipment.
Nameplates shall be of a durable material, such
as bakelite or metal.

3.3 Schematic or glementary Diagrams. In addition to those items
listed in the Reference Standards listed under Sec. 2, the
following is required:

3.3.2 All internal and external connections to the pins
for each plug-in device shall be shown giving
adequate information on both male and female
receptacles to facilitate the location of each
connection promptly and correctly.

4. CMONPONrTS:

4.1 It is recomended that plug-in devices be used wheruver possible.

4.2 Tube and other component selection should be made from
Manufacturer's preferred lists.

4.3 If special, matched, or limited characteristic components
are used, such information shall be indicated on the schematic
diagrams, stock list, and, if pract'lial, on the equipment
chassis or nameplate.

5. COSTRIJCTION PRACTICE

5.1 Mechanical.

5.1.1 It is recommended that equipment enclosures be
constructed to give accessibility to contained
components from the front.

5.1.2 All edges and corners on metal assemblies shall
be smooth and rounded.

5.1.3 Captive retaining clamps, screws, and devices shall
be used wherever possible.

5.1.4 Resilient washers shall be used whenever plastic,
phenolic, porcelain, or other brittle materials
mist be bolted in assembly.

5.1.5 Control knobs shall be fastened by tw set screws
or other positive method.
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5.2 ZlecCrical.

5.1.1 Required eomections frow cable veld to both
cometor pin and cible clamp shall be vM& from
the shield directly to the pin and the pin shell

be connected to the cable clamp by hook-up ,i".
Connection to the clamp shall be made by lug.

5.1.2 Wjhenever a cable is terminated in a con ctor,
an appropriate cable clamp shall be used to
secure the cable.

5.1.3 The connector cable clamp of the appropriate eiss
shall be mounted around LhC oater insuletiom covern

of the cable.

5.1.4 Connection and elamps shill be sufficiently tight

to prevent ditagt -Lo orncctons during asmsely am4

use.

5.1.5 Oil tight construction *hall be used.

5.1.6 The energized port-ion of a circuit shall be connected

to the female portion of tntercouuecting devioes.

5.1.7 All wires and cables shall be secured aud protected

to prevent strain on the wire teuaintiou or treyig
of the insulation.

5.1.8 Appropriate warning labels or taga shall be provided
on enclosures shielding dangerous high voltame,
sources of radiation, or both.

THIS ST AD DOSrS NOT- CONFLICT WITH OSA 3El=I= =3Xt?5 S OF 9/22/72.

H
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GENERAL41 ELECTRIC
AIRCRAFT ENGINE GROUP

PLANT ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION STANDARDSswim-- "' ' I~ wMuM
M.I ICA GOUNDIN CONSTRUCTION & INTALATION 51s22/75

ELECRICA S1251-01

This Standard viii be used to supplement the grounding requirements of the NEC and
covers the minimum provisions for the electrical grounding of all industrial equip-
ment, lighting fixtures, and low voltage distribution equipment, and shall apply to
all electrical work performed in the River Works unless otherwise specified in writing

EUIPNT GROUNDING

I- The gronding conductor shall in no case be a system neutral or a current carry-
ing conductor. (In most cases the system neutral will be grounded. If this is the5
case, it must be grounded at only one location--at the transformer).

2- The enclosing cases, mounting fravies, etc., of all switches, circuit breakers,
control panels and other electrical equipment or electrically operated equipment
must be grounded by running a grounding conductor from a ground established at
the source of supply, to the equipment to be grounded.

S 3- This grounding conductor must b- run inside the conduit or wiring channel en- a
T closing the power conductors supplying the equipment, or in the case of a multi-
A conductor cable, must be located inside the sheath of the cable. The only

exception to this is in the case of lead-sheathed power cable where the lead A
o sheath may, in most cases, be used as a grounding conductor and must be con-

nected to ground at each end.

A
4- All metallic conduits, wiring channels and the armor of armored cable or BX must
-be connected al each end to the grounding conductor or firmly attached at each

end, with good electrical contact, to a properly grounded connection box. All
connection boxes must be connected to the grounding conductor which must run
through the box.

5- Where circuits consist of two or more power conductors in a conduit or wiring
channel, the grounding conductor may be no more than one standard wire size
miler than the power conductor, but in no case smaller than #14, nor larger
than #4/0. The groumding conductor shall be stranded and covered with a green
Fla- ol (type T.W.) jacket up to #2AWG. Larger sizes may be bare stranded. If
green is not available, the grounding conductor should be clearly and perm-
antly identified at all terminating points or taps by the use of green marking
taps, code markers or similar permanent identifying means.

In all cases the white wire should be used for the current-carryIng neutral only
and never s a grounding conductor.

6- In non-metallic multiconductor cables, the green condtctor is to be used as the
grounding conductor.

ST AMEROP seiIsMM 'I N&JIvMu 'PAOITI O
4 COinaiM S1251-01 6/24/60 4.- PAGO
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7- in V.C. intrlocked Ainr. Cable, use the tw or Smonadiug estocamenadh
are p laced between voids of -the larger curveat mI!OW am -aeutmgiam
duct ors. Du to cozzo ve act ion consiftJ--- fiae SUfth 040, the
*Meath of the Interlueke armo cable des no nubbe, setimfater -run. -The
comine sizes of the groo-hag eandeetars fula with Inaaima sara
&Pnalo about 50% the wine of ma Poe can tm.

*)8- IVmere AX cable is specified In AUC sizes 12 and 14, Inrease the nmbe. of can-
ductoTs in the cable by am. and use the Ted insulated conductor (vo size As
the pover conductor) as the groud wire.* The Sim wire in W-V=19iic
shmatiumd cable Is of adequate ese.

9- if the art.cturee or devicam cimind by paragraph 2 vr so locatend an tA be
within six feet of a istallic a. md such as building steel, intal pipes or
troughs, or other machine frames -- &nd also are not intercotmeted ninca1ly
by structural beas, pipes, conduits, or the like, whose circuit lenth is 100
feet or be"e -- they should be directly intercoincted by a bere copi cable
of the sine indicated In paragraph 5, excep to so cas smaller 14 46 AMC:

()10- BEUSWAY:

Vhere maetal enclosed plug-in binsway Is ued, the ebemy huld he proosided
with an internal grounding has, and the yawg or trolea devices *m:ds with
contact stabs or trolleys for making contact -with thlim .r n hebu. This-
grounding bus should be poolikiwly camectAd teo -thebo mg .9 , .- it the
point of supply and should moe good eloctrinel ~ twith the -bue -ankoere
at learnt at bath ends of -the bus rm

in those types of buavsy dwher an Internal grourding rus As ne Amilabeaw
not specified (this suld -be -InI I l ai eftla), the I aMadimn sa
serve as the coatinuathe if itbe evsipamot gm - pau thNh
requieets ave atisfied.

a- Installation of bus - When installing the btinimy sysmanueiat,
electrical connecting Joists between adjacent pections of Ininny %uwW
The graund wire of the 'Aed cable to the bo=mt be *olh.Wk cmmnd to
the food -in box eelasm u hich In tonms be aauftiy va mate -** -th
bausy meiasure.

b- Plug Connect ion - Mn loserting the Plug-ft daima, the attechiss SAR or
other balding devices muat be tihtened, -portleubSoly an Vshaftd ngas
to iusave good electrical coatact betwm -bua and plug Mb.
greueftia conductor In the cale droap froms thr 1-m i.* -h p
wet dm11 he connected to the plug banulg by a 1g, luIg.

11- GOM-NG OF L1GUXO ~fmUBES:

a- All lighting fixtures, whether Jacmaieecmat, mouay or fluanot, ven be
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1- GRA DING OF LIGWTING FIXTURES (Cont'd) .....

grounded in accordance with the above. Where fluorescent fixtures are mounted

in continuous rows, each fixture unit must be individually grounded.

12- TRANSFOINER GROUNDING:

a- All standard 1000 KVA, 13.8 KV, 480Y/277 volt A.C. substations have the

transformer neutral grounded at the substation. This neutral shall not be

grounded at any other location. The transformer enclosure is also grounded.

b- Single phase systems in the low voltage range, supplied from a single phase

transformer must be grounded at the transformer. Where a mid-tap is avail-

able (as with the Edison system), the ground should be at this mid-tap.

13- WELDING

In order to prevent damage to the equipment grounding conductors of arc welding

transformers or motor generator sets, such equipment must never be operated

without a return conductor from the work, of sufficient capacity to carry the

welding current.

14- BURIED GROUND CONNECTIONS:

All buried ground connections shall be made by brazing or Thermit velding,
similar to the Cadweld process. All other ground connections shall be made by

brazing, welding, or with approved pressure terminals properly applied.

15- OPEN WIRE FEEDERS

When making a branch connection to an open wire feeder, the branch circuit

equipment ground wire will connect onto a continuous ground conductor run par-
allel to the open wire feeder, or if this parallel ground conductor is not
available, the ground connection will be made into building steel in close prox-

imity to the splice point.

(*) THIS STANDARD DOES NOT CONFLICT WITH ANY SECTION OF NEC OR OSHA
AS OF OCTOBER 1, 1974 AS AMENDED.

(*) INDICATES AREA OF REVISION FROM PREVIOUS ISSUE.

'Now
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GENERAL* ELECTRIC
AIRCRAFT ENCINE GROUP

PLANT ENGINEERING LiCONSTRUCTION STANDARDS
11/20/72

IRXE AND CASIX CMMO CODTIM CONSTRUCTION & INSTAIIATION
KUCTICAL. -o .. M- 01).$1251-20

SCOPE

The purpose of this Standard is to establish a plan for the identification of con-
ductors of the various electrical branch circuits, 0-600 Volts, as required by
Article 210-5 of the National Electrical Code - 1971, and OSHA.

COLOR CODE REQUIREMENTS

Electrical Distribution Systems
0 - 600 Volts

CONOUCTOR 0ESIGNATION 2

,, ,tr -d -,. - -- ----.------. I - - - - -

System Ion A a C j Neut. Grd 1 2 Minul P1iu
___s__ito_" .,.,.iL (+)

4 480Y/277 volts j hite -
34 - 4w - 60 Hz Black Red Blue Red Tracer Green 7
208Y/i2o Volts WhiteN

N - 4W - 60 Hz Yellow Brown' Orange Blue Tracer Green _

A 120/24O Volts White Black Red A
6t - 3w - 60 HZ Green Yellow Orange M

125/250 Volts -IT e Tr_
3W - OC Gray Green BL/W BL/IK

Control AC Red

Control DC nI..

1- Identifying strip of colored tape is an acceptable substitute for colored codpd
wire. The strip is to consist of two (2) 1/2" wide bands of tape separated by
1/2" space. The tape Identifying solid color to be at least a 2" wide band.

2- Color coding is required at each junction in system.

T~nS WMmhhf DCS 3OT COWLCT O O IA 3Q5TMmMS AS Of SKEMIM 22, 1972.

'1 " .3 M MA OF '" ,, ,S PAM 1, ,
Ril I= R & C$1 51251-20 4/5/62 M1I.,

I ,- I/.I If. ""I. i I
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GENERAL* ELECTRIC E,...

ARCIAPT FOGNIE G~U Ppefthm

CE 511
I:Pie 1 - o 12

D.t 9114/76

Desc ription: Abrasive Flow Facillty

Prepared by: Proposed Facility Location
Lynn - Building: Area

Satellite Plant: Hooksaett N.K.
'.- ;Planr 11

R. Kthn, Enginefr General Electric
2-6A Ext. 4141

Government X

Approved by:

R.I.. Yeaton, Manager
770-') 1kI Ink~q/mpeIIer PDP
Mail Drop )7426

GENERAL ELECTRI; COMPANY

AIRCRAFT ENGINE GROUP

000 WESTE RN AVE. - LYNN - MASSACHUSETTS 01910
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1. 0 GENERA L: 917

This specificacion vill cover the requirements for a T700
Blisk/Impeller abrasive flow facility.

1.2 Instructions for Quoting:
1. Z. I The vendor shall quote his standard equipment and related

accessories.

1. 3.2 If vendor's standard equipment does noL conform to any of the
requirements listed here, he shall:

1.2.2.1 Quote his standard equipment and accessories.
1. 2. 2.2 Indicate how the standard machine does not conform,
1. 2. 2.3 Quote additional price of modifying the standard

equipment to comply with this specification. Also
state percentages of the additional price which are
applicable to Engineering, Materials, & Mfg..

1.2.3 The vendor's quotation must state compliance with this speci-
fication. Some exceptions to this specification may be approveI

by the customer, therefore, exceptions must be detailed in the
vendor's quotation with Veference to the paragraph involved.

1 2. 4 The vendor shall submit with his quotation, a completed Goner
Electric "Data Form #O"F-10" which will be considered pre-

liminary until resubmitted in accordance with :ra. S. 1. 1.

1. 2. S The vendor's quotation shall include delivery time of entire
equipment package and shall be based on arrival at the designsl
ted General Electric Company Plant.

1. 3 Responsibilities of the Vendor:
1. 3. 1 The successful vendor shall be responsible for ensuring that

the equipment supplied to the customer fully complies with the
requirements of this specification including any deviations
accepted by the General Electric Company as referenced in

paragraph 1. 2. 3.

1. 3.2 The equipment described herein shall be built to customer
approved drawings. Customer approval of any document
describing a design, process, or procechre does not waive ot
supersede any of the requirements of this specification nor the 4
vendor's responsibility for fulfilling all of the specification

requiremems.
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2. 0 . 1_PJYWM

1; 2 . The followinq documents shall form a part of this specifi-

cation. Any exceptions shall be stated it the vendor's

quotation. In case* where General -*lcctric and other codes

zonflict, Qtenoral Clectric requirements shall apply.

2.1 General -.'lectric Specification for the Electrification
of Machine Tools and Industrial Zquipment No. S1231-0,
dated 10/30/72 Trhen the purchase order rof-

erences a Government Contract number, the requirements
* for exclusive use of General Electric components, is

waived.

2.2 General Electric Specification for Electronic IndvS-,ria

Equipment No. S1231-07, dated 3/1/71.

2.3 General Electric Specification S1251-01, datmd 12/13/68.
(Electrical Grounding)

2.4 General Electric spocification S1251-20, dated 11/28/72

(Color Codi nM)

2.5 General Clectric "Installation Data form No. D?-lO,
dated

2.6 flational Electric Code NFPA 0?0 (Latest edition)

2.7 The latest revision of the Joint Industrial Council's

Electrical Standards foL General Purpose Machine Tools.

2.d The latest revision of thL Joint Industrial Councilor

Hydraulic Standards.

n..9 National Machine Tool Builders Association (INTBA)
Standard

2.10 The American Society of Mechanical Enqineers (ASME)
nollcr and Pressure Ves!.el Code, Section VIIZ.

2.11 Applicable portions of thf! latest edition of the U. S.
Department of Labor ( AfLkt,. & flealth Standards")-
Commonly known as (O.S.H.A.)
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1.~pe 4~
R. r~ r,; r -m-en f 4

. £AC'!TY DESCRIPTION

.1. . G r, eral

: The vendor shall supply an automatic abrasive flow machining facility

inclit!in& abrasive flow machinery, media, tooling and media removal

equipient.

2..? Media Cooling and Replenishrnent
The abrasive flow facility shall include the following features

An .aurasive media cooling systen de.signed to nr,. proper

c,,,,'ing of the rnedia under cufntinUou op,.ritiin, and also to

11,tintain uniformity of time for an operating cycle.. The

cooling system shall maintain the rnedia at a tryiperatur,. (4

1 Z"F or le,,n diring continuous opera' . ,n.

An automatic mt.dia replenishing system w hich shatl rniiit.in

t', const.tnt volume of media in the working syst,.m. The. iti'd,

t-ink for thi" iAke-up system shall be designed so that it sh.ll
r,.Aiiire no toola to add compound.

.. ilydraulic Sy.stern

"he hyriraulic fluid rebervoir shall have a the rniostit, controlh-d

cool ng systern which shall easily maintain the hydraulic fluid at

l..tr ~10"F under itt recommended maximum temperature during

c.,'ri ' .o operation.

t. I.'. C,;ntrols

A central control panel shall be provided and mounted in a conveni-nt

pjsition for the operator to use in running the abrasive flow machine.

This panel shall be equipped with all of the necessary controls,

properly identified, for the safe operation of the machine.

The triachine controls shall permit operation in either the atutornatic

or serni-autnmatic node.

1'hs. c,)ntrol panel ,0 hill incthide (bht mhall not nec,'s%.%rti,,. litnitd ti)

Itw cfintrol,, br th,. top and bottuot rmcch. cylinders, nie(,(a t,,n wpr.ature

irdeh, iting gage, mn.'tta cycle countrr, hydraulic pump presbire gag%,,
clarning pr.usure gage, and all nect-isary start/stop buttons, selertor

,,witches, and indi .sting lights recuired for mantal .nd autorn tic oper0i -

t.rnal modpa.
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V,, _.' ,.,!*

r- n" IItt e &-.Ljrt I , 5 ~rL 1L hr' ih d t ,1 t r At t -i ty p e r e q u tr I I
a8 of both hands by the operator to hold the button depressed uJ-til

f iteh clamp close pressure has been applied.

Tre ftcility $hall hsve the necessary safety devicts to insure bifv

op,.er.ttln. These devices shall include (but are not neccssarily liui:td

tei) gu.irds, where required; work platform railing%, if recluircd, and

electrical interlocks to insure operator baftty and protection of thr

produ t.ion part.

,-ttrr iL shall be provided which allow abrasive [141 gchn~n . p.art
thrri rachinre ..ottags have been made that I)rovi!,- orp,'r par.ATtttr

;Or lh,%t part.

1 1 ". )arz no,. ,)j, .t t'wv -stat'on tr ,nsfe-r -'.:nit a'i.L ) i w, an

.'r.itor to .,.nl d trid re oadr a prod'ction par \t1. ,l,..tld part

~.W~fixt ,irs' ir. in the p-ecess p1 o8itiofl.

'2 ,. 'ol,' ing (if a part !,. lding fixtair,' Into the ;iri .- ; ?. : h.h ll ',a I

.,,.r .d to pr,.v(.nt ,ubm,-que'nt processing opt.ra,,e i - , bi irjg initi.,t. d

f the !ixt ir. eloes not Index into the correct poxltio: 14 lhignli'nt b(tv. o

the iir and 10,uer inerdi., cylinders.

"Th A- I ,d/unllao ntation shall be at the front of the riichin,.

I'li, pt rt tot,,ing shaI be designed (if wea'v ri-sistant miat-ri,,i .\.hich K.,U

inr'r !, ng life and be easily maintained, and this design shall also h lv.

.specific features to protect the production part. All tvoling drawings !4,h.l

conforrm to the Purchaser's "Tool Design Practices".

All t,,ling drawingn ,hall be submitted for review prior to fabrication.

G. ,rleain& _yuric_,nt

r.. facitity ithall incl-ide a clvaning ,.tatinn tor rer,'&,vi. .,, l retained

•n ,ia from the part. Thisa ation shi Ll con.sist of d ,tO 1 u,.'-n : .1dand

c ycl," Tirno-d air blow -offf (.tcility h.ivin g all ,4 th,' r' (-.,', ry ?,%f.'. y

..............-.... -.... ..... . ..... .. -----. I - / I I. I-
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ow, - I If 4  7 6

)t . e f P ?.1 tf. r

iy,ret tiP c'j;t -re-'sr-q.r-e r-' : tho .ic, s ~f'il pr''ci: ',ing (,f

ve.~'replant x reopcris.le GE perponnel Present.

:g. I llitk - ('.F. drawing (-032TZ6
frylpell..r -- b035ThS

Et~~~IONF HQUt1AFEMENTS

f., 1ty Willk be Lapthl.- uf producing the fin.&l sirface texture
n !~. t s ltste-d r..elo%, and will also be capable of rv-ovring all

*,kr- fjthw rne-dha ti-m pArts afte~r Abrasive flow machining. It

601. -1 6Oj, 60, 3,' T4 7 And T 1~T8

.&r(act- rmi,nn.s~ 4 n ail ? -, icp\k N..irfae
?I * PA. A r 6-: t' u I ~ rt vng v.ith s~urface rotixhr.' to

rt, :rlher AA. t-i 1r, a ,y contour ryu11ing.

~iiiL.e t ni,i.e-rt.l to tth(.'0 ri-quoireot wiriacE ,,t iie;

r'.~t. -- r'.'Irns y !)#- di'!f-rent fr different drAwing n iohrr

'C--r 4 satv-roai r, mo~ve-d frum at given drawing number par., :riust
I;, tri.. P.'rne cjvtr Al J~rilcw SUrfACCA on all parts of that drawing

ni~ri t rWithin the- fohcmii ig 1inlith:

:.ip ane i' opt- it-r hi.tric c~orve.x * nd concave imur f.Ace
p - I a t f4) rr ni f,& -. - ,th of t, ,ite r la I r r mov #-d
., I v A ry cvth.. n . 0 00 1 rt, r a x t c m i .
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,, , !.. J " "c!Ih of ii. ter.-.l remnroved at the

', ., f n i .,- the trailing cdg's may 1)r greater than tie

,r1.A ,,1 ii,, re, , v, d frtin, ,thter surfaces. litt not iore
l It:.',% n . jo ) in . Wt., at--r.

Irmpt,,IL.r )LActti,' adling edge-s - depth of material removed

ay b" gra.ttt r thtnt the naxi lyum removed from other

rf.tre!', t n,,t more than .O0iS in. greater.

.i. S,..Srfaccs N.t to be Abrasive Flow Machined

Bl%,;, blade tips, impeller blade tips, and impeller trailing

cdgt-A will not be- abrasive flow machined.

'1.3 ; "' e!. ov i ,,f Media

Rrnve all iredia from part surfaces by using air to blow off

,. ntially all niedia, followed by ultrasonic degreasing to remove

all traces of mrrdi..

-. -'rittofln C pac ity

Th, -fIcilty shall be ca ipable of pr(,ce',tag 20 gets of parts
Ia..d)lie (a totaL of 100 part--) in liO !w~irs. ro-t:
s-ing tirtir in the- i~wrasive-f~v imwohimng floor t- floo4r

ts ' h £ rc.). ( n j ts of part loading, u,.[o.ding. macl It- Cunti,

.. tti:.'. ,And operation. abrasive flow cycle time, rnedia change tim c

( f -4y) and rt-ct;t rerpleni h hiient timre.

7 k r,.CeEi I kr."

".'lo7 sha it qLt~-- the fl~oi'r to floor *tLV-'L.' i lv .ciin

'.' t *r 43c part i sh.ll al-4o q',te th, ,'l,-.nii'jz tilr t, ffr r'tch

t. r .. ,parat,,lY.

p"yw ritlt.r tuo ii ir a nil 1)r (1c, .t 1 11 1ii' 4.IId ), '1 i]). 1ti th01

(..tl r,.j,,tr,-' ett ,,n afny quantity of cach of the p.krts, with

.. ,.t ~machining p.,rarrlete.rs, ouch as media pressure and temper-

ature and number oi flow cycles. Different parameters may be used

vior -ifferent drA~aing number part.
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4.0 ALiTALM It

1he vendor thall quote a seprate price for each of the
f[,1wlnq additional featuros:
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5.1 A- soon as the design and engineering of the
equipment is completed, the vendor shall provide the
custome.:
5.1.1 A completc General Electric Installation

Data" form ,Dr-1O. dated ( 3/24/69 ) and

certified by the vendor.

5.l.2 Thr'ce (3) c crtificd copies of the scaled plan
vicw, front .- evation and end elevation
drawings showing location and sizes of all
required services together with foundation,
riounting, and interconnection details.

s,.1.' '.~gn !ayout:, tnuluding wiring and piping
diagrams foe cu.tnmer review and approval.

.2 lt t1rric of shipment, the vendor shall provide one (1)
conmplt,. et of reprnducible elertrical and piping
dtaqrtrm!j to JIC stindards.

'.3 At least f ) we'. , before deliv;!rv of the
e-iuipment, thf, ver(cou nhail provide:

S.3.1 Three (3) cCptcs of the maintenance manual
and parts list and the recommended spare
parts list, including preventative maLnts-
nance and lubrication instructions.

5.3.2 Four (4) copies of the operating instructions.

5.3.3 Two (2) copien of the electrical. mecha~ncal
and piping diagrams.
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."hin 3o dive from receipt if General Electric. order, vendor

s' ill provide General Electric Company with a plan ehowing times
I t serience of major events during the construction And tasting

- he qi

A. g ,iliy explained progress reports will be supplied to General Ele tri-
Company every month until theorder is 7074 completed. After which,

these reports shall be submitted weekly until completion. In any

event, the vendor shall notify the customer of any change in th-e

schedule as soon as it ocurs.

0 EQUIPMLNT ACCEPTANCE:

7. 1 The vendor shall demonstrate, in his plant. that the equtprneft
(rtrnplieu with the accuracy and functional requir#ments of this

.ecificat,or.. inder the observation of General Electric Corpan.
r pr e -n t .t iv c().

. Th-e -,est pr, cedure Phall incl,',de, but n t be limited to the
fow.in

... I A demonstration of all equipment and control

functions, and of the equ;pment accuracy per
Section 3. 0 of this speciftication. (The customer

h;as the option of requiring any or all of the tests

in the procedure including the option of using

his own inspection equipment.

7. l. Z. 3 The successful processing of

production parts as specificel in Siection 3.0.

7.2 A.thorlzatton to ship will be based on the sucLeesful completion

of the ekqupment demonstrations per paragraph 7. 1.

7. i Final acceptance will be made in the customer's plant and will

he based on x successful demonstration that the equipment fully

rteets the requirements of this specification in accordance with

.A ragrap': 7. I. Z .
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7. 4 ,e vend,-r shall provide a service engineer in the custo.ner's
;,[ant at r.,' aidditional charge, for a time sufficient to instail. &.art

-I,, the eqUiptnent. carry out the final acceptance per paragrapr 7. 3
!,)(I train oper,iting personnel.

e vend )r ,. ill -,ubm it to the . . :,,mpr, t.u'o .:" er .'id co,,ie,6 ,i

, . .ma h.na , :ePt resulte prior to u.ched Ie,! do:-.instrition (,f tree

PA Color reiitred: As specified on ,.jirchate -)rler.

S.... ' .. 1 upr~-ent and all associated components sha. be painted vitn

. ily reistant paint, Pittsburgh No. 2376 c~r eq,iivalent

. - t, equipment ts uqed under normal operating conditi.). aIll
repair -ervicr .nd required replacement parts shall be provided free of
chtr,- to GenerAl .lectric Company by the vendor for a period of twelve
(12) r:-, nth& frnom the date of final acceptance.

. .,-11,1,i'NG RLQU;MEi:MENTS-

Up, n .cceptance far thi:mint. the Seller shiall ship the equipment FOB

retving dock. General Electric Company, Daniel Webster High-
y, oks3tt,53
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1,-ca.f.cation No: RE- Rev: .

r Lrc',: 3rder M, Machine Ser No.

....,pptng Weightr lbs. I.&. Floor Sp.%c-

*AC .le-trical. Motors

.P. Voltae Phases

a.

C.

1is '. Vol .I 2 '."v ,-rer Provil ed

Cthtir Ele-ctrical Pequireent_

- Control Panel Mountingi Attached to Machine E Separate C3
,, 5p.tal foindation required, Y I'S C1 NO E.

',,7.-hna requires laggingi YES [J NO []
* Leve .nq Accuracy required

pressure_ v-oun t
, ...... pressure_--------------amount

w.t r .. ........ pre sure_ .- aroj n t
"ag (-, ura1) pressure - ........- --.- -n

Srt! clear water spe _
e - ' - - - - - - --.. .. .. o th e r .. .. ... . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .

.. : '7v. ' vsndtr to Includa iescriptiv-l tnforrti.,
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DFSCRIPTION: INSPECTION FACILITY FOR MEASUREMENT
O ) OF T700 BLISK AND IMPELLER ARFOILS

AND FLOWPATH.

REVIEWED BY: J. Walsh M. Gronberg

W. Watson G. Levesque

M.Williams

W. Rouse

R. Yeaton

---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

AIRCRAFT ENGINE GROUP

DANIEL WEBSTER HIGHWAY NORTH

HOOKSETT. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03106

---------- ------------------------ ----------------------------------------------
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). SCRiPTION: INSPECTION FACILITY FOR T700 BLISK AND

IMPElLER AIRFOII.S AND FLOWPATH.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

PREPARED BY: Proposed Facility Location

7 .Satellite Plant: Hooksett
Qu a Iity Cor tr o i//u n Iee ring

General Electric

M.ail Drop: Ho(1;-sfrtt, Plant I Government X

P},,re. (603) 669-4900 Ext. Z58

--------------------------------------------------------
APPROVED BY: APPROVED BY:

M.A. Gronberg M Williams
Quality Control Engineering t .ger, Quality Control
Mail Drop, Hooksectt Plant II Mail Drop, Hook.5ett Plant I
Phone: (603) 669-4900 Ext.. 258 Phone: (603) 669-4900 Ext. 201

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

AIRCRAFT ENGINE GROUP

DANIEL WEBSTER HIGHWAY NORTH

HOOKSETT, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03106
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1. 0 GENERAL

1. 1 Scope: This specification covers the requirements for inspection
£, measurement systems to provide production Quality Assur-

ance capabilities for the Blisk and Impeller airfoil and flow
path features.

1. 2 instructio rs for Quoting:

1. 2. 1 The .vendor shall quote all equipment and related accessories
required to meet this specification. These items must be

presented in a format showing the breakdown'of costs of
various inc remehts.

1. 2. 2 Also, quotations are encouraged for additional equipment as

proposed by the vendor as an optiob for enhanced capability,
improved time cycles or other advantages as determined by
latest.state-of-the-art developments.

1. 2. 3 The vendor's quotation must state compliance with this
specific'ation, any exceptions. to.this specification must

be approved by the customer, therefore, exceptions must
be detailed in the vendor's .quotation with reference to the

paragraph involved, . -

1. 2. 4 The vendor shall submit with his quotation, a completed
General Electric "Data Form #DF-10" which will be con-
sidered p'reliminary until resubmitted in accordance with

paragraph 5. 1. 1.

1. 2. 5 The vendcr's quotation shall include delivery time of
entire equipment package and shall be based on arrival

at the designated General Electric Company Plant.

I 3 Res nsibilities of the Vendor:

I 3. 1 The successful vendor shall be responsible for ensuring
that the equipment supplied to the customer fully complies
with the requirements of this specification including any

d, viationL accepted by the General Electric Company as

,-ferenced in paragraph 1. 2. 3.

, I I I I1I
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1. 3 Res3pornsihilities of the Vendor: (Cont'd.

1. 3. 2 The equipment described herein shall be built to customer
approved .drawings and/or specifications. Customer approval
of any document describing a design, process, or procedure
does not waive or supersede any of the requirements of this
specification'nor the vendors responsibility for fulfilling all

of the specification requirements.

2. 0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS.

the following documents shall form a part of this specification. Any
exceptions shall be stated in the vendor's quotation. In cases where*
General Electric andother codes conflict, General Electric requirements
shall apply.

2. 1 Ceneral Electric Specification for the Electrification of Machine Tools
and Industrial Equipment No. S1231-06, dated 10-30-72. When the
purchase order references a Government Contract number, the re-

quirernents for exclusive use of General Electric components, is
waived.

Z. 2 General Electric Specification for Electronic Industr'ial Equipment
No. S1231-07, dated 6-1-73.

2.3 General Electric Specification S1251-01, dated 5-22-75 (Electrical
Grounding).

2. 4 General Electric Specification S1251-20, dated 11-20-7Z (Color Coding).

2. 5 General Electric "Installation Datak" form No. DF-10, dated 3-24-69.

2. 6 National Electric Code NFPA #70 (latest edition).

2. 7 The latest revision of the Joint Industrial Council's Electrical Stahdards
for General Purpose Machine Tools.

2. 8 The latest revision of the Joint Industrial Council's Hydraulic Standards.

2. 9 National Machine Tool Builders Association (NMTBA) Standard.

Z. lOThe American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII.

2. 1lApplicable portions of the latest edition of the U.S. Department of
Labor ("Safety & Health Standards") - Title 41, Part 50-204.
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3. 0 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

3. 1 This specification'covers the requirements for inspection facilities

( to measure Blisk and Impeller airfoils and flow paths. The facility

will be uilized for production measurements but must provide variable
data for analytical 'evaluations. The design concepmust be such that

the inspection facility may be readily modified so as to inspect changed

cronfigur.ations 'of airfoils. The system must be a (5).axis CNC inspect-
ion machine. (4 axis under CNC simultaneous cornrol and 1 axis mechan
ically adjustable for probe clearance).

3.2 Operating Condition

3.2.1 The equipment shall be located in a manufacturing environment
with. reasonable protection from contamination and with tempera-
ture control of + 58 F. A maximum temperature change of 5* F
/hour or 20 F in ten (10) minutes may be expected. Electrical
voltage will be 110 or 220 V + 100,. 60 'cycle, single phase.

Voltage fluctuations of this maenitude must not effect equipment

performance.

3. 2. 2 Shop air will be 90 pounds per square inch gauage pressure with
moisture and oil present .in the air supply. Pressure controls,

filters, dryers, et;. as necessary are to be provided by the
vendor.

3. 2. 3 Vibrations from adjacent machining operations will be present
and must not effect system performance. The vendor shall pro-
vide adequate controls to isolate vibrations as required.

3. 3 Requirements

3. 3. 1 Engineering Drawings

3.3. 1. 1 Four different Blisks are'to be inspected, but should
be considered as typical only. The present engineering
drawings contain many specific dimensions, requiring
inspection, that are clearly defined on the drawing.
However, the.actual. airfoil shape is defined, at present,

on precision engineering masters (glass or mylar lay-
ou.ts) as well as basic engineering data consisting of
approximately 120 points defined as "X" and "Y"
coordinates for each section.

3.3. 1.2 X-Y-Z coordinates with probe approach points (normal
to surface) can be suip rCinedbyi
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3. 3. 1 Eineering Drawings (Cont'd.)

3.3. 1.2 The conceptural d'esign must be capable of

accepting basic engineering data in X and Y
coordinate format.

The General Electric Company will. furnish this data
on standard ASCII punched tape, magnetic tape or

prirntouts as most appropriate for programming.

Software programs must be desighed so'as to readily

accept modified or new airfoil data without major
programming effort.

3. 3.2 Set-up and Inspection Cycle Tirries

3. 3.2. 1 Blisk and Impeller Set-up

The system is to be designed to facilitate rapid cali-
bration system check and part set-up for inspection.
It is desireable that the -changeover from one part
configuration to another shall not exceed (10) ten

minutes including all necessary tool changes and
calibration or .establishing reference datums.

3. 3. 2. 2 Blisk and Impeller Inspection Cycle Times
Actual inspection times would be dependent on the
extent of inspection required by the General Electric

Company, using the full capability of the system or
only pairtially as in a sample plan. However for eval-
uatibn of system performance the following require-
ments are established.

Inspection time. for inspecting one (1) representitive
airfoil (stage Z Blisk - all 4 inspection sections) must
not exceed 25 minutes including repositioning the

probe to each dection. (See Exhibit L)

The inspection time for inspecting one (1) typical full
vane on the Ixtipeller must not exceed 10 minutes,
including platfqrm. (See Exhibit II)
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3. 3. 2 Set-up and" Inspection Cycle Times (Cont'd.)

3.3. 2. 3 Inspection and set-up times are to be based on an
"experienced, fully trained" operator.

3.3. 2. 4 Inspect'ion times must include any computer time
falling outside the scan cycle and time for print-
out or plotting as necessary, and initial probe pos-
itioning to "er'o. "

3. 4 Measurement fixture Datums,

3. 4. 1 Datums to be used for inspection operations:
The inspections are to be performed on the part usually'with
(but not limited to) the airfoils in the finished condition.

The curvic teeth establish both the axis and a plane datum
(See Exhibit I ).

Tooling :and fixtures must be included to either locate these
datums or stage the prts on the .dattms-using cutvic mounting
rings. As an'option, the General Electric Company (14ooksett)
would consider grinding the curvic locating rings to fit the
vendor designed tooling; necessary to position all parts.

3. 5 Information Displays

3; 5.1 Options Mof -edireable is a means of quickly determining if
the gas-path characteristics conform to drawing requirements - 9

.e.:
contour - convex
contour - concave
thickness
stacking axis (relative to axial and

c ' ircumferential datums)
circumferential spacing
warp anile (twist)

chordal length

flow path contour (platform)

ee Exhibit I
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3. 5 information Displays.

3. 5. 2 If a non-conformance situation is discovered or if variable data
is necessary it is desired that a suitable means of obtaining this -
data -be available which clearly describes the condition. Clear data
output by. typcwriter, thermoprinter, high speed recorder or plotter
is required.

3.5. 3 Results of measured values printed or'displayed, must be based
on the English inch system and must display to four decimal
places.

3. 6 Human Engineering

3.6. 1 All system controls and displays (electrical and mechanical) are
to be located and designed for operating convenience, accessibility
minimizing fatigue and error. All features requiring maintena Jce
and adjustment are to be readily access-able with minimum mech-D anical interference and need for parts or assembly removals. -)

3.6.2 The operator should be able to remain seated throughout most of
the inspection activity to avoid fatigue.

3. 7 Electrical Systems

3.7. 1 Electrical systems and components must be fully documented and
readily maintainable with easy to use diagnostic routines. All
components, major and minor, must be totally available on the
domestic market.

Major peripheral components, (processors, data recorders, etc.)
must be of United States manufacture and if computor capabilities
are involved Digital Equipment Corporation, Hewlett Packard; and
Genieral Electric components are preferred (major maintainability
consideration).

3.8 Mastering

3. 8.: 1 Suitable calibrating techniqdes and masters shall be provided to
check system capabilities for setups, normal usage and periodic
calibrations. Masters must be easily calibrated by alternate
methods which are available to the local General Electric
installation.

iI : • • _ -- -- ,
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3. 9 Accuracy Requirements

3.9. 1 System Accuracy - The accuracy of measurements shal be such that
the probability of acceptance of nonconforming products is not sig-

( "nificantly affected. A-lack of accuracy and repeatability (including
temperature effe tj equal to or less than 15% of tAe tote.l tolerance
.spread (with 95% confidence) is regarded as satisfactory-for all
alplicafions. Equipment with less accuracy may not be considered
without. spicific, approval of the Purchaser's Quality Control organ-
ization.

The in'spection" system must.perform to the above' requirements for
all param'eters to be measured and in no case shall the capability
exceed +. 000Z. This accuracy must be maintained when measuring
length.of (20) inches on a diagonal line (corner to corner of the
measuring range) , (2) two sigma limit.*

3. 9. Z Resolution must be at least . 000025.

) 3.9. 3 Frame axes X-Y-Z must be perpendicular with each other within (1)
one arc secbnd.

3.9.4 Reference Exhibit I (Blisks) and Exhibit II (Impeller) for specific
characteristic accuracy requiremei ts.

3.9. 5 Rotational accuracy for the 4th axis (rotary table)

Reholution 0.5 seconds

Accuracy + I second

Face plate eccentricity (axial) + . 00016

Spindle eccentricity (Cradial) ± . 00005

C(

. .. . . . . _ ,. ..[ _ -
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4.0 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

4.1 If fastening hardware (for covers, doors, etc.) is of metric system,
two (2) sets of metric tools must be provided to cover all sizes of
hex socket head,* hex bolt head,. etc., for such hardware. The work

mounting table'rnust have tee-slots orthreaded holes for hold-downs.
(If threaded holes are used - they must be American Standard threads.)
Any work fable" hold-down Pquipment (straps, bolts, etc.) must be
American Standard Thread' System.

4. 2 The inspection system must be based on a (4) four axis measuring
machine' (CNC) with the following requirements:

4.2. 1 Measuring range approximately 18" x 7" 'x 10" minimal,

4.2.2 X.- Y- Z and 4th axis (rotating tabld) must have motorized'
drives, fully controlled and integrated into the.system.

4.2.3 Joystick controls are required for X-Y-Z axis.

4.2.4 The 4tb axis (rotary) must be useable in either vertical or
horizontal position and be manual or computer coritrolled.

4.2.5 The probe head must be (3) three dimensional and must
have collision protection', automatic tip pressure control,
selective tip pressure and constant measuring senslitivity
regardless of probe length.

4.3 Software

4.3. 1 Special measu'rement software routines must be readily
inputed as called by key or by magnetic tape cassette.

4.-3.2 Software measuring programs for the. Blisk and Impeller
'airfoils must also include the capability to mathematically

best-fit.airfoil sections. (2 dimensional)

4.3.3 Universal software. must be available for basic configurations -

available by key, including:

o spatial coordinate transformation

o ball tip. Correction

o recognition of axes and planes
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4. 3 Software (Cont'd..)

4. 3. 4 The system must be capable bf self teaching.

S4. 3. 5 The system must be capable of interfacing with a
Honey~well H6000 \via telephone for transmission of data.

S. 0 OPERAfING, :INSTAL ATION AND DESIGN DETAIL DOCUMENTS

5. 1 As soQn a.s the design and engineering of the equipment is'completed,
the vendor shall provide the customer:

5. 1. 1 A complet'ed General Electric "Installation Data" form #DF- 10.

5. 1. ZThree (3) copies of the scaled plan view, front elevation and
end elevation drawings showing lodation and sizes of all re-

quired services and peripheral equipment together with foun-
dation, mounting, and interconnecti6n details (including any
optionaI equipment.)

5. 1. 3 Maihteiiance and service space requirements for both normal
routine maintenance and major overhauls must shoW area
necessary for auxiliary equipment (overhead crane service,
fork lifts required, etc.),

5. 1. 4 Estimated floor weight must also be furnished at time of
quotation.

i

5. 1. 5 Design layouts, tooling details, wiring and piping diagrams
for customer review and approval.

5, 2 At time of shipment, the vendor shall provide four (4) complete sets
of reproducible electrical and piping diagrams to JIC standards as
well as layout and tooling detailed drawings using format approveil
by General Electric.

5.3 At the time of delivery of equipment, or before final invoice is
submitted, the vendor shall provide:

5.3. I Four (4) copies of the trintenance manual and parts list and
the recommended spare parts list, including preventative main-
tenance and lubricationt instructions. ,
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5. 3 Cont'd.

5. 3. 2 F our (4) copies of the operating instructions.

5.3.3 Four (4) copies of the electrical, mechanical and piping diagrams.

5. 3. 4.1n total, sufficient data must be supplied to allow complete and
total maintenance of all the equipment in the customers plant.
include data to allow redesign due to major confiouration changes.

5. 3. 5 Any warrantees, guarantees or documentation as described above
for purchased components must be included and transferred to
General Electric Company with the starting time of such war -

rantees beginning at the time the equipment is delivered to Genera]
Electric.

6.0 PROGRESS REPORTS

6. 1 Within 30 days from receipt of General Electric order the vendor shall
provide General Electric Company with a plan showing times and se- -
quence of major events during the.construction and testing of the equip-
ment.

6. 2 Fully explained progress repor t will be supplied to General Electric
Company every month until the'order is 70.7 completed. After which,
these reports shall be submitted bi-weekly until cormipletion. In any
event, the vendor shall notify the customer of any change in the ichedule
as soon as it occurs with appropriate explanations.

7.0 EQUIPMENT ACCEPTANCE"

7. 1 The vendor shall demonstrate, in his plant, that the equipment complies
with the accuracy and fu.ctional requirements of this specification,
under the observation of General Electric Company representati;e(s).

7. 1. 2 The test procedure shall include, but not be limited to the
following:

7. 1. 2. 1 A demonstration of all equipment and control functions,
and of the equipment accuracy per Section 3. 0 of this
specification. (The customer has the option of requirin )
any or all of the tests in the procedure including the op-
tion of usihg his own inspection equipment.)
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7.0 EQUIPMENT ACCEPTAKCE (Cont'd.) -

7. 1. Z. 2 The successful processing of actual*,roduction parts'
as specified in Section 3. 0.

7. 2 Authorization to ship will be based on the successful completion of
the equipment demonstrations per paragraph 7. 1.

7.3 Final acceptance will be inade in the customer's facility and will be
based on.a successful derronstration that -the equipment fufly meets
the requirements of this specification in accordance with paragraph
7.1.2.

7.4 The vendor shall provide a service engineer in the customer's plant
for a time sufficient to install, start up the 'equipment, carry out the
final acceptance per paragraph 7. 3 and 'train operating personnel.

7. 5 The vendor shall submit to the customer," two (2) certified copies
of his machine test results prior to scheduled demonstration of these
tests.

8.0 PAINT

Color Required: Optional

The basic equipment and all associated components shall be pain-ed with
chemically resistant paint or equivalent. International color designation
to be furnished by 'seller.

9.0 WARRANTY.

Assuming the equipment is used under normal operating conditions, all
repair service and required replacement parts shall be provided free of
charge to Generai Electric Company by the vendor for a period of twelve
(12) months from the date of final acceptance.

10.0 SHIPPING REQUIREMENTS

Upon acceptance for shipment, the Seller shall ship the equipment FOB
receiving dock, LPM, General Electric Company, Daniel Webster
Highway, Hooksett, New Hampshir 6'31 0 6.

C-

if!
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Inspection of airfoil

,1 / contour and thickness
requirements only
applicable to within•~~ ,,, ic; i'X
.04 of L. E2. &, T. E.

. -Other sections relative to point SA
Point SA- (on Ref. Sec.) to be within .002 of true position.

- , - Reference section ---- 22 blades equally spaced

I.pS PI +.005

& Circumferential

S Staging fixture datums
(established by curvic)

* Approxi ately 50 points

per section

Drg.
Characteristic K Tol.

L. E. Tangency (Axial) + . 004 A. For Purposes of Evaluation:

L. E. Tangency (Circurnf. 0 + .004 Typical Blisk - based upon
Stage 2 - 6032T27

Section Pos. - Axia. + . 005 B. Inspection time requirement

Section Pos. - Circurl. + .00Z (Rel. to is based on (4) airfoil sections
+ .05Ref. Sec.) on (1) blade including reposi-

Section Pos. -. Circumf. i + . 005 tion time, and curve fitting.

Section Pos. - Twist + + 0:45' C. Peripheral length approxi-
Cr Lmately Z. 3 inches per section.

Chord Length ., + .007 D. Point SA is established by the
009 best fit of the concave and

Contour - Concave . + .0015 convex contours (Sec. D-D)

and establishes the radial axis.
Contour - Conve +. 0015 E. If additional details are re-

Thickness +. 004 quired reference the engineer-
.003 ing drawings -

Platform Profile' . g +. 004 A Stage 1 603ZTZ6
Stage 2 6032T27
Stage 3/4 6038T08

A Average 10 points Stage 5 6038T09



Grid pa ttern for in-,1(-ction must be able( to be r-adily modified. (Eg - may need
to use same path as machining tape)

A approximately 50 points per side, input
from computer. (X-Y-Z and slope)

Point "X"I For checking circumiferential

spacing, point to point, whicl
then must be eliminated from
measurements for contour

and thickness.

*1 /Platform contour + .003
' /minimum 26 points

.- O 7. / .

Fixture Datums

V

0

Probe 3 points, calculate as a plane and determine
-normal (similar to evaluating the flank form of a

- bevel gear)

* f Thickness + .003

1. It is desirable to have output

information in the form of a
2 dimensional graph of a 3
dimensions surface, with a
printout of deviations of X,

Contour + 003 Y and Z

A. For purpose of evaluation:

Inspection time should be based upon.
Vi. ew A-A inspecting (1) full airfoil for contour
(Developed) and thickness, approximetely (50),

points. May be a grid pattern usxng
a caitesian or polar coordinate'system.

B. If additional information is required
reference the engineering drawing 6038T74.

II369/370
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1.0 GENERAL

1.1 ,',,

This specification describes the basic requirements for a System which will inspect
Jet Engine "Blisks" and "Impellars" for leading edge contour to the limits defined on
General Electric Engineering Drawings and Specifications listed in Para. 2. 0.

1. 2 Instructions for Quoting

1.2.1 The vendor's quotation must state complience with this specification. Some
exceptions may be approved by the customer, therefore, exceptions must be
detailed in the vendor's quote with Ref. to the paragraph involved.

1.2.2 The vendor's quotation must include delivery time of entire equipment package.

1.2.3 The vendor's quotation shall include a separate price for the additional features
described in Para. 7. 0.

1.3 Responsibilities of the Vendor

Q 1.3.1 The successful vendor shall be responsible for ensuring that the equipment
supplied to the customer fully complies with the requirements of this spfeci-
fication including any deviations accepted by the customer.

1.3.2 The equipment described herein shall be built to customer approved drawings.
Customer approval of any document describing a design, process or procedure
does not waive or supercede any of the requirements of this specification nor
the vendor's responsibility for fulfilling all of the specification requirements.

2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

The following General Electric Co. Drawings and Specifications define the parts
which will be inspected with the equipment specified herein, and the acceptance
limits for these parts. These drawings are proprietary to General Electric Co.
to the extent as follows:

PROPRIETARY INFORMATION
The information contained in this document is disclosed in confidence. It is the

propert of General Electric Company and shall not be used (except for evaluation),

dis closed to orthers or reproduced without the express written consent of General

Electric Company. If consent Is given for reproduction, this notice shall appear on

any reproduction, in whole or in part, of this document. The foregoing is subject

to any rights the U.S. Government may have acquired in such information ()o
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2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS (Cont'd)

DOCUMENT NO. DESCRIPTION

6032T26 Stage 1 Blade & Disk (Blisk)
6032T27 Stage 2 Blade & Disk (Blisk)
6038T08 Stage 3 & 4 Blade & Disk (Blisk)
6038T09 Stage 5 Blade & Disk (Blisk)
M50TF2213 Acceptability Limits for Integral Blade/Disk Airfoils

6038T74 Impellar

3.0 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

3.1 The equipment specified herein shall be used for optical inspection of airfoil
leading edge contour, utilizing light sectioning, positioned at the point where
the inspection sections, defined on the engineering drawings (Para. 2.0), pass
thru the leading edge.

3.2 The equipment will be used in production inspection and must be engineered for
ease of operation by inspection pe '-sonnel. Set-ups are to be made as simple
as possible.

3.3 Optical System

3.3.1 The system shall include high quality optics suitable for TV and photo-
graphic image transfer. Lenses for 20X and 40X magnification shall be
provided by the vendor.

3.3.2 The microscope shall be equipped with two viewing ports. One shall be
adaptable for photographic and/or TV camera and the other shall provide.
direct viewing by the operator and shall be positioned for optimum view-
ing comfort.

3.3.3 A system shall be built-in which will project a retical image onto the
field of view. The retical projection device shall have a turret device
which will contain no less than (6) reticles for selective projection.

3.3.4 The retical projection system shall be rigidly mounted and shall have
all necessary adjustments to focus and orient the image to the optical
field. All adjustments shall lock in place.

3.3. 5 Reticals, mounted in suitable holders, shall be provided by the customer

at time of equipment acceptance at the vendors plant.

3. 4 Illuminator System

8.4.1 A collimated, horizontal, single beam of high intensity light shall be
provided at a fixed focal distance 90 to the optical centerline. The beam
width- shall be sufficient enough to extend at least 1/8 inch on either side
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3.4 Illuminator System - Cont'd

of the leading edge,

3. 4. 2 The light source shall be either laser or an adjustable high intensity

lamp using fibre optic bundles from a single power supply.

3.4.3 The illuminator support shall be mounted vertically behind the micro-
scope and may require an extendable tube which will direct the light
beam 900 to the optical axis, the tube shall be small enough to position
between rows of blades on stage 3 & 4 Blisk and I.pellar.

3.4.4 The illuminator support must be of rigid design set at a fixed focal
distance from the optics. Fine adjustment for focus shall be provided
in the event the focus becomes disturbed. These adjustments shall be
firmly lockable and not exposed to manipulation by operating personnel.

3.5 PART POSITIONING

3.5.1 The microscope, reticle and illuminator system shall be integrated into
a floor mounted fixturing device, which shall position each part speci-Qfied in Para. 2. 0 such that the intent of the engineering drawing, with
respect to leading edge inspection, is met.

3.5.2 The basic fixturing device shall consist of an elevated staging table,
horizontal rotating plate or equiv. for twist adjustment, transverse and
lateral slides for positioning the part in the optical field, and rotating
part holders (arbors) for orienting the leading edge to the vertical optical
axis.

3.5.3 Elevated Table shall consist of a precision vertical slide, manually
operated, to position the part to the correct "radial" height. The
vertical position will be determined by a digital readout with a scale
and read head and shall be located in a convenient position for operator
viewing. A fine adjustment and looking feature shall be provided.

3.5.4 Mechanically calibrated masters shall be provided by the vendor, for
each part in Para. 2. 0, to verify that the optical section Is in the correct
radial position.

3.5.5 The horizontal, rotating plate shall have markings identifying positions
by part ident. for ease of set-up, and shall lock into position. The
center of rotation shall be in line with the Optical center.

3.5.6 Transverse and lateral cross-slides shall incorporate fine adjustments )
*ith appropriate scale markings for repeating set-up. These slides shall
have convenient locking devices.
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3.5 PART POSITIONING (Cont'd)

3. 5. 7 The part holder shall be attached to the transverse slide and shall include

3.5.7.1 Part holding arbors with convenient clamping device shall be
staged horizontally on a suitable support member permanently
attached to the transverse slide.

3.5.7.2 Part locating datums, based on finish part size, will be pro-
vided by the customer at time of order.

3.5.7.3 A simple and effective rmeans of orienting the rotational position
of each blade on the arbor for each part in Para. 2.0 shall be
provided. This device shall consistantly position the leading
edges of each part, in line with the optical axis, within +. 0005
inches to two (2) SIGMA limits or better, measured at any
point on the leading edge profile.

3.5. 8 A tilting mechanism will be required to present the impeller leading
edge normal to the optical axis and shall have fixed stops as required for

) proper tilt angle.

3.6 EQUIPMENT ACCURACY AND REPEATABILITY

3.6.1 The equipment covered by this specification must be capable of inspecting
leading edge contour in accordance with M50TF2213, Para. 3.1.8.2.

3.6.2 The vertical slide with digital readout shall have a positioning and
repeatability accuracy of *. 001 inches within (2) sigma limits, or better.
(Also ref. Para. 3.5.7.3)

3.6.3 The resolution of the digital readout shall be to . 001 inches or better.

4.0 OPERATING & CALIBRATION INSTRUCTIONS shall be provided by the vendor at
time of equipment acceptance at his plant.

5.0 EQUIPMENT ACCEPTANCE

5.1 The vendor shall demonstrate in his plant and after installation in the customer's
plant, that the equipment complies with all of the accuracy and functional re-
quirements of this specification, under- the observation of General Electric Co.
Representative(s).
5.1.1 The demonstration shall -include, but not be limited to the successful

(r processing of sample production parts.

5.1. Final acceptance will be in the customer's ]lAnt in accordance with
Para. 5. 1.
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6.0 WARRANTY

Assuming the equipment is used under normal operating conditions, all repair
service and required replacement parts shall be provided free of charge to
General Electric Co. by the vendor, for a period of twelve (12) months from
the date of final acceptance.

7.0 ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Each of the following features is to be quoted separately.

7.1 One closed circuit TV camera + monitor including any adaptors required
to mount to the equipment per Para. 3.3.2.

7.2 One Polaroid camera ADAPTOR. (Ref. Para. 3.3.2)

7.3 Dual Illuminators mounted on single adaptor bracket instead of single
illuminator per Para. 3.4, but with similar features.

0
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i ep. -it Nvne:

Sp.rgification No: i0- Hqr,-CI.9q Rev:__

Purchase Order No: Machine Ser 'No.

1. Shipping Weight: lbs. l.a. Floor Space Req.__.

2. AC Ele:trical Motors

_. _.......C.

d._

3. D.C. Motors
H.P. Volts Converter Provided

4. Other Electrical Requirements

5. Control Panel Mountings Attached to Machine - Separate r-
" *6. Special foundation required- YES NO [-

*7. Machine requires lagging: YES ED NO L-
8. Leveling Accuracy required_

9. Sorvices Required

air_------------ pressure 3mount ..

steam pressure- .... ---- apount

witer- . . . pressure . .-.--.-. amount --.

gas (natural)___- pressure - ---- amount
drain clear water Specia!--e'cpe--T- "
electric other

Vendors Date

( $SigJn Ld Phone ......

t *If "Yes, vendir to include descriptive information.
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